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Abstract 
This thesis concerns the use of speech technology to support the process 
of learning the English language. It applies theories of computer-assisted 
language learning and second language acquisition to address the needs 
of beginning, intermediate and advanced students of English for specific 
purposes.  
 The thesis includes an evaluation of speech-recognition-based 
pronunciation software, based on a controlled study of a group of 
immigrant engineers. The study finds that while the weaker students may 
have benefited from their software practice, the pronunciation ability of 
the better students did not improve.  
 The linguistic needs of advanced and intermediate Swedish-native 
students of English are addressed in a study using multimodal speech 
synthesis in an interactive exercise demonstrating differences in the 
placement of lexical stress in two Swedish-English cognates. A speech 
database consisting of 28 ten-minute oral presentations made by these 
learners is described, and an analysis of pronunciation errors is pre-
sented. Eighteen of the presentations are further analyzed with regard to 
the normalized standard deviation of fundamental frequency over 10-
second long samples of speech, termed pitch variation quotient (PVQ). 
The PVQ is found to range from 6% to 34% in samples of speech, with 
mean levels of PVQ per presentation ranging from 11% to 24%. Males 
are found to use more pitch variation than females. Females who are 
more proficient in English use more pitch variation than the less profi-
cient females. A perceptual experiment tests the relationship between 
PVQ and impressions of speaker liveliness. An overall correlation of .83 
is found. Temporal variables in the presentation speech are also studied.  
 A bilingual database where five speakers make the same presentation 
in both English and Swedish is studied to examine effects of using a 
second language on presentation prosody. Little intra-speaker difference 
in pitch variation is found, but these speakers speak on average 20% 
faster when using their native language. The thesis concludes with a 
discussion of how the results could be applied in a proposed feedback 
mechanism for practicing and assessing oral presentations, concept-
ualized as a ‘speech checker.’ Potential users of the system would include 
native as well as non-native speakers of English.     
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…it is not sufficient to know what one ought 

to say, but one must also know how to say 

it, and this largely contributes to making the 

speech appear of a certain character. 

         -Aristotle, Rhetoric  
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Chapter 1:  
Introduction 

1.1 Speech technology for 
comprehensive CALL  

This thesis investigates ways in which speech technology can be used to 
help different kinds of learners, from beginners to experts, develop their 
skills in spoken English. To learn a foreign language, a student must 
master the four main language skills: reading, listening, writing and 
speaking. Reading and listening, classified as the ‘passive’ language skills, 
lend themselves naturally to computer-assisted language learning (CALL) 
applications. Computers can provide language learners with annotated 
texts to read and appropriate recorded speech to listen to, expanding 
curricular materials beyond the range of traditional books and tapes. In 
addition, they can facilitate the practice of the ‘productive’ language 
skills, writing and speaking. Learners use computers primarily to produce 
and exchange written texts and messages. Feedback on the linguistic 
correctness of these texts is provided, with increasing reliability, by 
spellcheckers and grammar checkers. However, computers have been 
less commonly used as a training medium for our primary means of 
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communication, speech. While it is a simple matter to use a computer to 
record and play back samples of learner speech, giving intelligent, 
pedagogic feedback on the quality of that speech is a difficult task. 
 Speech technology, comprising systems for analyzing, recognizing 
and synthesizing speech, enables CALL developers to create complete 
language learning systems that support the process of acquiring skills in 
speaking the target language. The technology that has emerged from 
research labs around the world has already been used to produce 
commercially successful software that gives evaluative feedback on 
learner pronunciation. While the techniques for doing so have been the 
subject of much published research (e.g. Eskenazi 1999;  Witt 1999; 
Cucchiarini et al. 2000; Delmonte 2000; Neumeyer et al. 2000; 
Minematsu et al. 2002), little work has been done by language teachers to 
assess the effectiveness of these methods for automating the teaching of 
pronunciation. The first part of this thesis attempts to test the work of 
research labs and commercial producers by empirically evaluating the 
potential of speech technology to provide meaningful pedagogic 
feedback on pronunciation to learners with different levels of language 
ability. The second part of the thesis considers the needs of language 
learners who speak English fluently and intelligibly.  

1.2 A technology-driven and  
learner-centered approach  

The basic premise of the work presented in this thesis is that speech 
technology should be used to support the development of spoken 
English. As a language teacher, my task has been to assess the suitability 
and effectiveness of specific technologies as they can be used by 
particular groups of learners. Some CALL researchers have criticized the 
tendency for new software applications to have been inspired by the 
underlying technologies (i.e. be ‘technology-driven’) rather than by the 
attempt to put existing theories of language learning into pedagogical 
practice (Levy 1997; Egan and Kulman 1998; Chapelle 2001; Neri et al. 
2002b).  Their point is that pedagogical goals should be primary and the 
technology secondary in the construction and design of CALL systems. 
However, the ‘accusation’ that it is problematic to use technology as a 
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starting point rather than as a simple means to an end can be somewhat 
perplexing to engineers. The engineer’s response is to point to all the 
inventions and discoveries, from electricity to the Internet, whose 
applications have not been known from the beginning. Looking for ways 
to use new technologies is a natural element of engineering research, and 
in the collaboration between pedagogues and engineers, this approach 
must be accepted. This thesis thus makes no apologies for using existing 
language technologies as the starting point for research.  
 Another tendency of concern to CALL theorists is that developers 
may not always take into consideration the needs of learners of varying 
levels of language ability and the different reasons they may have for 
learning the target language (Chapelle 2001). Speech technology has so 
far been used to teach the sound system of the target language; 
pronunciation skills are traditionally taught to beginning students and 
receive less attention in courses for intermediate and advanced students 
(Elliot 1995). The latter part of the thesis explores the grounds for an 
application that would be useful to students who have already acquired 
the sound system of English with reasonable success. It also 
accommodates the special position of English as the lingua franca which 
people of different native languages often use to communicate with each 
other.  
 Proficiency in English is a requirement for many jobs in Sweden. 
The learners considered in this thesis are for the most part studying the 
language with the specific goal of becoming more attractive candidates 
for employment in multinational companies where fluent and expressive 
command of English is a necessity. The language learners studied in 
Chapter 3 are immigrant engineers whose deficient language skills have 
contributed to their difficulties in finding employment in Sweden, but 
the remainder of the thesis analyzes the speech of intermediate and 
advanced Swedish-native university students. The pedagogic needs of 
these students are not always greatly distinguishable from the needs of 
English-native speakers. For example, engineering students whose first 
language is English also need to be taught report writing and 
presentation skills when they attend communication courses as part of 
their professional training. When these skills are taught to non-natives, 
the teacher must accommodate for the students’ incomplete command 
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of English syntax and vocabulary, but many course elements are the 
same as those taught to native speakers.  
 Likewise, both native and second-language students can turn to 
grammar checkers and spellcheckers to receive support in their 
production of written language. These tools are useful for native 
speakers, but perhaps even more so to non-natives (Knutsson 2005). A 
native speaker who makes an error in subject-verb agreement might 
easily catch the error in an initial proofread; a non-native might be more 
reliant on the guidance of the grammar checker to find the problem. In 
other words, the computer tools that support communication for native 
speakers support non-native intermediate and advanced learners to an 
even greater extent.  
 This thesis suggests an application for speech technology, intended 
for intermediate and advanced users of English, that is inspired by the 
value of grammar checkers and spell checkers to non-natives. It has been 
conceptualized as a ‘speech checker,’ a tool that would operate in the 
background as one prepares a spoken text, for example, a presentation. 
There is a wealth of features that such a speech checker could potentially 
provide feedback on; this thesis focuses on two prosodic aspects, pitch 
variation and speaking rate. The specific questions addressed in the latter 
part of the thesis concern how to quantify the two features, how the 
features vary in a large corpus of presentation speech, how the features 
relate to human perceptions of presentation speech, and how the 
features vary when a speaker is using his or her first or second language.  

1.3 Global English and teaching models 
for pronunciation 

Among the major languages of the world, English occupies a special 
position. In most developed countries it is taught to children from 
relatively young ages. Whether or not these children acquire good oral 
skills in their schoolrooms, by the time they are adults and are perhaps 
encountering pronunciation problems, they are no longer beginners but 
what language teachers call ‘false beginners,’ whose fossilized 
pronunciation presents exceptional teaching challenges (Acton 1984). As 
seen by the results presented in Chapter 3, the needs of these learners are 
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perhaps beyond the means of what computer-assisted pronunciation 
training can provide. This is not to say that computers should not be 
used to teach English pronunciation to adults, only that in a research 
context, it might be preferable to test methods using languages where 
learners have not been ‘contaminated’ with previous long-term exposure 
to the language. 
 Another reason that English is different from other languages is that 
people learn it not to communicate with speakers from a limited number 
of countries and cultures, but with other people who are also using it as a 
second language. The position of English as a lingua franca can call into 
question the validity of strict native-speaker models. This section gives a 
brief introduction to this topic in relation to teaching spoken English. 
 It has been hundreds of years since the English language has been 
associated with one mother culture and one standard spoken variety. 
Teachers of English have always been confronted to one degree or 
another with the issue of choosing teaching models from among the 
many varieties of the language that exist around the world. For teaching 
writing, this is mostly a question of informing students about a limited 
class of spelling differences between British and American English. 
While the written language provides global cohesion, this is clearly not 
the case for the spoken language. In practice, teachers have generally 
used their own best pronunciation as a model, thereby perpetuating the 
sort of English they themselves were taught. In Sweden, British English 
was the unquestioned teaching model in the 1950s and 60s, but since 
then has been gradually relinquishing ground to American English 
(Modiano 1993). The policy of allowing only two acceptable teaching 
models has come into question in Sweden as in many parts of the world 
(Gimson 1978; Jenkins 2000; Levis 2005). 
 At least two theoretical models exist to describe the current state of 
global English. A widely cited one is that of Kachru (1985; also 
employed by Melchers and Shaw 2003), who proposed a model 
consisting of three concentric circles where the center, or ‘inner circle,’ is 
occupied by the English spoken in Britain, the US, Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand and South Africa; the middle ring or ‘outer circle’ 
represents the English spoken in countries where English has been 
institutionalized as an official second language (primarily former colonies 
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such as India, Kenya and Hong Kong); and the outmost, expanding ring 
nearly any country in the world (China, or Sweden) where people learn 
English as a foreign language. According to Kachru, teaching models 
should be retrieved from the inner circle varieties. Kachru’s model has 
been criticized as correlating unnecessarily highly with the race of the 
speakers of each country; in response, Mufwene (2001) has proposed an 
alternative model that takes what he terms an ecological analysis of the 
varieties of English, dividing them up into Creole and non-Creole 
varieties depending on the degree with which they have come into 
contact with other languages. A central criterion in distinguishing 
varieties along these lines is that of ‘mutual intelligibility’.  
  Kachru’s concentric circles model could perhaps be improved by 
blurring the distinction between ‘second language’ and ‘foreign language’ 
countries. As Melchers and Shaw  point out, it is likely that “there are 
many rich expanding-circle countries where knowledge of English is 
more widespread than in some poor outer-circle countries” (2003, p. 37). 
Countries such as Sweden give no legislated, official status to the English 
language, so they are placed in the outermost ‘foreign language’ circle in 
the Kachru model. However, English is the de facto second language of 
small northern European countries. English is granted equal status with 
Swedish and mathematics in what is considered as core subject material 
for all Swedish schoolchildren, and due to the internationalization of 
higher education, those who continue at the tertiary level must be 
prepared to be taught in English (Airey 2003). English is also the official 
language of many large Swedish companies, and the primary language for 
Swedish musical artists who want to reach an international audience. 
There are thus many reasons why English in Sweden could be 
characterized as a second, rather than a foreign language. 
 According to estimates made by Crystal (1997), the number of 
people who competently speak English as a second language has now 
surpassed the number of native speakers. Furthermore, Crystal predicts 
that within a generation there will be more native English speakers in 
India than in Britain. Allowances must be made for national varieties of 
the language:  
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T“International varieties thus express national identities, and are a way 
of reducing the conflict between intelligibility and identity. Because a 
speaker from country A is using English, there is an intelligibility bond 
with an English speaker from country B –and this is reinforced by the 
existence of a common written language. On the other hand, because 
speaker A is not using exactly the same way of speaking as speaker B, 
both parties retain their identities. It is another way of ‘having your 
cake and eating it’.”  (1997, p. 134T).     

 
 Crystal predicts the formation of a new standard: World Standard 
Spoken English. Other scholars, among them Jenkins (2000) (see also 
Gimson 1978; Jenner 1989), have taken steps toward describing the 
phonology of such a language. Jenkins proposes establishing “a set of 
‘nuclear norms’ for all L2 speakers of English, and receptively [i.e. for 
purposes of comprehending other speakers] for L1 speakers as well” but 
would then allow local varieties to follow local phonological norms. 
Based on empirical studies of interactions between non-native speakers 
using English with each other, she proposes features of the sound 
system that are worth devoting time and effort into teaching and 
learning, and other features that can be largely ignored in the classroom.  
For example, the inter-dental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/ are marked for 
English, difficult to learn, eliminated in many regional dialects, and carry 
low functional load—and therefore should receive a low pedagogic 
priority (Jenkins 2000, pp. 137-138). Jenkins’ work is promising for the 
future of speech technology for language learning, in that she proposes 
to eliminate the problem of choosing between varieties and concretizes 
ideas of new phonetic models, and furthermore emphasizes the 
segmental aspects that computer-assisted pronunciation teaching 
(CAPT) systems using speech recognition can do best.  
 What these scholars are acknowledging is that many people who 
study English do not have the goal of sounding very much like a native 
speaker of any variety. Aspiring teachers of the language or immigrants 
to an English-speaking country might set their sights on native-like 
pronunciation, but the majority of those who use English internationally 
are contented to retain some features of their native language as long as 
those features do not impede intelligibility. The goal of these speakers is 
simply successful communication, and these goals are supported by 
recent research on the relationship between the use of English as an 
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international language and pedagogic practice (Melchers and Shaw 2003; 
Derwing and Munro 2005; Levis 2005; Sifakis and Sougari 2005).  The 
thesis adopts this liberal attitude toward what is acceptable pronunciation 
of English.   

1.4 Beyond pronunciation 
Because English is the world’s lingua franca, many non-natives are 
frequently required to use the language when speaking in public. The 
international conference is one scenario familiar to academics, and in the 
business world everything from sales pitches to the presentation of the 
latest quarterly report on a live Web broadcast is done in English. 
Another group affected by the growth of English is university teachers. 
In the competition for international students, many European 
universities have begun to offer programs of study in English, requiring 
teachers to lecture in a second language whether they feel comfortable 
with it or not (Gunnarsson 1999; Airey 2003). University administrators 
and politicians assume that students’ English skills are sufficient to 
follow such programs, but it is not clear how well students are able to 
transfer their excellent receptive skills in English into articulate and 
precise productive skills. 
 An analysis of the database described in Chapter 5 will show that 
intelligible pronunciation of English is not a big problem for the future 
employees of Swedish companies and universities. The question remains 
whether the added cognitive load of using a second language for 
speaking in public interferes with the speakers’ ability to do so in an 
effective and engaging manner. Most people find speaking in public a 
challenge, and even more so when doing it in a second language. 
Another potential problem facing non-natives is the replacement of 
native intonational patterns—in this case Swedish ones—with patterns 
more appropriate to English. There is a risk that after stripping away the 
native patterns, a speaker is at loss with what to replace them with, 
resulting in monotone speech. With the envisioned goal of creating a 
feedback mechanism for practicing public speaking, the final chapters of 
the thesis examine some of the variables that could be of value for 
automatically assessing the prosody of oral presentations.  
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1.5 Structure and contribution  
of the thesis  

The following chapter provides an overview of the state of the art for 
using speech technology to teach the spoken second language and 
introduces the existing areas of application for speech synthesis, speech 
analysis, and speech recognition. Chapter 3 continues with a study of 
two applications of speech recognition (Hincks 2001; Hincks 2002b; 
Hincks 2003a), Chapter 4 describes a study using speech synthesis 
interactively to teach lexical stress (Hincks 2002a), and Chapters 6-8 
study how speech analysis can be used to provide an analysis of prosody 
at the discourse level (Hincks 2004a; Hincks 2004b; Hincks 2005b; 
Hincks 2005c). Chapter 5 describes the collection of a database of 
presentation speech and examines pronunciation error frequency 
(Hincks 2003c).  Chapters 6, 7 and 8 explore the parameters that could 
be useful for automatically evaluating oral presentations in terms of pitch 
variation and speaking rate. Chapter 9 compares how speaking rate and 
pitch variation differ when the same speaker is using English or Swedish 
(Hincks 2005a). The potential application of these results in a feedback 
mechanism for public speaking (Hincks 2003b) is developed in Chapter 
10, and Chapter 11 provides a summary and ideas for further research.  
 This thesis thus provides a general overview of the limitations and 
potential of speech technology for language learners from beginners to 
accomplished language users. It also examines the premises for novel 
applications of these technologies. The two primary contributions are an 
empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of a leading CALL product and 
a demonstration of the validity of the concept of a feedback mechanism 
for public speaking. I discuss the limitations of using speech recognition 
to teach pronunciation to intermediate learners, and suggest that speech 
analysis be used to help advanced learners understand how to make 
more effective use of their voices when they are using English for public 
speaking. Specifically, I propose that a simple metric, based on the 
standard deviation of fundamental frequency over 10-second long 
stretches of speech, be used to characterize speaker liveliness, thereby 
helping teachers or speakers who have problems with monotonous 
delivery.  
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Chapter 2:  
Speech technology for 
teaching pronunciation 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter surveys how speech synthesis, speech analysis and speech 
recognition can be used to teach and evaluate learner pronunciation.  It 
looks at the potential of speech technology to be used within the 
framework of two theories of language acquisition, and reports on the 
state of the art of existing CALL systems for teaching pronunciation. 

2.1.1 Need for computer support 

Speech-enabled CALL systems allow pronunciation training to be 
individualized, which is advantageous in many ways. Specific exercises 
can be selected to meet a learner’s particular problems. The opportunity 
to practice is not limited to the time the teacher is available, and a 
computer is infinitely patient. In the language classroom, on the other 
hand, it can be difficult to give each learner the pronunciation practice he 
or she needs.  With a  group of students who have the same L1, though 
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learners may share the same difficulties with the target language, the 
pronunciation errors they make may not impede their intelligibility to 
each other (Jenkins 2000). When there is no penalty (in terms of lack of 
understanding) for inaccurate pronunciation, there is a risk for a 
fossilization of mispronunciations. In a mixed-language classroom, on 
the other hand, learners do not necessarily share the specific areas in 
need of training. This makes it difficult for the teacher to devise in-class 
exercises that are meaningful for a majority of the students. In any 
classroom, some learners are uncomfortable when the spotlight is 
focused on their own production, and some teachers are inexperienced 
in giving the necessary kind of corrective feedback. In addition, many 
English teachers around the world today have themselves not had the 
opportunity to develop pronunciation suitable for use as a teaching 
model.  Here is an area in need of effective CAPT (computer-assisted 
pronunciation training) products. 
 The language laboratory has traditionally provided a means for 
necessary outside-the-classroom training, and as language labs around 
the world move from analog to digital technology, the opportunity has 
arisen for the development of software that can provide more than the 
traditional record-and-play-back model for spoken language training.  
Ideally such software should also be available for use on home 
computers, avoiding the inconvenience of traveling to a lab. Language 
lab practice is most beneficially done in association with the language 
teacher, who can listen to student production individually, giving 
feedback and comments. This is of course time-consuming, and when 
educational institutions around the world are forced to cut costs, teacher 
involvement in pronunciation training can be sacrificed. Using some 
form of automatic feedback is a potential solution to this problem. 

2.1.2 Teaching pronunciation in theory and in practice  

Though it is not difficult to find reasons why CAPT could offer 
solutions to existing obstacles in programs of language instruction, it is a 
less simple matter to fit speech technology’s potential support into a 
theoretical framework of how language learning takes place. Before 
looking more closely at the computer’s role, this section will briefly cover 
how major theories of second language acquisition (SLA) accommodate 
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pronunciation training. The present discussion is limited to non-
computer-aided pedagogic practice, and excludes theoretical issues of 
why ‘foreign accent’ is such a stubborn problem in second language 
acquisition (Flege 1981; Ioup and Weinberger 1987; Flege 1995; Flege 
1999; Piske et al. 2001; McAllister 2002).  
 One basic distinction is made between the behaviorist, or ‘audio-
lingual’ methods popular in the 1950s and 60s, and the ‘communicative’ 
methods that took their place in the 70s and 80s (for a survey of how 
pronunciation teaching relates to SLA theory, see Morley 1991). Audio-
lingual teachers had a given place in their methodology for how to teach 
pronunciation: using drills, mimicry and memorization to instill the 
appropriate linguistic rhythm and minimal pairs to demonstrate 
phonemic differences. Audio-lingual methodology was largely rejected by 
pedagogues who maintained that better learning takes place when 
students and teachers focus more on the function of the language than on 
the form. The function-driven communicative teacher believed in using 
the target language from the very beginning to perform real tasks rather 
than having students repeat meaningless drills. According to this school 
of thought, interrupting students with immediate feedback to correct 
their mistakes only impeded their fluency and damaged the self-
confidence necessary for good learning (Stevick 1978). Furthermore, 
perfect pronunciation came to be seen as less important. As Brown and 
Yule (1983, p.26) wrote, “after years of rigorous attention to 
pronunciation in the fifties and early sixties, most teachers now accept 
that the aim of achieving native-like pronunciation is not only 
unreasonable but unattainable.” They maintained that pronunciation, like 
handwriting, is “relatively extraneous” (ibid p. 53), and they were 
particularly critical of methods that asked students to drill vowels and 
consonants and words in isolation.  
 An outgrowth of communicative SLA theories focuses on what 
happens when communication breaks down. These ‘interactionist’ 
theorists maintain that it is during the ensuing ‘negotiation of meaning’ 
that true learning (termed uptake) takes place (Pica 1994; Lyster and 
Ranta 1997; Ellis et al. 2001). For the pronunciation of the language, this 
would mean for example that if a Japanese speaker of English is 
repeatedly misunderstood when he tells someone to ‘turn light,’ he will 
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eventually have more success in saying ‘turn right’ instead. This approach 
falls in line with opinions that intelligibility rather than native-like speech 
should be the goal of pronunciation training, and gives further reason 
why in many classrooms pronunciation does not receive a lot of 
attention (Morley 1991). Recently, however, writers have called for a 
return to a ‘focus on form’ (Doughty and Williams 1998) as a reaction to 
the fact that graduates of communicative classrooms may produce 
language fluently but not very accurately.  
 There is little classroom-based research to show the benefits of using 
one method of teaching pronunciation over another. One inconclusive 
study is MacDonald et al. (1994), where four groups of students were 
treated with different instructional methods: drills, self-study with tape 
recording, interactive activities, and no instruction.  None of the groups, 
however, showed any significant long-term improvement. This lack of 
results could be due to the short period of time allowed for the 
instruction. Better results were achieved by Elliot (1995) who was at least 
able to show that formal instruction in pronunciation (as opposed to 
none at all) did give measurable benefits to intermediate learners of 
Spanish. The multimodal instructional methods used in his study can be 
described as going beyond mere aural presentation of the sounds of 
Spanish to requiring students to verbally describe how the sounds were 
different from related English sounds, and showing them how they were 
articulated through a visual representation. An interesting study which 
seemed to point to the primacy of prosodic training was done by 
Neufeld (1987) who taught his subjects to speak sentences in unfamiliar 
languages without understanding the meaning of what they were saying. 
The treatment started with subjects drawing perceived pitch curves of 
utterances and delayed oral production until the 16P

th
P time the subjects 

heard the target sentences. The method was deemed successful in that a 
large number of subjects were able to fool judges that they were in fact 
native speakers of the foreign language. Noteworthy is that both 
Neufeld’s and Elliot’s successful instructional methods were multimodal, 
indicating that adult learners might benefit best from input via several 
channels.  
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2.1.3 Applying SLA theory to CAPT 

In general, one can say that computers lend themselves most naturally to 
the kind of training advocated by audio-lingual theorists: drills, 
repetitions and mimicry. A computer can prompt a student to imitate a 
given utterance and then have the student listen to his or her own 
production, with or without evaluative feedback. In the year 2000, many 
of the commercial software programs that claimed to train pronunciation 
used the computer as no more than a recording device. Practicing 
pronunciation with such a system is probably better than no practice at 
all, but of course an ideal system would provide meaningful feedback 
and direction.  
 The theories of the communicative approach to language learning 
are harder to put into practice for CAPT systems. Further advances in 
artificial intelligence are necessary before computers can offer an 
environment that can be said to truly either ‘communicate’ or ‘negotiate’ 
with a learner, though research in creating spoken dialogue systems for 
language learning is underway (Johnson et al. 2004; Seneff and Wang 
2004). Mispronunciation on the segmental level could be part of the 
reason for any breakdown in communication in such systems, pushing 
students to focus on their pronunciation, and providing an imitation of 
the ‘negotiation of meaning’ that takes place between humans.   

Computerized pronunciation training gives an opportunity to 
provide the focus on form that is sometimes missing from 
communicative language courses. The fact that it theoretically can be 
placed more in the audio-lingual rather than the communicative school 
of language acquisition need not present a problem, if one considers the 
fact that some proponents of communicative theory offer no better 
alternative. Chapter 3 will look at how one software program applies 
both communicative and audio-lingual theories.  
 The remainder of this chapter surveys how speech technology is 
being used for commercial and research purposes in the field of CAPT.  
The three main components of speech technology are speech synthesis 
(computer-generated speech), speech analysis (acoustic analysis of the 
speech signal), and speech recognition (computer systems that turn a 
sound signal into words).  
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2.2 CAPT using speech synthesis 
In the future, animated agents in our computers will possibly be able to 
act as personal virtual language tutors (Engwall et al. 2004; Granström 
2004). These ‘tutors’ will however not be ‘native speakers’ of the 
language they are teaching. To achieve maximum flexibility in these 
teaching systems, the tutors may speak as is appropriate for an artificial 
being, that is, with synthetic speech (for an introduction see Carlson and 
Granström 1997). At present, speech synthesis is not widely used in 
language learning applications. Because synthesis can often sound quite 
artificial, developers have been wary of using it as a teaching model, 
preferring recordings of natural voices. Work is being done to develop a 
methodology for benchmarking synthesis so that it can be more reliably 
used in CALL applications (Handley and Hamel 2005).  
 Speech synthesis can be manipulated with a level of control that 
cannot always be achieved with natural speech, and therefore it is often 
used to test the perception of speech sounds. The goal of this type of 
perception research has been an understanding of the relevant acoustic 
properties of speech sounds and how humans perceive them. For 
language learners, it is generally believed that perceiving second language 
sound contrasts is a prerequisite to being able to produce them, and it 
has been shown that they need to be exposed to a variety of voices in 
order to be able to generalize trained perception of L2 sound contrasts 
to new stimuli (Logan et al. 1991; Lively et al. 1994). Though Logan and 
Lively achieved their results with recordings of natural speech, synthesis 
is an alternative for producing stimuli for the purpose of teaching the 
perception of L2 sounds.  In a recent study, Wang and Munro (2004) 
successfully used synthetic stimuli to teach Mandarin and Cantonese 
learners distinctions in English vowel quality. With the goal of teaching 
students to focus less on vowel duration and more on vowel quality, they 
used formant synthesis to create stimuli with six different vowel 
durations. For example, the words heed and hid were each synthesized 
with different vowel durations ranging between 125 to 250 ms. The 
students thereby learned to listen to the differences in quality rather than 
length to distinguish between /i/ and /I/. Long-term improved 
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perception of the contrasts in comparison with a control group was 
achieved.  
 For the teaching of the intonational patterns of the target language, a 
technique which is very appealing theoretically is re-synthesis of a 
student’s own production (Bannert and Hyltenstam 1981; Sundström 
1998; Germain-Rutherford and Martin 2000). With this technique, the 
pitch and duration parameters of a native speaker are applied to an 
utterance made by a language learner. Providing the original utterance 
had acceptable segmental quality, the result is that the student is able to 
hear his or her own voice sounding much more like a native speaker. 
Listening to a re-synthesized utterance should lower some of the 
psychological barriers to adapting the intonational patterns of the target 
language, though this hypothesis has yet to be tested experimentally. 
 Text-to-speech synthesis as a widely available learning tool would 
empower learners to generate the pronunciation of utterances in the 
absence of authoritative speakers of the language. Recent advances made 
in the naturalness of commercially available synthesis systems have 
inspired their use as reading models in situations where teachers may 
either not have satisfactory pronunciation or time to record large 
quantities of text. Students can thereby listen to a text as they read it, in 
that way doubling the channels of linguistic input.  
 Another potential for speech synthesis would be for disseminating 
new models of English. The previous chapter looked briefly at 
descriptions of proposed new standards for spoken International English 
(Jenkins 2000). Since it is an artificial construction, there are no native 
speakers of this variety of English. CALL applications using synthesized 
speech articulated according to the recommendations of experts such as 
Jenkins could be the solution to spreading new varieties of English with 
international acceptability. 
 The greatest potential for speech synthesis in CALL applications, 
however, lies in its ability to be freely integrated with visual models of 
the face, mouth and vocal tract. The visual component is an important 
part of spoken language understanding (e.g. Grant and Greenberg 2001) 
and is clearly essential when it comes to pronunciation instruction (Elliot 
1995; Hazan et al. 2002). Traditional CAPT systems use videos of human 
faces or animations to demonstrate correct articulation. Future systems 
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will be able to reveal what the articulation should look like inside of the 
mouth as well as on the surface (Engwall et al. 2004) This will provide 
important information for tongue placement, for example.   
 In summary, speech synthesis for pronunciation training is an area 
with much potential but little published research. Chapter 4 returns to 
the use of synthesis as an interactive tool for teaching lexical stress.  

2.3 CAPT using speech analysis  
The use of speech analysis software to teach intonational patterns to 
second language learners dates back to the 1970s, making this 
component of technology-assisted pronunciation training the oldest of 
the three. The basic principle is that the pitch contour and/or sound 
waveform of a student utterance are visually displayed alongside those of 
a model utterance. Together with a teacher, or on his/her own, the 
differences in the visualizations of the two utterances are examined, with 
the goal of heightening awareness of the dimensions of pitch, duration 
and intensity, and ultimately attaining prosodic patterns suitable for the 
target language.    
  Studies have shown that presenting visual displays of pitch contours 
improves both perception and production of target language intonation. 
Groundbreaking work was done in the Netherlands by  de Bot  and 
Mailfert (1982) who showed that even limited training with audio-visual 
feedback of prosody was more beneficial than audio feedback alone. A 
similar line of investigation was later carried out by Molholt (1988) on 
Chinese-speaking learners of English, and by Öster (1999) on 
immigrants to Sweden. Recently, Hardison (2004) has expanded this 
work to show that audio-visually trained learners of French not only 
improved their prosody but also their segmental accuracy. Germain-
Rutherford (Germain-Rutherford and Martin 2000) personally annotates 
the sound files sent to her by her students to show in what ways their 
intonation of French can be improved.  
 Examples of the types of intonational patterns that can be trained 
with pitch visualization are, for example, the distinctions between acute 
and grave word accent in Swedish, or polar (yes/no) question intonation 
in English. Proper placement of focal accent can also be taught. English 
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learners of French can practice speaking in tone units with right-
boundary stress rather than the left-boundary prominence more 
common to English (Hardison 2004). Learners of tone languages can 
find pitch visualization especially useful for discriminating the tonal 
differences that are phonologically distinctive in those languages.  
 The above-mentioned studies have been conducted in situations 
where there was a teacher available for guidance and interpretation. 
Because most language learners have little knowledge of acoustics, expert 
assistance is required for learners to understand pitch displays. Essential 
feedback is provided by the human, with the computer screen as a tool 
for visualization. 
 Despite the advantages of using speech analysis to visualize intona-
tion, it has not been widely used in language classrooms. A major reason, 
according to teachers, is the high cost of signal analysis software such as 
VisiPitch (Chun 1998). The systems freely available, such as WaveSurfer 
(Sjölander and Beskow 2000) and Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2005), 
have been well-known in the speech research community but relatively 
unknown in the language learning community. Some researcher/teachers 
complain that the necessity of using utterances with many voiced (as 
opposed to unvoiced) segments presents an obstacle to its use 
(Anderson-Hsieh 1992; Chun 1998). Many commercial software 
packages, such as the one evaluated in the next chapter, incorporate a 
signal analysis element, but often without adequate guidance in 
interpreting the feedback.  
 Chapter 6 returns to the subject of speech analysis and suggests that 
it be used over and beyond the visualization of pitch movement on the 
utterance level, by quantifying pitch variation at the discourse level.  

2.4 CAPT using automatic speech 
recognition  

The signal analysis software used for displaying pitch contours is a 
relatively mature technology that has been functioning reasonably well 
for many years. A newer technology, used in CALL in the last decade, is 
automatic speech recognition, ASR. ASR has held the tantalizing 
promise of enabling a truly communicative, feedback-providing 
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framework for CALL, by letting learners ‘converse’ with a computer in a 
spoken dialogue system (e.g. McTear 2004). However, significant 
advances in natural language processing and computational power are 
necessary before even native speakers can converse with a computer 
about anything beyond the constraints of limited domains. These 
challenges are multiplied for the prospect of accented users using speech 
recognition, since their pronunciations cannot be represented in a 
general language database without diluting the precision of the 
recognition (Egan and LaRocca 2000).  
 The basis of ASR technology is the probabilistic comparison 
between the signals received by the system and what is known about the 
phonemes of a language as represented in a database containing 
recordings of hundreds of native speakers of the language (for an 
introduction see Ainsworth 1997). Because of ASR’s mathematical basis, 
numerical scores can be derived representing the deviation between a 
signal and an acoustic model of the phoneme it is hypothesized to have 
initiated from. These scores have the potential to then be given to the 
learner as a type of feedback measuring a quantifiable distance from a 
target phoneme.  However, it is not possible with current technology to 
say in what way the signal has deviated from the model, and this means 
that feedback is not corrective or constructive, but merely a sort of 
evaluation of the signal.  Some research has looked at the creation of 
ASR databases specific to a learner’s L1, thereby anticipating mistakes 
the user is likely to make (Witt 1999; Bonaventura et al. 2000; Delmonte 
2000; Tomokiyo 2000; Minematsu et al. 2002). By expecting a user to, 
for example, substitute an unvoiced sound for a voiced sound, the 
proper feedback message can be prepared for delivery when that voiced 
sound receives a low score.   
 Another constraint involved in using ASR in language learning is 
that speech recognition systems at present are poor at handling 
information contained in the speaker’s prosody.  In order to recognize 
the words of an utterance, the recognizer must ignore the variations of 
pitch, tempo and intensity that naturally appear in utterances by different 
speakers and even within an individual speaker’s various productions.  
This means that ASR can give feedback at the segmental level, but not 
on the supra-segmental. Unfortunately for CALL developers who want 
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to use ASR, these prosodic features are sometimes those that need the 
most practice from language learners (Anderson-Hsieh et al. 1992). ASR 
can, however, be successfully used to measure the speed at which a 
learner speaks, a type of fluency measure.  Rate of speech has been 
shown to correlate with speaker proficiency (Cucchiarini et al. 2000; 
Kormos and Dénes 2004). Thus, the best prosodic application of ASR 
so far is in assessment of temporal measures. 
 Speaker age and sex is another issue that must be taken into 
consideration when using speech recognition.  Many language learners 
are children, but their speech is not suitable for recognition in systems 
based on recordings of adult speech, and special databases and programs 
need to be created for them (Gerosa and Giuliani 2004; Mich et al. 2004; 
Elenius and Blomberg 2005; Oppelstrup et al. 2005). Ideally, the system 
should be adapted to the sex of the user, so that users model their 
utterances on those of speakers of the same sex.  Work on allowing users 
to pick their own model speaker was done by Probst et al. (2002); 
unfortunately, users were not very successful in choosing models that 
were appropriate for their voices. Though it would be possible to choose 
better models automatically, a goal of the project was to maximize 
learner initiative.   
 Finally, it must be acknowledged that the collection of speech 
databases and the creation of speech recognition engines is an expensive 
and time-consuming process. This means that commercial organizations 
may not find it viable to invest in developing products for smaller 
languages.  
 Because ASR can be used both to give feedback on and to test 
language development, the remainder of this section is divided along 
those lines. 

2.4.1 Projects using ASR in language training 

Though the most widely known application for ASR is the spoken 
dialogue systems with which we can, for example, order tickets 
automatically, an application available on the consumer market is for 
computer-based dictation. Dictation systems are speaker-dependent; that 
is, trained to recognize the speech of one individual. A few researchers 
have been inspired to test dictation systems on language learners, as a 
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way of assessing pronunciation. Coniam (1999)  looked at the ability with 
which foreign-accented speakers of English could use a commercially 
available dictation program. Ten proficient Cantonese-accented speakers 
of English trained the dictation system on their voices, and the accuracy 
with which the system transcribed their read text was analyzed.  
Predictably, the software was significantly worse at recognizing foreign-
accented speech than native speech. Derwing et al. (2000) compared 
machine recognition scores with human intelligibility scores derived by 
transcribing recorded utterances. Like Coniam, they found that 
proficient non-native speech was recognized much less accurately than 
native speech; moreover, they found a discrepancy between errors 
perceived by humans and the misrecognitions of the dictation software. 
The problems the dictation systems encountered did not correspond to a 
human-like pattern as evidenced by human intelligibility scores. The 
researchers implied that CALL products using ASR could teach users 
more about speaking with a machine than about speaking with a person.  
 Dictation software has not, however, been designed with CALL 
applications in mind.  ASR for non-native speech needs to be adapted so 
that the underlying phonetic models encompass a wider variety of 
possible productions. Preferably, this modeling should take into 
consideration the native language of the learners, to accommodate errors 
made from phonological transfer. Minematsu et al. (Minematsu and 
Nakagawa 2000; Minematsu et al. 2002; Asakawa et al. 2005) have 
applied clustering methods to model the differences between Japanese-
accented English and American-accented English. Work on the ISLE 
project (Menzel et al. 2001) aimed at modeling Italian- and German-
accented English to help intermediate learners. As a first step it was 
necessary to create a corpus of phonetically transcribed accented speech.  
This turned out to be very difficult to do reliably, given the limited 
annotation system required by the recognition engine (Bonaventura et al. 
2000). As a result, the final product performed poorly (Menzel et al. 
2000). This is unfortunate as the designers had hoped to be able to 
provide corrective, rather than merely evaluative, feedback. 
 A similar approach was taken by Witt (1999), who developed 
adaptation algorithms based on the assumption that the mother tongue 
of a language learner is known. Working with a database of heavily 
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accented speech, the non-native speech was modeled with a mixture of 
sounds from the target language and the native language. Witt’s methods 
were successful in improving the recognition of accented speech, but it 
was difficult to transfer her findings to goodness-of-pronunciation 
assessments that were comparable to those of human raters.  
 The US Military and the University of Southern California are 
cooperating on the creation of virtual environments where a user can 
command actions in a micro-world with the goal of practicing making 
commands in Arabic (Holland et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 2004). Another 
ambitious project is underway at MIT, where real dialogue systems in the 
weather-forecasting domain provide training for Mandarin learners of 
English and English learners of Mandarin (Seneff and Wang 2004). 

2.4.2 ASR for evaluating language skills 

An obstacle in testing pronunciation is determining a practical method 
for evaluation. Human judgment is not only time consuming and 
expensive, but it sometimes can be difficult for raters to be consistent 
and to agree with others. An appealing alternative would be to let ASR 
provide an objective measure for a pronunciation test. Since ASR is 
better at quantifying deviation than providing corrective feedback, 
pronunciation evaluation is a natural application. ASR can also be used 
to determine whether a student has given the correct answer to a simple 
question, such as what is the opposite of ‘complex’? Questions like this can be 
used to assess a student’s vocabulary, and thereby language proficiency.  
 The commercially successful PhonePass test was designed as an 
automatic, telephone-based substitute for an oral proficiency test 
(Townshend et al. 1998; Bernstein et al. 2000; Jong and Bernstein 2001). 
The test uses speech recognition to assess the correctness of student 
responses and also gives scores in pronunciation and fluency. 
Comparisons of the results given by the PhonePass test and those 
obtained by human-rated measures of oral proficiency show that there is 
as much correlation between PhonePass scores and averaged human 
ratings as there is between one human rater and another (Bernstein et al. 
2001). The test has been validated in relation to the spoken English tests 
given by a number of language institutes. The average correlation 
between PhonePass and these tests is 0.71, while the tests themselves had 
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an average inter-rater correlation of 0.72 (ibid). A conclusion is that the 
test provides results as reliable as those of one human rater. An 
examination of the PhonePass scores of a group of students was published 
in Hincks (2001). That paper found a relationship between the speed at 
which students read test sentences and the scores they received, and 
discussed the risks inherent in assessing short, non-phonetically balanced 
samples of speech.  
 With the aim of creating an automatic pronunciation test for spoken 
Dutch, Cucchiarini et al. (2000) devised an extensive study that looked at 
the correlations between different aspects of human ratings of accented 
Dutch and machine scores provided by ASR. They found a high 
correlation between human ratings and machine-generated temporal 
measures such as rate of speech and total duration. In other words, 
speakers judged highly by the raters were also the faster speakers.  
However, the ASR in this system did a poor job of assessing segmental 
quality, which was the aspect of speech that the human raters found to 
be most important when rating accentedness. There was thus a mismatch 
between what humans associated with good speech and what computers 
rated as good speech. However, the ASR was still able to discern the 
better speakers; it just used another way of finding them than the 
humans did. 

2.5 Summary 
Pronunciation is one of the least-taught aspects of language learning in 
modern language classrooms (Morley 1991). Teachers question whether 
it is worth devoting class time to achieve general improvement in 
pronunciation, and it is difficult to establish connections between 
pedagogic practice, learner characteristics, and achieved goals (Elliot 
1995). It would be helpful if speech technology could fill the gaps and 
support the learning of pronunciation. The field faces major challenges, 
however. Speech synthesis has potential, especially in combination with 
animations of the face and vocal tract. Speech analysis as it has 
traditionally been used requires expert interpretation of the pitch contour 
visualization, and can only be successfully used for short utterances. 
Speech recognition has basic problems in providing corrective feedback 
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and processing prosodic features, and should furthermore preferably be 
used for language pairs where transfer from the first language can be 
accommodated. This is a reasonable solution for the pairs of major 
languages of the world, but the prospect of having to create separate 
CALL programs for e.g. the native languages of all the various 
immigrants to Sweden is daunting, to say the least. Another concern with 
the use of ASR, noted by several researchers, is that the judgments of 
ASR do not always correspond to those of humans. 
 These challenges have not stopped providers of language learning 
software from incorporating speech recognition and speech analysis into 
commercially available products. The success with which one of them 
has done so is the topic of the next chapter.  
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Chapter 3:   
Effectiveness of an 
ASR-based CAPT product 

3.1 Introduction 
The research question underlying this chapter is whether advanced 
software for teaching pronunciation can replace, or at least supplement, 
individualized human tutoring. Tutoring is an expensive luxury that most 
language learners cannot afford, and, if it is to be supported with 
computers, requires resources beyond the means of many language 
learning centers. If students could achieve similar benefits at home with 
their own computers, a lot could be gained.   

3.1.1 Background 

Poor language skills are a major obstacle to employment for immigrants 
everywhere. In Sweden and in other countries where English is an 
important second language, many immigrants are faced with having to 
master two second languages in order to gain employment in the 
professions they were trained for. Because of these problems, the 
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County Employment Bureau in Stockholm was willing to fund intensive 
language courses in both Swedish and English to groups of immigrant 
engineers. The courses ran from 1998 to 2001, and included individ-
ualized pronunciation tutoring for each student. 
 In the Swedish courses, the students were tutored with the aid of the 
program SpeechViewer, software whose primary function is the 
development of speech capability in hearing-impaired children. This 
research has been described by Öster (1998; 1999). SpeechViewer’s ‘pitch 
and loudness’ module was used to visualize differences between a 
student’s pronunciation and a teacher model. The students and teachers 
found the training beneficial, but expressed frustration at the limited 
time available to each student for training. SpeechViewer was not designed 
as a stand-alone system for home use, but as a support to professional 
speech pathologists, and is labor-intensive and expensive. 
 For a number of reasons, SpeechViewer was not available to support 
the tutoring in pronunciation that was part of the courses in English. 
The need to find another existing commercial product to replace it 
provided the context that was exploited in the research reported in this 
chapter. Basically, the progress in pronunciation made by a class of 
students using state-of-the-art commercial software was compared with 
the progress made by a control class using a less sophisticated product.  

3.1.2  Selection of CAPT product 

An investigation was conducted into what systems for English 
pronunciation training were commercially available in the fall of 2000. 
Many products designed to teach pronunciation basically used the 
computer as no more than a tape recorder, where the student could 
listen to his or her production without any evaluative feedback. Some 
products used speech analysis to give feedback (among them 
Pronunciation Power and Better Accent), but few used automatic speech 
recognition (ASR). However, there were a few. One of the early 
companies to use speech recognition for L2 applications was Syracuse 
Language Systems, which produced two programs with ASR: 
TriplePlayPlus (for a review see Mackey and Choi 1998) and Accent Coach 
(Auberg et al. 1998). These two products were purchased and 
preliminarily evaluated, but rejected in favor of the software then known 
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as Talk to Me by the French company Auralog. Auralog has more 
recently integrated this software as the oral practice component of its 
complete language-learning course Tell Me More (for a review see Lafford 
2004). In 2005, the Auralog products continue to enjoy commercial 
success, while the products from Syracuse have been absorbed into 
software packages from other language learning companies. The other 
contemporary market leader for language learning software that uses 
ASR is Rosetta Stone, but their products have not been included in this 
investigation. 

3.1.3 Description of product 

Talk to Me was chosen because it was judged to attractively apply 
pedagogical goals within the constraints of existing ASR technology. The 
program was built up from what was possible from an engineering 
standpoint. Though some would criticize this approach as being 
technology-driven, the result has been a series of products that have met 
long-term commercial success.  
 The core of the software consists of six dialogue sequences, where 
the program asks a question to which the user responds by choosing and 
uttering one of three answers presented on a screen. If the answer is 
recognized by the ASR, the dialogue moves along to the next stage of 
the ‘conversation’. The act of choosing a response initiates a degree of 
spontaneity into the dialogue and hopefully allows more natural language 
than would be enabled by just reading one specific response.  The 
performance of the speech recognition is at the same time facilitated by 
having to choose between only three possible answers, an approach also 
taken by other designers: for example, Holland et al. (1999).  
 Each dialogue consists of thirty question-and-answer screens with 
accompanying photographic illustrations and occasionally music and 
video clips as well. The visual material seems to have been chosen for its 
potential to give pleasant sensory stimulation and enrichment; the 
photographs are of beautiful beaches, adorable children, delicious food, 
etc. (Figure 1). For a study in which students were to use the program at 
will on their own, it was important that the experience be pleasant to 
them. Interface design has been shown to be important in keeping the 
students using the software (Precoda et al. 2000).  
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Figure 1. An example of a dialogue sequence in Auralog's Talk to Me. 

 While the dialogues in Talk to Me practice general communication skills, 
more specific pronunciation training is carried out at sentence, word, or 
phoneme level. At phoneme level, users are shown animations of the 
vocal tract, showing how the sound is articulated. Figure 2 shows how 
the pronunciation of /h/ is illustrated. The whiteness in the animated 
illustrations represents the airflow.  
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Figure 2. Example of practice of the phoneme /h/ in the program Talk 

to Me. Illustrations at right are animated. 

 At word and sentence levels, each utterance from the dialogues is 
practiced individually. Here the speech recognition is augmented by 
speech analysis to give visual feedback of the intonation of the 
utterances. Users compare the waveform and pitch contour of their own 
production with that of the model speaker. A score for the production is 
given, on a scale from 1 to 7. If the program has found difficulties 
recognizing a specific word in the phrase, that word is highlighted in the 
text screen, to help the student notice what sounds he needs to work on. 
In Figure 3, the program has highlighted the word ‘going’. The user’s 
responses are recorded so that he or she can go back to listen to the one 
with the best score. 
  The program is thus a development of a record/playback model, 
with the added input of feedback in the form of a score from the system, 
extraction of the most serious deviation from the models, and the visual 
comparison of speech signals.  
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Figure 3. Waveform with pitch extraction for model and user's 

production of one utterance. Score on production given at lower left. 
'Worst' word, 'going' is highlighted. 

 The user can adjust the levels of different settings in the software. 
The speech can be slowed down to allow easier comprehension. Most 
important, however, is that the difficulty level of the speech recognition 
can be adjusted to require a looser or tighter match to the underlying 
models. For example, at the lowest level of difficulty, the system 
recognized and accepted the word villa pronounced as ‘willa’. This 
pronunciation was rejected and the phrase un-recognized at higher levels 
of difficulty. The idea behind this feature is to allow users to challenge 
themselves by setting more demanding levels. 

3.1.4 Preliminary evaluation 

This section briefly examines how communicative and audio-lingual 
theories of second language acquisition have contributed to the design of 
Talk to Me. Later in the chapter, the program will be analyzed according 
to Chapelle’s (2001) framework for CALL software evaluation. 
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Talk to Me and communicative language learning 

The assumption of the communicative approach to language learning has 
been that target-like pronunciation would follow as a result of language 
use in meaningful settings (Pennington and Richards 1986). Software 
designers have been eager to incorporate speech recognition into CALL 
products because the ASR should help the user to develop skills in the 
target language by using the language for communication rather than just 
for drills, and this seems to have been Auralog’s point of departure in 
designing Talk to Me. From the beginning, the user is using his or her 
speech to interact with the computer. The dialogue component is central 
to the software; the user chooses a response to an utterance and the 
dialogue proceeds according to the response. If the response is not 
understood by the computer, the user must repeat that response until he 
is understood; this is a sort of replication of the ‘negotiation of meaning’ 
(e.g. Pica 1994) that takes place between human language speakers. 
Highlighting the ‘worst’ word of a response should aid in the ‘noticing 
process’ necessary for learning. Providing multi-media-enriched sensory 
stimulation follows the recommendations of Krashen (1981) regarding 
the affective aspects of effective language learning. Finally, providing 
opportunity for simple practice of language should aid in the cognitive 
processes necessary for automating and learning (McLaughlin 1990).  

Talk to Me and audio-lingual language learning 

In order to provide specific pronunciation training, Auralog has of 
necessity used the practices of the audio-lingual or behaviorist theories 
of language teaching.  If the dialogue sequences can be characterized as 
communicative, the exercises where phrases and words are repeated with 
visual feedback can be characterized as audio-lingual in that they are 
drills relying on the imitation of models as opposed to meaningful 
communication.   
 The product does not, however, include another type of drill 
associated with audio-lingualism: minimal pair exercises (for example, 
having learners utter ice or eyes in response to a picture shown on the 
screen. These would be simple to include in an ASR-based product, and 
were incorporated in other early software. Their exclusion from Talk to 
Me is perhaps unfortunate since minimal pair exercises have been shown 
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to benefit language learners, (Logan et al. 1991; Lively et al. 1994;  Callan 
et al. 2001); on the other hand, they are most useful when working 
between two languages only, where the particular pronunciation 
problems of a specific L1 group can be focused on.  

3.2 Method  
An empirical study of the effectiveness of Talk to Me involved two 
groups of students, a control group taking a course in the fall of 2000, 
and an experimental group taking the same course the following term, 
spring 2001. The experimental group received Talk to Me English (1) as 
supplemental courseware. The course was an intensive course in 
Technical English for Immigrant Engineers, funded by the Stockholm 
County Employment Bureau and run by the Unit for Language and 
Communication at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). The classes 
met for 200 hours (four hours a day, five days a week for ten weeks), and 
were intended to comprise full-time, paid activity for the students. The 
students were also required to attend five hours of individual, tutor- and 
computer-assisted pronunciation tutoring.  
 In the fall term of 2000, students followed the normal course plan 
and were pre- and post-tested for the purposes of future comparison. 
Their five hours of pronunciation tutoring were assisted by a software 
program that helped the students learn phonetic notation (SkyTalk) so 
that they could use dictionaries more effectively. The control group did 
not receive their own pronunciation program for home use. In the spring 
term of 2001, the experimental group students were offered the 
opportunity to exchange one hour’s tutoring for their own copy of Talk 
to Me for use on their home computers.  They still received four hours of 
tutoring, using Talk to Me instead of the phonetic notation program. The 
course content was otherwise generally the same for the two groups, but 
the teachers were different. 

3.2.1 Subjects 

The students in both courses were middle-aged engineers from different 
language backgrounds. They were admitted on the basis of a placement 
test, but possessed varying skills in English ranging from advanced 
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beginner to upper intermediate. In the control group there were fifteen 
students (two female), who were native speakers of Farsi (3), Spanish (2), 
Arabic (2), Azerbaijani (2), Kurdish, Polish, Russian, Armenian, Tigrinya 
and Romanian. Their mean age was 43, sd 7.  
 There were thirteen students in the spring course of 2001 (the 
experimental group). Eleven of them accepted the offer to trade an hour 
of tutoring for their own computer program, and were given a CD-ROM 
copy of Talk to Me. Ten of these were able to successfully install the 
program, and nine of them practiced with it on their own. This group 
consisted of seven males and two females, age 47 (sd 6.2) in average, who 
were native speakers of Farsi (2), Polish (2), Hungarian, Romanian, 
Russian, Somali and Arabic. 

3.2.2 Pre- and post-testing 

PhonePass test 

Students’ production of spoken English was evaluated both at the 
beginning and end of the courses in two ways. One was the automatic 
PhonePass test, described in the previous chapter (section 2.4.2). Test 
papers were purchased from Ordinate Corp. The students made their 
phone calls from a soundproof room at KTH and both the incoming 
and the outgoing telephone signals were digitally recorded.  

Listening test 

For an in-house pronunciation test, the students were also recorded 
reading the same text both at the beginning and end of the course. The 
text was a dialogue discussing a shopping trip (adapted from Rivers and 
Temperley 1978, p.184, and shown in Appendix 1) and contained all 
English phonemes, though not in all positions.  The students were given 
three minutes to read through the text before recording it, but were not 
familiar with it otherwise. From these recordings, a listening test was 
prepared using the software package SPRUCE (Granqvist 2003). The 
recordings were divided up into eleven different utterances of 
approximately equal length. The pre-test version of an utterance was 
matched with the post-test version in a stimulus file that then contained 
both versions in a randomized order. With 24 students in the two 
original groups, and 11 utterances, this created a potential stimulus base 
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of 264 pairs. Three utterances from each student were randomly selected 
for the test, making a total of 72 stimulus pairs. The selected utterances 
were evenly distributed across the text. 
 The listening test consisted of three parts containing thirty stimulus 
pairs each. Each subtest contained one utterance pair—the same phrase, 
but from the pre-test or post-test, in randomized order—  from each 
student plus four control pairs that appeared in each subtest to check 
consistency of judgment. The stimuli appeared as small icons randomly 
distributed on a computer screen (Figure 4).  The judges were instructed 
to listen to the two versions of the utterance and make a decision as to 
which presented better pronunciation at a global level. The judge was 
then to move the icon into one of three frames on the computer screen. 
If the first member of the pair was judged to be pronounced better, the 
icon was moved into one frame, if the second member was better, it was 
moved into another frame. A third option was to move the icon into a 
‘no difference’ frame. The judges were instructed to place the icon at the 
bottom of the appropriate frame if they thought the pronunciation was a 
little bit better, and at the top of the frame if they thought it was a lot 
better. The software then returned a numerical value between 0-1000 in 
response to the placement of the icon. This value reflected the degree of 
difference (reflecting either improvement or worsening of 
pronunciation) as judged by the listener. The judges could listen as many 
times as necessary to make a judgment.  
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Figure 4. Screenshot of the interface for the listener test of pre- and post-

test pronunciation. 

 Five judges performed the test. Each was a native speaker of English 
(four American and one British) with training in phonetics and 
experience with varieties of English. They completed each of the three 
subtests in an average of fifteen minutes.   

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Program use  

Students were asked to keep a log of how many hours they used the 
program, but were not assigned practice as homework in any strict sense.  
The number of hours of use at home ranged very widely, from 2 to 46, 
with a mean of 12, sd 14 (Figure 5). Each student also used the program 
for four hours in the company of a pronunciation tutor.  
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Figure 5. Hours of home use of Talk to Me, by student. 

 At the end of the course, the nine students using Talk to Me filled 
out a short questionnaire about their attitudes toward the program. In 
general, they found the program fun to use and thought it benefited their 
English. Most reported that they were not able to use the program as 
much as they had hoped, due to lack of time partially caused by the 
amount of assignments in other components of the language course.    

3.3.2 PhonePass Scores 

Neither method of assessment showed dramatic improvement in 
pronunciation for either the control or experimental group. The mean 
overall score (reflecting general proficiency in English) on the PhonePass 
test for the control group increased slightly from 4.48 to 4.74, an amount 
which barely passes Ordinate’s stated significance level of 0.2. The mean 
overall score for the experimental group increased by a smaller amount, 
from 4.40 to 4.51. 
 The PhonePass test provides six scores; the overall score has been 
calculated from five sub-scores (Townshend et al. 1998). The following 
analysis looks at the scores for pronunciation and reading fluency; the 
other three sub-scores are called repeat accuracy, repeat fluency, and 
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listening vocabulary. The pronunciation score reflects how the examinee 
differed from the pronunciation models in the speech recognition 
system. It is thus intended as a reflection of phonetic accuracy.  The 
reading fluency score measures the speed at which the student reads, and 
is a way of incorporating a prosodic parameter into the score.  

Pronunciation sub-score 

Taken as wholes, neither the control nor the experimental group showed 
significant improvement in pronunciation as measured by the PhonePass 
sub-score for pronunciation. Neither group produced changes in mean 
group scores from the pre-test to the post-test that exceeded 0.2, the 
amount Ordinate reports as significant. Figure 6 shows the pre- and 
post-testing results by student for the control group, and Figure 7 shows 
the same for the experimental group. The rightmost column in both 
figures represents the mean score for the groups.  
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Figure 6. Control group: results for pronunciation sub-score on 

PhonePass test, at beginning and end of course. 
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Figure 7. Experimental group: results for pronunciation sub-score on 

PhonePass test, at beginning and end of course. 

The mean score of the control group showed a small decrease from 4.67 
to 4.59, and that of the experimental group changed from 4.13 to 4.14.  
 An interesting division emerges when students are grouped 
according to their proficiency level. Students with poor pronunciation to 
begin with, i.e. those with a score of less than 4.20, a group defined by 
Ordinate as having an ‘intrusive’ foreign accent, appear in the leftmost 
columns of Figures 6 and 7 (students C1-C6 and E1-E5). This group 
improved much more in the experimental group than in the control 
group. The mean score of the five weakest experimental students 
showed a significant improvement of 0.4, while the six students in the 
control group with scores less than 4.2 decreased their mean score very 
slightly. Figure 8 presents the change in pronunciation scores for 
students, broken down into the degree of accented-ness with which they 
began the course. The only group showing improvement is the strongly 
accented students in the experimental group.  
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Figure 8. Change in PhonePass pronunciation score according to 

language ability. 

Reading Fluency 

The reading fluency sub-score of the PhonePass test is based at least 
partially on the length of time required for the student to read a number 
of short sentences (Townshend et al. 1998; Hincks 2001). The results of 
this sub-score for the experimental group (Figure 9) are similar to those 
of the pronunciation sub-score, in that the students with better English 
to start with received significantly (i.e. a change of more than 0.20) worse 
scores on the post-tests.  
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Figure 9. Change in PhonePass reading fluency by language ability. 
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Effect of practice time 

There was no clear relationship between the hours spent using the 
software (see also Figure 5) and degree of improvement as measured by 
the PhonePass pronunciation sub-score. However, the four students who 
used the program the least on their own (four of the hours for each 
student were in the company of the tutor) showed the most 
improvement, and the four students who used the program the most 
showed little improvement as measured by the PhonePass pronunciation 
score .  
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Figure 10. Relationship between time spent using program and change in 

pronunciation score. 

3.3.3 Listening test 

The listening test performed by the expert panel served two purposes: 
one, to corroborate the PhonePass scores, and two, to provide in-house 
data regarding development of pronunciation. Fifteen judgments were 
made for each student, three sample utterance pairs by five judges. The 
program Visor (Granqvist 2003) used for the test returned a numerical 
score reflecting the degree of difference perceived by each judge between 
two versions of the utterance (see Figure 4), but these degrees of 
difference will not be considered at this point. Instead, Figures 11 and 12 
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show the percentage of judgments in favor of the pre-test, in favor of 
the post-test, and in finding no difference between the utterances. The 
larger the size of the black bar, the more the judges were in agreement 
that the student improved in pronunciation from the beginning to the 
end of the course in English.    
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Figure 11. Results of listening test of pre-test and post-test recordings for 

control group. For legend, see Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Results of listening test of pre-test and post-test recordings of 

experimental group. 
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Corroborating PhonePass 

Table 1 compares the results of the PhonePass test with the listening test 
in the form of a matrix tabulating agreement, by student, between the 
two tests. The criteria applied in order for a student to be judged as 
having changed pronunciation ability were, for the listening test, a 
majority of judgments in favor of the pre-test or post-test, and for the 
PhonePass test, a difference of more than 0.2 points (Ordinate’s 
significance level) on the pronunciation sub-score. Table 1 shows that 
the two tests agreed with each other for 11 of the 24 subjects. Four 
students were found by both tests to improve, five to show no change in 
pronunciation, and two students to worsen. However, PhonePass could 
not detect change in pronunciation for six students, three of whom were 
found to improve by the panel, and three of whom were found to 
worsen. A further three students were found by the panel to improve in 
pronunciation, though the PhonePass test gave them a lower score. It is 
possible that for these students, what the human judges were reacting to 
was an intonational feature, for example a better pitch contour for a 
question, a feature that would not have been analyzed by the PhonePass 
system. Only one student was found to improve by PhonePass but not by 
the human listeners.   

Table 1. Matrix showing agreement between PhonePass test and 
listening test.  
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Assessing Talk to Me  

The PhonePass pronunciation scores indicated that use of Talk to Me was 
beneficial for the students who began the course with strongly accented 
English but that the intermediate students who used the program did not 
improve their pronunciation and possibly even worsened it. Therefore, 
an important question is whether the human listeners noted the same 
differences. Figure 13 illustrates the results of the listening tests 
according to language ability. The criterion for having improved or 
worsened in pronunciation was the same as in the previous section, that 
is, more than 50% of the fifteen judgments per student. Within the 
experimental group, more improvement was found for the accented than 
for the intermediate students, and half of the better group was found to 
worsen in pronunciation after using Talk to Me. These results confirm in 
some measure the assessments of the PhonePass test.  

Strongly accented experimental
(n=5)

Improved
Worsened
No Change

Intermediate experimental
(n=4)

Improved
Worsened
No Change

Intermediate control
(n=9)

Improved
Worsened
No Change

Strongly accented control
(n=6)

Improved
Worsened
No Change

 
Figure 13. Results of listening test according to language ability. 

We have seen (Figure 10) that extra time using the program did not 
contribute to better scores on the PhonePass test. Similar results were 
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found in the listening test. Figure 14 plots the change in human ratings 
per speaker in relation to the time the student used Talk to Me. This 
figure incorporates the degree-of-difference parameter that was part of 
the listening test by showing on the y-axis the difference between the 
pre- and post-test degree-of-difference judgments. It will be recalled that 
there were 15 judgments made per student, and that each judgment 
could return a maximum value of 1000 if the listener found a very large 
difference between the two pronunciations. In the figure, the numerical 
values of all judgments in each category (pre-test and post-test) are 
summed and the difference between them is what is shown on the y-axis. 
In other words, for the student with a ‘score’ of 5000, the judges were in 
agreement to a degree of 5000 that the post-test utterances were better 
than the pre-test. The figure shows a pattern similar to Figure 10, and 
once again, the students who devoted a lot of their own time to 
practicing with the program did not improve in pronunciation.  
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Figure 14. Change in listener pronunciation ratings in relation to 

amount of time student used program. 
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3.3.4 Listening test reliability  

Five judges completed the listening test, and all of their judgments have 
been presented in this analysis. However, examination of the control 
pairs in the test revealed that none of the five were completely consistent 
in their ratings. One judge was consistent for three of four pairs, two 
judges were consistent for two of four, and two judges were consistent 
for only one of four pairs.  

3.4 Discussion and further evaluation  
The results of this study would seem to indicate that ASR-based 
language learning software does not help intermediate students improve 
their pronunciation. In three different measures: the PhonePass 
pronunciation and reading fluency scores, as well as the ratings by 
human listeners, a majority of the four better students in the 
experimental group were found to either not improve or worsen in their 
oral ability. Furthermore, the data on program use indicate that extensive 
use of the program did not provide any benefit. On the other hand, the 
students with a strong foreign accent achieved more improvement than a 
control group. This section will explore some of the practical and 
theoretical reasons why this could be so. 

3.4.1 Student potential 

The students taking these language courses were not expected to rid 
themselves of their foreign accents. They were solidly middle-aged and 
had spoken English for many years, making them clear examples of 
people with fossilized pronunciation problems. It may have been 
unrealistic to expect any improvement at all in pronunciation for these 
students in this timeframe. Acton (1984) reports some improvement for 
only 50% of a group of foreign professionals who took a course in 
English pronunciation that involved 120 hours of work on speech only. 
Our course in Technical English taught all aspects of the language, with 
pronunciation specifically focused on for four tutored hours and an 
average of only 12.5 additional home hours for the experimental group. 
In addition to the problems caused by their age, the students were not 
necessarily highly motivated. They had been sent to the course by the 
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County Employment Bureau and were being paid to attend it.  The fact 
that the mean overall scores on the PhonePass test did not improve for 
either group is further evidence that learning was difficult for these 
students. However, a few of them did work very hard, and spent a lot of 
extra time practicing on their own.  

3.4.2 Student response to negative feedback 

A possible interpretation of the results of this study is that training with 
Talk to Me boosts confidence and fluency for beginning students while 
injecting initially confident students with doubt as to the accuracy of 
their pronunciation. This would be a likely outcome of a situation where 
the feedback was not constructive and not always accurate, as is clearly 
seen when native speakers test the program.  
 It was naturally discouraging for two students who had devoted an 
extraordinary amount of time to extra pronunciation work to see that 
they received no positive results for their efforts from the PhonePass test. 
These students’ lower scores for reading fluency  indicate that they had 
slowed down their speech as they attempted to produce more accurate 
segments, a phenomenon predicted by the theories of McLaughlin 
(1990). Similar results were seen in the study carried out by Precoda et al. 
(2000) who found a negative correlation between practice with language 
learning software and speaking rate, indicating that increased attention to 
pronunciation could slow down speech. In the study comparing human 
judgments of spoken Dutch with automatic evaluation, Cucchiarini et al. 
(2000) found that the best automatic predictors of overall pronunciation 
ability were temporal measures such as rate of speech and total duration. 
However, these same measures could be misleading if ASR is applied to 
measuring development in pronunciation. 

3.4.3 Varieties of English: a problem for CAPT 

A further question raised by this study is the fit between the varieties of 
English used for testing and for teaching. The PhonePass test is designed 
to assess how well candidates will do in a North American environment. 
The speech corpus used to train the phonemic models used by the 
speech recognition is of North American English. Ordinate has 
accommodated candidates who have learned British English by checking 
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responses at the lexical level with British linguists. The programs from 
Auralog, on the other hand, used a fair amount of British English speech 
models. American English programs had in fact been ordered from the 
company, but Auralog had decided to sell only mixed-model programs. 
While the speaker models that the users imitated were of both British 
and American English, it was unclear what sort of English the underlying 
recognition engine used, and Auralog would not reveal this information. 
The students were thus being taught both British and American English 
(of the five course teachers, three spoke Am. E. and two Br. E.) but were 
being automatically evaluated on only American English. This may not 
have been a problem for the more strongly accented students, but 
perhaps it was for the better students who were ready to move in the 
direction of native-like pronunciation.  
 The suitability of the underlying phonemic models indicates a basic 
problem with the use of ASR for teaching and assessing English. Section 
1.3 discussed the issue of what sort of teaching standards are appropriate 
when the English language is no longer ‘owned’ by any one dominant 
group of speakers. There is general agreement among scholars today that 
the pronunciation of English cannot be standardized (Jenkins 2000; 
Melchers and Shaw 2003; Derwing and Munro 2005; Levis 2005). While 
ASR might be suitable for teaching languages with fewer spoken 
varieties, it is perhaps too rigid a judge of what is acceptable 
pronunciation of English.  

3.4.4 Evaluation of Talk to Me  
according to CALL theory 

This section applies the analytical methods of two researchers who have 
written extensively on computer-assisted language learning: Chapelle 
(2001) and Levy (1997). Chapelle offers a useful framework for 
evaluating CALL tasks. She suggests that a given piece of software be 
analyzed according to the following six criteria: language learning 
potential, learner fit, meaning focus, impact, authenticity and practicality.  

Language learning potential 

Talk to Me gave its users ample opportunity to practice the spoken 
language, but this is not always the same thing as learning the language. 
Chapelle defines language learning potential as “the extent to which an 
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activity can be considered to be a language learning activity rather than 
simply an opportunity for language use” (2001, p. 55). To do this, the 
task must provide a focus on form. Talk to Me did this by providing 
activities where the student could practice pronunciation at the phrase, 
word or phoneme level. The student could choose to practice all words 
starting with a particular consonant or containing a particular vowel, 
getting feedback in the form of a score. Instruction as to the articulation 
of the sounds was provided in the form of animations.  
 Talk to Me provided the activities, but it was not able to help the 
students find just the exercises they most needed to work on. Users 
needed more guidance to find the necessary information. An example of 
how this worked in practice is the student who came to his tutor after 
using the software and mentioned that he had noticed that the computer 
responded negatively to all his pronunciations of words beginning with 
/p/. The tutor explained that he was not aspirating the sound. Having 
the student actively engaged in the diagnosis of his pronunciation 
difficulties is pedagogically desirable (Lyster and Ranta 1997). The ideal 
automatic system would, however, also point the student firmly in the 
direction of the appropriate remedial activities. 
 Most second language acquisition researchers consider that some 
form of feedback is necessary for language learning to take place. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, visual feedback on prosody has been 
shown to help learners improve their intonation. However, those 
positive studies concerned training conducted in conjunction with a 
teacher who could interpret the pitch curves and waveforms.  Talk to Me 
provided the pitch curve and waveform to the student without the aid of 
expert interpretation. It is not certain that students are able to extract 
meaning from these signals (Neri et al. 2002a). The fact that the four 
students showing the greatest improvement had used the program the 
least on their own could indicate that it was important that a large 
proportion of the learning time was spent in conjunction with the human 
tutor. Furthermore, when native speakers study the kind of scoring 
provided on their own pronunciation, they can find the scoring to be 
somewhat arbitrary.  
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Learner fit 

The results of this study indicate just how important it is that the 
pedagogical tools be appropriate to a given student’s level of 
development in the target language. The learner fit of this program 
seemed to be better for students with a strong foreign accent than for 
those at an intermediate level. However, the product was expressly 
marketed to both beginning and intermediate users. Auralog attempts to 
make the software adaptable to a range of users by making the 
recognition requirements adjustable, demanding a more exact match of 
the model phrase at higher levels. Their idea is that better students 
should use the same program as beginners, but should mimic the models 
more tightly, and in its instruction booklet, Auralog claims that practice 
in imitation will lead to better pronunciation. The failure of our better 
students to improve in their pronunciation is evidence that mimicry does 
not necessarily improve pronunciation. In fact, these results support the 
advice given by Morley (1991) that imitative speaking practice be used 
only for beginning students of a language. 

Meaning focus 

As defined by Chapelle, ‘meaning focus’ is that “the learner’s primary 
attention is directed toward the meaning of the language that is required 
to accomplish the task” (2001, p. 56). This is a central precept of 
communicative theories of language acquisition, and partly explains why 
these theories have so little to say about pronunciation. Phonemes in 
themselves are inherently meaningless. Insofar as poorly pronounced 
words become meaningless to the software and are rejected, one could 
however say that there is a ‘meaning’ component to the activities from 
the perspective of the computer. A poorly pronounced word is even 
more unintelligible to a computer than to a human. 

Impact, authenticity and practicality 

A positive impact from a language learning activity helps the learners 
“develop their meta-cognitive strategies” (2001, p. 57) so that learning 
can continue outside the classroom. The students expressed high 
satisfaction with the program and were able to keep their own copies, 
providing them at least with the opportunity to continue working on 
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their own. A follow-up study would need to be done to assess whether 
the students had developed a heightened, long-term awareness of the 
importance of correct articulation.   
 Most, though not all, of the dialogues that a user has with Talk to Me 
are reasonably authentic, dealing as they do with social or tourist 
situations. Other reviewers (Lafford 2004) have pointed to a Eurocentric 
bias and the inherent cultural problems in exporting the same graphical 
interface and linguistic content to programs for learning many different 
languages. Speaking with a computer is in itself at present not terribly 
natural or authentic, though language technologists expect that it will 
become so in the future. 
 Talk to Me was reasonably priced and most of our students had no 
difficulty in either installing or using the program. It was clearly 
beneficial to also use the program in the company of a tutor, but 
students could continue work at home without problems. 

Within a tutor-tool framework 

The basic research question of this project was to see whether this 
product and its new approach to language training could deliver what it 
promised. What it was promising, to an extent, was to imitate human 
language teachers by means of automated responses. This entails placing 
the computer in a tutorial role. Levy (1997) discusses the tutor-tool 
distinction as a useful conceptual framework for analyzing the role of 
computers in language learning. Successful applications of the computer 
as a tool (e.g. word processing, e-mail) abound, but truly successful 
applications of the computer as a tutor lie somewhere in the future.  
Programs such as Talk to Me are steps in that direction, in that they 
provide learner autonomy and flexibility (ibid p. 205) and evaluate the 
learner (ibid p. 180). However, the progress to a tutorial role is 
incomplete in that, as we have seen, the speech recognition cannot 
perform the crucial guiding role that a tutor need do; furthermore, it is 
not always reliable in its feedback. Levy maintains that a learner must be 
able to trust the computer, and goes so far as to say that “if the 
computer cannot be relied upon [as tutor], then it should probably not 
be allowed this relationship with the learner” [ibid p. 205; see also 
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(Burston 1989)]. In this study, however, students also met with a human 
tutor who helped them diagnose and correct their problems. 

3.4.5 Conclusion  

Research on the effect of different methods of instruction has a number 
of inherent difficulties. No two learners are the same, and any study of 
real-life language classes, particularly where a control/experimental 
design is employed, will be challenged by difficulties in controlling 
enough variables to achieve statistically significant results. Ideally, the 
groups compared should be equal in size and balanced when it comes to 
age, sex, first language, and beginning language ability. The teachers 
should be the same, and an attempt should be made to categorize the 
learners according to what kind of language study works best for them 
(Chapelle and Jamieson 1986). Even when every possible classroom 
variable can be controlled, one cannot be certain that learning has taken 
place due to instruction and not due to other factors in the student’s 
environment.  
 When it comes to assessing pronunciation, resources are required to 
enable judges to evaluate more than a few utterances per student. 
Though the judges who did the listening test were all native speakers of 
English with training in phonetics, they found the task difficult and 
showed inconsistency in their judgments of the control pairs. This type 
of challenge in rating pronunciation is part of the reason that an 
automatic alternative such as PhonePass is so appealing.   
 The study reported on in this chapter did not fill the above criteria, 
and therefore its results must be interpreted with caution. Still, it suggests 
that extra pronunciation training using speech recognition-based 
language learning software did not improve the mean pronunciation 
abilities of a relatively small and heterogeneous group of middle-aged 
students. Two students in particular, who used the program 25 hours or 
more, did not appear to have achieved any benefit from their effort. 
However, results from the two methods of assessing pronunciation 
suggest that use of ASR-based programs could be beneficial for students 
who begin with an ‘intrusive’ foreign accent. A comparable set of 
students did not improve in pronunciation if they were in the control 
group, despite the five hours of pronunciation tutoring they received. 
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The results thus indicate that ASR-based training could be useful for 
beginning students, but, at least with the current state of technology, 
possibly damaging to the self-confidence of intermediate students.   
 Because one rarely comes into contact with adult beginning learners 
of English in Sweden, these results presented a challenge to the study of 
ASR for pronunciation training, and provoked the following question: If 
such techniques are appropriate for beginning language users, but of 
little help to intermediates, might there be other ways that the other 
components of speech technology, specifically synthesis and analysis, can 
be used to provide training and support to more advanced students?  
These are the questions tested in the remainder of the thesis.  
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Chapter 4:  
Speech synthesis,  
lexical stress and 
intermediate learners 

4.1 Swedish learners of English 
From this point on in the thesis, the focus is on the linguistic needs of 
young adult learners of English who speak Swedish as their first 
language. The English language is part of the core curriculum of the 
Swedish educational system. Swedish schoolchildren usually begin 
studying English by the age of eight, and then continue throughout their 
twelve years of primary and secondary education. A passing grade in 
English is a prerequisite for most university studies. Oral proficiency is 
seen as a vital part of second language studies, and the theoretical basis 
for the pedagogy can be described as following communicative practices 
(Oscarson 1995; Erickson 2004).  
 Swedish young people are generally very motivated learners of 
English. From an early age, they see the benefits of learning the language 
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to communicate with people from other countries who they meet either 
through travel or, increasingly, via contact on the Internet. English-
language television and films are shown with subtitles rather than being 
dubbed. English-medium instruction has reached surprising popularity 
among school-age families at least in the urban areas of Sweden (e.g. 
Washburn 1997), and university students expect that most of their 
course literature and some of their lectures will be in English 
(Gunnarsson 1999; Airey 2003). These high levels of instruction and 
motivation combined with the close genetic relationship between the 
English and Swedish languages result in a population of young L2 
English language users that has been shown to be, along with Norway’s, 
the best in Europe (Erickson 2004).  
 However, the Swedish facility with English can be deceptive. Behind 
the fluent speech produced with few intrusive segmental errors can lie a 
limited vocabulary and an uncertainty as to the usage of words more 
familiar in writing than in speech. This is only to be expected from 
situations where the oral models often are, on the one hand, derived 
from the scripts of Hollywood screenwriters, and on the other hand, 
from the production of teachers who are themselves second language 
users and not always infallible. The result is a functional vocabulary and 
syntax that is more restricted than that of a native speaker, though this is 
not always evident on the surface. 
 Much of the course literature read by Swedish university students is 
in English, though their lectures are most often in Swedish. This puts 
them in a situation where they can be exposed, via their reading, to an 
academic vocabulary that they do not necessarily ever hear pronounced. 
When the words are polysyllabic, as technical terms often are, 
uncertainty can arise as to which syllables in the word should receive 
primary and/or secondary lexical stress. The rules governing stress 
placement in English are so complicated as to make them almost un-
teachable (Jenkins 2000, p. 151). For example, Dickerson and Finney’s 
(1978) strategies for helping learners decipher vowel quality and stress 
placement involve a system of three stress rules and seven vowel quality 
patterns. Furthermore, many polysyllabic technical words are cognates in 
several languages, where the major difference between their 
pronunciations lies in which syllable should receive primary stress (this is 
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also the case between varieties of English). This is naturally confusing to 
the language learner.  
 This chapter describes the use of speech synthesis as an interactive 
tool for gaining an understanding of how lexical stress is produced 
vocally. The pedagogical goal was to achieve long-term acquisition of 
correct lexical stress in two words that present difficulties for Swedish 
speakers of English. These words were component /kǝmˈpoʊnənt/and 
parameter /pəˈræmɪtər/. A typical Swedish-speaker mispronunciation 
of these words would put primary stress on the first syllable of component 
and the first or third syllable of parameter, rather than correctly on the 
second syllable of both words. The words component and parameter were 
chosen because they present problems for Swedes, appear often in 
technical contexts, and, importantly, are cognates that differ primarily in 
the placement of lexical stress. The consonants are equivalent and the 
vowels are similar between the two languages. This allowed us to use 
Swedish synthesis as a starting point.  The segments of the synthesis 
could not be replaced, but they could be altered in terms of duration and 
pitch movement so that the production sounded more like English than 
like Swedish. 

4.2 Method 
A short text containing at least three appearances of each word to be 
tested was selected by searching the electronic archives of New Scientist 
magazine.  The texts are presented in Appendix 2. They are difficult texts 
but typical of the reading done by undergraduate engineering students. 
 Thirteen students of Technical English, eight male and five female, 
participated in the study. They attended the KTH College of 
Engineering, a program located on various campuses in the Stockholm 
area and leading to a Bachelor’s degree in Engineering.  Their ages 
ranged from 22 to 39, with a mean of 29.  The students’ scores on the 
KTH Language Unit 100-pt English language placement testTPF

1
FPT ranged 

                                           
TP

1
PT The test will be further discussed in Section 5.1.2. It is available at 

HTUhttp://language.lib.kth.se/course_about.asp?info=placeringUTH   
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from 32 to 71, with a mean of 54, in line with the average score of KTH 
students studying English at the intermediate level. 
 The exercise was carried out as part of a regular course session.  The 
students were divided into three groups, and worked with other 
assignments when they were not doing the exercise. They were given a 
chance to silently read the texts and were then individually recorded 
reading them aloud, using both a DAT recorder and a MiniDisc recorder 
as a backup. 
 The students were then introduced to the audiovisual synthesis 
component of the program WaveSurfer (Sjölander and Beskow 2000). The 
Infovox 330 diphone Swedish male MBROLA voice ‘Ingmar’ was used 
as the model. Students synthesized the word ‘parameter’ or ‘komponent’, 
and listened to it a number of times.  Their attention was drawn to the 
part of the window that showed the orthographic representation of the 
phonemic segments of the word. WaveSurfer places each segment in a 
box whose size indicates the relative duration of the segment. By 
adjusting the size of the boxes (via clicking and dragging) the duration of 
the sounds can be altered. Figure 15 shows the WaveSurfer interface for 
komponent, after alteration.  

Phoneme durations
adjusted here

Pitch movement
adjusted here

Facial gestures
adjusted here

 
Figure 15. WaveSurfer's interface for synthesized 'komponent', showing 

Swedish version re-synthesized to sound like English 'component'. 
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 The next step for the students was to listen and look for the longest 
sound of the synthesized word, and then reduce that sound by about 
half. The students were then asked to think about the longest sound in 
the English version of the word, and add a corresponding amount to the 
equivalent sound in the synthesized word. 
 With the durations of the sounds adjusted, the resulting word 
sounded a bit strange, since the pitch movement indicating stress 
placement was still in its original position, within the now-shortened 
vowel. Students were then told to move the points indicating the 
beginning of the pitch rise and the beginning of the pitch fall to 
positions over the new long vowel.  
 Next, small adjustments needed to be made to some of the other 
segments, for example shortening the final /n/ in komponent, to make the 
word sound more like English. 
 Finally, the students turned their attention to WaveSurfer’s audiovisual 
synthesis. They were shown how to make the animated agent make a 
slight nod on the stressed portion of the word to emphasize that this was 
the stressed syllable (House et al. 2001). The entire process was repeated 
for the other word, parameter. 
 Immediately after the exercise, the students listened individually to 
the recordings that had been made of their own reading. They were post-
tested reading the same texts four weeks later, in the last week of the 
course, to see whether they had achieved long-term retention of the 
pronunciation of the two words. 

4.3 Results 
In the first reading of the text, students mispronounced both words 
more often than they correctly pronounced them. In the second reading, 
most students had mastered the placement of stress within the word.  
Figure 16 shows the improvement in pronunciation from the pre-test to 
the post-test.   
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Figure 16. Results of interactive exercise for teaching pronunciation of 

words 'component' and 'parameter.'  

All students were consistent in their pronunciation of the words in the 
first recording. In the second recording (four weeks following the 
exercise), however, two students pronounced the word both correctly 
and incorrectly within the same text, indicating an incomplete acquisition 
of the new form. Much of the improvement in the group as a whole 
could be attributed to the five female students (Figure 17).   
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Figure 17. Results of exercise by sex of student, both words treated 

together. 
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 All mispronounced versions of component were stressed on the first 
syllable: */ˈkʌmpǝnənt/. Mispronounced versions of parameter were 
stressed on either the first or the third syllable: */ˈpærəmitər/ or 
*/pærəˈmiːtər/ In the pre-test, mispronunciations favored 
*/ˈpærəmiːtər/ by about 2:1.  In the post-test there was an equal 
distribution of both types of error. One student attempted to stress both 
the second and the third syllables of parameter in the post-test.  

4.4 Discussion and conclusion 
Component was an easier word to master than parameter, though both 
words follow regular phonological rules for stress placement. As well as 
having fewer syllables than parameter, component follows a pattern shared 
by a number of other well-known English words, such as composite, 
compulsion and companion. This could have contributed to the relative ease 
of acquisition. Parameter is a word in which phonological rules conflict 
with learner predictions based on morphological divisions. It is natural to 
pronounce the word following analogy with words such as parachute or 
paratrooper, instead of in analogy with words like paralysis.  
 It is interesting to note that students’ mispronunciations of parameter 
and component for the most part adhere to the rule governing stress 
placement in English words with non-final stress proposed by Giegerich 
(1992, p.187), as follows: “The penultimate syllable is stressed if it is 
heavy; otherwise stress falls on the antepenultimate syllable.” By ‘heavy’ 
Giegerich means that the syllable consists of ‘consonant-vowel-
consonant’ or ‘consonant + dipthong or tense vowel.’  If the nucleus of 
the second syllable of component is reduced to schwa (as it is in composition 
and company) then the antepenultimate, or first, syllable of the word must 
receive the stress. The mispronunciation */ˈkʌmpǝnənt/thus in fact 
follows Giegerich’s stress rules for English nouns. The same holds true 
of the pronunciation */ˈpærəmitər/: if the L2 user assumes that the 
stem of the word is to be pronounced as it is when it appears as an 
unbound morpheme /ˈmiːtər/, then the third or penultimate syllable 
should receive the stress. These realizations demonstrate a chicken-and-
egg type of problem to L2 learners. Without knowing the correct vowel 
quality, which is not obvious from the spelling, the placement of stress 
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cannot be determined, even if the student has a subconscious awareness 
of the appropriate pattern. The reverse is of course also true; without 
knowing the stress pattern, vowel quality cannot be determined.  
 Another problem with the acquisition of these words could be the 
negative models presented by many fluent L2 speakers in the Swedish 
academic environment, who regularly use them incorrectly. One can 
speculate whether words such as parameter, with such unpredictable 
pronunciation, will be able to survive the increasing use of English by 
non-native speakers without undergoing a shift in what is considered an 
acceptable pronunciation in international settings. It would be interesting 
to look at Swedish speakers’ perception of incorrectly vs. correctly 
stressed parameter. It could be that incorrectly stressed productions are 
easier to process for some quite competent L2 users, in other words, that 
*/ˈpærəmitər/is easier to understand than /pəˈræmɪtər/   
 It could be added, at this point, that other stress errors made by the 
students as they read the technical texts appeared in words that shift 
stress depending on part of speech. For example, ‘record’ as a noun 
pronounced as /rɪˡkɔːrd/, or ‘attribute’ as a verb pronounced as 
/ˡætrɪbjuːt/. The rules for stress-shifting that distinguish nouns from 
verbs are important to teach intermediate learners, as they cover many 
words and are not complicated to learn.  
 Though the teaching exercise described here is not generalizable to a 
large amount of vocabulary and is a time-consuming way of teaching the 
pronunciation of one or two words, it was gratifying to see the 
enthusiasm and ease with which the students worked with WaveSurfer and 
the success with which many of them attained long-term acquisition of 
two troublesome words. It raised questions of how frequently they make 
stress errors when they are speaking freely as opposed to reading 
technical texts. The next chapter describes the collection of a corpus of 
student presentation speech, recorded with the initial intent of studying 
the extent to which errors in the placement of lexical stress occur in their 
semi-spontaneous speech.  
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Chapter 5:  
A database of  
presentation speech 

5.1 Introduction 
Training in oral presentation skills is one of the most appreciated 
elements of upper-level language courses given by the Unit for Language 
and Communication at KTH. Students realize that they will need to 
make presentations in their future professional lives as engineers, and 
often do so in a second language.  
 This chapter describes the collection of a database of recordings and 
transcripts of 28 ten-minute student oral presentations made by Swedish 
natives studying English at the intermediate and advanced level. There 
are many research questions to motivate the study of such a database. 
The transcripts of the presentations can be used to examine, for 
example, the nature of the students’ lexicon, or the frequency of  
discourse features and syntactic constructions in relation to presentations 
made by other student groups (Björkman 2005).  The work presented in 
this thesis, however, focuses on the speech signal itself, rather than what 
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can be said about the speech by analyzing the transcripts. The underlying 
motivation is to explore the ways in which these speakers could benefit 
from automatic feedback provided from a speech-technology-based 
CALL system. What are the frequency and nature of pronunciation 
errors made by Swedish natives in the presentation context? Do they 
encounter problems in the placement of lexical stress in words of a 
particularly academic nature? After describing the collection of the 
database, the present chapter classifies the vocabulary used in the 
presentations according to its frequency in academic contexts and then 
looks at whether students had particular pronunciation difficulties with 
these academic words. The chapter begins by reviewing some of the 
work that has been done on learner corpora and corpora of academic 
and presentation speech.  

5.1.1 Other relevant studies 

Learner language 

The tasks most often used to study learner speech are to record students 
as they perform information transfer exercises (i.e. pair work along the 
lines of a ‘map task’) or describe a series of pictures (e.g. Wennerstrom 
1994; Jenkins 2000; Kormos and Dénes 2004). These methods enable 
the researcher to maintain some control over the content of the speech, 
but they are generally not representative of the ways learners will actually 
use the language. For advanced and intermediate learners, it is important 
to study their language use in situations of more authentic 
communication, where they perform a task that replicates what they will 
be expected to do in real life. The oral presentation is one such task.  
 Some published work exists on learner presentation speech (e.g. 
Boyle 1996; Magin and Helmore 2001; Simpson 2002), but more work 
has been done on learner writing, notably by Granger (1998), whose 
International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), consisted (in 1998) of 
500-word essays composed by students of 14 different nationalities. This 
corpus has been analyzed to compare the use of English by writers of 
different first languages, addressing issues such as under-use and over-
use of specific linguistic features, language transfer, or avoidance 
strategies. The corpus has also been used to help set pedagogic priorities 
(Leech 1998). A similar corpus of presentation transcripts would allow 
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the study of these same features in speech. Though few researchers 
would dispute the benefits of studying learner speech, recording students 
can be complicated, transcribing is time consuming, and handling and 
processing sound files beyond the training of many language teachers. It 
is therefore not very surprising that the study of speech has lagged 
behind the study of writing.  

Spoken academic language 

Two teams of researchers in the United States have addressed the need 
for spoken corpora to further the study of academic language. At the 
University of Michigan, the MICASE project has gathered the Michigan 
Corpus of Academic Spoken English (Simpson et al. 2003). The corpus 
consists of 152 speech events at the university, such as lectures, meetings 
and dissertation defenses, for a total of about 1,700,000 words. The 
spoken part of the TOEFL 2000 Spoken and Written Academic 
Language Corpus (Biber et al. 2002) is roughly the same size, about 
1,670,000 words, and is composed of the same sorts of speech events as 
the Michigan corpus. The TOEFL material covers a broader range, 
however, having been recorded at four different types of tertiary 
institutions in four different regions of the United States.  
 The research that has been published on these corpora has been 
largely based on the transcripts of the events rather than on the speech 
signal itself. The corpora are large, and it is the tradition among corpus 
linguists to focus on the textual aspects that can be revealed by tagging, 
parsing and concordancing. The 27 publications listed on the MICASE 
home page (in June 2005) indicate from their titles, for example, studies 
of how speakers use particular words or expressions, or how they 
structure their discourse at the lexical and syntactic levels, rather than at 
prosodic levels. Such studies contribute valuable information about the 
genres operating in the academic world, but would be well 
complemented by work on the speech itself. Studies of prosody and 
pronunciation are lacking, and one gets the impression, reviewing the 
research, that once the transcripts have been made, the sound files are 
ignored. Recording quality may be one problem. MICASE distributes its 
recorded material to researchers, but files obtained from MICASE were 
from microphones placed in the classroom rather than on the speakers, 
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and were also extremely long, up to two hours for one sound file, and 
therefore difficult to work with.  
 Another presentation database available to researchers is the 
Transnational English Database (TED) which consists of recordings of 
64 presentations made at the Eurospeech 1993 conference, mostly by 
non-native speakers.  

Conference language   

A collection of studies with potential relevance to the database described 
below is The Language of Conferencing (Ventola et al. 2002). The authors 
show convincingly that a conference presentation is a genre worthy of 
the same close attention as a written article, and that published research 
on the topic is almost totally lacking (an exception is Räisänen 1999). 
Non-native graduate students who are learning how to give conference 
presentations can find themselves without guidance as to how to 
structure their talks at an appropriate level.  Instructional materials come 
exclusively from the ‘public speaking’ tradition, and their advice is not 
always relevant to the academic context. Furthermore, they are usually 
written for native speakers. While native speakers need to better consider 
the needs of audiences who do not speak English perfectly, “non-native-
speaker presenters have to struggle with not only the presentation 
problems indicated by the public speaking instruction books 
(pronunciation, gesture, posture etc.), but also with the linguistic coding 
of the presentation in English, in addition to managing the discussion 
that follows the presentation” (Ventola 2002). The ambition of Ventola’s 
volume is laudably to go beyond the aspects of delivery already well-
covered by writers from Aristotle to the present, and this may explain 
why, in a full-length book, one finds but one reference to prosody or 
pronunciation – in this case, a speaker who had an irritating habit of 
saying “okay?” with a rising intonation (Heino et al. 2002), a feature that 
was perceived as patronizing. 
 The work described above indicates a need for research on student 
oral presentations but provides little methodology one can adopt for 
large-scale study of the speech signal from a language-learning 
perspective. In summary, within the fields of English for Specific 
Purposes and English for Academic Purposes, research on large corpora 
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of spoken language has heretofore meant research on the transcripts of 
spoken language rather than on the speech signal itself.  

5.1.2 Language Study at KTH  

The speakers recorded for this database of learner speech were all 
students of Engineering at KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology in 
Stockholm. Students at KTH have traditionally pursued a four-and-a-
half-year course of study almost exclusively focused on mathematics and 
engineering subject matter. However, a small portion of their credits can 
come from non-technical subjects, and foreign language courses 
comprise a large percentage of these non-technical credits. KTH has its 
own language center, the Unit for Language and Communication, 
offering courses in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, 
Japanese and Mandarin, as well as Swedish for foreign exchange students 
and native speakers.  
 The vast majority of KTH students (11,000 undergraduates) do not 
continue their study of English at the tertiary level. In the academic year 
2002-2003, 228 students attended an optional course in Technical 
English. Students were placed in courses at three different levels on the 
basis of their results on an online placement test of English grammar, 
writing and vocabulary. The test was developed by language unit staff 
(specifically Sandra Brunsberg) and has been validated by more than ten 
years of use. 43 students were placed at the lower intermediate level 
(placement test score 20-45), 128 at the upper intermediate level (test 
score 46-70), and 36 at the advanced level (test score 71-100). In 
addition, 21 students studied at a combined lower-intermediate/upper-
intermediate level course (test score 20-70) for students in the three-year 
programs of the College of Engineering. 

Oral presentations in language classes 

One of the major requirements of all upper-level language classes at 
KTH is an oral presentation, usually about ten minutes long. The 
presentation receives a grade that forms a significant part of the final 
grade. Students are prepared for the presentations through in-class 
lectures in presentation technique and with reading material, and, in 
some classes, are given the opportunity to make a shorter presentation 
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beforehand. The presentations generally take place toward the end of the 
term-long course, when students have already undergone roughly 36 
hours of class time and have had time to improve the fluency of their 
English through various in-class exercises, among which are group 
presentations of a lighter nature.  
 The presentation subject matter is to be technical, yet not so difficult 
as to impede successful explanation to the audience, which is composed 
of the teacher and classmates, most of whom have different engineering 
specializations. Examples of subject matter from the corpus range from 
low-tech talks about the history of lighthouses, through average-level 
explanations of the way a DVD is written and played back, to 
discussions about the neurological characteristics of Alzheimer’s disease. 
Students are encouraged, but generally not required, to use multimedia 
support for their presentations. A majority of students in the classes in 
Technical English use presentation software to prepare visual material 
and a laptop/projector combination to show it. Some teachers make 
video recordings of the presentations for later viewing and analysis. All 
students are given extensive feedback on their presentations, in the form 
of written commentary from the other students (peer review) and oral 
evaluation, including a grade, from the teacher.  

5.1.3 Recording and transcription of presentation 
database 

Students in four different Technical English classes were asked whether 
they were willing to be recorded for the database. These four classes (of 
11 possible) were chosen primarily for the creation of a representative 
spectrum in language ability and secondarily on the basis of convenience 
in data collection.  An effort was made to record every willing student in 
each class but this was sometimes impaired by scheduling conflicts or 
equipment failure. Students were given the option of declining to be 
recorded, but only one student asked to be excluded from the study. A 
total of 38 recordings were made. Three recordings were subsequently 
lost due to mismanagement. Seven students who had a native language 
other than Swedish were recorded but their presentations have not been 
transcribed or included as part of the final corpus, because they are likely 
to have an educational background that differs from the average Swedish 
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student and because of the effect of the native language on 
pronunciation skills and vocabulary knowledge. This left a collection of 
recordings of 28 Swedish natives, of which there were 11 females and 17 
males, roughly reflecting the general ratio between male and female 
students studying language at KTH. The mean age of these students was 
25.5, sd 2.6. After being recorded, at the end of the course, students were 
given a form explaining the goals of the research project and asking for 
their signed permission to use the recordings for research purposes. This 
document also gathered other information as to the amount of extra 
exposure the student had had to English, such as foreign study. 

Other data 

The following data was collected for each presentation recording: the 
student’s name and initials, score on the placement test, age and sex, the 
course the student was attending, the title of the presentation, the type of 
visual support if any, the teacher’s grade on the presentation, and 
whether the student had spent lengthy time in an English-speaking 
country. 

Peer review forms  

Additional data about the presentations was gathered from two classes, 
Lower Intermediate English and Advanced Technical English. While 
students in all four classes filled out peer review forms, these forms were 
normally given directly to the student presenter and not saved by the 
teacher. Students in these two groups, however, used a special peer 
response form and allowed me to make a copy of it. These forms asked 
the audience to give quantifiable feedback about how they experienced 
specific aspects of the speaker’s presentation, for example speaking rate 
and vocabulary.  

Equipment and data storage 

All recordings were made with a Sony MZ-R30 portable MiniDisc 
recorder and a small TCM110 tie-pin omni-directional microphone 
clipped to the student’s shirt. Copies of the recordings were made by 
transferring the MiniDisc files to computer sound files using the 
program Swell with a sampling frequency of 16000 Hz. Each presentation 
was saved as a separate sound file. 
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Transcription  

All presentations were orthographically transcribed. A sample 
transcription is presented in Appendix 3. Questions or interruptions 
made by others present in the room were not included in the 
transcription; nor were the questions and answers following most 
presentations. Numbers and dates were represented not with digits but 
with letters. Filled pauses were transcribed with the combination of 
letters that best represented the sound (eh, ah, uh, uhm etc.). Words that 
were started but not completed were represented as such. Words that 
were mispronounced due to the substitution of one English phoneme 
for another were transcribed using the letter or letters representing the 
phoneme used; for example, a number of speakers occasionally said 
‘yust’ instead of ‘just’. Words that were otherwise mispronounced, for 
example by the incorrect placement of lexical stress, were identified by 
using a bold font. Words that were so unclearly pronounced as to leave 
uncertainty as to the speaker’s intention were identified by using an italic 
font, but these cases were extremely few. Clear cases of reduction to the 
expressions gonna, wanna, and dunno were transcribed as such. 

5.2 Analysis of pronunciation errors in 
presentation speech 

5.2.1 Introduction 

A hypothesis to be tested by recording this database was that Swedish 
university students are fluent speakers of English who generally produce 
English phonemes without any significant difficulties. Pronunciation 
problems can, however, arise in the production of polysyllabic words 
that are familiar to students mostly in written form. In the previous 
chapter we saw that when these students read an unfamiliar, complicated 
scientific text, they produced a high frequency of errors in lexical stress. 
A particular question was whether students could correctly pronounce 
words of a general academic nature. The questions to be answered by a 
preliminary study of the database of presentation speech were twofold: 

• How frequent are phonemic errors in Swedish English as 
produced by university students? 
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• Do they show any special difficulty with specifically ‘academic’ 
vocabulary? 

 In this study, the categorization of pronunciation errors relies on the 
work of Norell (1991) and the categorization of academic vocabulary 
relies on the work of Coxhead (2000). Norell tested eleven typically 
Swedish pronunciation errors by investigating native-speaker reactions in 
terms of recognition, intelligibility and attitude. The errors she tested are 
shown in Table 2.  She found that the most serious errors in terms of 
negative perception and intelligibility involve the phonemes /ʤ/, 
/w/and /j/.  

Table 2. The eleven typically Swedish pronunciation errors tested for 
native-speaker reactions by Norell (1991). 

Letter or  
sound 

Error 
Phoneme 

substitution 
Key word 

<v> realized as [w] village 
<y> realized as [ʤ] young 
<j> realized as [j] junction 

<e+r> realized as [æ] cherry 
/z/ realized as [s] cause 
/ʒ/ realized as [s] collision 

/ɪ/, /iː/ pronounced too close  police 
/d/ pronounced too dentally  day 
/t/ pronounced too dentally  route 
[ɫ] pronounced [l]  canal 
[ə] not reduced  complain 

 
One of the characteristics of Swedish-accented English is devoicing of 
/z/; in Norell’s study, this error was consistently rated neither as 
hindering intelligibility nor as causing negative perceptions of the 
speaker. It was the least serious error in her study, and furthermore, the 
/s/-/z/ distinction carries a low functional load in English. Devoicing of 
/z/, though common, and though strictly speaking a pronunciation 
error, was therefore not counted in this study. Nor does the analysis 
consider possible vocalic errors. Norell looked at three Swedish-accented 
vowels, of which one was characterized as a phonemic difference and 
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two were sub-phonemic; none of the three were found to significantly 
affect intelligibility. Furthermore, because vowel realizations differ so 
widely among the many varieties of English that Swedish students are 
exposed to, it is difficult to say when a particular vowel pronunciation 
should be counted as an error. 
 The particularly ‘academic’ vocabulary identified in the database was 
based on Coxhead’s academic word list (2000). This word list was 
created to identify the vocabulary that is most necessary to know for 
successful comprehension of reading material and lectures in an English-
speaking university environment. Working from a corpus of 3.5 million 
words of cross-disciplinary academic texts, Coxhead first excluded the 
most frequent 2000 wordsTPF

2
FPT, and then identified the words that appeared 

with a frequency of more than 10% in the remainder of the corpus. 
There were 570 words that met the 10% frequency requirement, and 
they make up the academic word list (AWL).  

5.2.2 Method  

Material  

Because this study was performed before the entire database had been 
recorded, the speech material analyzed consists of the first eleven 
recorded presentations. All of the speakers were native Swedish speakers 
(seven male and four female) between the ages of 22 and 30, and all were 
students of mine in the same intermediate course. The eleven presen-
tations represent 100 minutes of speech and 13,471 words. 

Pronunciation errors 

Mispronunciations were counted by carefully and repeatedly listening to 
the recordings. Mispronounced words were analyzed as to whether they 
were due to a phoneme substitution presumably caused by native 
language transfer, and these phonemic errors were counted. Another 
possible cause of mispronunciation was presumed ignorance of the 
word’s pronunciation, caused by unfamiliarity with the word or by 
difficult spelling. These latter errors were called lexical errors and were 

                                           
TP

2
PT By word Coxhead means word families or lemmas, meaning that for example satisfy, 

satisfactory and satisfactorily would be treated as one ‘word’. 
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further divided into errors caused by stress problems: for example 
opponent pronounced as /oʊpəˡnent/ or problems stemming from 
opaque orthography: for example, weight pronounced as white.  

Lexical classification 

The transcripts were prepared for lexical classification by removing filled 
pauses, hyphenated phrases, unfinished words, and proper nouns, and 
were then processed using the lexical frequency program Range (Nation 
and Heatley 2003) to quantify and identify words according to their 
frequencies in the corpus of academic English as determined by 
Coxhead.    

5.2.3 Results  

Table 3 shows a classification of the types of pronunciation error in the 
corpus. The most frequent phonemic error was substitution of /d/ for 
/δ/ in function words. This is a feature of many English dialects and 
while stigmatized, is not as serious an error (Jenkins 2000) as the next-
frequent phoneme substitution, which was the substitution of /j/ for 
/ʤ/. Difficulties with /θ/, /ʧ/ and /w/ accounted for the remainder 
of phonemic errors, for a total of 50 tokens (total number of instances) 
and 21 types (number of different words where the errors appeared). 
Errors at the lexical level accounted for 37 tokens and 28 types. All 
together, the eleven speakers mispronounced only 49 different words. 
The number of errors (in terms of word types) per student ranged from 
0 to 12, with a mean of 4, sd 3.6.  
 The classification according to lexical frequency showed that 85.4% 
of the words in the database came from the most common 1000 word 
families of academic English and 5.3% from the second most common 
1000 words (i.e. the 2000 words excluded from the AWL).  2.4% came 
from the academic word list. The list of the 87 mispronounced words 
was compared with the list of ‘academic’ words produced by Range. Only 
13 tokens coincided, representing 7 types of words. Nine of these 
mispronunciations were due to phonemic problems and only four due to 
the incorrect placement of lexical stress. These four words were: access, 
capacity, component, and contribute, realized as /ækˡses/, /ˡkæpəsɪti/, 
/ˡkʌmpənənt/, and /ˡkantrɪbjut/.  
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Table 3. Pronunciation errors in 13,471-word corpus of Swedish 
presentation English, excluding /z/-/s/ and vowels. 

Pronunciation error tokens types 

/δ/realized as [d] 20 3 

/ʤ/ realized as [j] 15 7 

/θ/realized as [t], [f], or [s] 7 5 

 /ʧ/ realized as [ʃ] 4 3 

/v/ confused with /w / 4 3 

Subtotal phonemic errors 50 21 

Misplaced stress 15 14 

Other lexical errors 22 14 

Subtotal lexical errors 37 28 

Total 87 49 

 

5.3 Discussion 
The results of this study show that that while Swedish student 
presentation speech can be characterized as accented, serious 
pronunciation errors were extremely few. Confusion within the pairs 
/ʤ/ ↔ /j/ and /w/ ↔ /v/ was present to some extent in the corpus, 
and these errors are judged negatively by native speakers (Norell 1991). 
The lower number of different types of words containing phonemic 
errors indicates their recurring appearance in high-frequency words such 
as the, just and very, indicating potential problems of fossilization for some 
speakers.  However, unlike the immigrant engineers who participated in 
the study described in Chapter 3, these young native Swedish speakers 
would not seem to need the type of phonemic training that can be 
provided by speech-recognition-based pronunciation programs. If errors 
in the pronunciation of /δ/are discounted, the students are just as likely 
to make mistakes at the lexical level (e.g. saying white instead of weight) as 
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at the phonemic level, and ASR-based feedback would have difficulty 
detecting and helping students with this. 
 It is important for the intermediate-advanced learner to be able to 
confidently articulate words that may be more familiar in writing than in 
speech. I had expected to find more examples of misplaced lexical stress 
in words from the academic word list. It may be that for these students, 
problems with stress placement appear for words with a lower frequency 
than those of the AWL. Another possibility is that students simply avoid 
words whose pronunciation they are unsure of, though the format of the 
formal, graded oral presentation, where technical content must be 
explained, should be appropriate to the goal of pushing students to use 
their most sophisticated vocabulary.  
 There is some evidence that students avoided words: 
 

They were known as com—as eh good seafarers 
because that’s the legal—eh, the smallest amount of time 

 
where the avoided words, competent and minimum, are Swedish-English 
cognates that potentially differ in stress placement. There was also some 
evidence, however, that they tried to use more advanced words: 

 
and this process will turn—eh convert—eh the sugar 
the word comes fro—uh originates from the Latin. 

 
 Words from the academic word list accounted for 2.4% of the total 
words in this database. Unfortunately, this figure cannot be compared 
with other studies of lexical frequency in spoken English, because such 
studies have not yet been published TPF

3
FPT. However, Laufer and Nation 

(1995) looked at AWL frequencies from writing samples of English L2 
university students, finding mean frequencies of 3.6% for lower 
intermediate students and 8% for advanced students. It is well known 
that writing is more lexically dense than speech. A possible 
methodological problem with this study is the suitability of using 

                                           
TP

3
PT Paul Thompson at the University of Reading is conducting research to address this 

issue. 
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frequency lists generated from writing on speech, even in formal-register 
speech. However, until appropriate studies of spoken academic English 
are conducted, the tools currently available must be used  
 This investigation looked at what characterized the pronunciation 
and lexicon of the presentations as a whole. However, the database was 
composed of speech from eleven individuals, and data has also been 
calculated by speaker. Inter-speaker variation is another interesting path 
to pursue, but is beyond the scope of this thesis. It can be mentioned, 
however, that a modest correlation (.49) was found between the 
percentage of academic word list words used and the global quality of 
the presentation as marked on a three-point scale. 

5.4 Conclusions 
This pilot study looked both at the nature of the vocabulary used in 
student oral presentations and the way it is pronounced. It found that 
90.7% of the lexicon of non-native student oral production, as 
represented in presentation speech, comes from the most frequent 2000 
word families of academic English, and that 2.4% comes from a set of 
words that have been characterized as specifically ‘academic’. Estimates 
of native speakers who have completed a high school education place 
their vocabulary knowledge in the range of 30,000 words (Crystal 1995). 
It would be very interesting to be able to compare these non-native 
student presentations with native-speaker presentations in order to see to 
what extent the non-native speakers are using a relatively impoverished 
vocabulary. Chapter 10 will return briefly to the question of evaluating 
lexical choices in the context of presentation speech. 
 The primary goal of the study was to understand the nature of 
Swedish-native pronunciation errors in semi-spontaneousTPF

4
FPT technical 

English. Few pronunciation errors were found. In her study of English 
use between intermediate speakers of different native languages, Jenkins 
(2000) analyzed eight hours of recordings (five times the amount of this 
study) to find 40 examples of communicative breakdown due to 

                                           
TP

4
PT ‘Spontaneous’ as opposed to ‘read’; but semi-spontaneous in that they had planned 

their speech and had probably rehearsed it. 
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phonological error. This indicates that researchers who look to find 
errors in naturally occurring learner language need to be prepared to 
analyze very large amounts of data to find the errors. If the commonly-
occurring devoicing of /z/ is discounted on the basis of previous 
research and the grounds that its low functional load means that it 
seldom impedes intelligibility, a pronunciation error rate of less than .5% 
was found in this corpus of presentation speech.  
 The results of this study indicate that this learner group would be 
little helped by a CALL system using speech recognition to give feedback 
on the segmental aspects of their pronunciation. I therefore turned my 
attention to the prosody of their presentation speech, the subject of the 
remainder of the thesis. 
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Chapter 6:  
Pitch variation in  
oral presentations 

 

6.1 Introduction  
One deficiency in using automatic speech recognition in language 
learning applications is that it cannot give feedback on learner 
intonation. The technology used to teach intonation is speech analysis, 
reviewed in Section 2.3.  Comparing learner pitch contours with a model 
contour is an approach that has been shown to benefit beginning and 
intermediate language learners (e.g. Bot and Mailfert 1982; Molholt 1988; 
Öster 1998), but it is not a method that can be automated for use by 
more advanced learners for a number of reasons. The primary difficulty 
is the necessity of having an existing ‘teacher model’ with which to make 
comparisons. This limits the range of what can be practiced, and also 
entails the learner’s adoption of the teacher’s attitude and dialect. Such 
imitation might be helpful to beginning learners, but can be of limited 
benefit in the long run (Pennington and Richards 1986). Jenkins (2000, 
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p. 150-153) claims that speakers of international English do not need the 
kind of intonational training designed to make them sound like natives, 
and that pitch movement in English is nearly irrelevant when it comes to 
the setting of pedagogic priorities.  To support her opinion, Jenkins cites 
the impossibility of providing “cast-iron rules” connecting the use of 
tones to attitudinal functions in English (Dalton and Seidlhofer 1994), 
the lack of contribution that specific pitch movements have to 
intelligibility (Levis 1999), and the fact that even experienced language 
teachers have difficulty in detecting pitch direction—which is of course 
precisely the reason that the visualization of pitch contours through 
speech analysis can be helpful.  
 There is a further, practical reason that speech analysis has been used 
to visualize only short utterances: if the pitch contour of a very long 
utterance is shown on one computer screen, many important details and 
movements are lost by being compressed. It also becomes even more 
difficult to know what parts of the contour are important to focus 
attention on. Nevertheless, researchers have called for the use of speech 
analysis to teach intonation over longer stretches of discourse (Chun 
1998; Levis and Pickering 2004).  
 This part of the thesis takes a new approach to the use of speech 
analysis in pedagogical applications and advocates looking at the 
distribution of the pitch data only, without visualization. With the goal of 
quantifying pitch variation, the raw pitch data in a corpus of oral 
presentations is analyzed in terms of the standard deviation of the 
fundamental frequencyTPF

5
FPT in order to detect the degree to which the 

speaker was varying his or her pitch over long stretches of discourse.   
 The basic goal of the present study was to quantify pitch variation 
throughout the course of eighteen speakers’ presentations and 
investigate any potential relationship between use of pitch variation and 
language proficiency. A second goal was to gather listener ratings of the 
‘liveliness’ of speech samples and speakers. If liveliness ratings could be 
shown to correlate with a specific pitch variation metric, then a 
pedagogical application for this research could be in a feedback 

                                           
TP

5
PT The term ‘fundamental frequency’, represented by the symbol F B0B, means the 

acoustic signal, produced by vibrating vocal folds, which we perceive as pitch.  
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mechanism for the prosody of public speaking that would help speakers 
who need guidance in achieving a more engaging speaking style.  
 Chapter 7 will discuss the concept and perception of ‘liveliness’ and 
Chapter 10 will discuss the motivation and design of a possible feedback 
mechanism. The present chapter begins by examining the reasons why 
speakers need to vary pitch as they speak, and then moves on to look at 
how other researchers have attempted to quantify or manipulate the 
amount of pitch variation in different types of discourse. In particular, 
work that has analyzed the standard deviation of fundamental frequency 
is considered. 

6.1.1 Why vary pitch? 

Experimental research has shown that pitch variation makes speech 
more intelligible, easier to listen to, and more interesting. Laures and 
Bunton (2003) flattened the fundamental frequency contours of low-
predictability utterances to produce monotone versions which they asked 
subjects to transcribe after hearing them with background noise; the 
versions lacking the pitch contours were significantly less intelligible. 
Meyer et al. (2004) also worked with utterances with a flattened FB0 

Bcontour. Their research used magnetic resonance imaging to look at the 
brain activity of subjects listening to monotone speech, and found 
significant differences from the brain activity present when listening to 
normal speech. This would indicate that listening to monotone speech 
requires unusual cognitive effort. High variation in fundamental 
frequency is also associated with infant-directed speech, and it is 
hypothesized that using a lot of variation is a way of engaging and 
maintaining the infant’s attention (Sachs 1977; Stern et al. 1983; Fernald 
1989). 
 Pitch variation is also a cue to a speaker’s emotional state. The 
standard deviation of fundamental frequency was one of twenty acoustic 
cues analyzed by Laukka (2004) in his thesis on the vocal expression of 
emotion. Not unexpectedly, it is one of the most potent cues, strongly 
positively correlated with the expression of happiness and with the 
emotional dimensions of activation and intensity. Low variation in 
fundamental frequency, on the other hand, is associated with clinical 
depression (Nilsonne 1987) and even with fear (Laukka 2004). 
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 Linguistically, changes in pitch are used to structure and provide 
coherence to discourse. Pitch contrasts highlight given and new 
information and show relationships between different lexical and 
syntactic constituents at both the utterance and the topic levels of 
discourse (for a review of literature on intonation and discourse analysis 
see Wennerstrom 2001).   
  

6.1.2 Other work comparing the standard deviations of 
fundamental frequency  

Pitch variation in different types of discourse is the subject of two papers 
included in a volume edited by Johns-Lewis (1986). Johns-Lewis herself 
was interested in the difference between how speakers varied FB0 Bin 
“material intended for a public multiple audience (acting and reading 
aloud) as opposed to material intended for a private, unique audience 
(conversation)” (p. 209).  Johns-Lewis had five males and five females, 
all experienced actors, read a short text aloud, act a short text, and speak 
in private conversation. She calculated and published the mean and 
standard deviations of FB0 B in these three speaking styles. Table 4 shows 
these results.  

Table 4. Adapted results of Johns-Lewis's study of pitch variation in 
three discourse modes in speech of native-speaking actors. 

 MALES (n=5) FEMALES (n=5) 

 
Mean 

F0  
(Hz) 

Mean 
sd 

(Hz) 
 

Mean 
F0  

(Hz) 

Mean 
sd 

(Hz) 
 

READING 
ALOUD 128 31.5 (25%) 213 54.1 (25%) 

ACTING 142 38.7 (27%) 239 71.4 (30%) 
CONVERSATION 100 19.6 (20%) 182 28.0 (15%) 
  

Johns-Lewis’s conclusions are tentative, but she maintains there is 
evidence that speaking in public involves a greater variation around the 
mean than speaking in private. A problem with her analysis, like that of 
other authors (e.g. Graddol 1986) in her volume, is that she looked only 
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at the raw figures for mean and standard deviations of fundamental 
frequency. She would have been able to draw stronger conclusions if she 
had normalized the data between speakers by using a non-linear scale to 
measure frequency or by expressing the standard deviation as a 
percentage of the mean. This is necessary because the higher the mean 
frequency of a voice, the larger the natural standard deviation will be in 
normal speech, and this prohibits comparisons between speakers with 
low- and high-frequency voices. If this technique of dividing the 
standard deviation by the mean (by group of speakers) is applied to 
Johns-Lewis’s published results, we get the italicized values (my addition) 
in Table 4.  
 Another way of normalizing the means and standard deviations of FB0 B 
between speakers is to use a logarithmic rather than a linear scale to 
measure the frequencies. The commonly used Hertz scale is a linear one; 
the semitone scale is logarithmic and thus compensates for the inherent 
differences in male, female and child speech. Therefore the raw standard 
deviation in semitones can be used as a measure of variation, without 
conversion to percentages. Traunmüller and Eriksson (1995) used the 
semitone scale to test the effects of different levels of FB0 B variation on the 
perceptions of liveliness in synthetic male, female, and child speech. 
Their baseline stimulus was a re-synthesized female utterance, where the 
standard deviation was 3 semitones. They then created six other versions 
of the utterance where the FB0 Bstandard deviation was from .44 semitones 
up to 5.37 semitones. The same scale factors were used to create 
corresponding stimuli for male and child voices.  Listeners evaluated the 
stimuli by comparing one with another and estimating the degree to 
which one stimulus was livelier than another.  The stimulus with the 
most variation was rated on average as 50% livelier than the baseline, 
and the stimulus with the lowest variation rated as 40% less lively than 
the baseline.   
 The values used by Traunmüller and Eriksson for their stimuli can 
be converted to percentages to allow comparison with the work of 
Johns-Lewis and Nilsonne (1987) and to gain an understanding of the 
possible ranges of results when the FB0 B standard deviation of an utterance 
is divided by the mean of that utterance. Traunmüller and Eriksson’s 
seven stimuli correspond to levels of 3%, 8%, 13%, 18% (the baseline), 
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23%, 27%, and 31%. Nilsonne’s depressed patients spoke with a mean 
of about 9% standard deviation, in comparison to non-depressed people 
whose levels were about 18%. Johns-Lewis’s speakers, when acting, 
spoke with about 28% standard deviation. These values are good to keep 
in mind when examining the corpus of presentation speech with this 
approach.  

6.1.3 Measuring fundamental frequency 

The semitone scale vs. the Hertz scale 

This thesis measures fundamental frequency in Hertz rather than 
semitones for heuristic reasons. I would like users of any potential 
system to be able to understand roughly how it works, and since the 
speech analysis performed by WaveSurfer (Sjölander and Beskow 2000) 
and other programs measures frequency in Hertz, it seems more 
transparent not to begin converting values to another scale. Users 
without a lot of mathematical training are likely to be wary enough as it is 
of concepts such as standard deviation; it would complicate matters to 
add comprehension of logarithmic scales and decreasing auditory 
discrimination at higher frequencies to users without phonetic training. 
Normalizing standard deviation values by expressing them as 
percentages seems to be an adequate method of tackling the same 
problem, with concepts familiar to most users.   

Upper and lower boundaries for extracting F B0B. 

Pitch extraction for this analysis was performed using ESPS in 
WaveSurfer. The default range for the pitch contour is set by WaveSurfer at 
between 60 and 400 Hz, but the upper and lower settings can be 
changed according to the speaker’s voice characteristics. Finding the 
optimal ranges for a large group of speakers was a challenge encountered 
in the study. Ideally a new range could be set for each speaker, but this 
interfered with the concept of an easily used product that could be used 
by anyone, as long as they told the system whether they were male or 
female. A first run of pitch extraction on the presentation recordings was 
performed with a very low base setting of 25 Hz for both males and 
females, with upper settings of 400 and 500 Hz, respectively. A second 
run was performed at 60-400 Hz for males and 120-500 Hz for females; 
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these are the values presented below. Pitch extraction for females was 
also performed with a third range: 75-600 Hz. Sections 6.3.3 and 7.2.1 
look at how the different ranges affected the pitch extraction, and 
Chapter 9 returns to the question of how to set the pitch extraction 
boundaries in a more principled manner.  
 It is important to point out that the issue of boundary settings may 
have had a bigger effect on the data than the fact that the normalization 
was accomplished by conversion to percentages instead of conversion to 
the semitone scale. The larger the pitch extraction range, the larger the 
potential standard deviation in either scale of measurement, and since 
the range for females needed to be larger than for males, comparisons 
between males and females need to be made with caution. On the other 
hand, as we will see, the females appeared to use less pitch variation than 
the males did.   

6.2 Calculating the pitch variation 
quotient, PVQ   

6.2.1 Material 

A corpus of 18 oral presentations was created from the database of 28 
recordings described in the previous chapter. The criteria for inclusion in 
this corpus were the student’s sex, first language, and score on the 
placement test in English. The goal was to have gender-balanced groups 
of six intermediate, six upper-intermediate, and six advanced students 
(c.f. section 5.1.2), all native speakers of Swedish. Because there were 
only eleven recordings of females, the males were chosen to match in 
score the nine females who could be placed in one of the three groups. 
Table 5 summarizes information about the speakers. Group A had 
placement scores from 50 to 58, Group B from 61 to 70, and Group C 
from 80 to 90. Students in groups A and B attended two different 
intermediate classes, 2 and 3, and students in group C studied the same 
course in Advanced Technical English (4). For the purposes of compar-
ison with other student groups, it is useful to provide estimations of 
student competence in the Council of Europe’s Common Framework of 
Reference (Council 2001). The students in groups A and B could be 
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placed in Council group B2, and the students in group C in the upper 
ranges of Council group C1.  

Table 5. The 18 speakers who make up the corpus analyzed for 
prosody. 

Sex Speaker ID Placement 
test score M F 

Class Group 

1 tn 50 M  2 A 
2 vj 52  F 2 A 
3 ml 54 M  3 A 
4 pt 56 M  2 A 
5 cn 58  F 3 A 
6 el 58  F 2 A 
7 aj 61  F 3 B 
8 nw 63 M  3 B 
9 mn 64 M  2 B 
10 hö 68  F 3 B 
11 tm 69  F 2 B 
12 jh 70 M  3 B 
13 nb 80 M  4 C 
14 om 85 M  4 C 
15 ks 88  F 4 C 
16 to 88  F 4 C 
17 eh 89 M  4 C 
18 mln 90  F 4 C 

  

 The recordings were prepared for analysis by editing away 
interruptions in the presentations due to equipment problems, long 
pauses of 10 seconds or more, or question-and-answer interchanges. To 
enable smoother handling of the large quantity of data, the 7-10-minute 
long recordings were divided into 30-second long segments stored as 
separate sound files. 

6.2.2 The PVQ metric 

Each 30-second sound file was processed using WaveSurfer’s ESPS 
speech analysis function. The pitch contour produced for each file was 
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visually inspected for evidence of analysis problems caused by pitch 
doublings or from extra-linguistic events such as laughs, coughs or 
ambient noise like that of scraping chairs. The locations of these errors 
on the timescale were noted. When the values were exported from 
WaveSurfer to a spreadsheet program, the cells corresponding to the 
erroneous values could be easily found and deleted. It was also necessary 
to make deletions in the spreadsheet for all cells containing a value of 
zero, from unvoiced segments and silence. 
 Speech segments of 30 seconds, 15 seconds, and 10 seconds in 
length were investigated as potential units for data analysis. 30 seconds 
was rejected as containing too much data to allow localization of 
particularly interesting pitch movement. Lengths of 15 seconds seemed 
at first to be an appropriate amount of speech to analyze, but in the end 
were rejected as being too long to make judgments about in the 
perception test described in the next chapter. Shorter lengths than 10 
seconds, on the other hand, risked being composed of mostly silent 
pause time, since it is not uncommon for pauses in a presentation to be 
longer than 3 or 4 seconds. Finally, a unit of 10 seconds was chosen as a 
good unit for data analysis because it was enough time to guarantee the 
inclusion of a fair amount of speech at normal pausing rates. 
 For each ten seconds of speech, the mean and standard deviations of 
FB0 B were calculated and then the percentage value by dividing the local 
(i.e. of the 10 second segment) standard deviation by the local mean. For 
example, a standard deviation of 21 and a mean frequency of 115 (a male 
voice) yielded a value of .183; a standard deviation of 36 and a mean 
frequency of 195 (a female voice) yielded a value of .185. To simplify the 
following discussion, this value is termed the PVQ, for pitch variation 
quotient.  
 It should be noted that the PVQ is a metric that is very sensitive to 
values that are distant from the mean. Sometimes these values have been 
erroneously extracted, and finding them in WaveSurfer’s visual 
presentation and then deleting them from the spreadsheet was 
important. Figure 18 shows an example of a pitch extraction error, where 
a lengthy vocal creak was analyzed as up above 500 Hz. Deleting these 
values caused the PVQ of the surrounding 10-second sample to drop 
from .35 to .06.  
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F0 contour

spectrogram

waveform

 
Figure 18. An example of the kinds of pitch extraction errors that 

needed to be deleted for the PVQ value to be accurate. The circled portion 
comes from a low-frequency vocal creak. 

 With this method, the PVQ was calculated for every ten seconds of 
speech for up to ten minutes of speech for each of the 18 presentations. 
This yielded a database of 986 values for the entire corpus, and up to 60 
values for each subject, depending on whether the student spoke for 10 
minutes or less.   

6.3 Results 
The standard deviations, mean fundamental frequencies, and PVQs for 
all ten-second segments in the 18 presentations can be found in 
Appendix 4. 

6.3.1 Male and female PVQ values 

The distribution of PVQ values for all individual 10-second samples in 
the corpus is shown in Figure 19. For both males and females, the 
minimum values in the corpus are about .06. The maximum values for 
males are above .30, while female values reach just above .25. The mean 
value for males was .155, and the mean for females .145. These mean 
PVQ values for males and females are significantly different, z = 5.65, p 
< .01.  
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Figure 19. Distribution of PVQ values for all 10-second samples in 

presentation corpus. 492 samples for males and 494 for females. 

The range of these PVQ values extracted from natural speech is 
compatible with the range of values synthesized and tested by 
Traunmüller and Eriksson, particularly in the upper reaches. No 10-
second sample had as low as their pure monotone, with a PVQ of .03, 
but the highest values are about the same, PVQ .31.  

6.3.2 PVQ over time 

Plotting the progression of PVQ through the whole presentation gives 
an idea of how the speaker used his or her voice from beginning to end.  
Figure 20 shows examples of how PVQ develops over time for three of 
the recordings in the corpus. Each point represents the PVQ for one 
ten-second segment of speech. These speakers begin at a PVQ level near 
.20, a level which has decreased at the end of the first 30 seconds of their 
talk. For two of the speakers, the initial PVQ level is an above-average 
level, perhaps indicating an attempt to grab the attention of the audience 
with a dynamic beginning. Speaker 13, however, shows a trend toward 
higher levels in the middle of his talk, levels which then taper off toward 
the end.  
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Figure 20. Examples of the development of PVQ over time 

 for three of the speakers. 

6.3.3 Effects of different pitch extraction boundaries 

Showing PVQ over time as measured by different pitch extraction 
settings in one speaker provides an illustration of how the different sets 
of pitch extraction boundaries affected the results. Figure 21 shows the 
differences in one female speaker (Speaker 10).  
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Figure 21. The PVQ values over time for one female speaker. Pitch 

extraction performed with three different sets of upper and lower 
boundaries. 

This speaker starts off her presentation with a lot of pitch variation, but 
the levels generally sink as she proceeds through her talk, which lasted 
quite a bit longer than the ten minutes it was supposed to. She was 
perhaps unable to continue at the high level of engagement she started 
with. The measurements from the different pitch extraction settings 
follow each other in general, with the lowest PVQ values coming from 
the setting with the smallest range. In most cases the peaks and valleys 
follow each other, but not always. For example, the third-highest peak 
from the 25-500 measurement becomes a below-average value in the 
120-500 measurement, and then again a peak in the 75-600 
measurement. This is because the pitch extractions that caused the high 
PVQ fell below the 120 Hz cutoff point in the second measurement. 
However, pitch points outside the boundaries do not account entirely for 
the differences between measurements. It also appears that the pitch 
extraction in WaveSurfer behaved differently depending on the size of the 
pitch range in which it was searching.   
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 This concludes, at this point, the discussion of the contributions of 
different pitch parameter boundaries. The results published in the rest of 
the chapter come from the second pitch extraction, for females 120-500 
Hz and for males 60-400 Hz.  

6.3.4 Relation to teacher comments on presentation  

The teacher in the advanced course (Group C) gave detailed written 
feedback on the students’ presentations, containing in most cases 
specific comments about prosody. Figure 22 shows the variation over 
time of PVQ for two Group C students, both males. Just as in the entire 
corpus, values on this chart range from .06 to nearly .35.  
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Figure 22. The development of PVQ over time for  
two males from Group C, the advanced students. 

Speaker 14 received positive feedback on his intonation. He was told he 
had “very good projection and modulation,” “accurate projection and 
varied intonation,” and “confident delivery, easy to hear and follow.” His 
PVQ values vary widely around a mean of .23. Speaker 17, on the other 
hand, whose PVQ line moves along the bottom of the graph and who 
has a mean value of just over half that of Speaker 14, was told that his 
delivery was “a little deadpan” and that his presentation would be 
improved by showing “more enthusiasm.” Figure 24 shows how a typical 
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pitch contour for speaker 17 appears as a series of nearly flat lines, while 
a typical contour for his classmate Speaker 14 (Figure 23) rises and falls.  

“the divergence”

 
Figure 23. Speech analysis of Speaker 14's utterance "the divergence", 
showing waveform (top), spectrogram (middle), and F0 contour (bottom). 

The speaker places emphasis on the second syllable of 'divergence'. 

“why is voice over IP interesting? 

 
Figure 24. Speech analysis of Speaker 17's utterance "why is voice over 
IP interesting?", showing waveform (top), spectrogram (middle), and F0 

contour (bottom). Speaker 17's pitch contours are often very flat. 
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Interestingly, Speaker 14 was the only speaker in the corpus to rely 
entirely on illustrating his presentation by drawing on a whiteboard 
instead of using prepared visual material.  

6.3.5 Mean PVQ per speaker 

The mean PVQ for the whole presentation is a way of characterizing 
speakers. It is a robust value, reflecting up to 60 PVQ measurements 
depending on how long the speaker spoke. The mean values per speaker 
in this corpus of 18 presentations range from a low of .113 to a high of 
.235, with a mean of .150. An open question addressed by this 
investigation was whether there would be a relationship between 
language proficiency and pitch variation in presentation delivery. There 
appears to be a relationship for the nine females in the corpus, but not 
for the nine males or for the group as a whole. Figure 25 plots mean 
PVQ per speaker against the speaker’s score in English proficiency on 
the in-house placement test. There is only a weak (r = .42) correlation 
between language proficiency and PVQ for the males and females 
together.  For the nine females alone, however, the Pearson correlation 
coefficient of .83 is significant (p < .01).   
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Figure 25. Mean pitch variation quotient per speaker in relation to 

proficiency in English as measured by the KTH placement test.  
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6.4  Discussion of PVQ values 

6.4.1 In relation to previous research 

Chapter 6 began by discussing a number of previous studies that looked 
at the standard deviations of fundamental frequency in short segments of 
elicited or synthetic speech. Experimental work has shown that large 
variation in pitch is associated with lively speech (Traunmüller and 
Eriksson 1995), with the active expression of happiness (Laukka 2004), 
and with an extra effort to gain the attention of the listener, as evidenced 
by studying acted texts (Johns-Lewis 1986) or infant-directed speech 
(Stern et al. 1983).  
  This study has looked at the standard deviations of FB0 Bin freely 
produced natural speech in a relatively large corpus of about three hours 
of speech. In the corpus, the PVQ values of 10-second segments of 
spontaneous monologue can have values as low as .06 and as high as .34. 
The native speakers in Johns-Lewis’s (1986) study of pitch variation in 
different kinds of discourse had PVQ values between .25 and .30 in the 
30 seconds of speech intended for a public audience, the reading aloud 
and acting conditions (see Table 4). Only two of the speakers (both very 
proficient) in the present study achieved mean PVQ values above .20 
(Figure 25). This may be related to their speaking experience, to the 
length of time they were speaking, or to the appropriateness of such 
levels in the oral presentation situation. However, what is important is 
that many speakers did achieve such levels from time to time. Their 
contribution to the impression of speaker engagement is reflected in 
positive teacher comments on intonation.  
 At the lower end of the scale of potential PVQs, there is the finding 
of Nilsonne (1987) that values of around .09 - .11 are associated with the 
speech of clinically depressed people. Furthermore, Johns-Lewis 
suggested that lower levels of pitch variation characterized private 
conversation rather than what is appropriate in addressing an audience. 
A good deal of speech in the corpus is at the level of a PVQ of about 
.10, and while it is probably acceptable to speak with such little pitch 
variation from time to time, if these levels are maintained over a longer 
period the effect could be damaging to the impression the speaker is 
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conveying to the audience. The speaking style of the highly proficient 
speaker whose mean was .12 was criticized as being lifeless.  

6.4.2 Gender differences 

This project did not set out to investigate differences in the ways males 
and females use pitch variation. It is an interesting question, but basically 
outside of the scope of a thesis focusing on second language use. 
Because the PVQ values are dependent on the pitch extraction settings, 
and because it is necessary to use different settings for males and 
females, comparisons must be interpreted with caution, because the 
optimal settings for each sex are not yet known. It does seem, however, 
that the two groups in this corpus are different, with males using more 
variation than females. This is consistent with the findings of Henton 
(1989), who compiled the results of seventeen different studies where 
authors had published pitch ranges for many subjects. Henton converted 
all the published results to semitones in order to compare males and 
females. She found that when data are normalized, “males generally have 
a greater pitch range [which she equates with variability] than females 
have” (Henton 1989: 302), though the difference is slight. She contrasts 
this finding with popular beliefs and descriptions of female voices as 
being ‘swoopy’ or ‘shrill’.  
 PVQ was significantly correlated with language ability for the female 
speakers in the corpus but not for the male speakers. Though this could 
lead to the conclusion that confidence using a second language is an 
important factor in allowing female speakers to modulate their voices 
better, the results at this point should be interpreted with caution, 
awaiting studies where more than nine speakers of each sex can be 
studied, and more advanced students included.  

6.4.3 Pedagogical implications 

The pedagogical implications of this study will be considered at length in 
Chapter 10. At this point it is sufficient to discuss what this technique 
for using speech analysis software can contribute to the study of 
discourse intonation.   
 Many of the high PVQ files, above the level of .20, were examples of 
speakers successfully using pitch contrasts to structure the content of 
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their presentation when introducing items in a series or moving from an 
old topic to a new one. High PVQ was also evident when speakers chose 
to illustrate points on a blackboard, and of course when they showed 
extra enthusiasm for their topic. Speakers who rarely or never reached 
these levels were probably not making use of the potential of their pitch 
range to structure their linguistic message.  
 On the other hand, a few of the samples with high PVQ were due to 
speakers using large pitch variation for other reasons. For example, pitch 
resets caused by disfluencies or nervousness could lead to high PVQ 
values, though when the lower pitch extraction boundary was raised 
from 25 Hz this effect was diminished. A few of the speakers, most of 
them female, had a habit of speaking with high rises at the end of an 
utterance, which would contribute to a high PVQ though the speech 
could well be interpreted as uncertain or as eliciting feedback.  
 Another factor obscuring the potential value of the PVQ variable is 
the effect of transfer of Swedish prosodic patterns. Some of the samples 
with high PVQs contained Swedish names uttered as they should be 
intoned in Swedish, with large pitch movement. A few of the lower-
proficiency speakers at times transferred Swedish word-accent patterns, 
resulting in accented intonation. However, in this group of student 
speakers, clear examples of this kind of transfer were very rare, and they 
would not need to use speech analysis to learn to eradicate such features 
from their English. As novice public speakers, on the other hand, it is 
possible that at least some of them could benefit more from feedback 
that quantified the amount of pitch variation they used throughout the 
delivery of an oral presentation.  
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Chapter 7:  
Ratings of  
speaker liveliness 

 

7.1 Introduction 
Non-native English language students at advanced levels have 
instructional needs that do not always differ greatly from the needs of 
native students of English. Whether American or Swedish, students of 
engineering, for example, need to learn how to write reports and deliver 
effective oral presentations. This chapter initiates a focus on the delivery 
of oral presentations, in this case by non-native speakers, but with 
implications for the teaching of presentation skills to native-speaking 
English students as well.  
 Any number of popular manuals on public speaking (e.g. Lamerton 
2001; Davis 2004; Grandstaff 2004) advise speaking with a lively voice 
that varies in intonation. The word ‘lively’ means, if one consults 
Merriam-Webster, ‘briskly alert and energetic’ and ‘imparting spirit and 
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vivacity.’ Collins COBUILD dictionary associates liveliness primarily 
with enthusiasm. According to the public speaking manuals, a lively 
voice is achieved by consciously modifying the prosodic dimensions of 
loudness, pitch and tempo. Intonational modification helps the audience 
understand the content of the message. By pausing before moving to a 
new point, for example, and then raising pitch as one starts to speak, a 
speaker helps listeners orient themselves in the flow of information. An 
important side effect of helping listeners in this way is the maintenance 
of listener focus on the message, so that their attention does not wander. 
Lively speakers should avoid using one intonational pattern utterance 
after utterance, and provide a visual dimension, with the contribution of 
facial and body gestures. 
 The discussion of PVQ values presented in Section 6.4 raised a 
number of questions as to what speakers are conveying when they use 
different levels of pitch variation in their presentation speech. This 
chapter reports on the results of two experiments where the perceptions 
of speech samples with varying levels of PVQ were tested. The primary 
focus is on the relationship between PVQ and perceptions of liveliness, 
with the conceived application of such a relationship being the 
development of automatic methods for showing public speakers whether 
they are speaking with lively or dull voices. A secondary focus of the 
experiments was to search for relationships between PVQ levels and 
impressions of accentedness, fluency, confidence, and enthusiasm.   

7.2 Method 

7.2.1 Liveliness test  

The hypothesis to be tested in the perception of liveliness test was that 
speech with higher PVQ would be perceived as livelier speech. Other 
questions to be examined were whether listeners would distinguish 
between high- and low-PVQ samples from the same speaker, and how 
they would rank speakers with different mean PVQ levels. 

Selection of test material 

Nine ten-second samples of speech per speaker, comprising three of the 
speaker’s low-PVQ, three mid-PVQ, and three high-PVQ samples, were 
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selected as test files. If any of the nine selected files contained a pause 
that was longer than four seconds, it was substituted by another for two 
reasons: one, that the PVQ value was less stable when it represented less 
speech, and two, that judges should not be rating a speech sample that 
consisted of nearly 50% silence. Figure 26 shows how the sample 
selection worked for one speaker.  
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Figure 26. The three low-PVQ, three mid-PVQ, and three high-PVQ 
speech samples of one speaker selected to use in the liveliness test. Some of 

the potential high and low files were rejected because of a pause > 4s.  

It should be noted here that the selection of the test files for the female 
speakers was based on PVQ values from the third pitch extraction, 
which used wide boundaries for female pitch: 75-600 Hz. At the time the 
test was constructed, these boundaries appeared to best capture 
fundamental frequency for the nine female speakers. However, when 
these PVQ values showed almost no correlation with the liveliness 
ratings, the PVQ values derived from the second pitch extraction, at 
120-500 Hz were tested as possible correlates. These correlations were 
much better, possibly because the smaller range produced more stable 
readings. They are the PVQ values finally used. This does not affect the 
validity of the experiment but it does unfortunately mean that the 
distribution of testing three low, three high, and three mid PVQ values 
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does not necessarily hold for all female speakers, because of shifting 
positions depending on the pitch extraction settings used (c.f. Figure 21).    
 Each speaker was thus represented by one and a half minutes of 
speech in nine separate stimuli, giving 81 stimuli to rate for each sex. 
Figure 27 shows the distribution of all of the PVQ values in the liveliness 
perception test.  
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Figure 27. Distribution of PVQ values in the 81 male samples and 81 

female samples selected for the liveliness perception test. 

Design of test  

Separate liveliness tests for males and females were prepared using Visor 
from the Spruce package (Granqvist 2003). The judges were presented 
with a randomized collection of stimuli icons on the right part of a 
computer screen and were instructed to listen to each stimulus and then 
move it to the left of the screen where there was an undivided scale 
whose endpoints were ‘lively’ and ‘monotone’ (Figure 28). Instructions 
for this test are given in Appendix 5. The judges could listen to the 
stimuli as many times as they wanted to and move the icons as many 
times as they wished. They were instructed to try to disregard 
impressions of speaker proficiency and focus on qualities of engagement 
and liveliness. The tests took between 30 minutes and one and one half 
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hours to complete. The judges completed the male and female tests on 
different days, in randomized order.  

(This text can be found in Appendix 5)

 
Figure 28. Screenshot of the interface for the liveliness test. . 

Judges  

The judges were eight (two male, six female) university teachers of 
English, who were natives of Britain (2), Sweden (2), USA, Brazil, 
Germany and Turkey. None of the judges were speech researchers, nor 
were they aware of the variable under investigation. None of the teachers 
were specialists in teaching pronunciation, but three of them had 
extensive experience in teaching presentation skills. 

7.2.2 Ratings of accent, fluency, confidence and 
enthusiasm  

A second pair of tests obtained complementary ratings of each speaker, 
to test the possible contributions of foreign accent and speaker affect to 
the PVQ variable. A goal here was to determine whether any speakers 
who had high PVQ might be using Swedish intonational patterns instead 
of English ones, and in that way using pitch variation that was more 
appropriate to Swedish than to English. Another question under 
investigation was the relationship between PVQ and perceptions of 
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speaker confidence and enthusiasm. The judges were the same as for the 
liveliness tests.  

Material  

For this test, the raters listened to one 30-second segment of speech per 
speaker and rated it on four qualities. The part of the presentation 
between 3.5 and 4 minutes was chosen for all speakers except two who 
had abnormal events, such as reading a lengthy citation, in this segment; 
for these two speakers, the segment between 3 and 3.5 minutes was 
chosen. This segment of speech was used because at this point in the 
presentation most of the speakers had settled into a speaking style that 
reflected their habits throughout the presentation. 

Design 

In this test the judges were presented with one icon per speaker (in a 
randomized presentation) which they were to sort into four different 
rating boxes. In order to do this, it was necessary for them to make three 
extra copies of each icon, and, as before, place the icon by clicking and 
dragging it. The endpoints of the sorting boxes were:  Accentedness: 
native-like prosody/Swedish-like prosody; Fluency: fluent/disfluent; 
Enthusiasm: enthusiastic/bored; Confidence: confident/nervous. 

 
Figure 29. Screenshot of the interface for the ratings of accent, fluency, 

confidence and enthusiasm. 
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7.3 Results of perception of  
liveliness test 

7.3.1 Mean PVQs of test samples 

The method for selecting the test samples did not assure that the mean 
PVQ of the test samples would be exactly the same as the mean PVQ of 
the whole presentation. Table 6 shows how the values differed by 
speaker. The values used in the following analysis are the means of the 
test samples, since that is the speech the judges heard.   

Table 6. The mean PVQ for the whole presentation and the mean of the 
nine test samples for the liveliness test, per speaker. 

Speaker 
Presentation 
Mean PVQ 

Test Sample 
Mean PVQ 

Speaker
Presentation 
Mean PVQ 

Test Sample 
Mean PVQ 

1 .149 .150 10 .131 .139 
2 .121 .109 11 .165 .167 
3 .160 .178 12 .110 .116 
4 .154 .169 13 .235 .234 
5 .124 .122 14 .228 .223 
6 .139 .134 15 .161 .159 
7 .133 .130 16 .169 .166 
8 .126 .137 17 .119 .124 
9 .113 .120 18 .162 .160 

 
 

7.3.2 Perceptions of speakers 

Figure 30 plots the means of the test sample PVQs per speaker against 
the means of the liveliness ratings of all judges per speaker. The program 
used to produce the perception test (see Figure 28) uses a visual scale 
that transforms the placement of an icon on a screen to values between 0 
and 1000, which is the scale used here on the x-axis. Males are shown 
with filled symbols and females with unfilled symbols, with different 
shapes for the different proficiency groups. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient between the values is significant (n = 18, p <.01) and strong: 
.83, indicating that the PVQ metric is a reliable indicator of speaker 
liveliness.  
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Figure 30. Mean pitch variation quotient for nine test samples per 

speaker plotted against mean liveliness rating per speaker, with regression 
line for all speakers. 

7.3.3 Perceptions of speech samples  

The composite of the liveliness ratings for the nine speech samples per 
speaker gives a more reliable characterization of speakers than what is 
available from the perception of liveliness in a single 10-second speech 
sample, but even at this level there is a clear relationship for both males 
and females. The mean liveliness ratings for all 160TPF

6
FPT individual test files 

are plotted against PVQ in Figure 31. Correlations for males are higher 
than for females: .70 for the males and .64 for the females. Both 
correlations are significant (p < .01). Generally, speech samples with low 
PVQ occupy the lower left-hand quadrant and samples with high PVQ 
occupy the upper right-hand quadrant, most noticeably a group of six 
samples from males of Group C. The lower right hand quadrant contains 
mostly squares (the most proficient group), indicating that judges could 
perceive them as lively even when their PVQs were not high. In contrast, 

                                           
TP

6
PT One of the female test files with an outlying position was re-examined, was found 

to have violated the pause length criterion, and its results removed. Another two 
female test files were discovered to be duplicates and the results for one of them 
removed. 
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speakers from groups A and B can be found at the edges of the upper 
left quadrant, indicating that high pitch variation was not always 
perceived as liveliness for these less fluent speakers.  
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Figure 31. Pitch variation quotient for 160 10-second samples of speech 

plotted against mean liveliness rating from panel of eight judges. 

7.3.4 Perceptions of different PVQ levels within each 
speaker’s samples 

One of the questions to be addressed by selecting low-, mid and high-
PVQ files per speaker was whether judges would be able to discern 
liveliness distinctions within one speaker’s presentation. The nine speech 
samples rated per speaker were intended to represent three distinct levels 
of PVQ per speaker. Figure 32 shows the mean liveliness ratings for the 
nine test files per male speaker, in order of rising PVQ value.   
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Figure 32. Mean liveliness rating by type of PVQ sample, males only. 

Adding trendlines to this figure (Figure 33) reveals that for all speakers 
but one—Speaker 17— the speech with higher PVQ was perceived as 
livelier than the speech with lower PVQ.   
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Figure 33. Mean rating by type of sample with the addition of trend 

lines. 
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7.3.5  Reliability  

A reliability analysis performed on the results of the liveliness perception 
test gave high values for Cronbach’s alpha: .98 and .95 for the composite 
judgments of male and female speakers, respectively, and .94 and .90 for 
male and female speech samples. 
 Many of the judges commented that they found the liveliness rating 
task easier for the male speech than for the female speech, and this is 
shown in the results of the perception test. Table 7 shows the 
correlations between each judge’s liveliness ratings per speaker (the mean 
of the ratings of the nine samples per speaker) and the means of the 
PVQs of the speech that was rated. The table also shows the correlations 
between the liveliness ratings per speaker and the speaker’s score on the 
English proficiency test.  

Table 7. Pearson correlations between liveliness ratings of speakers and 
both PVQ and English proficiency as measured by placement test, by 

judge. 

 
Pitch Variation 

English 
Proficiency 

Judge Males Females Males Females 
1 .86** .77** .47 .87** 
2 .95** .75** .40 .84** 
3 .88** .38 .52 .57 
4 .91** .68* .41 .72* 
5 .87** .61* .63* .71* 
6 .88** .69* .59* .80* 
7 .68* .59* .32 .56 
8 .75* .67* .60* .83** 

n = 9 males, 9 females 
*p < .05, one tail 
**p < .01, one tail 

 
The ratings of male speakers reach a higher correlation with PVQ than 
the ratings of female speakers do. The differences between perceptions 
of males and females are even more striking when it comes to the 
correlations with the student’s score on the English proficiency test. The 
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judges appear to have succeeded with the instruction to ignore questions 
of proficiency when rating the male speakers, since for all judges 
correlations with proficiency are lower than with pitch variation. The 
reverse is true for the ratings of female speakers, where for seven of the 
judges, correlations with proficiency are higher than with pitch variation. 
A contributing factor could be the fact that for the females in this corpus 
there was also a stronger relationship between PVQ and English 
proficiency, as was shown in Figure 25,  which would cause the values to 
co-vary.   

7.4 Results of ratings of accent, fluency, 
confidence and enthusiasm 

Ratings  

Figure 34 shows the mean values of the ratings of accent, fluency, 
confidence and enthusiasm by speaker (a high value of accent equals 
native-like rather than Swedish-like prosody). For many speakers, the 
values are clustered together; note however the spreads in values of 
speakers 7, 13, 15 and 17.  Speaker 7 is perceived as fluent though 
accented, nervous and unenthusiastic, Speaker 13 is enthusiastic but not 
as fluent or confident, Speaker 15’s prosody is Swedish-like though she is 
fluent, confident and enthusiastic, and Speaker 17’s ratings (like his 
PVQ) do not match those of his classmates, particularly his enthusiasm.   
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Figure 34. Results of the perception test of affect by speaker. Speakers 
arranged in order of proficiency in English, with best students at right 

Relationship between PVQ and four ratings 

The diagrams in Figure 35 plot the mean ratings per speaker against the 
speaker’s mean PVQ for the presentation. The Pearson correlation 
coefficients when both sexes are treated together were generally not 
high. The strongest correlation was in the quality of enthusiasm, r = .62. 
This correlation is significant (p < .01). Confidence and native-ness of 
prosody correlated both at the level of r = .45, a value that just misses 
significance when p < .05. It was not expected that fluency would 
correlate highly with PVQ; the fluency results in relation to the speakers’ 
rates of speech will be analyzed in the next chapter.  
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Figure 35. Ratings for four qualities of presentation speech in relation to 
that speaker's mean PVQ for presentation. Diamonds represent males 

and squares females 

Reliability 

The reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) for the second sets of tests 
are shown in Table 8. The coefficients are considerably lower than those 
of the liveliness test. Judges were most in agreement over the quality of 
enthusiasm.   

Table 8. Reliability coefficients for follow-up test rating four aspects of 
speech . 

 Accent Fluency Confidence Enthusiasm 

Males .80 .85 .88 .93 

Females .89 .91 .94 .93 
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7.5 Discussion  

7.5.1 Ratings of accent, confidence  
and enthusiasm  

The purpose of the tests rating accent, confidence and enthusiasm was 
to see if other qualities beside liveliness could be linked with pitch 
variation. The results show a significant correlation with the quality of 
enthusiasm, a quality which is in fact linked with the concept of liveliness 
in some, though not all definitions of the word. A speaker can have high 
PVQ and still not be perceived as confident, however, as shown by the 
ratings of Speaker 13.     
 However, there may have been methodological problems with the 
design of this test, in that the raters sorted the speech into four 
categories at once (see Figure 29). They may have been affected by 
where they had placed an icon in one box when putting it into another 
box, and the fact that that they were required to make three copies of 
each icon by themselves only increased the risk that the placements 
followed each other at a horizontal level. Because of this uncertainty, the 
results from this test must be interpreted with caution. 

7.5.2 Perception of liveliness  

The perception test of speaker liveliness was a difficult task for the raters 
but achieved a high level of reliability. The PVQ variable is a very good 
though imperfect correlate of the perception of liveliness in student 
presentation speech. The following sections look at the factors that 
could contribute to moderating the correlations between perceived 
liveliness and PVQ; in other words, why the overall correlation of .83 
was not even higher.    

Effect of speaker proficiency 

High levels of pitch variation do not always express liveliness, 
enthusiasm, or even well-structured discourse. In Section 6.4.3 it was 
pointed out that some of the high PVQ files could be characterized as 
having Swedish-like intonational patterns, in particular when Swedish 
names were included as parts of the presentation. Though the judges 
were instructed not to rate the speech according to the speaker’s 
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perceived English proficiency, a few of them commented that it was 
difficult to rate Swedish-like intonation as lively. 
 Conversely, some of the speech may have been rated as lively 
because the judges were responding to previously-formed impressions of 
that speaker. The five test files that received mean liveliness ratings of 
above 600 and yet had PVQ below .13, found in the lower right quadrant 
of Figure 31, all came from the highly proficient speakers of Group C. 
Four of these files had been selected for the test as examples of that 
speaker’s lowest PVQs; in giving them relatively high ratings, the judges 
may have been responding to a sort of ‘halo effect’ where they rated a 
file highly because they had rated other files from that speaker highly. 

Effect of gender 

In the corpus as a whole, the males used more pitch variation than the 
females. Below a PVQ value of about .16, males and females in the 
corpus show a nearly identical distribution of values (Figure 36). Above 
this point, the values diverge, with males using more pitch variation than 
females.  
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Figure 36. All PVQ values for all 10-second samples in presentation 

corpus sorted by value.  492 samples for males and 494 for females. 
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Interestingly, a PVQ value of .16 is also a central point in Figure 31, 
where all the PVQ values are plotted against the mean of the liveliness 
ratings given to them by the panel of eight judges. The intersection of 
the mid-value 500 with the midpoint between the regression lines of the 
males and females is very close to the same point at which the male and 
female values diverge in Figure 36. The judges are indicating that PVQ 
values higher than 0.16 are perceived as being on the upper end of the 
lively-monotone scale, and the database indicates that males had a better 
ability than females to achieve these values in their speech. Furthermore, 
Figure 31 shows that the highest male PVQ values received 
correspondingly high liveliness ratings, while the highest female PVQ 
values did not receive the highest liveliness ratings. This explains why the 
PVQ variable correlates with perceptions of liveliness more strongly for 
samples of male speech than for female speech, leading to the questions 
of what does correlate with liveliness perceptions for females, and why 
there should be differences between the sexes. In Chapter 8 we will see 
that temporal variables contributed to the perception of liveliness in the 
female speech but not in the male speech, and at that point expand the 
discussion of gender differences.   

Effect of method 

The 10-second speech samples used as the basis for calculating PVQ 
were cut consecutively from the 10-minute recordings. No attempt was 
made to make breaks between words or between separate utterances. 
This meant that some of the speech samples could contain the end of 
one utterance, then a pause, and then the beginning of the next 
utterance. If the speaker ended the first utterance at low pitch levels and 
then started the next utterance at high levels—a good way of using pitch 
to structure discourse—the effect could be high PVQ that one would 
still not really call ‘lively,’ however appropriate it was.  Because speakers 
should be encouraged to use pitch this way, this is in fact an advantage 
of using the hard-breaking approach to speech segmentation rather than 
analyzing PVQ by, for example, actual utterances between silent pauses 
of a certain length. 
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Other variables contributing to the perception of liveliness  

This chapter and the previous one have analyzed pitch variation and how 
it is perceived. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, however, 
advice on public speaking says to vary the other two prosodic 
dimensions as well by speaking softly at some times and loudly at others, 
as well as faster or slower in different parts of the presentation. These 
effects are used skillfully by practiced public speakers such as ministers 
or politicians, but it could be argued that being able to achieve variation 
in tempo and amplitude are skills that should be learned after the ability 
to use pitch effectively has been acquired. However, some of the 
speakers in the presentation corpus who were rated as lively though their 
pitch variation was low may have been using amplitude variation 
effectively. This variable has not been investigated due to the conditions 
under which the speakers were recorded. In order to gather reliable 
measurements of loudness, speakers should be recorded using, for 
example, a head-mounted microphone whose distance from the mouth 
is kept constant.  
 Speaking rate, on the other hand, can be calculated using the 
transcripts of the presentations. The next chapter looks at the different 
rates of speech used by the speakers in the corpus.  
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Chapter 8:   
Temporal measures  
in oral presentations 

8.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines another area of potential application for speech 
analysis software in the assessment of the prosody of oral presentations: 
feedback on temporal measures such as rate of speech. Temporal 
measures are of interest in this thesis for two basic reasons. The first is 
that they correlate very well with language proficiency (Cucchiarini et al. 
2000; Kormos and Dénes 2004). Data published about speaking rates in 
this corpus of learner English can be of interest to other researchers in 
the field of spoken academic English. Secondly, within the conceptual 
framework of a feedback mechanism for presentation prosody (further 
discussed in Chapter 10), it is important to know what kinds of rates of 
speech are normative, and what the most salient variables for measuring 
them are. The effect of speaking rates on listener comprehension is an 
area that has been relatively well-researched experimentally (Goldman-
Eisler 1961; Conrad 1989). By examining the rates of speech that 
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speakers in a given, naturally occurring context use, some baseline target 
values can be established.  
 An appropriate rate of speech is a vital component in making a 
successful oral presentation. A very slow presentation may lose the 
attention of the audience; however, the biggest gains to be derived from 
a feedback mechanism for rate of speech could well be in teaching some 
speakers to slow down (Lynch 1994; Davis 2004; Camiciottoli 2005). It is 
no use telling speakers that an appropriate speaking rate for a particular 
audience is, for example, about 3 syllables per second (including pause 
time) if you cannot then show them when they are using that rate. 

8.1.1 Variables 

A number of different temporal variables can be examined in the corpus 
of presentation speech. Primary of course is basic speaking rate, 
including pauses and measured as words per minute (wpm), syllables per 
second (sps) or occasionally syllables per minute. Expressing speaking 
rate in syllables rather than words has a number of advantages. First, it 
provides a fair comparison between speakers who use long words versus 
those who use shorter words. Second, it allows cross-linguistic 
comparisons between languages with different average word length. 
Third, it provides a more local measurement so that variations in 
speaking rate can be tracked. Finally, to calculate wpm one needs a 
transcript of the event. Since syllables can be characterized as bursts of 
acoustic energy corresponding to the syllabic nucleus, their number 
should be able to be reliably estimated automatically on the basis of the 
speech waveform without knowing what has been said. 
 Another valuable variable examined in temporal studies is the 
articulation rate, which is speaking rate in syllables calculated after the 
silent pause time has been subtracted. Some investigators have also 
looked at silent pause time in itself, and measures of disfluencies such as 
filled pauses (for example, saying uuhh). One variable that has been 
shown to correlate very well with speaker ability (Towell et al. 1996; 
Kormos and Dénes 2004) is what is called ‘mean length of runs’ (MLR).  
This is the amount of speech in syllables that a speaker produces 
between silent pauses, in other words, the mean length in syllables of a 
speaker’s utterances. Towell et al. used a pause length definition of > 280 
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milliseconds (ms) and Kormos and Dénes a length of >250 ms, which is 
the length used in this study. 

8.1.2 Rate of speech and L2 comprehension in an 
academic context 

Some work has been done regarding optimal speaking rates that native 
speakers should use when speaking to non-natives of different 
proficiency levels. It has been shown (Griffiths 1990) that rapid speech 
rates used by lecturers (200 wpm or 3.8 spsTPF

7
FPT) impede comprehension to 

lower intermediate students but that slowing down rate of speech below 
average (150 wpm or 2.85 sps) did not improve comprehension. It has 
also been shown, by the same author, that native-speaking lecturers had 
difficulty adapting their speaking rate when speaking to L2 speakers of 
different ability in English (Griffiths and Beretta 1991). In that study, six 
university professors delivered the same short lecture to a native-
speaking group, an L2 group with high proficiency in English, and a low-
proficiency L2 group. Only one of the professors slowed down his 
speaking rate depending on the group. Rates used by the professors 
ranged from 2.4 sps to 4.5 sps. In contrast, in a case study of a single 
lecturer lecturing in the UK and in Italy, Camiciottoli (2005) found that 
the lecturer did manage to lower his speaking rate from 183 wpm to 125 
wpm for the non-native audience, as well as to adapt vocabulary choices 
and cultural references. This researcher was successful in finding a 
lecturer who was “aware of the … L2 audience’s special needs, and had 
planned and implemented a series of adjustments to deal with them,” but 
other investigations (Flowerdew and Miller 1996) find that it is more 
common that lecturers have difficulty adapting to an L2 public. They 
found that a rapid rate of speech was the biggest obstacle to lecture 
comprehension in an L2 context. Lynch (1994) called for more rigorous 
training for lecturers who will be speaking to international audiences. As 
he points out, it is probably more effective to get one lecturer to make 
adaptations in speaking style than to raise the language proficiency of a 
large group of students. Clear, loud, and slow delivery is at the top of the 
list of recommendations made to beginning lecturers (Brown and 
                                           
TP

7
PT The texts used in Griffiths’ experiment contained a very simple vocabulary, with 

many one-syllable words, which accounts for the high sps in relation to the wpm. 
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Bakhtar 1983, as referenced in Lynch 1994). Automatic feedback that 
could demonstrate to a lecturer the specific rate of speech he or she was 
using in a particular situation could be of benefit in teacher training 
programs.  

8.1.3 Rate of speech and learner language 

A number of recent studies have looked at rate of speech in relation to 
descriptions of learner fluency. Many of these studies were motivated by 
the desire to use instrumental support to provide objective measures of 
learner proficiency. Rekart and Dunkel (1992) and Cucchiarini  et al. 
(2000) looked at the correlations between automatically derived measures 
of fluency and human ratings. Lennon (1990) and Towell et al. (1996) 
looked at the development of temporal measures for advanced groups of 
learners before and after 6-month stays in the target language country, 
finding that speaking rate increased with language proficiency, but that 
the most important variable contributing to this development was the 
mean length of runs (MLR). Finally, Kormos and Dénes (2004) 
compared the temporal measures of learners at two different levels of 
proficiency, confirming that the MLR was the variable that best 
correlated with language skill. These studies have shown conclusively 
that temporal measures provide a reliable estimation of second language 
ability.  

Speech material 

The most commonly used technique for eliciting speech material in 
studies of learner language is to present subjects with a series of pictures, 
or perhaps a short film, and record them as they describe what they see. 
This technique was used in the studies mentioned above. The resulting 
speech sample is normally about 2-3 minutes long. Female students have 
predominated as subjects in the published research: of the total of 32 
subjects in three different studies above (Lennon’s, Towell’s, and 
Kormos’s), only six were male. 
 The material analyzed in the current study differs from that of 
previous studies in several ways:  

• Each student produced between seven and ten minutes of speech 
instead of two or three.  
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• The speech had been planned in advance instead of spontaneously 
produced.  

• The speech in this corpus was produced with a true 
communicative intent—teaching something to one’s classmates—
rather than as a demonstration of ability to a researcher.  

• The speakers have been analyzed in relation to three levels of 
proficiency rather than two.  

• There are equal numbers of males and females in the corpus. 
The results presented here should be an interesting complement to 
previous work on temporal measures and speaker proficiency.  

8.2 Method 
Because earlier work (in particular Kormos and Dénes 2004) has shown 
that speaking rate and mean length of runs are adequate measures to 
describe speaker proficiency, most of this analysis concentrates on these 
two variables. For the benefit of comparisons with other work, speaking 
rate is expressed in wpm as well as sps. These variables were calculated for 
the entire presentation of each of the 18 speakers. Calculating wpm was a 
simple question of counting the number of words in the transcript and 
dividing by the time the speaker spoke. To calculate mean length of runs 
(MLR), I worked with the speech waveform and the transcript together, 
making a line break at every pause longer than 250 ms. An assistant then 
divided each line of transcription into syllables, and used the word count 
function of Microsoft Word to count the number of syllables in each 
run. This data was also used to calculate sps.    
 Two other variables were also investigated: articulation rate (AR) and 
total length of filled pauses (FP). Because calculating these two variables 
required careful measurements of silent and filled pauses, they were 
calculated for only one minute of each presentation: the 30-second 
segment used for the rating test presented in Section 7.2.2, as well as the 
segment of speech between 5.5 and 6 minutes into the presentation. To 
calculate AR, the total time spent in silent pauses longer than 250 ms and 
in filled pauses was subtracted from speaking time (60 seconds), and 
then divided into the number of syllables uttered in the 60 seconds. The 
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variable FP is simply the total length in seconds of all filled pauses 
together in the two 30-second segments. 

8.3 Results 

8.3.1 Language proficiency and temporal measures 

Table 9 shows means and standard deviations per student proficiency 
level for the three measures that were calculated for the whole 
presentation, that is, mean length of runs, words per minute, and 
syllables per second. As expected, the advanced students of Group C 
spoke more quickly and produced more speech between pauses than the 
two intermediate groups. Less expected is that the relationship also holds 
between the two intermediate groups, A and B.  

Table 9. Mean values of temporal measures for each student group . 

Group n 
Placement test 

Mean (sd) 
MLR  

Mean (sd) 
wpm  

Mean (sd) 
sps  

Mean (sd) 
A 6 54.7 (3.3) 7.10 (1.34) 115 (11) 2.75 (.25) 
B 6 65.8 (3.7) 8.02 (1.11) 118 (11) 2.86 (.26) 
C 6 86.7 (3.7) 9.80 (2.12) 128 (18) 3.14 (.36)  

8.3.2 Liveliness estimations and temporal measures  

The mean results for MLR, wpm and sps presented in Table 9 were 
calculated on nearly an hour of speech per student group. In addition, 
local values of these measures were calculated for each of the 160 10-
second test samples used in the liveliness perception test (Chapter 7), in 
order to examine the extent to which the liveliness ratings correlated 
with rate of speech. In their study of the perception of liveliness in 
synthetic speech, Traunmüller and Eriksson (1995) found that liveliness 
ratings were dependent not only on FB0 B excursions but also on 
articulation rate. In the present study, however, no relationship was 
found between liveliness ratings and speaking rate as measured in sps. 
Table 10 shows correlations between the liveliness rating and two 
temporal measures as well as PVQ.  
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Table 10. Pearson correlation coefficients between three prosodic variables 
and liveliness rating for individual speech samples. 

 sps MLR PVQ 

Males .06 -.06 .70** 

Females .16 .72** .64** 
n = 81 male samples, 79 female samples 
**p < .01  

It should be noted here that while the sps and wpm measures include 
silent pause time, the MLR measure does not, since it only counts the 
syllables between short silent pauses. It is therefore similar to the 
articulation rate variable, where silent pause time is subtracted, and this 
could account for its correlation with perceptions of liveliness.  
 Interesting differences are observed between the raters’ perceptions 
of liveliness in male and female speakers. While neither temporal 
measure correlated with the perception of liveliness in male speakers, the 
correlation between MLR and liveliness in the female test samples was 
.72, higher than the correlation of liveliness with PVQ, which for females 
was only .64 for individual samples. This could indicate that the judges 
associated lively speech with fluent speech in females but not in males. 
However, the correlation between the MLR and PVQ variables for the 
nine female speakers is not significant. 

8.3.3 Fluency ratings and temporal measures 

One of the parameters rated in the test of accent, confidence and 
enthusiasm (Chapter 7) was speaker fluency. This section looks at how 
these fluency ratings relate to the temporal variables. Table 11 shows 
data for several variables per speaker. In addition to MLR, wpm and sps, 
Table 11 includes two more variables: articulation rate and total length of 
filled pauses.  
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Table 11. Fluency variables per speaker. AR=articulation rate. 
FP=total time (in seconds) spent uttering a filled pause. AR and FP 

calculated on two 30-second segments; other data for whole presentation. . 

Grp Spkr MLR WPM SPS AR FP 
Fluency 
rating 

1 7.85 132 3.06 4.82 4.74 539 
2 5.65 102 2.42 4.28 7.35 337 
3 6.74 117 2.67 3.35 1.52 292 
4 7.57 119 3.02 4.28 3.77 508 
5 5.68 113 2.63 3.70 0.00 344 

A 

6 9.09 104 2.67 4.27 2.11 581 
mean  7.10 114.5 2.75 4.11 3.25 410 

7 9.43 109 2.77 4.28 2.40 471 
8 7.07 114 2.68 4.74 6.75 473 
9 8.42 124 3.10 4.45 3.10 363 
10 8.15 134 3.27 4.72 1.82 660 
11 6.34 104 2.55 4.04 2.97 475 

B 

12 8.70 120 2.83 4.42 1.49 292 
mean  8.02 117.5 2.86 4.44 3.09 339 

13 8.03 114 3.19 3.91 0.91 432 
14 7.00 110 2.65 4.98 0.00 670 
15 11.60 151 3.52 4.16 2.57 614 
16 8.76 112 2.85 4.63 0.94 785 
17 11.60 137 3.56 4.64 0.84 482 

C 

18 11.79 145 3.10 4.45 3.18 779 
mean  9.80 128.2 3.14 4.46 1.41 639 

 

 The mean length of runs used by speakers in the corpus ranges from 
a low of 5.65 syllables to a high of 11.8. The wpm values range from a 
low of 102 to a high of 151, and the sps values range from a low of 2.42 
to a high of 3.56. The slowest articulation rate is 3.35 and the highest is 
4.98. Two speakers used no filled pauses at all in the minute of speech 
that was analyzed; the speaker with the most spent 7.35 seconds uttering 
filled pauses—this is more than 10% of the 60 seconds analyzed.  
  Table 12 shows the Pearson correlations between the temporal 
variables and both the student’s placement test score and the fluency 
rating. All correlations except for articulation rate are lower with the 
fluency rating than with the placement test score. This is unexpected 
since the placement test score was of written, not spoken English, and 
gives further reason to suspect the validity of the test design used for the 
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follow-up to the perception test (Section 7.4). The strongest of the 
correlations is between mean length of runs and placement test score, 
.66. The placement test score correlates with the fluency rating at the 
level of .59. It is interesting that the strongest correlation with the 
fluency rating is otherwise the articulation rate.  

Table 12. Correlations between fluency variables and placement test score 
and fluency rating for 18 speakers. TS= placement test score; FR= 

fluency rating. 
 
 MLR WPM SPS AR FP TS FR 
Correlation with  
test score .66** .45 .52* .29 -.47* -- .59** 

Correlation with  
fluency rating .49* .35 .30 .55* -.15 .59** -- 

n=18 
**p<.01, two tails 
*p<.05, two tails  

At this point it should be mentioned that there were no correlations 
between PVQ and any of the temporal variables examined in this 
chapter. One might think that speaking at a slower rate might allow 
room for more pitch movement but this does not appear to be the case.   

8.3.4 Peer response to prosody 

All students in the advanced class, Group C, filled out special peer 
response forms that allowed quantification of their reaction to the 
presentations they were hearing (see Section 5.1.3). Since this gave 
responses for only 6 of the 18 speakers in this study, the data are too few 
to make significant conclusions. However, it is interesting to look at 
some of the correlations, in relation to each other, as indicative of trends.  
Students were asked to rate the tempo of the presentation on a scale 
from 1 to 5 where 1 was too slow and 5 was too fast. There was basically 
a zero correlation between these ratings and the basic speech rate as 
measured in sps. The correlation between tempo perception and mean 
length of runs is stronger, (though still weak): 0.43.  Students were asked 
to rate the clarity of the presentation on a scale where 1 was poor and 5 
was excellent; these ratings for the 6 speakers correlate with mean PVQ 
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at the level of .65, indicating a tendency for the speakers with high PVQ 
to be perceived as clearer speakers. 

8.4 Discussion  

8.4.1 In relation to language proficiency 

The analysis of rate of speech and mean length of runs in this corpus of 
spoken learner English confirms earlier research about the relationship 
between temporal variables and language proficiency. While work such 
as that of Kormos and Dénes (2004) compared temporal variables 
between learner groups of very different levels, my results appear to 
differentiate even between those at the top and bottom of the same 
intermediate group (Table 9). The present study has also been performed 
on larger quantities of freely-produced speech and on balanced groups of 
males and females.  
 It was hoped that the fluency ratings would provide an important 
complement to the understanding of speaker proficiency as measured by 
the placement test. Not all students with high scores on the written test 
are comfortable speakers. However, as mentioned in Chapter 7, it is 
likely that the design of the test of fluency, accent, confidence and 
enthusiasm, where listeners placed copies of the same icon in four 
different columns, affected the reliability of the data. Furthermore, the 
concept of fluency is in itself hard to define; it is related both to how 
well, as well as how easily or quickly, one speaks the language. 

8.4.2 In relation to sex of speaker and liveliness 
perceptions 

Rate of speech as measured in syllables per second did not correlate with 
liveliness estimations in the listening test of 160 ten-second speech 
samples. Surprisingly, however, there was a moderately strong 
correlation between mean length of runs in syllables and perceptions of 
liveliness in female speech. Furthermore, the corresponding correlation 
for males was not even a positive one. The female speakers who say 
more between pauses are perceived as livelier, but not the male speakers. 
Mean length of runs was an even stronger correlate of liveliness in 
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female speech than pitch variation was for either group, though PVQ 
and MLR did not significantly correlate with each other. 
 A possible explanation for this is that, finding the rating task difficult 
for females, the judges sorted the females according to perceived 
proficiency in English, and were therefore affected by how much the 
speakers said ‘in one breath’.  However, other research that has looked at 
perceptions of male and female speech has also found significant 
differences. Traunmüller and Eriksson found an effect of perceived 
speaker identity (man, woman or child) in their study of liveliness in 
synthetic speech. Aronovich (1976) concluded that we expect male 
speech to lack variability and female speech to have a lot of variability; 
therefore, when males do use a lot of variation, its effect is very salient 
(c.f. Section 6.4.2). More research is required to understand these 
differences, ideally with a database of native speech where issues of 
proficiency do not play a role.   

8.4.3 Most salient variables 

Mean length of runs, rather than simple rate of speech, was found to be 
the most salient variable both in relation to language proficiency 
(confirming the results of Kormos and Dénes 2004) and also in relation 
to liveliness perceptions in female speech. This could be because MLR, 
by definition, is not affected by pauses, since it only includes the speech 
between pauses. Measures such as sps or wpm in presentation speech are 
less revealing because they include the pauses that are an important 
feature of presentation speech. 
 An important extension of this work would be an analysis of the 
length and placement of silent pauses in the presentations. Pausing 
appropriately is part of successful presentation delivery (Lamerton 2001; 
Davis 2004; Grandstaff 2004). There was a large amount of variation in 
pausing time within the corpus, with the few speakers who occasionally 
illustrated information on a whiteboard having the longest pause time, 
with corresponding drops in their speaking rate. 
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8.5 Conclusion 
The data presented in this chapter can be used in establishing a range of 
possible temporal values that can be found in fairly proficient non-native 
presentation speech, and can be compared with other learner corpora 
and with corresponding measures of native speech. For example, the 
advanced (n=8) Hungarian speakers of English in Kormos and Dénes’ 
(2004) study spoke at a mean rate of 3.02 sps, which can be compared 
with the mean rate of 3.14 sps for the advanced (n=6) students in this 
corpus. The mean lengths of runs used by the two groups are 6.23 and 
9.80, respectively. Some of these differences can be attributed to the 
different speaking tasks in the two studies, where the Hungarian students 
were describing a series of pictures rather than giving a prepared 
presentation.   
 More studies of the prosody of presentation speech, of natives and 
non-natives, could contribute information about the effect of using a 
second language for public speaking. The next chapter looks at how 
individual speakers vary in PVQ, MLR and sps when using their first and 
second languages.  
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Chapter 9:  
Presenting in English  
and Swedish 

9.1 Introduction 
The aim of the small study described in this chapter is to shed light on 
the question of how individual speakers might differ in pitch variation, 
speaking rate and mean length of runs when presenting in a first or a 
second language. Does the cognitive load of formulating one’s message 
in a second language detract from the ability to use pitch contrasts 
effectively? Is the heightened nervousness engendered by using a second 
language reflected in lower or higher levels of pitch variation? Are 
speakers perceived as equally lively when using English or Swedish? How 
much faster does one naturally speak when speaking in one’s first 
language? How much more does one say between pauses? Operating 
under the assumption that by definition one speaks one’s native language 
fluently, the data gathered here can further illuminate the connection 
between prosodic variables and language proficiency that has been 
discussed in the previous three chapters.  
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 The presentations examined here are in English and Swedish, two 
languages with a close genetic relationship and similar ways of 
prosodically structuring discourse. Much of the research on the 
difficulties non-natives have with the prosody of instructional discourse 
(e.g. Hahn 2004; Levis and Pickering 2004; Pickering 2004) has 
investigated the problems shown by speakers of Asian languages who 
find themselves teaching in North American universities. The speech of 
these non-native teachers can often be described as monotonous. 
However, Wennerstrom (1994) showed that not all non-natives are alike; 
she found that speakers with an Indo-European first language were 
better able to produce prosodic contrasts in English than speakers who 
spoke Thai or Japanese as a first language.   
 This chapter investigates pitch variation levels and speaking rates in 
the English and Swedish versions of the same presentations. If speakers 
use less pitch variation when speaking English than when speaking their 
native tongue, then second language users could be seen as primary users 
of a system for encouraging more pitch variation. If pitch variation levels 
between languages are similar to each other, then such a system could be 
equally beneficial for first and second language users. It was expected 
that speaking rates would be faster for Swedish than for English; this 
examination could quantify some of the differences. 

9.2 Method 

9.2.1 Collecting a bilingual corpus 

There are practical reasons why it is difficult to gather data comparing 
within-speaker, natural language use in more than one language. People 
do not normally do the same task twice, in two languages. The 
recordings made for the analysis in the previous chapters were made of 
students fulfilling a course requirement, and required only their 
permission and the cooperation of the course teacher. Making recordings 
of students presenting in Swedish as well as in English required more 
persuasion. Because class time could not be used to have students hear 
the same presentation twice, the Swedish recordings needed to be made 
outside the classroom. At the same time, if the second presentations 
were made individually, without any listeners, the speaking context 
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would be altered to the extent that valid comparisons could not be made. 
It was important to gather the volunteers together so that they could be 
an audience for each other.  
 All students studying English in the fall of 2004–nearly 100 
students—were contacted and asked invited to participate. They were 
told that they would first be recorded in the classroom as they made 
their presentations in English, and that they would then meet in groups 
and make the same presentations in Swedish to each other. They were 
offered 150 SEK as compensation for the extra time it would take. 
Unfortunately, not many students were interested in participating. A 
group of twelve students showed initial interest, but this group was 
narrowed to only five in the end. These five, three males and two 
females, were all intermediate students. They were first recorded in their 
English classroom, and then met at the end of term to be recorded in 
Swedish. The audience for the second recording consisted of the other 
four students, their English teacher, and myself. Four of the five 
students used computer-based visual support for their presentations, and 
were instructed to use their English slides for the Swedish presentation. 
This assured that the content of the presentations would be the same. 
One student, M3, did not use extensive visual support.  
 The presentations were recorded, transcribed and syllabified using 
the same procedures as those described in previous chapters. Pitch 
variation quotients for ten-second segments of the sound files were 
calculated, as well as speaking rate in syllables per second and mean 
length of runs.  

9.2.2 New pitch extraction parameters 

As discussed in Chapter 6, the question of the upper and lower settings 
of WaveSurfer’s pitch extraction for the original corpus had earlier been 
resolved by testing different sets of settings and then choosing a set 
which seemed to capture the highest and lowest frequencies for a 
maximum number of students with a minimum of visible extraction 
errors. For this second round of analysis, I adopted a more principled 
approach to the pitch settings. One alternative was to work with 
published estimations of average pitch ranges for male and female 
voices. For example, Nooteboom (1997) gives ranges of 80-200 Hz for 
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male conversational speech, and 180-400 Hz for female conversational 
speech. These are much smaller pitch ranges than those used in my first 
study. Figure 37 shows how Nooteboom’s pitch ranges (middle two 
columns) compare with those I used (leftmost two columns).  
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Figure 37. Pitch extraction boundaries for the first study (Chapter Six) 
and the second study, in relation to published ranges for conversational 

speech. 

 Another alternative was to use the results from my first study as a 
basis for understanding the potential values for these kinds of speakers 
in this kind of speaking situation. The study of pitch variation in 
different types of discourse by Johns-Lewis (1986) indicated that pitch 
variation was lower in conversation than in public speaking, justifying 
higher upper boundaries than those given by Nooteboom. The mean 
fundamental frequency for the nine male speakers in my first corpus was 
130 Hz, and the mean for the females was 220 Hz. A reasonable 
approach was to let the settings extend to 50% below the means from 
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the first corpus and 150% above them. The rightmost two columns in 
Figure 37 illustrate what these ranges look like in relation to the first 
study’s and Nooteboom’s ranges.   
 This second study thus uses a smaller total range for males and a 
larger total range for females than the ranges in the first study. These 
boundaries are not proposed as definitive but as a step in the direction of 
a more systematic approach. The purpose of this study was to compare 
two versions of the same person’s speech, so in fact any settings could 
have been chosen as long as the same settings were used both on 
English and on Swedish.  

9.2.3 Perception of liveliness 

A perception-of-liveliness test was prepared following the same design as 
that described in Section 7.2.1. For each speaker, nine ten-second 
segments of speech from each presentation were selected as test samples, 
representing three low PVQs, three mean PVQs, and three high PVQs.  
Five judges, all university teachers with excellent command of both 
English and Swedish, rated the samples on a lively-monotone scale. 
There were separate tests for English and Swedish, and the judges did 
the tests in randomized order with at least one week’s time lapse between 
the two to reduce the effect of familiarization with a given speaker’s 
characteristics.  

9.3 Results 

9.3.1  Pitch variation quotients 

The mean PVQs per speaker for the two presentations are shown in 
Figure 38. For three of the five speakers, M1, M2, and F2, there was very 
little difference in mean PVQs when using English and when using 
Swedish. Only one speaker, M3, had significantly lower PVQ speaking 
English, but another, F1, had lower when speaking Swedish. Though 
there are only five speakers, the mean values cover the same spectrum as 
that found in the bigger corpus, with a low of about .11 and a high of 
about .24.  
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Figure 38. Mean PVQ for whole presentation in both languages 

9.3.2 Perception of liveliness 

Figure 39 shows the results of the perception of liveliness test. The 
pattern in mean PVQ shown in Figure 38 is reflected quite closely in the 
human perceptions of liveliness in both languages. In general, the 
speakers were perceived as slightly livelier in Swedish than in English; 
interestingly, the one speaker for whom this does not hold true is 
speaker F1, the only speaker to also have lower PVQ in Swedish than in 
English.  
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Figure 39. Liveliness ratings for 9 ten-second samples per speaker, both 

languages. 
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The Pearson correlation coefficient between PVQ and liveliness ratings 
across both languages is high: r = .89, p < .01, n = 10. Figure 40 plots 
PVQ against liveliness ratings.  

Figure 40. Mean PVQ for test samples of 5 English and 5 Swedish 
presentations plotted against listener liveliness ratings of the samples.   

9.3.3 Temporal measures 

Total speaking time 

The male speakers spoke for a shorter length of time when making the 
presentation in Swedish than they did when speaking English (Figure 41)   
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Figure 41. Length of time in seconds to make presentation in English 

and Swedish. 
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Speaking rate 

Part of the reason the speakers could make their presentations in a 
shorter period of time in Swedish is that they spoke on average 20% 
more quickly, including pause time. Figure 42 shows the speaking rate 
per speaker in syllables per second. The mean speaking rate in English 
was 2.97 sps, and for Swedish was 3.58 sps.  M3, the only student to use 
more pitch variation in Swedish than in English, also spoke much more 
quickly in Swedish. Note also that the two females are more stable in 
their speaking rates, and that the fastest and slowest speakers in one 
language maintain their ranking in the other language.   
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Figure 42. Speaking rate in syllables per second for three males and two 

females in English and Swedish. 

Mean length of runs 

Four of the five speakers uttered more syllables between silent pauses of 
>250 ms (MLR) in Swedish than in English. The exception was F1, the 
same speaker who used less pitch variation in Swedish .  
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Figure 43. Mean length of runs (number of syllables between >250 ms 

pauses) using English and Swedish. 

9.4 Discussion 
This exploratory study was performed with small groups of speakers and 
judges and the results should be interpreted with care. The students who 
participated were paid volunteers, and therefore cannot be considered to 
be as representative as the speakers recorded for the first corpus, where 
an attempt was made to gather data from every student in a class. 
Furthermore, any conclusions cannot necessarily be generalized to other 
language pairs than English and Swedish. All the same, the results 
contribute an interesting perspective on the relationship between 
language proficiency, language use and speaking style.  

9.4.1 Language or performance? 

The hypothesis that the speakers in general would use more pitch 
variation when speaking Swedish was not supported by this study. The 
fact that three of five speakers showed little difference in pitch variation 
depending on the language they were using would seem to indicate that 
the pitch variation one uses in the public-speaking situation depends 
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more on the speaker than on the language he or she is using. It seems 
that for advanced-proficiency non-natives, the PVQ depends mostly on 
speaking style, and perhaps the effort one puts into ‘performing’ in a 
certain situation.  
 In this study of five speakers and ten presentations, the correlation 
(.89) between mean PVQ and perception of liveliness per speaker is even 
stronger than the correlation of .83 found in the earlier study. Pitch 
variation is a primary contributor to the perception of liveliness, yet we 
can see here indications of the contribution of the temporal variables as 
well. The prosodic measures obtained for Speaker F1 are particularly 
interesting. She performed very well for her English presentation, which 
was a high-stakes event, where she was speaking to her whole class and, 
importantly, receiving a grade for her work.  She was the only speaker to 
have lower PVQ values and the only student to have lower MLR values 
in Swedish. As a confirmation of the relationship between PVQ, MLR 
and the perception of liveliness, she was also the only speaker who was 
rated as less lively in Swedish than in English. This could indicate that 
she in some way put less effort into her performance for the Swedish 
presentation. The remaining four speakers, on the other hand, were 
perceived as somewhat livelier in Swedish than in English. A possible 
explanation for this, in addition to the positive associations coming from 
hearing someone use his or her native language, is the contribution of 
the faster speaking rates and longer utterance lengths of these speakers. 
 This study indicates that proficient non-native speakers at least have 
the potential to use as much pitch variation in English as in a related 
language such as Swedish. Speakers may simply transfer a speaking style 
in one language to their other language. The problems with monotonous 
delivery that an automatic feedback mechanism could potentially help 
may not depend on the use of a second language, but on more basic 
features of personality and speaking style. As discussed in the 
introduction to this thesis, at advanced levels of language courses, it is 
difficult to separate the needs of first and second language users. Native 
speakers as well as non-natives can have problems achieving an engaging 
presenting style. 
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9.4.2 Further work on a bilingual corpus 

The corpus described in this chapter would be more valuable if it could 
be expanded by gathering a small number of volunteer speakers over the 
period of several terms. A larger corpus could provide many oppor-
tunities for language study. Comparison of the English and Swedish 
transcripts will allow examination of aspects such as the formal register 
used by the speakers of the two languages. By locating the utterances 
that describe the same propositional content, a comparison of how the 
speakers use pitch movement to structure information in the two 
languages can be made. This could provide insight into transfer of 
Swedish intonational patterns to English. It is possible that with more 
speakers, statistically significant differences in PVQ could be found. The 
differences in mean speaking rate should also be further investigated—
the 20% difference found in this group would be interesting to pursue. 
Does the average Swedish speaker of English manage to say only 80% of 
what a native speaker can say during the allotted time at a conference? 
Documenting such information about first and second language use 
would give valuable evidence for those in positions of developing 
language policy. 
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Chapter 10:  
Proposing a  
future application  

 
Chapter 6 of this thesis demonstrated the extent to which speakers vary 
in mean levels of pitch variation as they hold short oral presentations 
before an audience. Chapter 7 showed that specific levels of pitch 
variation can be characterized as lively or monotone. Chapter 8 
quantified the speaking rates used by the speakers in the corpus, and 
Chapter 9 looked at the effects of using different languages to make an 
oral presentation, and found that while pitch variation did not vary much 
depending on language use, speaking rate did.   
 A potential application of these findings would be in the 
development of an automatic feedback mechanism for the prosody of 
public speaking. This chapter begins by looking at the CALL theory that 
could support such an application and continues with a discussion of 
how one learns to speak well in public. Finally, section 10.3 speculates 
about how such a system could incorporate existing speech technologies.  
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10.1 Theoretical support 
Two of the most influential books on the subject of computer-assisted 
language learning are Carol Chapelle’s Computer Applications in Second 
Language Acquisition (2001) and Michael Levy’s Computer-Assisted Language 
Learning (1997). While Chapelle’s work has inspired the learner-centered 
approach that has been a theme of this thesis, Levy’s book stimulated 
reflection on the role the computer itself plays when it is used for 
pedagogic purposes. Levy develops the tutor-tool framework first 
proposed by Taylor (1980; an alternative was proposed by Colpaert 
2003). Inherent in the tutor conceptualization is that the computer has 
become a substitute for a human teacher, either permanently or 
temporarily. This implies that the user has placed trust in the computer 
to provide appropriate guidance and feedback that can be relied upon. 
Successful tutorial applications require the input of pedagogues to 
generate all anticipated correct answers and to program correct remedial 
feedback—a challenge that has yet to be met. A CALL application 
conceptualized as a tool, on the other hand, is the use of any program 
designed to simplify and enhance linguistic communication for both L1 
and L2 users, for example, a word processor or an email program. Tools 
can also contribute to the process of learning a second language, though 
in an indirect, non-evaluative way.  
 Somewhere in the middle of the tutor-tool spectrum lie concept-
ualizations of the roles of spellcheckers and grammar checkers. Like 
tutors, they are evaluative, but on the other hand, their primary purpose 
is not to teach but to assist in the production of correct language. It 
might be useful to see checkers of various kinds as assistants, who carry 
out tasks at the direction of the user but without necessarily attempting 
to add to the user’s knowledge base. A user can choose to ignore an 
assistant in ways that he or she might not do with a tutor, and this factor 
has its advantages when the feedback from a computer is not 100% 
reliable. Figure 44 models these CALL conceptualizations.  
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Figure 44. Conceptualizations of the computer's role in language 

learning. 

  The application proposed in this chapter is another kind of checker: 
a speech checker. Like a spellchecker, a speech checker would be 
conceptualized as an assistant in the production of oral communication. 
An application of this kind places the computer in a supportive rather 
than a tutorial role. The system would not presume to correct the user, 
but merely act as a tool for quantifying the amount of prosodic variation, 
and for locating the existence of potentially problematic areas in the 
same manner as spellcheckers and grammar checkers do. This allows the 
computer to do what computers have been proven to do well, which is 
to facilitate and enhance human communication, and avoids the pitfalls 
associated with the artificial intelligence required for tutorial systems. 
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10.2 Learning to speak in public  
Good communication skills are an important part of a professional 
education. Though in the past century more attention has been paid to 
the development of writing ability than to the development of oral skills 
(Halloran 1990), instruction in presentation technique is now a standard 
element of courses in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) (Boyle 
1996). Because EAP courses are generally intended to help non-native 
students manage their studies at an English-speaking university, native 
students may never be provided with formal instruction in presentation 
technique. Björkman (2005) found that Swedish students of English 
were better able to achieve an appropriately formal register in their 
presentations than a comparable group of American students. 

10.2.1 Native speakers  

A good oral presentation should contain material appropriate to the 
audience, and content that is clearly expressed and well structured. 
Advances in natural language processing and speech recognition may 
well allow computers one day to give feedback on these crucial aspects. 
Until then, we can ask our non-intelligent processing tools to analyze 
features that may seem more superficial, such as the delivery of the 
message. Speaking well is not the most critical aspect of a good 
presentation, but if a speaker does not use his or her voice in a way that 
facilitates access to the content, much of the message can be lost. As 
public speakers we must try to engage the interest of those who are 
listening to us. To do otherwise is to ignore the social aspects of the 
speaking situation. In their study of L2 lecture comprehension, 
Flowerdew and Miller (1992) found that students listed difficulties in 
concentrating as one of the biggest problems they had in the lecture 
situation. It is surprising that the area has attracted little academic 
interest; a plausible reason for this is that it is only recently that 
technological development has allowed smooth processing of large 
amounts of recorded speech.  
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 The quantity of self-help books on presentation skills on the market 
todayPF

8
FP is testimony both to the demands put on oral communication in 

contemporary workplaces and to people’s lack of preparation to meet 
these demands. Speakers who turn to self-help manuals are told to 
practice on their own or with a friend. In his chapter entitled “Improving 
academic and medical presentations” one expert (Grandstaff 2004) gives 
this advice:  
 

“If you are not sure whether you spoke in a monotone, record yourself 
and listen for how much variety you use in your voice as well as 
whether you are speaking faster or slower than TspeakersT you enjoy. Ask 
a friend or colleague to listen to the tape and give suggestions about 
how you can add interest and variety to your voice. Practice by varying 
your pitch, pace and volume. Make the variety fit what you are saying. 
Emphasize key words. Pause to add impact and to allow time for 
people to take in what you have said. Increase or lower your volume 
slightly to draw attention to key words or phrases.” (p. 237). 

 
The proposed application would allow a computer to fill the role of 
‘friend or colleague’ and give objective and valuable feedback on speaker 
prosody. Speaking in public is a kind of performance, and performers 
need practice. Practice in itself is good, practice with some kind of 
feedback is even better. The best feedback is provided by human 
teachers, but just as with pronunciation training, these experts are not 
always available. Friends or colleagues or family members can sometimes 
be an audience for someone who would like to practice a presentation, 
but it is not uncommon for people to practice alone in an empty room 
with no more assistance than that provided by a stopwatch. It is 
impossible to replicate the actual performance situation for a rehearsal, 
but it is still necessary to rehearse.  
 Beyond providing focus and feedback to the act of rehearsing a 
presentation, a speech checker could importantly be used to measure 
progress toward achieving a more engaging speaking style. Voice 
coaching has experienced rapid growth recently in the USA (Jaret 2005). 
People who lack any specific speech disorder are engaging acting coaches 
                                           
TP

8
PT In November 2004, Stockholm’s largest bookstore had three times as many shelves 

of books on advice on public speaking as on writing.  
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and even speech pathologists to find help in achieving better speaking 
styles (ibid.). Speech therapists are trained to provide feedback on pitch 
to client groups such as patients with Parkinson’s disease (Ruddy and 
Sapienza 2003), motor aprosodia (Stringer 1996), or transgendered 
individuals (Gelfer 1999). Recent work has been done to make feedback 
systems portable and even wearable (Hillman 2004). A speech checker 
that measured pitch variation would fit into this therapeutic tradition.   

10.2.2 Non-native speakers 

Public speaking difficulties are magnified for second language users, who 
are operating under a heavy cognitive load of planning lexical content 
and its articulation at the same time as they may lack confidence and 
familiarity with the potentialities of spoken academic English. A number 
of recent studies (Ventola et al. 2002; Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas 
2005) have pointed to the lexical, syntactical and pragmatic difficulties 
faced by non-native speakers who are presenting or teaching in English. 
An increasing number of studies have addressed the important issue of 
non-native prosody in instructional speech (Hahn 2004; Levis and 
Pickering 2004; Pickering 2004). Pickering used Brazil’s (1997) system 
for discerning ‘intonational paragraphs’ to compare the way native and 
non-native teaching assistants presented laboratory instructions. The 
non-native speakers showed “a considerably weaker control of 
intonational structure and a disturbance in prosodic composition that 
materially affects the comprehensibility of the discourse for native 
speaker hearers” (p. 19). One of the contributing problems was an 
overall narrower pitch range, which made the identification of prosodic 
units difficult. International teaching assistants are responsible for a large 
amount of undergraduate instruction at many North American 
universities, and their communication difficulties are a serious problem. 
Yet, as Pickering notes,  
 

T“little may be done to…address areas of linguistic competence such as 
pitch range or pause structure, as they are often perceived to be less 
crucial for functional competence than lexical or syntactic marking 
strategies... However, prosodic cues contribute independently to the 
structure of the discourse, and they cannot be circumvented without a 
reduction in comprehensibility” (p. 39)T.   
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Ideally, an instructor or speaker who faces such challenges would be 
given individualized expert instruction in how to improve his or her 
prosody in relation to the content of the message. Since this kind of 
coaching is probably not realistic in most university settings, an 
alternative would be participation in a course in speaking and 
presentation skills. Pickering suggests that such courses could benefit 
from the introduction of voice exercises designed for theater training as 
a potential remedy for the problem of restricted pitch range; using 
automatic feedback that quantifies the amount of pitch variation used 
over long stretches of discourse could be another solution to this 
problem.  
 In other recent research on the prosody of instructional discourse 
(Hahn 2004), subjects were presented with non-native instructional 
speech in three conditions: delivered with normal sentence focus, 
abnormal sentence focus, and without focus (monotone). Students 
comprehended and recalled more information from the correctly 
focused delivery, and in evaluative comments, were most critical of the 
focus-less delivery. Interestingly, 30% of the students who listened to the 
focus-less delivery thought that the speaker spoke too fast, though 
speaking rate and pausing were tightly controlled and no subjects who 
had heard deliveries with focus commented on speaking rate.  Hahn’s 
study demonstrates the importance of avoiding monotonous delivery in 
instructional speech, not only because it is boring to listen to but also 
because it becomes harder to recall the content. 
 Finally, there are situations where a speech checker could be used to 
instill speakers with confidence in using a second language. As European 
universities offer more and more instruction in English, a reservation 
commonly expressed by teachers who must use a second language when 
teaching is that they are unable to be as spontaneous and may be more 
boring when they are teaching in English. The study described in 
Chapter 9 indicated that, at least for the language pair Swedish-English, 
pitch variation and perceptions of liveliness did not differ much between 
the use of the first or second language. A speech checker could be used 
to demonstrate to a teacher that he or she was using his or her voice in a 
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comparable way when speaking English, and in that way help them feel 
more confident about teaching in a second language.  

10.3 Design of a speech checker 
Figure 45 illustrates how an automatic feedback mechanism could 
consist of two parallel processing paths, one conducted with speech 
recognition, and the other with speech analysis. An appropriate and 
friendly feedback interface would be an animated face that could 
respond alertly to lively speech but would lose attention, perhaps even 
fall asleep, if the prosody failed to show any characteristics of liveliness.  
In the more distant future, a feedback mechanism could also incorporate 
a camera and software for processing speaker gaze, facial expression and 
body language. 
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Figure 45. Schematic design of an automatic feedback mechanism for 

public speaking. Features in bold are treated in the thesis. 

  
 The studies presented in Chapters 6 and 7 should allow some 
preliminary conclusions regarding the pitch variation levels that 
correspond to lively versus monotone speech. The speech checker 
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described in Fig. 45 could be configured to respond negatively to PVQ 
values that were under 0.15 for lengthy periods of time. Speakers could 
be encouraged to hold mean values between 0.15 and 0.25, and be 
rewarded for the occasional peak above 0.25. The level of liveliness 
could be adapted to the speaking genre; while one level would be suitable 
for an evangelist, another is more appropriate to an academic conference 
presentation. Furthermore, people’s perceptions of what is appropriate 
and pleasing may be individually and culturally determined. 
 The PVQ metric is one that can be derived with reasonable accuracy 
by adding a simple function to existing pitch extraction software. 
Calculating speaking rate without a transcript, however, is not an existing 
technology, only a potential one. If and when it becomes possible to do 
this, the data about speaking rate presented Chapter 8 could be used to 
establish some kind of threshold values to be used in contexts where the 
audience consists of proficient non-native listeners. It is reasonable to 
assume that listeners are able to comprehend the same rates of speech 
that they themselves use. The intermediate learners in my corpus (groups 
A and B) used a mean speaking rate of 2.8 sps or 116 wpm (including 
pauses) and the advanced students, whose level of English approaches 
native-like proficiency, used a mean speaking rate of 3.14 sps or 128 wpm. 
An overall speaking rate of about 3 sps—a rate that includes the pausing 
natural to the public speaking situation—seems therefore a safe target 
when speaking to intermediate and advanced users of English, both as a 
native and as a non-native speaker. Earlier research has shown that 
lecturers have a difficult time adapting their rates of speech to different 
audience (Griffiths and Beretta 1991). Providing them with objective, 
quantifiable feedback would allow them to monitor their own 
production. 
 Ultimately, one can envision a feedback mechanism for presentation 
speech that incorporated speaker-dependent speech recognition to 
recognize, and process at some level, the linguistic content of the 
presentation or lecture. Using natural language processing, the instant 
transcript could be textually analyzed for features that have been deemed 
appropriate for the speaking genre in question. The recent attention paid 
to spoken academic English has helped our understanding of the lexical 
and syntactic properties of successful monologue (Camiciottoli 2003; 
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Simpson et al. 2003; Morell 2004; Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas 
2005). Like grammar checkers that can be set to flag certain stylistic 
features of written texts in different genres, this feedback mechanism 
could check for the presence of personal pronouns [a positive feature in 
monologue (Morell 2004)] or passive constructions [a negative feature, 
indicating difficulties in adapting the information structure of a written 
text to a format suitable for spoken discourse (Rowley-Jolivet and 
Carter-Thomas 2005)]. Speech recognition can also be used to give 
feedback on pronunciation at the segmental level, as discussed in 
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. However, speech recognition for the 
purposes described here would need to be adapted to the individual 
speaker’s voice, presently a time-consuming process that does not lend 
itself to classroom applications (Coniam 1999). 

10.4 Summary 
In this chapter I have suggested that an application giving constructive 
and automatic feedback on public speaking can be motivated in several 
ways. Firstly, theoretical models of how computers can support language 
acquisition advocate conceptualizations of the computer’s role as 
‘assistants’ or ‘tools’ in the learning process rather than as infallible 
‘tutors,’ as long as the computer cannot be relied upon to always provide 
correct feedback. By using the computer to monitor PVQ and speaking 
rate, instead of attempting to tell a student when he or she has uttered 
something incorrectly, one is employing the computer in a way 
analogous to a grammar checker, which can point out a problem without 
attempting to correct it. Such a conceptualization would place the CALL 
application at a midpoint in a tutor-tool spectrum. Secondly, the need for 
instruction in the delivery of oral presentations has been discussed. 
Though non-native speakers may feel the need to rehearse an English 
presentation more than natives do, many speakers could benefit from 
feedback on pitch variation. Finally, the chapter has looked at how 
specific metrics that can be derived from speech analysis software could 
be applied in an automatic feedback mechanism, and speculated about 
how that mechanism could incorporate other speech technologies to 
form a complete system.  
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Chapter 11:  
Conclusion  

11.1 Summary of thesis  
Speech technology has the potential to enhance computer-assisted 
language learning (CALL) by providing the means to automate training 
of the spoken language. To do so effectively, however, the technology 
must be applied in relation to relevant theories of second language 
acquisition and of CALL. This thesis has sought to assess how 
appropriately speech technology can meet the needs of language learners 
at progressing levels and in different speaking situations. It has also 
considered the special situation of learners of lingua franca English.  The 
thesis argues that computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) is 
best suited to the needs of beginning language learners, who can benefit 
from the expanded opportunity to practice the target language and 
thereby work toward automation of new sound contrasts. Once learners 
have passed to intermediate and advanced stages, however, it is better to 
apply technology to support their language use in situations where they 
have used their language for true communicative purposes. Speaking in 
public is one such situation.  
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 Speech recognition can be used to give evaluative feedback of the 
pronunciation of the sounds of a target language, and software 
developers have made use of this potential in commercially available 
programs that claim to teach learners accurate pronunciation. In such 
programs, learners listen to a model utterance, repeat it into a 
microphone, and then receive a score that reflects the match between the 
learner production and acoustic models of the utterance as produced by 
native speakers. A widely discussed limitation of this approach is that 
such feedback is merely evaluative rather than corrective; that is, the 
learner who has received a poor score does not receive specific guidance 
in how to produce a better sound the next time. For this reason, speech 
recognition is currently better at providing opportunities for language 
practice than for language learning.   
  Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, which were published as Hincks 
2002b and 2003a, provided the speech technology and CALL 
communities with an early assessment of the effectiveness of state-of-
the-art, commercially available CAPT software.  The study evaluated one 
of these programs using a control/experimental design, where the 
general development in pronunciation skills of a class of students with 
unlimited access to pronunciation software was compared to a class of 
students with only five hours of pronunciation training. Two separate 
tests of pronunciation development indicated that while the weaker 
students in the experimental group benefited somewhat from their 
software practice, the pronunciation ability of the better students in the 
group did not improve, and in cases seemed even to degrade. A possible 
explanation for this is that the fluency of the intermediate language 
learners was impeded by repeatedly receiving negative and 
unconstructive feedback from the CAPT software. These results would 
be consistent with the predictions of communicative theories of second 
language acquisition, which question the benefit of language drills once 
students have progressed beyond beginning stages (Brown and Yule 
1983; Morley 1991).  
 There were a number of limitations with this study, as there often 
are with any attempt to study the effects of different methods of 
instruction. The primary limitations involved establishing comparable 
and sufficiently large groups of subjects, controlling the nature of the 
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pedagogic input they received, and determining a reliable method of 
pronunciation assessment. Nonetheless, a conclusion drawn from the 
study was that CAPT in its current form, with its limited means of 
providing feedback and its inherent focus on imitative pedagogical 
methods, is not suitable for use by intermediate and advanced students. 
The challenge of correcting fossilized pronunciation errors and the risk 
of damaging student confidence can combine to create a situation that 
does not favor automatic tutorial methods for learners beyond the 
introductory stages of language learning. However, CAPT can provide 
the necessary opportunity for beginning speakers to practice spoken 
language outside the classroom and to help learners begin their 
acquisition of a second language with a correct phonetic inventory.  
 Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis turned to the linguistic needs of 
intermediate and advanced Swedish-native students of English. A 
pronunciation problem of these learners of particular salience to native-
speaker listeners is misplacement of lexical stress in multi-syllabic words 
(Jenkins 2000). An interactive exercise using multimodal speech synthesis 
was devised to demonstrate the differences in stress placement in two 
Swedish-English cognates, and resulted in long-term acquisition of 
correct pronunciation of these words in a group of 11 learners (Hincks 
2002a). This study is one of few thus far that have used speech synthesis 
for a language learning application. To further examine the 
pronunciation needs of this learner group, a speech database consisting 
of 28 ten-minute oral presentations made by learners at three levels of 
English proficiency was recorded. In a subset of eleven recordings, a 
very low number of pronunciation errors was found (Hincks 2003c). A 
conclusion of the study was that these speakers of English would find 
little benefit from computer-generated feedback on the specific 
segmental errors they make.  
 Chapters 6 through 10 explored the premises for a novel application 
of speech technology in language learning. For many professional users 
of lingua franca English, part of learning the spoken language is learning 
how to use it well in public speaking situations. This is a challenge for 
natives and non-natives alike, and the fact that people need a feel for 
training is evidenced by the fact that providing advice on presentation 
skills is a growing business (Jaret 2005). Becoming a proficient public 
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speaker entails many aspects, among them how to structure the 
presentation to most effectively communicate the content. An area 
which has received little academic interest, however, is how to 
objectively assess how speakers have used their voices. Standard advice 
on public speaking is to use varied intonation. Advisors (e.g. Lamerton 
2001; Davis 2004; Grandstaff 2004) are in agreement that speaking in a 
monotone is to be avoided, and that speakers sometimes need help to 
understand when they are doing so. They are also in agreement that one 
must speak neither too quickly nor too slowly, and that it is difficult 
sometimes to achieve the right pace of delivery.   
 Varied intonation is achieved by varying the pitch, intensity, duration 
and quality of one’s speech. While all are important, the thesis has 
focused primarily on the first of these dimensions, pitch variation. To 
assess the extent to which the student presenters were varying their 
pitch, 18 of the presentation recordings, or three hours of spontaneous 
speech, were analyzed with respect to the normalized standard deviation 
(termed PVQ) of fundamental frequency over consecutive 10-second 
long samples of speech. Mean PVQ per presentation ranged from .11 to 
.24, with students using more variation receiving more positive feedback 
on their presentation delivery (Hincks 2004b). A significant correlation 
between pitch variation levels and language proficiency was found for 
the nine female speakers but not for the nine male speakers. Finally, 
males used significantly more pitch variation than females.  
 To test the potential of the PVQ variable as a measure of pitch 
variation that could be applied to give feedback on presentation delivery, 
a perceptual experiment was designed to test the relationship between 
the PVQ and impressions of speaker liveliness. An overall correlation by 
speaker of .83 was found, with correlations higher for males than for 
females (Hincks 2005b; Hincks 2005c). Previous work has established 
the relationship between the standard deviation of fundamental 
frequency and perceptions of liveliness in synthetic speech (Traunmüller 
and Eriksson 1995); this study confirms those findings with samples of 
spontaneous speech.  
 The study described in Chapter 8 of the thesis examined two 
temporal variables, one of particular interest when examining second 
language speech, and one of particular interest in relation to instructional 
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speech in an L2 environment. In addition, this study tested whether 
there was a relationship between the perception of liveliness and these 
two variables. The temporal variable that best correlated with speaker 
proficiency, in this as in other studies, was the mean length of runs, i.e. 
the number of syllables uttered between silent pauses. Interestingly, this 
variable also correlated moderately with liveliness perceptions of female 
speech, but not with liveliness perceptions of male speech. No 
correlation was found between speaking rate and PVQ, or between 
speaking rate and perceptions of liveliness.  
 Chapter 9 addressed the question of the effect of whether one is 
using a first or second language on presentation prosody (Hincks 2005a). 
A second corpus of ten presentations was recorded, where five speakers 
made the same presentation in both English and Swedish. Though 
previous research (on other language pairs) had suggested that speakers 
might use less pitch variation when speaking English (Wennerstrom 
1994; Levis and Pickering 2004; Pickering 2004), this study found little 
intra-speaker difference in mean PVQ.  However, the speakers spoke on 
average 20% faster when using their native language. Liveliness ratings of 
the ten presentations showed a high correlation of .89 with PVQ. 
 Chapter 10 discussed how CALL theory would support the 
application of the above findings in an automatic feedback mechanism 
for practicing and assessing oral presentations (Hincks 2003b; Hincks 
2005b; Hincks 2005c). The challenges faced by native as well as non-
native speakers of English when preparing to speak in public were 
discussed, with particular attention to the way their voices are used and 
the hazards of monotone speech. Since professional voice coaching is 
not available to everyone, some speakers could benefit from computer-
generated feedback informing them of their pitch variation levels. Native 
speakers with a tendency to speak more quickly than they should when 
addressing international audiences could learn how to slow down their 
speech to appropriate levels. Chapter 10 tentatively proposed specific 
pitch variation levels and speaking rates to use in public speaking 
situations, though much work remains to be done on this topic.  
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11.2 Future work 

11.2.1 Computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) 

Research has shown that teaching and training pronunciation is better 
than ignoring it all together, but there is no agreement as to the best 
ways of providing feedback. Beginning language learners should profit 
from the opportunity to practice the spoken language on their own, even 
if the feedback they receive is not always accurate. In fact, it is possible 
that as long as the program is fun to use and the feedback is encouraging 
and positive, learning will take place. The best ways of integrating CAPT 
systems into a beginning language curriculum would be an interesting 
area of research.  
 It would unfortunately be ethically indefensible to pursue the 
tentative finding that speech-recognition-based pronunciation practice 
was damaging to the global pronunciation ability of intermediate 
students, but if such results were statistically proven, it would provide 
further evidence supporting theories of communicative language learning 
that abstain from providing extensive negative feedback on learner 
speech on the grounds that it impedes fluency.  

11.2.2 Feedback on public speaking 

If the vision of providing automatic feedback on the prosody of public 
speaking is to be realized one day, an enormous amount of research 
remains to be done. There are three parties involved: the speaker, the 
audience, and the potential feedback mechanism, and each in itself 
requires study, as well as each in relation to the other parts.  

Speakers 

The process of becoming a better speaker would be an important area of 
study. A natural development of this thesis is to see whether feedback on 
global pitch variation would provide benefit to a speaker with the habit 
of speaking in a monotone. Questions to be addressed include whether 
the speaker would manage to place pitch movement in appropriate 
places, the effect on speaker fluency and confidence, and whether the 
speaker would feel comfortable with a change in pitch variation levels. 
 This thesis has investigated the speaking habits of a fairly 
homogeneous group of students in a specific classroom-based speaking 
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situation. Recently, work has been initiated (Rosenberg and Hirschberg 
2005; Strangert 2005) to look at the prosodic characteristics of speakers 
who could be taken as models: professional newscasters and politicians. 
Such work would have important pedagogical implications that could be 
applied to help novice public speakers.  
 The small investigation described in Chapter 9 indicated that pitch 
variation may be more speaker dependent than language dependent. Still, 
it would be valuable to compare PVQs from speakers using their first 
language to see if global pitch variation levels could be characterized as 
language-specific.  
 The differences between male and female habits are another area for 
research, where studies with a large number of participants are required. 
The mean PVQ of the females in the corpus was significantly lower than 
that of the males; there is a possibility that the females were restraining 
the variability of their voices in order to sound more masculine and 
authoritative. The discrepancy between the male and female correlations 
between liveliness ratings and mean length of runs could also be 
pursued. 
 Advisors on public speaking sometimes attempt to defuse the 
delivery issue by saying things like: ‘just be confident of what you are 
saying and the rest will take care of itself’ or ‘just look people in the eyes 
and your voice will sound engaging and natural.’ I found no relationship 
between perceived confidence and pitch variation; it would be interesting 
to investigate whether there are relationships between, for example, the 
amount of time a speaker’s gaze is focused on the audience and prosodic 
variables. 

Audiences 

Here the questions regard how different prosodic aspects are perceived 
by listeners. What pitch variation levels are preferred by different 
audiences in different speaking genres? What sort of cultural differences 
exist? At what point does a lot of pitch variation become annoying? 
What is the effect of listener L1 on the impression of speaker liveliness? 
Important in the context of English as a lingua franca would be to 
determine an appropriate target speaking rate to use when addressing 
international audiences.  
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Feedback mechanism 

In this thesis, normalized standard deviation of fundamental frequency 
(PVQ) has been shown to correlate satisfactorily with perceptions of 
speaker liveliness.  I make no claim, however, that the PVQ variable as I 
have measured it is the optimal or the only parameter to use in a 
potential feedback mechanism. The PVQ should in fact be taken as a 
starting point for further research that would also take into consideration 
the effect of other prosodic dimensions. Public speakers must vary 
tempo and intensity as well as pitch, and though this thesis has looked at 
speaking rate per se, it has not looked at intra-speaker variation in rate, 
nor at intensity at all. Furthermore, speakers should learn to pause at 
appropriate junctures. A feedback mechanism should certainly respond 
to these dimensions, though it is possible that they should be treated as 
more advanced aspects of public speaking, that deserve focus after 
satisfactory pitch variation has been achieved. Finally, it is possible that 
pitch extraction should be performed with different upper and lower 
settings, and that better comparisons can be made by conversion to a 
semitone scale. 

11.3 Final words 
Though this thesis began by investigating how well speech technology 
can be used to teach pronunciation, it has ended by proposing that 
speech technology be used to help people become better public speakers. 
The shift in focus has been motivated by a desire to combine the field of 
computer-assisted language learning with that of English for specific 
purposes. Computer-assisted pronunciation training is an area worthy of 
much future attention, but preferably from teachers who come into 
contact with the beginning students who will benefit the most from 
receiving extensive pronunciation training. Meanwhile, we are all lifelong 
language learners to one extent or another when it comes to improving 
our ability to communicate effectively in formal situations.  
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Appendix 1:  Text for pronunciation 
assessment  

Study the following passage carefully for about three minutes to see that you 
understand the development of the dialogue, but do not make any marks on the paper.  
Read the passage clearly and expressively into the microphone.  Do not read the names 
JOE and BETTY in capital letters at the left. 
 
JOE Where are you going, Betty? 
BETTY Hello, Joe. I’m going shopping at IKEA.  I’ve just 

moved and I need some things for my room.  Would 
you like to come with me, or are you going to work? 

JOE Thanks, I’d like to come.  I want to buy a few things, 
too.  

BETTY I’m going to look for a chair, a rug, and perhaps a 
picture. 

JOE A rug? How big? Did you measure your room? 
BETTY Oh, no.  I’m only going to get a little one.  A big one 

would be very expensive.  I haven’t got much 
money. 

JOE  I haven’t either.  First let’s go along to that old 
shop—the one near the railway station. 

BETTY OK.  My boyfriend told me that was a good place to 
start. 
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Appendix 2: Texts for assessing proficiency 
in lexical stress 

 
The shell of an egg has the same composition as bone. It has a mineral 
component and an organic component (the protein collagen). The 
mineral component makes the shell hard but fragile, while the flexible 
collagen acts like a glue that maintains the integrity of the whole 
structure. Acids such as vinegar dissolve the calcium-based mineral 
component, which is alkaline, leaving the flexible collagen intact. Hence 
you get a rubbery eggshell. 
(Pedro Gonzales, New Scientist, 10/04/1999) 
 
The density fluctuation parameter determined the clumpiness of the 
Universe when the first structures started to congeal out of the cooling 
gas of the big bang, about 300 000 years after the Universe's birth. The 
bigger the parameter, the more pronounced would have been the dense 
regions compared with the average, making them grow faster by pulling 
in matter through gravity. … [Since] no physics predicts their size at the 
time of galaxy formation, [scientists have investigated] what kind of 
Universe might have arisen if the density fluctuation parameter had 
been slightly different. 
(Marcus Chown, New Scientist 29/11/1997, p.11). 
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Appendix 3: Sample transcription of 
presentation 

Hello, my name is TM and I’m doing my oral presentation on Bluetooth.  
Ehm the reason why I did that is because I didn’t know much about it, 
eh, but I thought it was an interesting eh subject.  Eh you may stop and 
ask questions at any time, hopefully I can answer them. No!  So.  A bit 
about the background, ehm, very short about what Bluetooth is. It’s a 
short radio—a short-range radio link. It was developed to replace cables 
between portable and fixed devices. The concept was started by 
Ericsson, a Swedish company, but all the development has been done by 
S-I-G which stands for special interest group.  Today S-I-G consists of 
way over a thousand companies, I think, and so it’s a big interest group. 
And the name, Bluetooth, originates from King Harald, eh, king of 
Denmark, eh during the years nine—nine hundred and forty to nine 
hundred and eighty one A.C. Eh, he’s eh, he ate a lot of blueberries, 
which colored his teeth blue, therefore he got his name. He had a way of 
getting people to communicate, and that’s why they chose this name.  They 
thought it was suitable.  These are applications where you can find 
Bluetooth, ehm, these examples are the most common applications.  Eh, 
mobile phone with a headset, eh personal computer with a printer, 
mobile phone with a handheld, with a PDA, I don’t know if you know 
what that is, it’s a personal calender, eh, mobile phone with a personal 
computer, you talk about a big computer, laptop or something. Ehm, 
Bluetooth is a microchip with a radio transmitter.  It’s installed in digital 
devices. And in—it consists of both hardware and software.  Eh, it 
operates in the unlicensed ISN band, some of you may know what that 
is, ehm it’s hard to explain...closer what that is, ehm using radio 
frequencies around two point four gigahertz. Eh, you can use it in a 
network solution as well as in a non-network solution.  Eh when you use 
it in a network solution eh this is what it looks like.  It’s called a piconet 
and means a small network. Ehm. It consists—one unit acts like a 
master, the blue dots in the middle, maybe it’s hard to read the text, I 
don’t know, and the other units acts like slaves. Ehm up to seven slaves 
can be active on one piconet, ehm a master can connect to two hundred 
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and fifty six part slaves or seven active, so you can join several piconets 
to get a big net--network.  The closest thing to Bluetooth today is a V-
lan.  It stands for wireless local area network. And Bluetooth is also a 
wireless technique, however you can’t replace Bluetooth with a V-lan, or 
vice-versa, because they’re used—they’re used in different applications. 
Ehm I thought I’d compare these two eh on a few points, just so we can 
see about, eh where it’s used and so on. Ehm Bluetooth has a range of 
normally maximum ten meters, eh whereas V-lan has a range of fifty to a 
hundred meters.  Ehm Bluetooth has low energy demand, eh while V-
lan has a high. Ehm Bluetooth can send sound, and V-lan cannot, they 
can both send broadband data, eh, pri--Bluetooth’s primary use--usage is 
in mobile units, and V-lan in energy-demanding units. And eh, 
Bluetooth has a maximum speed of one megabits per second, and V-lan 
has a maximum speed of eleven megabits per second. So Bluetooth is 
not better, or worse than V-lan, it’s just used in different applications.  
The best thing would be to combine these two, I don’t think I’ve—I 
don’t think you’ve started doing that yet. Maybe you know? If you 
combine these two yet? …./…(12 sec) 
Yea, so that would be the best thing to do, I would say. So, when it 
comes to security, eh it’s all about encryption. Eh in this case, eh, 
Bluetooth short-range, eh ten meters, is an advantage, because you have 
to be in that range to intercept.  Eh, but there’s still a risk of 
interception.  Eh, there are two ways to make this wireless network safe 
from intruders. Either you can eh protect your data by encryption, so 
you encrypt all the data, or you can protect the data by authentication, 
that means the units check they have the same eh encryption key before 
they send data, and the difference with this one is that you all--you only 
encrypt the key, not all the data. So my last point is about the future. I 
can only predict what it’s gonna be like, but it’s looking good, ehm, I 
don’t think the major dev—development will be done in the consumer 
market, however, I think it will be done in industrial automation and 
gaming. And eh, the prices are going down, which makes it more 
attractive, it’s still--still kind of a new product.  So, any questions, that’s 
all for me.   
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Appendix 4: Extracted FB0 Bvalues for corpus 
of presentation speech  

 Males Group A 

seg SD M PVQ SD M PVQ SD M PVQ
1 25 143 0.175 30 166 0.180 26 126 0.207
2 21 135 0.158 24 161 0.152 12 119 0.101
3 15 119 0.127 25 160 0.154 16 125 0.131
4 20 123 0.164 25 162 0.152 16 125 0.131
5 25 139 0.178 19 167 0.116 14 115 0.123
6 16 128 0.124 24 165 0.146 17 115 0.147
7 15 118 0.126 23 168 0.139 20 139 0.146
8 19 133 0.142 33 157 0.207 14 119 0.118
9 16 126 0.130 26 160 0.163 15 121 0.126

10 25 150 0.168 32 170 0.187 22 125 0.179
11 25 144 0.173 30 174 0.170 21 117 0.177
12 22 139 0.157 21 165 0.129 15 119 0.123
13 18 129 0.138 28 166 0.171 16 114 0.141
14 17 131 0.133 16 158 0.101 31 123 0.256
15 14 132 0.110 17 155 0.109 18 138 0.127
16 21 126 0.165 31 161 0.191 14 127 0.107
17 24 132 0.180 25 173 0.147 12 103 0.120
18 21 140 0.153 26 160 0.160 13 108 0.121
19 14 128 0.111 22 159 0.136 16 128 0.126
20 23 133 0.174 18 157 0.115 32 124 0.261
21 17 127 0.132 21 147 0.143 30 144 0.207
22 23 135 0.167 35 172 0.204 17 122 0.141
23 28 130 0.213 33 184 0.180 16 118 0.133
24 21 129 0.163 26 175 0.151 21 120 0.174
25 17 126 0.134 28 184 0.150 18 120 0.153
26 21 130 0.164 25 175 0.145 21 116 0.177
27 23 139 0.163 23 166 0.139 15 111 0.135
28 23 136 0.166 27 166 0.163 14 116 0.121
29 18 129 0.143 26 180 0.145 16 111 0.143
30 26 131 0.196 31 175 0.177 23 117 0.199
31 17 134 0.131 34 184 0.186 16 111 0.145
32 19 135 0.144 31 188 0.163 19 118 0.161
33 18 130 0.138 28 176 0.157 22 126 0.176
34 19 126 0.149 21 166 0.124 17 113 0.152
35 24 134 0.177 18 171 0.106 22 132 0.166
36 15 126 0.120 26 169 0.152 20 124 0.162
37 16 127 0.128 21 155 0.133 18 115 0.161
38 29 135 0.214 25 152 0.162 25 115 0.213
39 19 132 0.140 36 167 0.215 25 126 0.198
40 20 135 0.151 26 172 0.151 26 122 0.213
41 20 120 0.164 30 169 0.180 15 120 0.123
42 27 129 0.205 25 155 0.164 23 116 0.198
43 23 128 0.177 31 174 0.177 19 124 0.156
44 16 123 0.132 18 158 0.114 17 112 0.155
45 12 116 0.105 20 155 0.127 14 110 0.128
46 15 122 0.122 19 149 0.129 11 102 0.108
47 14 121 0.119 32 144 0.221 17 109 0.159
48 9 114 0.081 20 176 0.116 16 127 0.129
49 11 112 0.100 24 165 0.149 14 116 0.122
50 16 136 0.120 24 165 0.147 15 107 0.143
51 19 144 0.129 28 164 0.169 19 135 0.141
52 14 116 0.119 23 162 0.145
53 18 126 0.139 30 167 0.178
54 28 141 0.202 32 156 0.204
55 15 115 0.135 24 157 0.153
56 19 125 0.148 28 152 0.185
57 19 123 0.157 28 181 0.157
58 23 123 0.184 21 171 0.120
59 20 122 0.163 38 167 0.231
60 13 127 0.106 26 174 0.151

Student 1 tn Student 3ml Student 4pt
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   Males Group B 

seg SD M PVQ SD M PVQ SD M PVQ
1 16.6 109 0.152 10.2 102.0 0.100 12.8 118 0.108
2 11.5 109 0.105 7.8 93.9 0.083 14.2 120 0.119
3 23.1 118 0.195 11.3 104.2 0.109 11.8 113 0.105
4 21.5 112 0.192 12.0 97.8 0.123 15.0 123 0.122
5 15.4 113 0.136 10.3 104.8 0.098 14.4 112 0.128
6 12.1 109 0.111 13.6 105.0 0.129 14.3 120 0.119
7 12.6 107 0.117 12.4 104.9 0.118 9.8 109 0.090
8 12.1 105 0.115 9.7 94.0 0.103 10.9 114 0.095
9 12.8 111 0.115 9.5 97.8 0.097 18.7 124 0.150

10 12.1 106 0.114 11.5 101.6 0.113 17.8 117 0.153
11 17.0 112 0.152 9.8 97.6 0.101 12.9 113 0.115
12 9.3 104 0.089 9.7 98.6 0.099 16.7 119 0.141
13 10.0 103 0.097 11.7 97.1 0.120 10.8 115 0.094
14 14.7 119 0.124 7.7 97.4 0.079 13.6 120 0.113
15 15.7 109 0.144 9.5 96.7 0.098 15.2 123 0.124
16 15.2 110 0.138 12.8 105.1 0.121 11.2 115 0.098
17 14.3 108 0.133 9.9 104.3 0.095 17.6 119 0.149
18 14.2 104 0.137 9.8 92.8 0.106 15.6 133 0.117
19 12.0 106 0.113 13.2 103.1 0.128 10.8 115 0.094
20 14.3 106 0.135 11.0 102.6 0.107 13.8 114 0.121
21 10.2 101 0.100 8.9 94.5 0.094 13.2 115 0.114
22 25.3 118 0.214 13.7 101.1 0.136 15.1 114 0.132
23 13.4 109 0.124 15.7 103.6 0.152 9.5 110 0.086
24 14.9 107 0.139 14.6 103.3 0.141 8.9 112 0.080
25 12.0 104 0.115 10.0 97.7 0.103 13.9 117 0.119
26 17.1 108 0.157 7.0 93.2 0.075 10.1 114 0.088
27 13.7 110 0.125 14.6 108.0 0.136 14.3 117 0.123
28 15.5 105 0.147 11.5 102.9 0.111 12.8 118 0.109
29 15.7 110 0.142 10.2 100.2 0.101 13.4 119 0.113
30 13.1 108 0.121 9.6 99.5 0.096 15.0 111 0.135
31 9.3 105 0.089 15.6 110.4 0.141 13.9 119 0.117
32 8.8 104 0.084 10.2 95.5 0.107 11.5 109 0.106
33 11.4 104 0.110 11.8 100.6 0.117 11.3 114 0.099
34 10.9 103 0.106 13.3 101.9 0.130 18.4 113 0.163
35 10.6 104 0.102 8.7 90.8 0.095 12.0 115 0.105
36 15.1 112 0.135 10.4 95.2 0.109 9.5 105 0.090
37 13.1 112 0.117 8.0 98.3 0.082 12.2 124 0.098
38 9.3 103 0.090 11.6 100.9 0.115 20.6 125 0.165
39 9.9 103 0.096 12.7 105.2 0.120 17.0 125 0.136
40 11.3 105 0.108 15.2 102.9 0.148 14.8 117 0.127
41 12.3 108 0.113 13.1 101.8 0.128 10.8 111 0.098
42 15.3 115 0.133 10.9 97.6 0.111 11.9 116 0.103
43 13.7 99.5 0.138 15.5 112 0.139
44 8.6 90.0 0.095 10.2 115 0.089
45 12.8 102.8 0.125 11.4 110 0.103
46 10.4 93.9 0.111 8.5 110 0.078
47 9.5 96.6 0.099 9.7 109 0.089
48 10.4 100.7 0.103 8.6 106 0.080
49 22.3 108.6 0.205 12.2 120 0.102
50 9.7 103.3 0.094 12.0 117 0.103
51 8.4 104.9 0.080 10.8 110 0.098
52 11.9 108.3 0.110 9.0 112 0.080
53 12.7 105.4 0.120 10.3 114 0.090
54 13.2 99.4 0.133 8.7 109 0.080
55 13.5 123 0.109
56 8.6 107 0.080
57 13.1 115 0.114
58 14.5 122 0.119
59 11.6 117 0.100
60 8.6 116 0.074

Student 8 (nw) Student 9 (mn) Student 12 (jh)
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   Males Group C 

seg SD M PVQ SD M PVQ SD M PVQ
1 0.213 44.6 176 0.253 17.9 164 0.109
2 0.215 33.5 147 0.228 15.1 160 0.095
3 0.185 35.9 154 0.234 11.9 157 0.076
4 0.217 31.9 154 0.208 12.3 155 0.079
5 0.202 47.5 143 0.333 14.6 161 0.090
6 0.252 36.0 142 0.253 14.9 156 0.095
7 0.153 32.9 147 0.224 13.7 159 0.086
8 0.211 20.7 142 0.145 12.9 154 0.083
9 0.259 33.5 145 0.232 20.6 158 0.130

10 0.183 28.3 145 0.195 21.4 158 0.136
11 0.272 20.6 130 0.158 17.6 161 0.110
12 0.230 25.8 144 0.180 21.5 148 0.145
13 24.5 135 0.182 18.1 130 0.139 17.5 164 0.107
14 33.3 142 0.234 35.0 144 0.243 14.4 151 0.095
15 32.6 142 0.229 43.5 161 0.270 9.8 153 0.064
16 35.8 142 0.252 38.3 141 0.272 13.6 162 0.084
17 24.3 126 0.193 21.9 136 0.161 21.1 157 0.134
18 28.1 133 0.211 25.2 143 0.176 17.6 162 0.108
19 37.9 135 0.280 28.3 136 0.208 24.6 171 0.144
20 34.8 136 0.255 31.7 148 0.214 17.9 166 0.108
21 31.9 150 0.213 30.6 141 0.217 25.1 160 0.157
22 25.8 130 0.198 26.1 141 0.186 23.4 148 0.158
23 37.5 144 0.260 21.0 140 0.150 14.7 172 0.085
24 35.6 141 0.252 14.4 127 0.113 26.6 153 0.173
25 34.7 133 0.261 28.1 132 0.213 21.3 154 0.138
26 45.2 156 0.289 33.4 154 0.217 22.8 161 0.142
27 41.5 146 0.285 29.2 147 0.199 10.6 157 0.068
28 37.9 158 0.240 28.4 137 0.207 18.5 160 0.116
29 38.7 157 0.247 44.7 189 0.237 31.4 157 0.201
30 37.7 152 0.248 38.2 178 0.215 20.2 157 0.129
31 23.9 118 0.203 44.0 167 0.264 15.1 156 0.096
32 38.7 153 0.253 27.7 137 0.202 23.9 151 0.159
33 34.5 142 0.244 35.0 141 0.249 19.1 161 0.119
34 35.0 149 0.235 36.8 154 0.240 18.1 160 0.113
35 38.9 157 0.247 35.7 160 0.223 16.7 166 0.100
36 34.4 162 0.213 49.2 159 0.309 17.5 157 0.112
37 41.2 151 0.273 41.8 157 0.266 17.8 159 0.112
38 36.9 159 0.232 51.5 168 0.306 18.4 160 0.115
39 45.3 153 0.297 39.5 158 0.250 22.0 153 0.144
40 31.4 141 0.223 54.2 168 0.323 16.9 148 0.114
41 41.0 141 0.292 17.0 124 0.137 17.4 155 0.112
42 37.0 161 0.230 41.4 143 0.290 17.0 168 0.101
43 38.0 150 0.254 18.1 122 0.149 26.6 154 0.172
44 44.0 136 0.323 44.0 173 0.255 15.0 155 0.097
45 32.2 137 0.235 26.5 131 0.202 29.7 155 0.192
46 22.6 128 0.176 38.3 174 0.220
47 35.2 152 0.232 52.4 179 0.293
48 33.8 149 0.227 45.7 152 0.300
49 41.8 146 0.286 46.5 166 0.280
50 36.3 144 0.251 36.8 159 0.232
51 27.9 134 0.208 22.5 148 0.153
52 31.0 121 0.256 29.6 137 0.216
53 21.4 118 0.181 54.4 172 0.317
54 37.0 134 0.276 45.3 154 0.295
55 36.2 141 0.257 42.3 169 0.251
56 30.0 132 0.227 43.7 187 0.234
57 30.2 136 0.223 38.6 172 0.224
58 23.0 135 0.170 41.0 156 0.263
59 30.6 135 0.226 46.2 171 0.269
60 26.8 133 0.202 24.2 143 0.169

Student 13 (nb) Student 14 (om) Student 17 (eh)
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 Females Group A 

seg SD M PVQ SD M PVQ SD M PVQ
1 29.8 242 0.123 23.4 244 0.096 49.3 263 0.188
2 36.0 263 0.137 31.2 232 0.134 38.5 229 0.168
3 34.8 253 0.138 33.8 251 0.135 43.1 254 0.170
4 33.1 253 0.131 16.8 226 0.074 37.5 242 0.155
5 30.5 229 0.133 19.9 228 0.088 35.4 222 0.159
6 49.1 233 0.211 25.5 231 0.110 45.5 259 0.175
7 26.3 224 0.117 33.8 246 0.137 39.5 243 0.162
8 23.9 217 0.110 24.4 230 0.106 37.9 240 0.158
9 18.6 229 0.081 34.9 268 0.130 34.0 233 0.146

10 30.8 226 0.136 29.2 243 0.120 18.3 212 0.087
11 31.8 235 0.136 32.0 245 0.131 21.8 213 0.102
12 28.2 224 0.126 39.9 250 0.160 45.2 247 0.183
13 23.3 223 0.104 31.8 252 0.126 40.8 246 0.166
14 29.9 226 0.132 26.4 248 0.107 38.1 243 0.157
15 23.9 221 0.108 37.4 247 0.152 24.5 225 0.109
16 24.2 212 0.114 33.7 229 0.147 30.2 219 0.138
17 20.2 213 0.095 43.0 273 0.158 26.2 227 0.115
18 15.7 195 0.081 44.9 259 0.173 38.0 225 0.169
19 16.9 216 0.078 26.6 233 0.114 38.8 226 0.172
20 36.9 224 0.164 29.7 255 0.117 18.3 196 0.093
21 21.8 210 0.104 28.3 266 0.106 38.2 232 0.164
22 22.1 223 0.099 26.6 243 0.109 29.6 228 0.130
23 21.7 220 0.099 48.5 260 0.187 31.3 236 0.133
24 30.6 234 0.131 32.4 250 0.130 33.8 224 0.150
25 25.9 219 0.118 28.5 236 0.1205 45.1 220 0.205
26 34.3 229 0.149 28.8 246 0.1173 22.0 219 0.101
27 23.9 221 0.108 31.2 246 0.1267 16.1 265 0.061
28 37.2 229 0.162 46.1 265 0.174 44.6 239 0.186
29 26.1 219 0.119 36.0 251 0.144 42.7 234 0.183
30 22.6 222 0.102 45.3 264 0.172 34.8 238 0.146
31 18.6 218 0.085 29.2 255 0.115 25.6 217 0.118
32 20.7 213 0.097 25.5 226 0.113 24.3 218 0.111
33 35.0 228 0.154 29.4 244 0.120 26.9 221 0.122
34 28.8 223 0.129 23.9 243 0.098 20.9 211 0.099
35 43.5 245 0.177 33.7 262 0.129 36.1 217 0.167
36 21.2 228 0.093 37.4 269 0.139 26.0 218 0.119
37 24.9 233 0.107 26.0 234 0.111 19.8 210 0.094
38 23.2 216 0.107 26.2 241 0.108 42.7 255 0.167
39 21.8 230 0.095 33.1 251 0.132 34.1 233 0.146
40 24.9 242 0.103 24.3 239 0.101 21.8 214 0.102
41 26.3 231 0.114 28.8 244 0.118 35.9 229 0.157
42 18.9 230 0.082 18.5 233 0.079 28.2 223 0.127
43 23.7 227 0.105 29.2 243 0.120 19.4 221 0.088
44 35.6 222 0.160 39.7 253 0.157 20.0 213 0.094
45 40.2 221 0.182 24.3 230 0.106 29.9 251 0.119
46 29.7 214 0.138 15.4 225 0.068
47 28.6 233 0.123 25.0 250 0.100
48 28.9 230 0.126 32.9 260 0.127
49 36.5 240 0.152
50 39.0 230 0.170
51 23.4 255 0.092
52 29.1 259 0.112
53 21.5 233 0.092
54 36.7 232 0.158
55 22.9 230 0.100
56 22.8 230 0.099
57 36.0 232 0.155
58 29.1 228 0.127
59 15.3 214 0.071
60 25.4 222 0.115

Student 2 (vj) Student 5 (cn) Student 4 (el)
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 Females Group B 

seg SD M PVQ SD M PVQ SD M PVQ
1 26.3 218 0.121 46.4 240 0.193 59.1 222 0.266
2 27.1 221 0.122 47.0 206 0.228 45.4 225 0.202
3 35.4 215 0.165 35.5 196 0.181 42.5 223 0.190
4 38.8 228 0.170 34.4 196 0.175 32.3 218 0.148
5 42.7 236 0.181 28.3 197 0.143 39.4 227 0.174
6 18.7 187 0.100 23.2 197 0.118 26.6 215 0.124
7 27.6 195 0.141 32.8 218 0.151 14.8 183 0.081
8 28.1 210 0.134 26.9 182 0.148 52.1 217 0.240
9 17.7 201 0.088 50.5 209 0.242 21.8 202 0.108

10 21.2 197 0.108 29.3 209 0.140 34.4 220 0.156
11 27.7 202 0.137 29.5 213 0.138 44.4 256 0.173
12 30.5 207 0.148 29.4 197 0.149 41.7 221 0.189
13 27.1 203 0.133 21.6 195 0.111 39.6 207 0.191
14 40.2 193 0.209 21.8 196 0.111 28.4 209 0.136
15 21.4 190 0.113 21.0 197 0.107 30.0 200 0.150
16 23.8 204 0.117 34.5 212 0.162 35.9 224 0.160
17 21.3 194 0.110 20.4 189 0.108 31.6 205 0.154
18 20.2 197 0.102 23.6 187 0.127 12.1 192 0.063
19 18.9 187 0.101 33.1 196 0.169 42.4 225 0.189
20 40.6 223 0.182 20.8 206 0.101 43.4 219 0.198
21 25.1 197 0.127 30.5 205 0.149 50.0 228 0.219
22 20.7 194 0.107 20.5 204 0.100 36.4 218 0.167
23 16.4 182 0.090 24.0 205 0.117 45.2 224 0.202
24 24.8 201 0.123 44.2 212 0.208 32.2 205 0.157
25 23.9 197 0.121 30.1 199 0.152 52.8 238 0.222
26 26.2 183 0.143 22.0 187 0.118 33.4 212 0.158
27 21.2 186 0.114 31.1 194 0.160 23.2 196 0.119
28 20.1 180 0.112 26.2 208 0.126 37.4 207 0.180
29 31.6 197 0.161 24.7 197 0.125 46.6 223 0.209
30 47.4 237 0.200 18.9 193 0.098 30.7 224 0.137
31 44.4 210 0.212 18.9 199 0.095 41.7 214 0.195
32 24.9 193 0.129 28.2 209 0.135 36.8 224 0.164
33 17.7 186 0.095 23.9 201 0.119 28.7 208 0.138
34 13.7 186 0.074 27.2 201 0.135 41.9 231 0.181
35 32.5 202 0.161 27.2 209 0.131 35.9 225 0.160
36 21.3 189 0.113 29.3 197 0.149 39.3 222 0.177
37 30.3 218 0.139 42.7 201 0.213 42.9 221 0.194
38 20.3 193 0.105 22.8 201 0.113 22.5 196 0.115
39 18.8 197 0.095 25.6 202 0.127 38.8 209 0.186
40 28.2 204 0.138 21.6 184 0.117 27.0 210 0.129
41 16.1 178 0.091 24.0 209 0.115 21.8 198 0.110
42 23.9 174 0.138 21.9 189 0.116 46.6 226 0.207
43 43.8 243 0.181 28.8 197 0.146 29.9 216 0.138
44 18.0 190 0.095 19.4 184 0.105 18.7 193 0.097
45 22.7 195 0.117 14.0 191 0.073 41.5 216 0.192
46 29.9 173 0.173 23.6 195 0.121
47 52.1 226 0.230 13.5 174 0.078
48 38.4 206 0.186 17.4 190 0.091
49 19.4 184 0.105 28.3 192 0.147
50 27.8 180 0.154 27.3 198 0.138
51 19.2 178 0.108 20.2 199 0.102
52 32.7 194 0.169 28.9 195 0.148
53 27.2 192 0.142 20.3 196 0.103
54 25.6 182 0.140 22.0 200 0.110
55 26.7 195 0.137 17.2 188 0.091
56 25.9 195 0.132 14.2 182 0.078
57 15.5 175 0.089 23.0 201 0.114
58 35.2 209 0.168 19.7 183 0.107
59 19.3 187 0.103 23.6 192 0.123
60 17.1 187 0.092 14.9 182 0.082

Student 7 (aj) Student 10 (hö) Student 11 tm
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 Females Group C 

seg SD M PVQ SD M PVQ SD M PVQ
1 36.4 204 0.179 57.6 277 0.208 41.6 248 0.168
2 41.9 210 0.200 38.8 258 0.151 25.4 221 0.115
3 31.6 207 0.153 39.0 249 0.157 41.1 223 0.184
4 32.1 205 0.157 27.8 239 0.116 37.1 230 0.161
5 39.6 205 0.193 37.5 233 0.161 34.7 224 0.155
6 38.8 204 0.190 37.1 245 0.151 39.0 216 0.180
7 38.7 206 0.188 58.8 261 0.225 47.1 234 0.201
8 39.9 213 0.187 37.4 231 0.162 44.7 217 0.206
9 43.6 218 0.200 38.2 247 0.155 36.1 231 0.156

10 41.2 221 0.187 41.2 238 0.173 45.9 236 0.194
11 28.9 201 0.144 49.7 249 0.200 42.7 226 0.189
12 27.0 200 0.135 48.1 250 0.193 50.4 228 0.221
13 32.0 209 0.153 46.0 258 0.179 42.4 233 0.182
14 34.9 201 0.173 52.8 270 0.196 47.6 226 0.211
15 23.8 197 0.121 47.8 249 0.192 56.2 243 0.231
16 33.0 203 0.162 46.0 249 0.185 38.1 226 0.169
17 26.2 201 0.131 40.4 238 0.169 44.8 232 0.193
18 39.5 213 0.185 23.7 213 0.111 49.2 226 0.218
19 32.6 221 0.148 50.8 256 0.199 26.0 213 0.122
20 27.6 193 0.143 37.8 234 0.161 46.7 232 0.201
21 40.9 219 0.187 25.5 221 0.115 50.7 256 0.198
22 39.9 224 0.178 33.8 233 0.145 40.4 232 0.174
23 24.8 208 0.119 34.6 217 0.160 43.2 224 0.193
24 32.0 201 0.159 44.3 246 0.180 48.3 225 0.215
25 18.7 187 0.100 21.5 214 0.100 37.6 215 0.175
26 41.2 227 0.182 38.7 239 0.162 43.0 234 0.184
27 20.9 190 0.110 27.3 216 0.127 45.5 226 0.201
28 43.9 235 0.187 53.5 273 0.196 48.5 250 0.194
29 36.1 222 0.163 62.1 280 0.222 48.1 240 0.201
30 42.8 210 0.204 44.0 250 0.176 35.7 216 0.165
31 46.6 227 0.206 38.3 243 0.158 17.9 204 0.088
32 40.4 227 0.178 30.6 227 0.135 29.0 212 0.137
33 33.1 215 0.154 56.3 239 0.236 31.0 214 0.145
34 30.2 202 0.150 51.5 244 0.211 43.7 238 0.184
35 33.5 194 0.173 45.5 249 0.183 35.9 234 0.153
36 39.5 219 0.181 52.0 242 0.215 49.9 237 0.211
37 34.5 209 0.165 39.0 252 0.155 22.0 201 0.110
38 38.0 232 0.164 44.0 244 0.180 48.5 240 0.202
39 47.2 222 0.213 26.0 216 0.120 17.5 195 0.090
40 27.9 220 0.127 57.9 273 0.212 28.7 205 0.140
41 25.0 195 0.128 41.9 253 0.165 51.2 233 0.220
42 26.9 207 0.130 55.9 252 0.222 32.2 225 0.143
43 17.5 188 0.093 31.1 242 0.128 35.3 215 0.164
44 25.8 208 0.124 38.3 238 0.161 21.9 205 0.107
45 39.5 212 0.186 38.5 237 0.162 23.3 202 0.116
46 33.1 210 0.158 37.9 230 0.165 37.1 214 0.174
47 27.8 198 0.140 18.9 215 0.088 26.5 201 0.132
48 33.3 201 0.166 30.7 217 0.142 22.7 205 0.111
49 39.1 195 0.200 59.6 242 0.246 46.5 236 0.197
50 43.2 232 0.186 46.5 249 0.186 13.6 209 0.065
51 33.3 217 0.153 39.9 243 0.164 17.7 208 0.085
52 26.7 188 0.141 32.1 223 0.144 30.3 233 0.130
53 30.2 217 0.139 43.7 230 0.190 20.8 211 0.099
54 35.0 219 0.160 42.9 222 0.194 21.8 206 0.106
55 24.6 195 0.126 46.8 226 0.207 27.5 205 0.134
56 38.1 211 0.181 29.4 234 0.126 19.1 205 0.093
57 59.6 222 0.268 41.8 226 0.185 34.5 262 0.132
58 37.9 202 0.188 21.7 223 0.098
59 23.4 212 0.110 23.4 215 0.109
60 14.7 195 0.075 52.3 246 0.212

Student 15 (ks) Student 16 (to) Student 18 (mln)
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Appendix 5: Instructions for perception of 
liveliness test 
Background 
We tell our students to use a lively voice when they are making an oral 
presentation. Some people are able to do that better than others, and 
everyone varies in liveliness throughout the course of a presentation. I 
have analyzed a number of presentations and have come up with a 
possible way of measuring liveliness automatically. This listening test will 
help me to see if that measure has perceptual validity. If it does, it could 
be part of a possible feedback mechanism for practicing oral 
presentations. 
Instructions 
The 'packages' below contain ten-second samples of speech from 
students of technical English. Your task is to sort them according to 
liveliness. Double-click on the package to hear the sound. You should 
listen to a few first to orient yourself. Then you can start moving the 
packages from the right of the screen to the left of the screen and sorting 
them as well as you can according to liveliness. The liveliest samples 
should be at the top of the scale and the most monotone speech should 
be at the bottom of the scale. You may listen to a sample as many times 
as you like and move it as many times as you like. For each student I 
have selected samples representing different levels of liveliness (for that 
student), so don’t feel that you have to try to group all of a student’s files 
in one particular place. You may take a break whenever you need to. 
When you are done, click ‘finished.’ 
Focus 
All of the speakers are to one degree or another influenced by their 
native Swedish tongue. For this task, I ask you to focus only on the 
extent to which they are able to use English expressively and in a 
prosodically engaging manner, suitable to holding an audience’s attention 
for ten minutes or longer. As a follow-up, I will ask you to separately rate 
their accented-ness. 
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Abstract

This thesis concerns the use of speech technology to support the process of learning the English language. It applies theories of computer-assisted language learning and second language acquisition to address the needs of beginning, intermediate and advanced students of English for specific purposes. 


The thesis includes an evaluation of speech-recognition-based pronunciation software, based on a controlled study of a group of immigrant engineers. The study finds that while the weaker students may have benefited from their software practice, the pronunciation ability of the better students did not improve. 


The linguistic needs of advanced and intermediate Swedish-native students of English are addressed in a study using multimodal speech synthesis in an interactive exercise demonstrating differences in the placement of lexical stress in two Swedish-English cognates. A speech database consisting of 28 ten-minute oral presentations made by these learners is described, and an analysis of pronunciation errors is presented. Eighteen of the presentations are further analyzed with regard to the normalized standard deviation of fundamental frequency over 10-second long samples of speech, termed pitch variation quotient (PVQ). The PVQ is found to range from 6% to 34% in samples of speech, with mean levels of PVQ per presentation ranging from 11% to 24%. Males are found to use more pitch variation than females. Females who are more proficient in English use more pitch variation than the less proficient females. A perceptual experiment tests the relationship between PVQ and impressions of speaker liveliness. An overall correlation of .83 is found. Temporal variables in the presentation speech are also studied. 


A bilingual database where five speakers make the same presentation in both English and Swedish is studied to examine effects of using a second language on presentation prosody. Little intra-speaker difference in pitch variation is found, but these speakers speak on average 20% faster when using their native language. The thesis concludes with a discussion of how the results could be applied in a proposed feedback mechanism for practicing and assessing oral presentations, conceptualized as a ‘speech checker.’ Potential users of the system would include native as well as non-native speakers of English. 
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…it is not sufficient to know what one ought to say, but one must also know how to say it, and this largely contributes to making the speech appear of a certain character.











-Aristotle, Rhetoric 


Introduction


1.1 Speech technology for comprehensive CALL 

This thesis investigates ways in which speech technology can be used to help different kinds of learners, from beginners to experts, develop their skills in spoken English. To learn a foreign language, a student must master the four main language skills: reading, listening, writing and speaking. Reading and listening, classified as the ‘passive’ language skills, lend themselves naturally to computer-assisted language learning (CALL) applications. Computers can provide language learners with annotated texts to read and appropriate recorded speech to listen to, expanding curricular materials beyond the range of traditional books and tapes. In addition, they can facilitate the practice of the ‘productive’ language skills, writing and speaking. Learners use computers primarily to produce and exchange written texts and messages. Feedback on the linguistic correctness of these texts is provided, with increasing reliability, by spellcheckers and grammar checkers. However, computers have been less commonly used as a training medium for our primary means of communication, speech. While it is a simple matter to use a computer to record and play back samples of learner speech, giving intelligent, pedagogic feedback on the quality of that speech is a difficult task.



Speech technology, comprising systems for analyzing, recognizing and synthesizing speech, enables CALL developers to create complete language learning systems that support the process of acquiring skills in speaking the target language(e.g. Eskenazi 1999;  Witt 1999; Cucchiarini et al. 2000; Delmonte 2000; Neumeyer et al. 2000; Minematsu et al. 2002). The technology that has emerged from research labs around the world has already been used to produce commercially successful software that gives evaluative feedback on learner pronunciation. While the techniques for doing so have been the subject of much published research , little work has been done by language teachers to assess the effectiveness of these methods for automating the teaching of pronunciation. The first part of this thesis attempts to test the work of research labs and commercial producers by empirically evaluating the potential of speech technology to provide meaningful pedagogic feedback on pronunciation to learners with different levels of language ability. The second part of the thesis considers the needs of language learners who speak English fluently and intelligibly. 

1.2 A technology-driven and 
learner-centered approach 

The basic premise of the work presented in this thesis is that speech technology should be used to support the development of spoken English. As a language teacher, my task has been to assess the suitability and effectiveness of specific technologies as they can be used by particular groups of learners. Some CALL researchers have criticized the tendency for new software applications to have been inspired by the underlying technologies (i.e. be ‘technology-driven’) rather than by the attempt to put existing theories of language learning into pedagogical practice (Levy 1997; Egan and Kulman 1998; Chapelle 2001; Neri et al. 2002b).  Their point is that pedagogical goals should be primary and the technology secondary in the construction and design of CALL systems. However, the ‘accusation’ that it is problematic to use technology as a starting point rather than as a simple means to an end can be somewhat perplexing to engineers. The engineer’s response is to point to all the inventions and discoveries, from electricity to the Internet, whose applications have not been known from the beginning. Looking for ways to use new technologies is a natural element of engineering research, and in the collaboration between pedagogues and engineers, this approach must be accepted. This thesis thus makes no apologies for using existing language technologies as the starting point for research. 


Another tendency of concern to CALL theorists is that developers may not always take into consideration the needs of learners of varying levels of language ability and the different reasons they may have for learning the target language (Chapelle 2001). Speech technology has so far been used to teach the sound system of the target language; pronunciation skills are traditionally taught to beginning students and receive less attention in courses for intermediate and advanced students (Elliot 1995). The latter part of the thesis explores the grounds for an application that would be useful to students who have already acquired the sound system of English with reasonable success. It also accommodates the special position of English as the lingua franca which people of different native languages often use to communicate with each other. 


Proficiency in English is a requirement for many jobs in Sweden. The learners considered in this thesis are for the most part studying the language with the specific goal of becoming more attractive candidates for employment in multinational companies where fluent and expressive command of English is a necessity. The language learners studied in Chapter 3 are immigrant engineers whose deficient language skills have contributed to their difficulties in finding employment in Sweden, but the remainder of the thesis analyzes the speech of intermediate and advanced Swedish-native university students. The pedagogic needs of these students are not always greatly distinguishable from the needs of English-native speakers. For example, engineering students whose first language is English also need to be taught report writing and presentation skills when they attend communication courses as part of their professional training. When these skills are taught to non-natives, the teacher must accommodate for the students’ incomplete command of English syntax and vocabulary, but many course elements are the same as those taught to native speakers. 


Likewise, both native and second-language students can turn to grammar checkers and spellcheckers to receive support in their production of written language. These tools are useful for native speakers, but perhaps even more so to non-natives (Knutsson 2005). A native speaker who makes an error in subject-verb agreement might easily catch the error in an initial proofread; a non-native might be more reliant on the guidance of the grammar checker to find the problem. In other words, the computer tools that support communication for native speakers support non-native intermediate and advanced learners to an even greater extent. 



This thesis suggests an application for speech technology, intended for intermediate and advanced users of English, that is inspired by the value of grammar checkers and spell checkers to non-natives. It has been conceptualized as a ‘speech checker,’ a tool that would operate in the background as one prepares a spoken text, for example, a presentation. There is a wealth of features that such a speech checker could potentially provide feedback on; this thesis focuses on two prosodic aspects, pitch variation and speaking rate. The specific questions addressed in the latter part of the thesis concern how to quantify the two features, how the features vary in a large corpus of presentation speech, how the features relate to human perceptions of presentation speech, and how the features vary when a speaker is using his or her first or second language. 

1.3 Global English and teaching models for pronunciation

Among the major languages of the world, English occupies a special position. In most developed countries it is taught to children from relatively young ages. Whether or not these children acquire good oral skills in their schoolrooms, by the time they are adults and are perhaps encountering pronunciation problems, they are no longer beginners but what language teachers call ‘false beginners,’ whose fossilized pronunciation presents exceptional teaching challenges (Acton 1984). As seen by the results presented in Chapter 3, the needs of these learners are perhaps beyond the means of what computer-assisted pronunciation training can provide. This is not to say that computers should not be used to teach English pronunciation to adults, only that in a research context, it might be preferable to test methods using languages where learners have not been ‘contaminated’ with previous long-term exposure to the language.


Another reason that English is different from other languages is that people learn it not to communicate with speakers from a limited number of countries and cultures, but with other people who are also using it as a second language. The position of English as a lingua franca can call into question the validity of strict native-speaker models. This section gives a brief introduction to this topic in relation to teaching spoken English.



It has been hundreds of years since the English language has been associated with one mother culture and one standard spoken variety. Teachers of English have always been confronted to one degree or another with the issue of choosing teaching models from among the many varieties of the language that exist around the world. For teaching writing, this is mostly a question of informing students about a limited class of spelling differences between British and American English. While the written language provides global cohesion, this is clearly not the case for the spoken language. In practice, teachers have generally used their own best pronunciation as a model, thereby perpetuating the sort of English they themselves were taught. In Sweden, British English was the unquestioned teaching model in the 1950s and 60s, but since then has been gradually relinquishing ground to American English (Modiano 1993). The policy of allowing only two acceptable teaching models has come into question in Sweden as in many parts of the world (Gimson 1978; Jenkins 2000; Levis 2005).



At least two theoretical models exist to describe the current state of global English. A widely cited one is that of Kachru (1985; also employed by Melchers and Shaw 2003), who proposed a model consisting of three concentric circles where the center, or ‘inner circle,’ is occupied by the English spoken in Britain, the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa; the middle ring or ‘outer circle’ represents the English spoken in countries where English has been institutionalized as an official second language (primarily former colonies such as India, Kenya and Hong Kong); and the outmost, expanding ring nearly any country in the world (China, or Sweden) where people learn English as a foreign language. According to Kachru, teaching models should be retrieved from the inner circle varieties. Kachru’s model has been criticized as correlating unnecessarily highly with the race of the speakers of each country; in response, Mufwene (2001) has proposed an alternative model that takes what he terms an ecological analysis of the varieties of English, dividing them up into Creole and non-Creole varieties depending on the degree with which they have come into contact with other languages. A central criterion in distinguishing varieties along these lines is that of ‘mutual intelligibility’. 



 Kachru’s concentric circles model could perhaps be improved by blurring the distinction between ‘second language’ and ‘foreign language’ countries. As Melchers and Shaw  point out, it is likely that “there are many rich expanding-circle countries where knowledge of English is more widespread than in some poor outer-circle countries” (2003, p. 37). Countries such as Sweden give no legislated, official status to the English language, so they are placed in the outermost ‘foreign language’ circle in the Kachru model. However, English is the de facto second language of small northern European countries. English is granted equal status with Swedish and mathematics in what is considered as core subject material for all Swedish schoolchildren, and due to the internationalization of higher education, those who continue at the tertiary level must be prepared to be taught in English (Airey 2003). English is also the official language of many large Swedish companies, and the primary language for Swedish musical artists who want to reach an international audience. There are thus many reasons why English in Sweden could be characterized as a second, rather than a foreign language.



According to estimates made by Crystal (1997), the number of people who competently speak English as a second language has now surpassed the number of native speakers. Furthermore, Crystal predicts that within a generation there will be more native English speakers in India than in Britain. Allowances must be made for national varieties of the language: 


T“International varieties thus express national identities, and are a way of reducing the conflict between intelligibility and identity. Because a speaker from country A is using English, there is an intelligibility bond with an English speaker from country B –and this is reinforced by the existence of a common written language. On the other hand, because speaker A is not using exactly the same way of speaking as speaker B, both parties retain their identities. It is another way of ‘having your cake and eating it’.”  (1997, p. 134T).    



Crystal predicts the formation of a new standard: World Standard Spoken English. Other scholars, among them Jenkins (2000) (see also Gimson 1978; Jenner 1989), have taken steps toward describing the phonology of such a language. Jenkins proposes establishing “a set of ‘nuclear norms’ for all L2 speakers of English, and receptively [i.e. for purposes of comprehending other speakers] for L1 speakers as well” but would then allow local varieties to follow local phonological norms. Based on empirical studies of interactions between non-native speakers using English with each other, she proposes features of the sound system that are worth devoting time and effort into teaching and learning, and other features that can be largely ignored in the classroom.  For example, the inter-dental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/ are marked for English, difficult to learn, eliminated in many regional dialects, and carry low functional load—and therefore should receive a low pedagogic priority (Jenkins 2000, pp. 137-138). Jenkins’ work is promising for the future of speech technology for language learning, in that she proposes to eliminate the problem of choosing between varieties and concretizes ideas of new phonetic models, and furthermore emphasizes the segmental aspects that computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT) systems using speech recognition can do best. 



What these scholars are acknowledging is that many people who study English do not have the goal of sounding very much like a native speaker of any variety. Aspiring teachers of the language or immigrants to an English-speaking country might set their sights on native-like pronunciation, but the majority of those who use English internationally are contented to retain some features of their native language as long as those features do not impede intelligibility. The goal of these speakers is simply successful communication, and these goals are supported by recent research on the relationship between the use of English as an international language and pedagogic practice (Melchers and Shaw 2003; Derwing and Munro 2005; Levis 2005; Sifakis and Sougari 2005).  The thesis adopts this liberal attitude toward what is acceptable pronunciation of English. 



1.4 Beyond pronunciation


Because English is the world’s lingua franca, many non-natives are frequently required to use the language when speaking in public. The international conference is one scenario familiar to academics, and in the business world everything from sales pitches to the presentation of the latest quarterly report on a live Web broadcast is done in English. Another group affected by the growth of English is university teachers. In the competition for international students, many European universities have begun to offer programs of study in English, requiring teachers to lecture in a second language whether they feel comfortable with it or not (Gunnarsson 1999; Airey 2003). University administrators and politicians assume that students’ English skills are sufficient to follow such programs, but it is not clear how well students are able to transfer their excellent receptive skills in English into articulate and precise productive skills.



An analysis of the database described in Chapter 5 will show that intelligible pronunciation of English is not a big problem for the future employees of Swedish companies and universities. The question remains whether the added cognitive load of using a second language for speaking in public interferes with the speakers’ ability to do so in an effective and engaging manner. Most people find speaking in public a challenge, and even more so when doing it in a second language. Another potential problem facing non-natives is the replacement of native intonational patterns—in this case Swedish ones—with patterns more appropriate to English. There is a risk that after stripping away the native patterns, a speaker is at loss with what to replace them with, resulting in monotone speech. With the envisioned goal of creating a feedback mechanism for practicing public speaking, the final chapters of the thesis examine some of the variables that could be of value for automatically assessing the prosody of oral presentations. 


1.5 Structure and contribution 
of the thesis 

The following chapter provides an overview of the state of the art for using speech technology to teach the spoken second language and introduces the existing areas of application for speech synthesis, speech analysis, and speech recognition. Chapter 3 continues with a study of two applications of speech recognition (Hincks 2001; Hincks 2002b; Hincks 2003a), Chapter 4 describes a study using speech synthesis interactively to teach lexical stress (Hincks 2002a), and Chapters 6-8 study how speech analysis can be used to provide an analysis of prosody at the discourse level (Hincks 2004a; Hincks 2004b; Hincks 2005b; Hincks 2005c). Chapter 5 describes the collection of a database of presentation speech and examines pronunciation error frequency (Hincks 2003c).  Chapters 6, 7 and 8 explore the parameters that could be useful for automatically evaluating oral presentations in terms of pitch variation and speaking rate. Chapter 9 compares how speaking rate and pitch variation differ when the same speaker is using English or Swedish (Hincks 2005a). The potential application of these results in a feedback mechanism for public speaking (Hincks 2003b) is developed in Chapter 10, and Chapter 11 provides a summary and ideas for further research. 


This thesis thus provides a general overview of the limitations and potential of speech technology for language learners from beginners to accomplished language users. It also examines the premises for novel applications of these technologies. The two primary contributions are an empirical evaluation of the effectiveness of a leading CALL product and a demonstration of the validity of the concept of a feedback mechanism for public speaking. I discuss the limitations of using speech recognition to teach pronunciation to intermediate learners, and suggest that speech analysis be used to help advanced learners understand how to make more effective use of their voices when they are using English for public speaking. Specifically, I propose that a simple metric, based on the standard deviation of fundamental frequency over 10-second long stretches of speech, be used to characterize speaker liveliness, thereby helping teachers or speakers who have problems with monotonous delivery. 


Speech technology for teaching pronunciation


1.6 Introduction


This chapter surveys how speech synthesis, speech analysis and speech recognition can be used to teach and evaluate learner pronunciation.  It looks at the potential of speech technology to be used within the framework of two theories of language acquisition, and reports on the state of the art of existing CALL systems for teaching pronunciation.

1.6.1 Need for computer support


Speech-enabled CALL systems allow pronunciation training to be individualized, which is advantageous in many ways. Specific exercises can be selected to meet a learner’s particular problems. The opportunity to practice is not limited to the time the teacher is available, and a computer is infinitely patient. In the language classroom, on the other hand, it can be difficult to give each learner the pronunciation practice he or she needs.  With a  group of students who have the same L1, though learners may share the same difficulties with the target language, the pronunciation errors they make may not impede their intelligibility to each other (Jenkins 2000). When there is no penalty (in terms of lack of understanding) for inaccurate pronunciation, there is a risk for a fossilization of mispronunciations. In a mixed-language classroom, on the other hand, learners do not necessarily share the specific areas in need of training. This makes it difficult for the teacher to devise in-class exercises that are meaningful for a majority of the students. In any classroom, some learners are uncomfortable when the spotlight is focused on their own production, and some teachers are inexperienced in giving the necessary kind of corrective feedback. In addition, many English teachers around the world today have themselves not had the opportunity to develop pronunciation suitable for use as a teaching model.  Here is an area in need of effective CAPT (computer-assisted pronunciation training) products.



The language laboratory has traditionally provided a means for necessary outside-the-classroom training, and as language labs around the world move from analog to digital technology, the opportunity has arisen for the development of software that can provide more than the traditional record-and-play-back model for spoken language training.  Ideally such software should also be available for use on home computers, avoiding the inconvenience of traveling to a lab. Language lab practice is most beneficially done in association with the language teacher, who can listen to student production individually, giving feedback and comments. This is of course time-consuming, and when educational institutions around the world are forced to cut costs, teacher involvement in pronunciation training can be sacrificed. Using some form of automatic feedback is a potential solution to this problem.

1.6.2 Teaching pronunciation in theory and in practice 


Though it is not difficult to find reasons why CAPT could offer solutions to existing obstacles in programs of language instruction, it is a less simple matter to fit speech technology’s potential support into a theoretical framework of how language learning takes place. Before looking more closely at the computer’s role, this section will briefly cover how major theories of second language acquisition (SLA) accommodate pronunciation training. The present discussion is limited to non-computer-aided pedagogic practice, and excludes theoretical issues of why ‘foreign accent’ is such a stubborn problem in second language acquisition (Flege 1981; Ioup and Weinberger 1987; Flege 1995; Flege 1999; Piske et al. 2001; McAllister 2002). 



One basic distinction is made between the behaviorist, or ‘audio-lingual’ methods popular in the 1950s and 60s, and the ‘communicative’ methods that took their place in the 70s and 80s (for a survey of how pronunciation teaching relates to SLA theory, see Morley 1991). Audio-lingual teachers had a given place in their methodology for how to teach pronunciation: using drills, mimicry and memorization to instill the appropriate linguistic rhythm and minimal pairs to demonstrate phonemic differences. Audio-lingual methodology was largely rejected by pedagogues who maintained that better learning takes place when students and teachers focus more on the function of the language than on the form. The function-driven communicative teacher believed in using the target language from the very beginning to perform real tasks rather than having students repeat meaningless drills. According to this school of thought, interrupting students with immediate feedback to correct their mistakes only impeded their fluency and damaged the self-confidence necessary for good learning (Stevick 1978). Furthermore, perfect pronunciation came to be seen as less important. As Brown and Yule (1983, p.26) wrote, “after years of rigorous attention to pronunciation in the fifties and early sixties, most teachers now accept that the aim of achieving native-like pronunciation is not only unreasonable but unattainable.” They maintained that pronunciation, like handwriting, is “relatively extraneous” (ibid p. 53), and they were particularly critical of methods that asked students to drill vowels and consonants and words in isolation. 


An outgrowth of communicative SLA theories focuses on what happens when communication breaks down. These ‘interactionist’ theorists maintain that it is during the ensuing ‘negotiation of meaning’ that true learning (termed uptake) takes place (Pica 1994; Lyster and Ranta 1997; Ellis et al. 2001). For the pronunciation of the language, this would mean for example that if a Japanese speaker of English is repeatedly misunderstood when he tells someone to ‘turn light,’ he will eventually have more success in saying ‘turn right’ instead. This approach falls in line with opinions that intelligibility rather than native-like speech should be the goal of pronunciation training, and gives further reason why in many classrooms pronunciation does not receive a lot of attention (Morley 1991). Recently, however, writers have called for a return to a ‘focus on form’ (Doughty and Williams 1998) as a reaction to the fact that graduates of communicative classrooms may produce language fluently but not very accurately. 



There is little classroom-based research to show the benefits of using one method of teaching pronunciation over another. One inconclusive study is MacDonald et al. (1994), where four groups of students were treated with different instructional methods: drills, self-study with tape recording, interactive activities, and no instruction.  None of the groups, however, showed any significant long-term improvement. This lack of results could be due to the short period of time allowed for the instruction. Better results were achieved by Elliot (1995) who was at least able to show that formal instruction in pronunciation (as opposed to none at all) did give measurable benefits to intermediate learners of Spanish. The multimodal instructional methods used in his study can be described as going beyond mere aural presentation of the sounds of Spanish to requiring students to verbally describe how the sounds were different from related English sounds, and showing them how they were articulated through a visual representation. An interesting study which seemed to point to the primacy of prosodic training was done by Neufeld (1987) who taught his subjects to speak sentences in unfamiliar languages without understanding the meaning of what they were saying. The treatment started with subjects drawing perceived pitch curves of utterances and delayed oral production until the 16PthP time the subjects heard the target sentences. The method was deemed successful in that a large number of subjects were able to fool judges that they were in fact native speakers of the foreign language. Noteworthy is that both Neufeld’s and Elliot’s successful instructional methods were multimodal, indicating that adult learners might benefit best from input via several channels. 


1.6.3 Applying SLA theory to CAPT


In general, one can say that computers lend themselves most naturally to the kind of training advocated by audio-lingual theorists: drills, repetitions and mimicry. A computer can prompt a student to imitate a given utterance and then have the student listen to his or her own production, with or without evaluative feedback. In the year 2000, many of the commercial software programs that claimed to train pronunciation used the computer as no more than a recording device. Practicing pronunciation with such a system is probably better than no practice at all, but of course an ideal system would provide meaningful feedback and direction. 


The theories of the communicative approach to language learning are harder to put into practice for CAPT systems. Further advances in artificial intelligence are necessary before computers can offer an environment that can be said to truly either ‘communicate’ or ‘negotiate’ with a learner, though research in creating spoken dialogue systems for language learning is underway (Johnson et al. 2004; Seneff and Wang 2004). Mispronunciation on the segmental level could be part of the reason for any breakdown in communication in such systems, pushing students to focus on their pronunciation, and providing an imitation of the ‘negotiation of meaning’ that takes place between humans.  

Computerized pronunciation training gives an opportunity to provide the focus on form that is sometimes missing from communicative language courses. The fact that it theoretically can be placed more in the audio-lingual rather than the communicative school of language acquisition need not present a problem, if one considers the fact that some proponents of communicative theory offer no better alternative. Chapter 3 will look at how one software program applies both communicative and audio-lingual theories. 



The remainder of this chapter surveys how speech technology is being used for commercial and research purposes in the field of CAPT.  The three main components of speech technology are speech synthesis (computer-generated speech), speech analysis (acoustic analysis of the speech signal), and speech recognition (computer systems that turn a sound signal into words). 


1.7 CAPT using speech synthesis


In the future, animated agents in our computers will possibly be able to act as personal virtual language tutors (Engwall et al. 2004; Granström 2004). These ‘tutors’ will however not be ‘native speakers’ of the language they are teaching. To achieve maximum flexibility in these teaching systems, the tutors may speak as is appropriate for an artificial being, that is, with synthetic speech (for an introduction see Carlson and Granström 1997). At present, speech synthesis is not widely used in language learning applications. Because synthesis can often sound quite artificial, developers have been wary of using it as a teaching model, preferring recordings of natural voices. Work is being done to develop a methodology for benchmarking synthesis so that it can be more reliably used in CALL applications (Handley and Hamel 2005). 



Speech synthesis can be manipulated with a level of control that cannot always be achieved with natural speech, and therefore it is often used to test the perception of speech sounds. The goal of this type of perception research has been an understanding of the relevant acoustic properties of speech sounds and how humans perceive them. For language learners, it is generally believed that perceiving second language sound contrasts is a prerequisite to being able to produce them, and it has been shown that they need to be exposed to a variety of voices in order to be able to generalize trained perception of L2 sound contrasts to new stimuli (Logan et al. 1991; Lively et al. 1994). Though Logan and Lively achieved their results with recordings of natural speech, synthesis is an alternative for producing stimuli for the purpose of teaching the perception of L2 sounds.  In a recent study, Wang and Munro (2004) successfully used synthetic stimuli to teach Mandarin and Cantonese learners distinctions in English vowel quality. With the goal of teaching students to focus less on vowel duration and more on vowel quality, they used formant synthesis to create stimuli with six different vowel durations. For example, the words heed and hid were each synthesized with different vowel durations ranging between 125 to 250 ms. The students thereby learned to listen to the differences in quality rather than length to distinguish between /i/ and /I/. Long-term improved perception of the contrasts in comparison with a control group was achieved. 



For the teaching of the intonational patterns of the target language, a technique which is very appealing theoretically is re-synthesis of a student’s own production (Bannert and Hyltenstam 1981; Sundström 1998; Germain-Rutherford and Martin 2000). With this technique, the pitch and duration parameters of a native speaker are applied to an utterance made by a language learner. Providing the original utterance had acceptable segmental quality, the result is that the student is able to hear his or her own voice sounding much more like a native speaker. Listening to a re-synthesized utterance should lower some of the psychological barriers to adapting the intonational patterns of the target language, though this hypothesis has yet to be tested experimentally.



Text-to-speech synthesis as a widely available learning tool would empower learners to generate the pronunciation of utterances in the absence of authoritative speakers of the language. Recent advances made in the naturalness of commercially available synthesis systems have inspired their use as reading models in situations where teachers may either not have satisfactory pronunciation or time to record large quantities of text. Students can thereby listen to a text as they read it, in that way doubling the channels of linguistic input. 



Another potential for speech synthesis would be for disseminating new models of English. The previous chapter looked briefly at descriptions of proposed new standards for spoken International English (Jenkins 2000). Since it is an artificial construction, there are no native speakers of this variety of English. CALL applications using synthesized speech articulated according to the recommendations of experts such as Jenkins could be the solution to spreading new varieties of English with international acceptability.



The greatest potential for speech synthesis in CALL applications, however, lies in its ability to be freely integrated with visual models of the face, mouth and vocal tract. The visual component is an important part of spoken language understanding (e.g. Grant and Greenberg 2001) and is clearly essential when it comes to pronunciation instruction (Elliot 1995; Hazan et al. 2002). Traditional CAPT systems use videos of human faces or animations to demonstrate correct articulation. Future systems will be able to reveal what the articulation should look like inside of the mouth as well as on the surface (Engwall et al. 2004) This will provide important information for tongue placement, for example.  



In summary, speech synthesis for pronunciation training is an area with much potential but little published research. Chapter 4 returns to the use of synthesis as an interactive tool for teaching lexical stress. 


1.8 CAPT using speech analysis 

The use of speech analysis software to teach intonational patterns to second language learners dates back to the 1970s, making this component of technology-assisted pronunciation training the oldest of the three. The basic principle is that the pitch contour and/or sound waveform of a student utterance are visually displayed alongside those of a model utterance. Together with a teacher, or on his/her own, the differences in the visualizations of the two utterances are examined, with the goal of heightening awareness of the dimensions of pitch, duration and intensity, and ultimately attaining prosodic patterns suitable for the target language.   



 Studies have shown that presenting visual displays of pitch contours improves both perception and production of target language intonation. Groundbreaking work was done in the Netherlands by  de Bot  and Mailfert (1982) who showed that even limited training with audio-visual feedback of prosody was more beneficial than audio feedback alone. A similar line of investigation was later carried out by Molholt (1988) on Chinese-speaking learners of English, and by Öster (1999) on immigrants to Sweden. Recently, Hardison (2004) has expanded this work to show that audio-visually trained learners of French not only improved their prosody but also their segmental accuracy. Germain-Rutherford (Germain-Rutherford and Martin 2000) personally annotates the sound files sent to her by her students to show in what ways their intonation of French can be improved. 


Examples of the types of intonational patterns that can be trained with pitch visualization are, for example, the distinctions between acute and grave word accent in Swedish, or polar (yes/no) question intonation in English. Proper placement of focal accent can also be taught. English learners of French can practice speaking in tone units with right-boundary stress rather than the left-boundary prominence more common to English (Hardison 2004). Learners of tone languages can find pitch visualization especially useful for discriminating the tonal differences that are phonologically distinctive in those languages. 


The above-mentioned studies have been conducted in situations where there was a teacher available for guidance and interpretation. Because most language learners have little knowledge of acoustics, expert assistance is required for learners to understand pitch displays. Essential feedback is provided by the human, with the computer screen as a tool for visualization.



Despite the advantages of using speech analysis to visualize intonation, it has not been widely used in language classrooms. A major reason, according to teachers, is the high cost of signal analysis software such as VisiPitch (Chun 1998). The systems freely available, such as WaveSurfer (Sjölander and Beskow 2000) and Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2005), have been well-known in the speech research community but relatively unknown in the language learning community. Some researcher/teachers complain that the necessity of using utterances with many voiced (as opposed to unvoiced) segments presents an obstacle to its use (Anderson-Hsieh 1992; Chun 1998). Many commercial software packages, such as the one evaluated in the next chapter, incorporate a signal analysis element, but often without adequate guidance in interpreting the feedback. 



Chapter 6 returns to the subject of speech analysis and suggests that it be used over and beyond the visualization of pitch movement on the utterance level, by quantifying pitch variation at the discourse level. 


1.9 CAPT using automatic speech recognition 

The signal analysis software used for displaying pitch contours is a relatively mature technology that has been functioning reasonably well for many years. A newer technology, used in CALL in the last decade, is automatic speech recognition, ASR. ASR has held the tantalizing promise of enabling a truly communicative, feedback-providing framework for CALL, by letting learners ‘converse’ with a computer in a spoken dialogue system (e.g. McTear 2004). However, significant advances in natural language processing and computational power are necessary before even native speakers can converse with a computer about anything beyond the constraints of limited domains. These challenges are multiplied for the prospect of accented users using speech recognition, since their pronunciations cannot be represented in a general language database without diluting the precision of the recognition (Egan and LaRocca 2000). 



The basis of ASR technology is the probabilistic comparison between the signals received by the system and what is known about the phonemes of a language as represented in a database containing recordings of hundreds of native speakers of the language (for an introduction see Ainsworth 1997). Because of ASR’s mathematical basis, numerical scores can be derived representing the deviation between a signal and an acoustic model of the phoneme it is hypothesized to have initiated from. These scores have the potential to then be given to the learner as a type of feedback measuring a quantifiable distance from a target phoneme.  However, it is not possible with current technology to say in what way the signal has deviated from the model, and this means that feedback is not corrective or constructive, but merely a sort of evaluation of the signal.  Some research has looked at the creation of ASR databases specific to a learner’s L1, thereby anticipating mistakes the user is likely to make (Witt 1999; Bonaventura et al. 2000; Delmonte 2000; Tomokiyo 2000; Minematsu et al. 2002). By expecting a user to, for example, substitute an unvoiced sound for a voiced sound, the proper feedback message can be prepared for delivery when that voiced sound receives a low score.  



Another constraint involved in using ASR in language learning is that speech recognition systems at present are poor at handling information contained in the speaker’s prosody.  In order to recognize the words of an utterance, the recognizer must ignore the variations of pitch, tempo and intensity that naturally appear in utterances by different speakers and even within an individual speaker’s various productions.  This means that ASR can give feedback at the segmental level, but not on the supra-segmental. Unfortunately for CALL developers who want to use ASR, these prosodic features are sometimes those that need the most practice from language learners (Anderson-Hsieh et al. 1992). ASR can, however, be successfully used to measure the speed at which a learner speaks, a type of fluency measure.  Rate of speech has been shown to correlate with speaker proficiency (Cucchiarini et al. 2000; Kormos and Dénes 2004). Thus, the best prosodic application of ASR so far is in assessment of temporal measures.



Speaker age and sex is another issue that must be taken into consideration when using speech recognition.  Many language learners are children, but their speech is not suitable for recognition in systems based on recordings of adult speech, and special databases and programs need to be created for them (Gerosa and Giuliani 2004; Mich et al. 2004; Elenius and Blomberg 2005; Oppelstrup et al. 2005). Ideally, the system should be adapted to the sex of the user, so that users model their utterances on those of speakers of the same sex.  Work on allowing users to pick their own model speaker was done by Probst et al. (2002); unfortunately, users were not very successful in choosing models that were appropriate for their voices. Though it would be possible to choose better models automatically, a goal of the project was to maximize learner initiative.  


Finally, it must be acknowledged that the collection of speech databases and the creation of speech recognition engines is an expensive and time-consuming process. This means that commercial organizations may not find it viable to invest in developing products for smaller languages. 



Because ASR can be used both to give feedback on and to test language development, the remainder of this section is divided along those lines.

1.9.1 Projects using ASR in language training

Though the most widely known application for ASR is the spoken dialogue systems with which we can, for example, order tickets automatically, an application available on the consumer market is for computer-based dictation. Dictation systems are speaker-dependent; that is, trained to recognize the speech of one individual. A few researchers have been inspired to test dictation systems on language learners, as a way of assessing pronunciation. Coniam (1999)  looked at the ability with which foreign-accented speakers of English could use a commercially available dictation program. Ten proficient Cantonese-accented speakers of English trained the dictation system on their voices, and the accuracy with which the system transcribed their read text was analyzed.  Predictably, the software was significantly worse at recognizing foreign-accented speech than native speech. Derwing et al. (2000) compared machine recognition scores with human intelligibility scores derived by transcribing recorded utterances. Like Coniam, they found that proficient non-native speech was recognized much less accurately than native speech; moreover, they found a discrepancy between errors perceived by humans and the misrecognitions of the dictation software. The problems the dictation systems encountered did not correspond to a human-like pattern as evidenced by human intelligibility scores. The researchers implied that CALL products using ASR could teach users more about speaking with a machine than about speaking with a person. 



Dictation software has not, however, been designed with CALL applications in mind.  ASR for non-native speech needs to be adapted so that the underlying phonetic models encompass a wider variety of possible productions. Preferably, this modeling should take into consideration the native language of the learners, to accommodate errors made from phonological transfer. Minematsu et al. (Minematsu and Nakagawa 2000; Minematsu et al. 2002; Asakawa et al. 2005) have applied clustering methods to model the differences between Japanese-accented English and American-accented English. Work on the ISLE project (Menzel et al. 2001) aimed at modeling Italian- and German-accented English to help intermediate learners. As a first step it was necessary to create a corpus of phonetically transcribed accented speech.  This turned out to be very difficult to do reliably, given the limited annotation system required by the recognition engine (Bonaventura et al. 2000). As a result, the final product performed poorly (Menzel et al. 2000). This is unfortunate as the designers had hoped to be able to provide corrective, rather than merely evaluative, feedback.


A similar approach was taken by Witt (1999), who developed adaptation algorithms based on the assumption that the mother tongue of a language learner is known. Working with a database of heavily accented speech, the non-native speech was modeled with a mixture of sounds from the target language and the native language. Witt’s methods were successful in improving the recognition of accented speech, but it was difficult to transfer her findings to goodness-of-pronunciation assessments that were comparable to those of human raters. 


The US Military and the University of Southern California are cooperating on the creation of virtual environments where a user can command actions in a micro-world with the goal of practicing making commands in Arabic (Holland et al. 1999; Johnson et al. 2004). Another ambitious project is underway at MIT, where real dialogue systems in the weather-forecasting domain provide training for Mandarin learners of English and English learners of Mandarin (Seneff and Wang 2004).

1.9.2 ASR for evaluating language skills


An obstacle in testing pronunciation is determining a practical method for evaluation. Human judgment is not only time consuming and expensive, but it sometimes can be difficult for raters to be consistent and to agree with others. An appealing alternative would be to let ASR provide an objective measure for a pronunciation test. Since ASR is better at quantifying deviation than providing corrective feedback, pronunciation evaluation is a natural application. ASR can also be used to determine whether a student has given the correct answer to a simple question, such as what is the opposite of ‘complex’? Questions like this can be used to assess a student’s vocabulary, and thereby language proficiency. 


The commercially successful PhonePass test was designed as an automatic, telephone-based substitute for an oral proficiency test (Townshend et al. 1998; Bernstein et al. 2000; Jong and Bernstein 2001). The test uses speech recognition to assess the correctness of student responses and also gives scores in pronunciation and fluency. Comparisons of the results given by the PhonePass test and those obtained by human-rated measures of oral proficiency show that there is as much correlation between PhonePass scores and averaged human ratings as there is between one human rater and another (Bernstein et al. 2001). The test has been validated in relation to the spoken English tests given by a number of language institutes. The average correlation between PhonePass and these tests is 0.71, while the tests themselves had an average inter-rater correlation of 0.72 (ibid). A conclusion is that the test provides results as reliable as those of one human rater. An examination of the PhonePass scores of a group of students was published in Hincks (2001). That paper found a relationship between the speed at which students read test sentences and the scores they received, and discussed the risks inherent in assessing short, non-phonetically balanced samples of speech. 


With the aim of creating an automatic pronunciation test for spoken Dutch, Cucchiarini et al. (2000) devised an extensive study that looked at the correlations between different aspects of human ratings of accented Dutch and machine scores provided by ASR. They found a high correlation between human ratings and machine-generated temporal measures such as rate of speech and total duration. In other words, speakers judged highly by the raters were also the faster speakers.  However, the ASR in this system did a poor job of assessing segmental quality, which was the aspect of speech that the human raters found to be most important when rating accentedness. There was thus a mismatch between what humans associated with good speech and what computers rated as good speech. However, the ASR was still able to discern the better speakers; it just used another way of finding them than the humans did.

1.10 Summary


Pronunciation is one of the least-taught aspects of language learning in modern language classrooms (Morley 1991). Teachers question whether it is worth devoting class time to achieve general improvement in pronunciation, and it is difficult to establish connections between pedagogic practice, learner characteristics, and achieved goals (Elliot 1995). It would be helpful if speech technology could fill the gaps and support the learning of pronunciation. The field faces major challenges, however. Speech synthesis has potential, especially in combination with animations of the face and vocal tract. Speech analysis as it has traditionally been used requires expert interpretation of the pitch contour visualization, and can only be successfully used for short utterances. Speech recognition has basic problems in providing corrective feedback and processing prosodic features, and should furthermore preferably be used for language pairs where transfer from the first language can be accommodated. This is a reasonable solution for the pairs of major languages of the world, but the prospect of having to create separate CALL programs for e.g. the native languages of all the various immigrants to Sweden is daunting, to say the least. Another concern with the use of ASR, noted by several researchers, is that the judgments of ASR do not always correspond to those of humans.


These challenges have not stopped providers of language learning software from incorporating speech recognition and speech analysis into commercially available products. The success with which one of them has done so is the topic of the next chapter. 


 
Effectiveness of an
ASR-based CAPT product


1.11 Introduction

The research question underlying this chapter is whether advanced software for teaching pronunciation can replace, or at least supplement, individualized human tutoring. Tutoring is an expensive luxury that most language learners cannot afford, and, if it is to be supported with computers, requires resources beyond the means of many language learning centers. If students could achieve similar benefits at home with their own computers, a lot could be gained.  

1.11.1 Background


Poor language skills are a major obstacle to employment for immigrants everywhere. In Sweden and in other countries where English is an important second language, many immigrants are faced with having to master two second languages in order to gain employment in the professions they were trained for. Because of these problems, the County Employment Bureau in Stockholm was willing to fund intensive language courses in both Swedish and English to groups of immigrant engineers. The courses ran from 1998 to 2001, and included individualized pronunciation tutoring for each student.



In the Swedish courses, the students were tutored with the aid of the program SpeechViewer, software whose primary function is the development of speech capability in hearing-impaired children. This research has been described by Öster (1998; 1999). SpeechViewer’s ‘pitch and loudness’ module was used to visualize differences between a student’s pronunciation and a teacher model. The students and teachers found the training beneficial, but expressed frustration at the limited time available to each student for training. SpeechViewer was not designed as a stand-alone system for home use, but as a support to professional speech pathologists, and is labor-intensive and expensive.


For a number of reasons, SpeechViewer was not available to support the tutoring in pronunciation that was part of the courses in English. The need to find another existing commercial product to replace it provided the context that was exploited in the research reported in this chapter. Basically, the progress in pronunciation made by a class of students using state-of-the-art commercial software was compared with the progress made by a control class using a less sophisticated product. 

1.11.2  Selection of CAPT product

An investigation was conducted into what systems for English pronunciation training were commercially available in the fall of 2000. Many products designed to teach pronunciation basically used the computer as no more than a tape recorder, where the student could listen to his or her production without any evaluative feedback. Some products used speech analysis to give feedback (among them Pronunciation Power and Better Accent), but few used automatic speech recognition (ASR). However, there were a few. One of the early companies to use speech recognition for L2 applications was Syracuse Language Systems, which produced two programs with ASR: TriplePlayPlus (for a review see Mackey and Choi 1998) and Accent Coach (Auberg et al. 1998). These two products were purchased and preliminarily evaluated, but rejected in favor of the software then known as Talk to Me by the French company Auralog. Auralog has more recently integrated this software as the oral practice component of its complete language-learning course Tell Me More (for a review see Lafford 2004). In 2005, the Auralog products continue to enjoy commercial success, while the products from Syracuse have been absorbed into software packages from other language learning companies. The other contemporary market leader for language learning software that uses ASR is Rosetta Stone, but their products have not been included in this investigation.

1.11.3 Description of product


Talk to Me was chosen because it was judged to attractively apply pedagogical goals within the constraints of existing ASR technology. The program was built up from what was possible from an engineering standpoint. Though some would criticize this approach as being technology-driven, the result has been a series of products that have met long-term commercial success. 


The core of the software consists of six dialogue sequences, where the program asks a question to which the user responds by choosing and uttering one of three answers presented on a screen. If the answer is recognized by the ASR, the dialogue moves along to the next stage of the ‘conversation’. The act of choosing a response initiates a degree of spontaneity into the dialogue and hopefully allows more natural language than would be enabled by just reading one specific response.  The performance of the speech recognition is at the same time facilitated by having to choose between only three possible answers, an approach also taken by other designers: for example, Holland et al. (1999). 



Each dialogue consists of thirty question-and-answer screens with accompanying photographic illustrations and occasionally music and video clips as well. The visual material seems to have been chosen for its potential to give pleasant sensory stimulation and enrichment; the photographs are of beautiful beaches, adorable children, delicious food, etc. (Figure 1). For a study in which students were to use the program at will on their own, it was important that the experience be pleasant to them. Interface design has been shown to be important in keeping the students using the software (Precoda et al. 2000). 



Figure 1. An example of a dialogue sequence in Auralog's Talk to Me.



 While the dialogues in Talk to Me practice general communication skills, more specific pronunciation training is carried out at sentence, word, or phoneme level. At phoneme level, users are shown animations of the vocal tract, showing how the sound is articulated. Figure 2 shows how the pronunciation of /h/ is illustrated. The whiteness in the animated illustrations represents the airflow. 




Figure 2. Example of practice of the phoneme /h/ in the program Talk to Me. Illustrations at right are animated.




At word and sentence levels, each utterance from the dialogues is practiced individually. Here the speech recognition is augmented by speech analysis to give visual feedback of the intonation of the utterances. Users compare the waveform and pitch contour of their own production with that of the model speaker. A score for the production is given, on a scale from 1 to 7. If the program has found difficulties recognizing a specific word in the phrase, that word is highlighted in the text screen, to help the student notice what sounds he needs to work on. In Figure 3, the program has highlighted the word ‘going’. The user’s responses are recorded so that he or she can go back to listen to the one with the best score.


 The program is thus a development of a record/playback model, with the added input of feedback in the form of a score from the system, extraction of the most serious deviation from the models, and the visual comparison of speech signals. 



Figure 3. Waveform with pitch extraction for model and user's production of one utterance. Score on production given at lower left. 'Worst' word, 'going' is highlighted.




The user can adjust the levels of different settings in the software. The speech can be slowed down to allow easier comprehension. Most important, however, is that the difficulty level of the speech recognition can be adjusted to require a looser or tighter match to the underlying models. For example, at the lowest level of difficulty, the system recognized and accepted the word villa pronounced as ‘willa’. This pronunciation was rejected and the phrase un-recognized at higher levels of difficulty. The idea behind this feature is to allow users to challenge themselves by setting more demanding levels.


1.11.4 Preliminary evaluation


This section briefly examines how communicative and audio-lingual theories of second language acquisition have contributed to the design of Talk to Me. Later in the chapter, the program will be analyzed according to Chapelle’s (2001) framework for CALL software evaluation.


Talk to Me and communicative language learning


The assumption of the communicative approach to language learning has been that target-like pronunciation would follow as a result of language use in meaningful settings (Pennington and Richards 1986). Software designers have been eager to incorporate speech recognition into CALL products because the ASR should help the user to develop skills in the target language by using the language for communication rather than just for drills, and this seems to have been Auralog’s point of departure in designing Talk to Me. From the beginning, the user is using his or her speech to interact with the computer. The dialogue component is central to the software; the user chooses a response to an utterance and the dialogue proceeds according to the response. If the response is not understood by the computer, the user must repeat that response until he is understood; this is a sort of replication of the ‘negotiation of meaning’ (e.g. Pica 1994) that takes place between human language speakers. Highlighting the ‘worst’ word of a response should aid in the ‘noticing process’ necessary for learning. Providing multi-media-enriched sensory stimulation follows the recommendations of Krashen (1981) regarding the affective aspects of effective language learning. Finally, providing opportunity for simple practice of language should aid in the cognitive processes necessary for automating and learning (McLaughlin 1990). 

Talk to Me and audio-lingual language learning


In order to provide specific pronunciation training, Auralog has of necessity used the practices of the audio-lingual or behaviorist theories of language teaching.  If the dialogue sequences can be characterized as communicative, the exercises where phrases and words are repeated with visual feedback can be characterized as audio-lingual in that they are drills relying on the imitation of models as opposed to meaningful communication.  


The product does not, however, include another type of drill associated with audio-lingualism: minimal pair exercises (for example, having learners utter ice or eyes in response to a picture shown on the screen. These would be simple to include in an ASR-based product, and were incorporated in other early software. Their exclusion from Talk to Me is perhaps unfortunate since minimal pair exercises have been shown to benefit language learners, (Logan et al. 1991; Lively et al. 1994;  Callan et al. 2001); on the other hand, they are most useful when working between two languages only, where the particular pronunciation problems of a specific L1 group can be focused on. 

1.12 Method 

An empirical study of the effectiveness of Talk to Me involved two groups of students, a control group taking a course in the fall of 2000, and an experimental group taking the same course the following term, spring 2001. The experimental group received Talk to Me English (1) as supplemental courseware. The course was an intensive course in Technical English for Immigrant Engineers, funded by the Stockholm County Employment Bureau and run by the Unit for Language and Communication at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH). The classes met for 200 hours (four hours a day, five days a week for ten weeks), and were intended to comprise full-time, paid activity for the students. The students were also required to attend five hours of individual, tutor- and computer-assisted pronunciation tutoring. 



In the fall term of 2000, students followed the normal course plan and were pre- and post-tested for the purposes of future comparison. Their five hours of pronunciation tutoring were assisted by a software program that helped the students learn phonetic notation (SkyTalk) so that they could use dictionaries more effectively. The control group did not receive their own pronunciation program for home use. In the spring term of 2001, the experimental group students were offered the opportunity to exchange one hour’s tutoring for their own copy of Talk to Me for use on their home computers.  They still received four hours of tutoring, using Talk to Me instead of the phonetic notation program. The course content was otherwise generally the same for the two groups, but the teachers were different.

1.12.1 Subjects

The students in both courses were middle-aged engineers from different language backgrounds. They were admitted on the basis of a placement test, but possessed varying skills in English ranging from advanced beginner to upper intermediate. In the control group there were fifteen students (two female), who were native speakers of Farsi (3), Spanish (2), Arabic (2), Azerbaijani (2), Kurdish, Polish, Russian, Armenian, Tigrinya and Romanian. Their mean age was 43, sd 7. 



There were thirteen students in the spring course of 2001 (the experimental group). Eleven of them accepted the offer to trade an hour of tutoring for their own computer program, and were given a CD-ROM copy of Talk to Me. Ten of these were able to successfully install the program, and nine of them practiced with it on their own. This group consisted of seven males and two females, age 47 (sd 6.2) in average, who were native speakers of Farsi (2), Polish (2), Hungarian, Romanian, Russian, Somali and Arabic.


1.12.2 Pre- and post-testing

PhonePass test

Students’ production of spoken English was evaluated both at the beginning and end of the courses in two ways. One was the automatic PhonePass test, described in the previous chapter (section 2.4.2). Test papers were purchased from Ordinate Corp. The students made their phone calls from a soundproof room at KTH and both the incoming and the outgoing telephone signals were digitally recorded. 

Listening test


For an in-house pronunciation test, the students were also recorded reading the same text both at the beginning and end of the course. The text was a dialogue discussing a shopping trip (adapted from Rivers and Temperley 1978, p.184, and shown in Appendix 1) and contained all English phonemes, though not in all positions.  The students were given three minutes to read through the text before recording it, but were not familiar with it otherwise. From these recordings, a listening test was prepared using the software package SPRUCE (Granqvist 2003). The recordings were divided up into eleven different utterances of approximately equal length. The pre-test version of an utterance was matched with the post-test version in a stimulus file that then contained both versions in a randomized order. With 24 students in the two original groups, and 11 utterances, this created a potential stimulus base of 264 pairs. Three utterances from each student were randomly selected for the test, making a total of 72 stimulus pairs. The selected utterances were evenly distributed across the text.



The listening test consisted of three parts containing thirty stimulus pairs each. Each subtest contained one utterance pair—the same phrase, but from the pre-test or post-test, in randomized order—  from each student plus four control pairs that appeared in each subtest to check consistency of judgment. The stimuli appeared as small icons randomly distributed on a computer screen (Figure 4).  The judges were instructed to listen to the two versions of the utterance and make a decision as to which presented better pronunciation at a global level. The judge was then to move the icon into one of three frames on the computer screen. If the first member of the pair was judged to be pronounced better, the icon was moved into one frame, if the second member was better, it was moved into another frame. A third option was to move the icon into a ‘no difference’ frame. The judges were instructed to place the icon at the bottom of the appropriate frame if they thought the pronunciation was a little bit better, and at the top of the frame if they thought it was a lot better. The software then returned a numerical value between 0-1000 in response to the placement of the icon. This value reflected the degree of difference (reflecting either improvement or worsening of pronunciation) as judged by the listener. The judges could listen as many times as necessary to make a judgment. 




Figure 4. Screenshot of the interface for the listener test of pre- and post-test pronunciation.




Five judges performed the test. Each was a native speaker of English (four American and one British) with training in phonetics and experience with varieties of English. They completed each of the three subtests in an average of fifteen minutes.  

1.13 Results

1.13.1 Program use 

Students were asked to keep a log of how many hours they used the program, but were not assigned practice as homework in any strict sense.  The number of hours of use at home ranged very widely, from 2 to 46, with a mean of 12, sd 14 (Figure 5). Each student also used the program for four hours in the company of a pronunciation tutor. 
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Figure 5. Hours of home use of Talk to Me, by student.




At the end of the course, the nine students using Talk to Me filled out a short questionnaire about their attitudes toward the program. In general, they found the program fun to use and thought it benefited their English. Most reported that they were not able to use the program as much as they had hoped, due to lack of time partially caused by the amount of assignments in other components of the language course.   


1.13.2 PhonePass Scores


Neither method of assessment showed dramatic improvement in pronunciation for either the control or experimental group. The mean overall score (reflecting general proficiency in English) on the PhonePass test for the control group increased slightly from 4.48 to 4.74, an amount which barely passes Ordinate’s stated significance level of 0.2. The mean overall score for the experimental group increased by a smaller amount, from 4.40 to 4.51.


The PhonePass test provides six scores; the overall score has been calculated from five sub-scores (Townshend et al. 1998). The following analysis looks at the scores for pronunciation and reading fluency; the other three sub-scores are called repeat accuracy, repeat fluency, and listening vocabulary. The pronunciation score reflects how the examinee differed from the pronunciation models in the speech recognition system. It is thus intended as a reflection of phonetic accuracy.  The reading fluency score measures the speed at which the student reads, and is a way of incorporating a prosodic parameter into the score. 


Pronunciation sub-score

Taken as wholes, neither the control nor the experimental group showed significant improvement in pronunciation as measured by the PhonePass sub-score for pronunciation. Neither group produced changes in mean group scores from the pre-test to the post-test that exceeded 0.2, the amount Ordinate reports as significant. Figure 6 shows the pre- and post-testing results by student for the control group, and Figure 7 shows the same for the experimental group. The rightmost column in both figures represents the mean score for the groups. 
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Figure 6. Control group: results for pronunciation sub-score on PhonePass test, at beginning and end of course.
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Figure 7. Experimental group: results for pronunciation sub-score on PhonePass test, at beginning and end of course.



The mean score of the control group showed a small decrease from 4.67 to 4.59, and that of the experimental group changed from 4.13 to 4.14. 


An interesting division emerges when students are grouped according to their proficiency level. Students with poor pronunciation to begin with, i.e. those with a score of less than 4.20, a group defined by Ordinate as having an ‘intrusive’ foreign accent, appear in the leftmost columns of Figures 6 and 7 (students C1-C6 and E1-E5). This group improved much more in the experimental group than in the control group. The mean score of the five weakest experimental students showed a significant improvement of 0.4, while the six students in the control group with scores less than 4.2 decreased their mean score very slightly. Figure 8 presents the change in pronunciation scores for students, broken down into the degree of accented-ness with which they began the course. The only group showing improvement is the strongly accented students in the experimental group. 
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Figure 8. Change in PhonePass pronunciation score according to language ability.



Reading Fluency


The reading fluency sub-score of the PhonePass test is based at least partially on the length of time required for the student to read a number of short sentences (Townshend et al. 1998; Hincks 2001). The results of this sub-score for the experimental group (Figure 9) are similar to those of the pronunciation sub-score, in that the students with better English to start with received significantly (i.e. a change of more than 0.20) worse scores on the post-tests. 
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Figure 9. Change in PhonePass reading fluency by language ability.



Effect of practice time

There was no clear relationship between the hours spent using the software (see also Figure 5) and degree of improvement as measured by the PhonePass pronunciation sub-score. However, the four students who used the program the least on their own (four of the hours for each student were in the company of the tutor) showed the most improvement, and the four students who used the program the most showed little improvement as measured by the PhonePass pronunciation score . 
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Figure 10. Relationship between time spent using program and change in pronunciation score.


1.13.3 
Listening test

The listening test performed by the expert panel served two purposes: one, to corroborate the PhonePass scores, and two, to provide in-house data regarding development of pronunciation. Fifteen judgments were made for each student, three sample utterance pairs by five judges. The program Visor (Granqvist 2003) used for the test returned a numerical score reflecting the degree of difference perceived by each judge between two versions of the utterance (see Figure 4), but these degrees of difference will not be considered at this point. Instead, Figures 11 and 12 show the percentage of judgments in favor of the pre-test, in favor of the post-test, and in finding no difference between the utterances. The larger the size of the black bar, the more the judges were in agreement that the student improved in pronunciation from the beginning to the end of the course in English.   
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Figure 11. Results of listening test of pre-test and post-test recordings for control group. For legend, see Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Results of listening test of pre-test and post-test recordings of experimental group.



Corroborating PhonePass

Table 1 compares the results of the PhonePass test with the listening test in the form of a matrix tabulating agreement, by student, between the two tests. The criteria applied in order for a student to be judged as having changed pronunciation ability were, for the listening test, a majority of judgments in favor of the pre-test or post-test, and for the PhonePass test, a difference of more than 0.2 points (Ordinate’s significance level) on the pronunciation sub-score. Table 1 shows that the two tests agreed with each other for 11 of the 24 subjects. Four students were found by both tests to improve, five to show no change in pronunciation, and two students to worsen. However, PhonePass could not detect change in pronunciation for six students, three of whom were found to improve by the panel, and three of whom were found to worsen. A further three students were found by the panel to improve in pronunciation, though the PhonePass test gave them a lower score. It is possible that for these students, what the human judges were reacting to was an intonational feature, for example a better pitch contour for a question, a feature that would not have been analyzed by the PhonePass system. Only one student was found to improve by PhonePass but not by the human listeners.  

1Table . Matrix showing agreement between PhonePass test and listening test. 
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Assessing Talk to Me 


The PhonePass pronunciation scores indicated that use of Talk to Me was beneficial for the students who began the course with strongly accented English but that the intermediate students who used the program did not improve their pronunciation and possibly even worsened it. Therefore, an important question is whether the human listeners noted the same differences. Figure 13 illustrates the results of the listening tests according to language ability. The criterion for having improved or worsened in pronunciation was the same as in the previous section, that is, more than 50% of the fifteen judgments per student. Within the experimental group, more improvement was found for the accented than for the intermediate students, and half of the better group was found to worsen in pronunciation after using Talk to Me. These results confirm in some measure the assessments of the PhonePass test. 
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Figure 13. Results of listening test according to language ability.



We have seen (Figure 10) that extra time using the program did not contribute to better scores on the PhonePass test. Similar results were found in the listening test. Figure 14 plots the change in human ratings per speaker in relation to the time the student used Talk to Me. This figure incorporates the degree-of-difference parameter that was part of the listening test by showing on the y-axis the difference between the pre- and post-test degree-of-difference judgments. It will be recalled that there were 15 judgments made per student, and that each judgment could return a maximum value of 1000 if the listener found a very large difference between the two pronunciations. In the figure, the numerical values of all judgments in each category (pre-test and post-test) are summed and the difference between them is what is shown on the y-axis. In other words, for the student with a ‘score’ of 5000, the judges were in agreement to a degree of 5000 that the post-test utterances were better than the pre-test. The figure shows a pattern similar to Figure 10, and once again, the students who devoted a lot of their own time to practicing with the program did not improve in pronunciation. 
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Figure 14. Change in listener pronunciation ratings in relation to amount of time student used program.


1.13.4 
Listening test reliability 


Five judges completed the listening test, and all of their judgments have been presented in this analysis. However, examination of the control pairs in the test revealed that none of the five were completely consistent in their ratings. One judge was consistent for three of four pairs, two judges were consistent for two of four, and two judges were consistent for only one of four pairs. 

1.14 Discussion and further evaluation 

The results of this study would seem to indicate that ASR-based language learning software does not help intermediate students improve their pronunciation. In three different measures: the PhonePass pronunciation and reading fluency scores, as well as the ratings by human listeners, a majority of the four better students in the experimental group were found to either not improve or worsen in their oral ability. Furthermore, the data on program use indicate that extensive use of the program did not provide any benefit. On the other hand, the students with a strong foreign accent achieved more improvement than a control group. This section will explore some of the practical and theoretical reasons why this could be so.

1.14.1 Student potential


The students taking these language courses were not expected to rid themselves of their foreign accents. They were solidly middle-aged and had spoken English for many years, making them clear examples of people with fossilized pronunciation problems. It may have been unrealistic to expect any improvement at all in pronunciation for these students in this timeframe. Acton (1984) reports some improvement for only 50% of a group of foreign professionals who took a course in English pronunciation that involved 120 hours of work on speech only. Our course in Technical English taught all aspects of the language, with pronunciation specifically focused on for four tutored hours and an average of only 12.5 additional home hours for the experimental group. In addition to the problems caused by their age, the students were not necessarily highly motivated. They had been sent to the course by the County Employment Bureau and were being paid to attend it.  The fact that the mean overall scores on the PhonePass test did not improve for either group is further evidence that learning was difficult for these students. However, a few of them did work very hard, and spent a lot of extra time practicing on their own. 


1.14.2 Student response to negative feedback

A possible interpretation of the results of this study is that training with Talk to Me boosts confidence and fluency for beginning students while injecting initially confident students with doubt as to the accuracy of their pronunciation. This would be a likely outcome of a situation where the feedback was not constructive and not always accurate, as is clearly seen when native speakers test the program. 



It was naturally discouraging for two students who had devoted an extraordinary amount of time to extra pronunciation work to see that they received no positive results for their efforts from the PhonePass test. These students’ lower scores for reading fluency  indicate that they had slowed down their speech as they attempted to produce more accurate segments, a phenomenon predicted by the theories of McLaughlin (1990). Similar results were seen in the study carried out by Precoda et al. (2000) who found a negative correlation between practice with language learning software and speaking rate, indicating that increased attention to pronunciation could slow down speech. In the study comparing human judgments of spoken Dutch with automatic evaluation, Cucchiarini et al. (2000) found that the best automatic predictors of overall pronunciation ability were temporal measures such as rate of speech and total duration. However, these same measures could be misleading if ASR is applied to measuring development in pronunciation.

1.14.3 Varieties of English: a problem for CAPT

A further question raised by this study is the fit between the varieties of English used for testing and for teaching. The PhonePass test is designed to assess how well candidates will do in a North American environment. The speech corpus used to train the phonemic models used by the speech recognition is of North American English. Ordinate has accommodated candidates who have learned British English by checking responses at the lexical level with British linguists. The programs from Auralog, on the other hand, used a fair amount of British English speech models. American English programs had in fact been ordered from the company, but Auralog had decided to sell only mixed-model programs. While the speaker models that the users imitated were of both British and American English, it was unclear what sort of English the underlying recognition engine used, and Auralog would not reveal this information. The students were thus being taught both British and American English (of the five course teachers, three spoke Am. E. and two Br. E.) but were being automatically evaluated on only American English. This may not have been a problem for the more strongly accented students, but perhaps it was for the better students who were ready to move in the direction of native-like pronunciation. 


The suitability of the underlying phonemic models indicates a basic problem with the use of ASR for teaching and assessing English. Section 1.3 discussed the issue of what sort of teaching standards are appropriate when the English language is no longer ‘owned’ by any one dominant group of speakers. There is general agreement among scholars today that the pronunciation of English cannot be standardized (Jenkins 2000; Melchers and Shaw 2003; Derwing and Munro 2005; Levis 2005). While ASR might be suitable for teaching languages with fewer spoken varieties, it is perhaps too rigid a judge of what is acceptable pronunciation of English. 

1.14.4 Evaluation of Talk to Me 
according to CALL theory


This section applies the analytical methods of two researchers who have written extensively on computer-assisted language learning: Chapelle (2001) and Levy (1997). Chapelle offers a useful framework for evaluating CALL tasks. She suggests that a given piece of software be analyzed according to the following six criteria: language learning potential, learner fit, meaning focus, impact, authenticity and practicality. 

Language learning potential


Talk to Me gave its users ample opportunity to practice the spoken language, but this is not always the same thing as learning the language. Chapelle defines language learning potential as “the extent to which an activity can be considered to be a language learning activity rather than simply an opportunity for language use” (2001, p. 55). To do this, the task must provide a focus on form. Talk to Me did this by providing activities where the student could practice pronunciation at the phrase, word or phoneme level. The student could choose to practice all words starting with a particular consonant or containing a particular vowel, getting feedback in the form of a score. Instruction as to the articulation of the sounds was provided in the form of animations. 


Talk to Me provided the activities, but it was not able to help the students find just the exercises they most needed to work on. Users needed more guidance to find the necessary information. An example of how this worked in practice is the student who came to his tutor after using the software and mentioned that he had noticed that the computer responded negatively to all his pronunciations of words beginning with /p/. The tutor explained that he was not aspirating the sound. Having the student actively engaged in the diagnosis of his pronunciation difficulties is pedagogically desirable (Lyster and Ranta 1997). The ideal automatic system would, however, also point the student firmly in the direction of the appropriate remedial activities.



Most second language acquisition researchers consider that some form of feedback is necessary for language learning to take place. As discussed in the previous chapter, visual feedback on prosody has been shown to help learners improve their intonation. However, those positive studies concerned training conducted in conjunction with a teacher who could interpret the pitch curves and waveforms.  Talk to Me provided the pitch curve and waveform to the student without the aid of expert interpretation. It is not certain that students are able to extract meaning from these signals (Neri et al. 2002a). The fact that the four students showing the greatest improvement had used the program the least on their own could indicate that it was important that a large proportion of the learning time was spent in conjunction with the human tutor. Furthermore, when native speakers study the kind of scoring provided on their own pronunciation, they can find the scoring to be somewhat arbitrary. 


Learner fit


The results of this study indicate just how important it is that the pedagogical tools be appropriate to a given student’s level of development in the target language. The learner fit of this program seemed to be better for students with a strong foreign accent than for those at an intermediate level. However, the product was expressly marketed to both beginning and intermediate users. Auralog attempts to make the software adaptable to a range of users by making the recognition requirements adjustable, demanding a more exact match of the model phrase at higher levels. Their idea is that better students should use the same program as beginners, but should mimic the models more tightly, and in its instruction booklet, Auralog claims that practice in imitation will lead to better pronunciation. The failure of our better students to improve in their pronunciation is evidence that mimicry does not necessarily improve pronunciation. In fact, these results support the advice given by Morley (1991) that imitative speaking practice be used only for beginning students of a language.


Meaning focus


As defined by Chapelle, ‘meaning focus’ is that “the learner’s primary attention is directed toward the meaning of the language that is required to accomplish the task” (2001, p. 56). This is a central precept of communicative theories of language acquisition, and partly explains why these theories have so little to say about pronunciation. Phonemes in themselves are inherently meaningless. Insofar as poorly pronounced words become meaningless to the software and are rejected, one could however say that there is a ‘meaning’ component to the activities from the perspective of the computer. A poorly pronounced word is even more unintelligible to a computer than to a human.


Impact, authenticity and practicality

A positive impact from a language learning activity helps the learners “develop their meta-cognitive strategies” (2001, p. 57) so that learning can continue outside the classroom. The students expressed high satisfaction with the program and were able to keep their own copies, providing them at least with the opportunity to continue working on their own. A follow-up study would need to be done to assess whether the students had developed a heightened, long-term awareness of the importance of correct articulation.  



Most, though not all, of the dialogues that a user has with Talk to Me are reasonably authentic, dealing as they do with social or tourist situations. Other reviewers (Lafford 2004) have pointed to a Eurocentric bias and the inherent cultural problems in exporting the same graphical interface and linguistic content to programs for learning many different languages. Speaking with a computer is in itself at present not terribly natural or authentic, though language technologists expect that it will become so in the future.



Talk to Me was reasonably priced and most of our students had no difficulty in either installing or using the program. It was clearly beneficial to also use the program in the company of a tutor, but students could continue work at home without problems.

Within a tutor-tool framework


The basic research question of this project was to see whether this product and its new approach to language training could deliver what it promised. What it was promising, to an extent, was to imitate human language teachers by means of automated responses. This entails placing the computer in a tutorial role. Levy (1997) discusses the tutor-tool distinction as a useful conceptual framework for analyzing the role of computers in language learning. Successful applications of the computer as a tool (e.g. word processing, e-mail) abound, but truly successful applications of the computer as a tutor lie somewhere in the future.  Programs such as Talk to Me are steps in that direction, in that they provide learner autonomy and flexibility (ibid p. 205) and evaluate the learner (ibid p. 180). However, the progress to a tutorial role is incomplete in that, as we have seen, the speech recognition cannot perform the crucial guiding role that a tutor need do; furthermore, it is not always reliable in its feedback. Levy maintains that a learner must be able to trust the computer, and goes so far as to say that “if the computer cannot be relied upon [as tutor], then it should probably not be allowed this relationship with the learner” [ibid p. 205; see also (Burston 1989)]. In this study, however, students also met with a human tutor who helped them diagnose and correct their problems.

1.14.5 Conclusion 

Research on the effect of different methods of instruction has a number of inherent difficulties. No two learners are the same, and any study of real-life language classes, particularly where a control/experimental design is employed, will be challenged by difficulties in controlling enough variables to achieve statistically significant results. Ideally, the groups compared should be equal in size and balanced when it comes to age, sex, first language, and beginning language ability. The teachers should be the same, and an attempt should be made to categorize the learners according to what kind of language study works best for them (Chapelle and Jamieson 1986). Even when every possible classroom variable can be controlled, one cannot be certain that learning has taken place due to instruction and not due to other factors in the student’s environment. 


When it comes to assessing pronunciation, resources are required to enable judges to evaluate more than a few utterances per student. Though the judges who did the listening test were all native speakers of English with training in phonetics, they found the task difficult and showed inconsistency in their judgments of the control pairs. This type of challenge in rating pronunciation is part of the reason that an automatic alternative such as PhonePass is so appealing.  


The study reported on in this chapter did not fill the above criteria, and therefore its results must be interpreted with caution. Still, it suggests that extra pronunciation training using speech recognition-based language learning software did not improve the mean pronunciation abilities of a relatively small and heterogeneous group of middle-aged students. Two students in particular, who used the program 25 hours or more, did not appear to have achieved any benefit from their effort. However, results from the two methods of assessing pronunciation suggest that use of ASR-based programs could be beneficial for students who begin with an ‘intrusive’ foreign accent. A comparable set of students did not improve in pronunciation if they were in the control group, despite the five hours of pronunciation tutoring they received. The results thus indicate that ASR-based training could be useful for beginning students, but, at least with the current state of technology, possibly damaging to the self-confidence of intermediate students.  



Because one rarely comes into contact with adult beginning learners of English in Sweden, these results presented a challenge to the study of ASR for pronunciation training, and provoked the following question: If such techniques are appropriate for beginning language users, but of little help to intermediates, might there be other ways that the other components of speech technology, specifically synthesis and analysis, can be used to provide training and support to more advanced students?  These are the questions tested in the remainder of the thesis. 


Speech synthesis, 
lexical stress and intermediate learners

1.15 Swedish learners of English

From this point on in the thesis, the focus is on the linguistic needs of young adult learners of English who speak Swedish as their first language. The English language is part of the core curriculum of the Swedish educational system. Swedish schoolchildren usually begin studying English by the age of eight, and then continue throughout their twelve years of primary and secondary education. A passing grade in English is a prerequisite for most university studies. Oral proficiency is seen as a vital part of second language studies, and the theoretical basis for the pedagogy can be described as following communicative practices (Oscarson 1995; Erickson 2004). 


Swedish young people are generally very motivated learners of English. From an early age, they see the benefits of learning the language to communicate with people from other countries who they meet either through travel or, increasingly, via contact on the Internet. English-language television and films are shown with subtitles rather than being dubbed. English-medium instruction has reached surprising popularity among school-age families at least in the urban areas of Sweden (e.g. Washburn 1997), and university students expect that most of their course literature and some of their lectures will be in English (Gunnarsson 1999; Airey 2003). These high levels of instruction and motivation combined with the close genetic relationship between the English and Swedish languages result in a population of young L2 English language users that has been shown to be, along with Norway’s, the best in Europe (Erickson 2004). 


However, the Swedish facility with English can be deceptive. Behind the fluent speech produced with few intrusive segmental errors can lie a limited vocabulary and an uncertainty as to the usage of words more familiar in writing than in speech. This is only to be expected from situations where the oral models often are, on the one hand, derived from the scripts of Hollywood screenwriters, and on the other hand, from the production of teachers who are themselves second language users and not always infallible. The result is a functional vocabulary and syntax that is more restricted than that of a native speaker, though this is not always evident on the surface.


Much of the course literature read by Swedish university students is in English, though their lectures are most often in Swedish. This puts them in a situation where they can be exposed, via their reading, to an academic vocabulary that they do not necessarily ever hear pronounced. When the words are polysyllabic, as technical terms often are, uncertainty can arise as to which syllables in the word should receive primary and/or secondary lexical stress. The rules governing stress placement in English are so complicated as to make them almost un-teachable (Jenkins 2000, p. 151). For example, Dickerson and Finney’s (1978) strategies for helping learners decipher vowel quality and stress placement involve a system of three stress rules and seven vowel quality patterns. Furthermore, many polysyllabic technical words are cognates in several languages, where the major difference between their pronunciations lies in which syllable should receive primary stress (this is also the case between varieties of English). This is naturally confusing to the language learner. 



This chapter describes the use of speech synthesis as an interactive tool for gaining an understanding of how lexical stress is produced vocally. The pedagogical goal was to achieve long-term acquisition of correct lexical stress in two words that present difficulties for Swedish speakers of English. These words were component /kǝmˈpoʊnənt/and parameter /pəˈræmɪtər/. A typical Swedish-speaker mispronunciation of these words would put primary stress on the first syllable of component and the first or third syllable of parameter, rather than correctly on the second syllable of both words. The words component and parameter were chosen because they present problems for Swedes, appear often in technical contexts, and, importantly, are cognates that differ primarily in the placement of lexical stress. The consonants are equivalent and the vowels are similar between the two languages. This allowed us to use Swedish synthesis as a starting point.  The segments of the synthesis could not be replaced, but they could be altered in terms of duration and pitch movement so that the production sounded more like English than like Swedish.


1.16 Method


A short text containing at least three appearances of each word to be tested was selected by searching the electronic archives of New Scientist magazine.  The texts are presented in Appendix 2. They are difficult texts but typical of the reading done by undergraduate engineering students.



Thirteen students of Technical English, eight male and five female, participated in the study. They attended the KTH College of Engineering, a program located on various campuses in the Stockholm area and leading to a Bachelor’s degree in Engineering.  Their ages ranged from 22 to 39, with a mean of 29.  The students’ scores on the KTH Language Unit 100-pt English language placement testTPF
FPT ranged from 32 to 71, with a mean of 54, in line with the average score of KTH students studying English at the intermediate level.



The exercise was carried out as part of a regular course session.  The students were divided into three groups, and worked with other assignments when they were not doing the exercise. They were given a chance to silently read the texts and were then individually recorded reading them aloud, using both a DAT recorder and a MiniDisc recorder as a backup.



The students were then introduced to the audiovisual synthesis component of the program WaveSurfer (Sjölander and Beskow 2000). The Infovox 330 diphone Swedish male MBROLA voice ‘Ingmar’ was used as the model. Students synthesized the word ‘parameter’ or ‘komponent’, and listened to it a number of times.  Their attention was drawn to the part of the window that showed the orthographic representation of the phonemic segments of the word. WaveSurfer places each segment in a box whose size indicates the relative duration of the segment. By adjusting the size of the boxes (via clicking and dragging) the duration of the sounds can be altered. Figure 15 shows the WaveSurfer interface for komponent, after alteration.
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Figure 15. WaveSurfer's interface for synthesized 'komponent', showing Swedish version re-synthesized to sound like English 'component'.




The next step for the students was to listen and look for the longest sound of the synthesized word, and then reduce that sound by about half. The students were then asked to think about the longest sound in the English version of the word, and add a corresponding amount to the equivalent sound in the synthesized word.



With the durations of the sounds adjusted, the resulting word sounded a bit strange, since the pitch movement indicating stress placement was still in its original position, within the now-shortened vowel. Students were then told to move the points indicating the beginning of the pitch rise and the beginning of the pitch fall to positions over the new long vowel. 



Next, small adjustments needed to be made to some of the other segments, for example shortening the final /n/ in komponent, to make the word sound more like English.



Finally, the students turned their attention to WaveSurfer’s audiovisual synthesis. They were shown how to make the animated agent make a slight nod on the stressed portion of the word to emphasize that this was the stressed syllable (House et al. 2001). The entire process was repeated for the other word, parameter.


Immediately after the exercise, the students listened individually to the recordings that had been made of their own reading. They were post-tested reading the same texts four weeks later, in the last week of the course, to see whether they had achieved long-term retention of the pronunciation of the two words.


1.17 Results


In the first reading of the text, students mispronounced both words more often than they correctly pronounced them. In the second reading, most students had mastered the placement of stress within the word.  Figure 16 shows the improvement in pronunciation from the pre-test to the post-test.  
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Figure 16. Results of interactive exercise for teaching pronunciation of words 'component' and 'parameter.' 



All students were consistent in their pronunciation of the words in the first recording. In the second recording (four weeks following the exercise), however, two students pronounced the word both correctly and incorrectly within the same text, indicating an incomplete acquisition of the new form. Much of the improvement in the group as a whole could be attributed to the five female students (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17. Results of exercise by sex of student, both words treated together.




All mispronounced versions of component were stressed on the first syllable: */ˈkʌmpǝnənt/. Mispronounced versions of parameter were stressed on either the first or the third syllable: */ˈpærəmitər/ or */pærəˈmiːtər/ In the pre-test, mispronunciations favored */ˈpærəmiːtər/ by about 2:1.  In the post-test there was an equal distribution of both types of error. One student attempted to stress both the second and the third syllables of parameter in the post-test. 


1.18 Discussion and conclusion

Component was an easier word to master than parameter, though both words follow regular phonological rules for stress placement. As well as having fewer syllables than parameter, component follows a pattern shared by a number of other well-known English words, such as composite, compulsion and companion. This could have contributed to the relative ease of acquisition. Parameter is a word in which phonological rules conflict with learner predictions based on morphological divisions. It is natural to pronounce the word following analogy with words such as parachute or paratrooper, instead of in analogy with words like paralysis. 



It is interesting to note that students’ mispronunciations of parameter and component for the most part adhere to the rule governing stress placement in English words with non-final stress proposed by Giegerich (1992, p.187), as follows: “The penultimate syllable is stressed if it is heavy; otherwise stress falls on the antepenultimate syllable.” By ‘heavy’ Giegerich means that the syllable consists of ‘consonant-vowel-consonant’ or ‘consonant + dipthong or tense vowel.’  If the nucleus of the second syllable of component is reduced to schwa (as it is in composition and company) then the antepenultimate, or first, syllable of the word must receive the stress. The mispronunciation */ˈkʌmpǝnənt/thus in fact follows Giegerich’s stress rules for English nouns. The same holds true of the pronunciation */ˈpærəmitər/: if the L2 user assumes that the stem of the word is to be pronounced as it is when it appears as an unbound morpheme /ˈmiːtər/, then the third or penultimate syllable should receive the stress. These realizations demonstrate a chicken-and-egg type of problem to L2 learners. Without knowing the correct vowel quality, which is not obvious from the spelling, the placement of stress cannot be determined, even if the student has a subconscious awareness of the appropriate pattern. The reverse is of course also true; without knowing the stress pattern, vowel quality cannot be determined. 



Another problem with the acquisition of these words could be the negative models presented by many fluent L2 speakers in the Swedish academic environment, who regularly use them incorrectly. One can speculate whether words such as parameter, with such unpredictable pronunciation, will be able to survive the increasing use of English by non-native speakers without undergoing a shift in what is considered an acceptable pronunciation in international settings. It would be interesting to look at Swedish speakers’ perception of incorrectly vs. correctly stressed parameter. It could be that incorrectly stressed productions are easier to process for some quite competent L2 users, in other words, that */ˈpærəmitər/is easier to understand than /pəˈræmɪtər/  



It could be added, at this point, that other stress errors made by the students as they read the technical texts appeared in words that shift stress depending on part of speech. For example, ‘record’ as a noun pronounced as /rɪˡkɔːrd/, or ‘attribute’ as a verb pronounced as /ˡætrɪbjuːt/. The rules for stress-shifting that distinguish nouns from verbs are important to teach intermediate learners, as they cover many words and are not complicated to learn. 


Though the teaching exercise described here is not generalizable to a large amount of vocabulary and is a time-consuming way of teaching the pronunciation of one or two words, it was gratifying to see the enthusiasm and ease with which the students worked with WaveSurfer and the success with which many of them attained long-term acquisition of two troublesome words. It raised questions of how frequently they make stress errors when they are speaking freely as opposed to reading technical texts. The next chapter describes the collection of a corpus of student presentation speech, recorded with the initial intent of studying the extent to which errors in the placement of lexical stress occur in their semi-spontaneous speech. 


A database of 
presentation speech

1.19 Introduction


Training in oral presentation skills is one of the most appreciated elements of upper-level language courses given by the Unit for Language and Communication at KTH. Students realize that they will need to make presentations in their future professional lives as engineers, and often do so in a second language. 


This chapter describes the collection of a database of recordings and transcripts of 28 ten-minute student oral presentations made by Swedish natives studying English at the intermediate and advanced level. There are many research questions to motivate the study of such a database. The transcripts of the presentations can be used to examine, for example, the nature of the students’ lexicon, or the frequency of  discourse features and syntactic constructions in relation to presentations made by other student groups (Björkman 2005).  The work presented in this thesis, however, focuses on the speech signal itself, rather than what can be said about the speech by analyzing the transcripts. The underlying motivation is to explore the ways in which these speakers could benefit from automatic feedback provided from a speech-technology-based CALL system. What are the frequency and nature of pronunciation errors made by Swedish natives in the presentation context? Do they encounter problems in the placement of lexical stress in words of a particularly academic nature? After describing the collection of the database, the present chapter classifies the vocabulary used in the presentations according to its frequency in academic contexts and then looks at whether students had particular pronunciation difficulties with these academic words. The chapter begins by reviewing some of the work that has been done on learner corpora and corpora of academic and presentation speech. 


1.19.1 Other relevant studies

Learner language


The tasks most often used to study learner speech are to record students as they perform information transfer exercises (i.e. pair work along the lines of a ‘map task’) or describe a series of pictures (e.g. Wennerstrom 1994; Jenkins 2000; Kormos and Dénes 2004). These methods enable the researcher to maintain some control over the content of the speech, but they are generally not representative of the ways learners will actually use the language. For advanced and intermediate learners, it is important to study their language use in situations of more authentic communication, where they perform a task that replicates what they will be expected to do in real life. The oral presentation is one such task. 


Some published work exists on learner presentation speech (e.g. Boyle 1996; Magin and Helmore 2001; Simpson 2002), but more work has been done on learner writing, notably by Granger (1998), whose International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), consisted (in 1998) of 500-word essays composed by students of 14 different nationalities. This corpus has been analyzed to compare the use of English by writers of different first languages, addressing issues such as under-use and over-use of specific linguistic features, language transfer, or avoidance strategies. The corpus has also been used to help set pedagogic priorities (Leech 1998). A similar corpus of presentation transcripts would allow the study of these same features in speech. Though few researchers would dispute the benefits of studying learner speech, recording students can be complicated, transcribing is time consuming, and handling and processing sound files beyond the training of many language teachers. It is therefore not very surprising that the study of speech has lagged behind the study of writing. 

Spoken academic language


Two teams of researchers in the United States have addressed the need for spoken corpora to further the study of academic language. At the University of Michigan, the MICASE project has gathered the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (Simpson et al. 2003). The corpus consists of 152 speech events at the university, such as lectures, meetings and dissertation defenses, for a total of about 1,700,000 words. The spoken part of the TOEFL 2000 Spoken and Written Academic Language Corpus (Biber et al. 2002) is roughly the same size, about 1,670,000 words, and is composed of the same sorts of speech events as the Michigan corpus. The TOEFL material covers a broader range, however, having been recorded at four different types of tertiary institutions in four different regions of the United States. 



The research that has been published on these corpora has been largely based on the transcripts of the events rather than on the speech signal itself. The corpora are large, and it is the tradition among corpus linguists to focus on the textual aspects that can be revealed by tagging, parsing and concordancing. The 27 publications listed on the MICASE home page (in June 2005) indicate from their titles, for example, studies of how speakers use particular words or expressions, or how they structure their discourse at the lexical and syntactic levels, rather than at prosodic levels. Such studies contribute valuable information about the genres operating in the academic world, but would be well complemented by work on the speech itself. Studies of prosody and pronunciation are lacking, and one gets the impression, reviewing the research, that once the transcripts have been made, the sound files are ignored. Recording quality may be one problem. MICASE distributes its recorded material to researchers, but files obtained from MICASE were from microphones placed in the classroom rather than on the speakers, and were also extremely long, up to two hours for one sound file, and therefore difficult to work with. 


Another presentation database available to researchers is the Transnational English Database (TED) which consists of recordings of 64 presentations made at the Eurospeech 1993 conference, mostly by non-native speakers. 


Conference language  


A collection of studies with potential relevance to the database described below is The Language of Conferencing (Ventola et al. 2002). The authors show convincingly that a conference presentation is a genre worthy of the same close attention as a written article, and that published research on the topic is almost totally lacking (an exception is Räisänen 1999). Non-native graduate students who are learning how to give conference presentations can find themselves without guidance as to how to structure their talks at an appropriate level.  Instructional materials come exclusively from the ‘public speaking’ tradition, and their advice is not always relevant to the academic context. Furthermore, they are usually written for native speakers. While native speakers need to better consider the needs of audiences who do not speak English perfectly, “non-native-speaker presenters have to struggle with not only the presentation problems indicated by the public speaking instruction books (pronunciation, gesture, posture etc.), but also with the linguistic coding of the presentation in English, in addition to managing the discussion that follows the presentation” (Ventola 2002). The ambition of Ventola’s volume is laudably to go beyond the aspects of delivery already well-covered by writers from Aristotle to the present, and this may explain why, in a full-length book, one finds but one reference to prosody or pronunciation – in this case, a speaker who had an irritating habit of saying “okay?” with a rising intonation (Heino et al. 2002), a feature that was perceived as patronizing.


The work described above indicates a need for research on student oral presentations but provides little methodology one can adopt for large-scale study of the speech signal from a language-learning perspective. In summary, within the fields of English for Specific Purposes and English for Academic Purposes, research on large corpora of spoken language has heretofore meant research on the transcripts of spoken language rather than on the speech signal itself. 

1.19.2 Language Study at KTH 

The speakers recorded for this database of learner speech were all students of Engineering at KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. Students at KTH have traditionally pursued a four-and-a-half-year course of study almost exclusively focused on mathematics and engineering subject matter. However, a small portion of their credits can come from non-technical subjects, and foreign language courses comprise a large percentage of these non-technical credits. KTH has its own language center, the Unit for Language and Communication, offering courses in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Japanese and Mandarin, as well as Swedish for foreign exchange students and native speakers. 



The vast majority of KTH students (11,000 undergraduates) do not continue their study of English at the tertiary level. In the academic year 2002-2003, 228 students attended an optional course in Technical English. Students were placed in courses at three different levels on the basis of their results on an online placement test of English grammar, writing and vocabulary. The test was developed by language unit staff (specifically Sandra Brunsberg) and has been validated by more than ten years of use. 43 students were placed at the lower intermediate level (placement test score 20-45), 128 at the upper intermediate level (test score 46-70), and 36 at the advanced level (test score 71-100). In addition, 21 students studied at a combined lower-intermediate/upper-intermediate level course (test score 20-70) for students in the three-year programs of the College of Engineering.


Oral presentations in language classes


One of the major requirements of all upper-level language classes at KTH is an oral presentation, usually about ten minutes long. The presentation receives a grade that forms a significant part of the final grade. Students are prepared for the presentations through in-class lectures in presentation technique and with reading material, and, in some classes, are given the opportunity to make a shorter presentation beforehand. The presentations generally take place toward the end of the term-long course, when students have already undergone roughly 36 hours of class time and have had time to improve the fluency of their English through various in-class exercises, among which are group presentations of a lighter nature. 


The presentation subject matter is to be technical, yet not so difficult as to impede successful explanation to the audience, which is composed of the teacher and classmates, most of whom have different engineering specializations. Examples of subject matter from the corpus range from low-tech talks about the history of lighthouses, through average-level explanations of the way a DVD is written and played back, to discussions about the neurological characteristics of Alzheimer’s disease. Students are encouraged, but generally not required, to use multimedia support for their presentations. A majority of students in the classes in Technical English use presentation software to prepare visual material and a laptop/projector combination to show it. Some teachers make video recordings of the presentations for later viewing and analysis. All students are given extensive feedback on their presentations, in the form of written commentary from the other students (peer review) and oral evaluation, including a grade, from the teacher. 


1.19.3 Recording and transcription of presentation database

Students in four different Technical English classes were asked whether they were willing to be recorded for the database. These four classes (of 11 possible) were chosen primarily for the creation of a representative spectrum in language ability and secondarily on the basis of convenience in data collection.  An effort was made to record every willing student in each class but this was sometimes impaired by scheduling conflicts or equipment failure. Students were given the option of declining to be recorded, but only one student asked to be excluded from the study. A total of 38 recordings were made. Three recordings were subsequently lost due to mismanagement. Seven students who had a native language other than Swedish were recorded but their presentations have not been transcribed or included as part of the final corpus, because they are likely to have an educational background that differs from the average Swedish student and because of the effect of the native language on pronunciation skills and vocabulary knowledge. This left a collection of recordings of 28 Swedish natives, of which there were 11 females and 17 males, roughly reflecting the general ratio between male and female students studying language at KTH. The mean age of these students was 25.5, sd 2.6. After being recorded, at the end of the course, students were given a form explaining the goals of the research project and asking for their signed permission to use the recordings for research purposes. This document also gathered other information as to the amount of extra exposure the student had had to English, such as foreign study.

Other data

The following data was collected for each presentation recording: the student’s name and initials, score on the placement test, age and sex, the course the student was attending, the title of the presentation, the type of visual support if any, the teacher’s grade on the presentation, and whether the student had spent lengthy time in an English-speaking country.

Peer review forms 


Additional data about the presentations was gathered from two classes, Lower Intermediate English and Advanced Technical English. While students in all four classes filled out peer review forms, these forms were normally given directly to the student presenter and not saved by the teacher. Students in these two groups, however, used a special peer response form and allowed me to make a copy of it. These forms asked the audience to give quantifiable feedback about how they experienced specific aspects of the speaker’s presentation, for example speaking rate and vocabulary. 


Equipment and data storage


All recordings were made with a Sony MZ-R30 portable MiniDisc recorder and a small TCM110 tie-pin omni-directional microphone clipped to the student’s shirt. Copies of the recordings were made by transferring the MiniDisc files to computer sound files using the program Swell with a sampling frequency of 16000 Hz. Each presentation was saved as a separate sound file.

Transcription 


All presentations were orthographically transcribed. A sample transcription is presented in Appendix 3. Questions or interruptions made by others present in the room were not included in the transcription; nor were the questions and answers following most presentations. Numbers and dates were represented not with digits but with letters. Filled pauses were transcribed with the combination of letters that best represented the sound (eh, ah, uh, uhm etc.). Words that were started but not completed were represented as such. Words that were mispronounced due to the substitution of one English phoneme for another were transcribed using the letter or letters representing the phoneme used; for example, a number of speakers occasionally said ‘yust’ instead of ‘just’. Words that were otherwise mispronounced, for example by the incorrect placement of lexical stress, were identified by using a bold font. Words that were so unclearly pronounced as to leave uncertainty as to the speaker’s intention were identified by using an italic font, but these cases were extremely few. Clear cases of reduction to the expressions gonna, wanna, and dunno were transcribed as such.


1.20 Analysis of pronunciation errors in presentation speech

1.20.1 Introduction


A hypothesis to be tested by recording this database was that Swedish university students are fluent speakers of English who generally produce English phonemes without any significant difficulties. Pronunciation problems can, however, arise in the production of polysyllabic words that are familiar to students mostly in written form. In the previous chapter we saw that when these students read an unfamiliar, complicated scientific text, they produced a high frequency of errors in lexical stress. A particular question was whether students could correctly pronounce words of a general academic nature. The questions to be answered by a preliminary study of the database of presentation speech were twofold:


· How frequent are phonemic errors in Swedish English as produced by university students?


· Do they show any special difficulty with specifically ‘academic’ vocabulary?


In this study, the categorization of pronunciation errors relies on the work of Norell (1991) and the categorization of academic vocabulary relies on the work of Coxhead (2000). Norell tested eleven typically Swedish pronunciation errors by investigating native-speaker reactions in terms of recognition, intelligibility and attitude. The errors she tested are shown in Table 2.  She found that the most serious errors in terms of negative perception and intelligibility involve the phonemes /ʤ/, /w/and /j/. 

2Table . The eleven typically Swedish pronunciation errors tested for native-speaker reactions by Norell (1991).


		Letter or 


sound

		Error

		Phoneme


substitution

		Key word



		<v>

		realized as

		[w]

		village



		<y>

		realized as

		[ʤ]

		young



		<j>

		realized as

		[j]

		junction



		<e+r>

		realized as

		[æ]

		cherry



		/z/

		realized as

		[s]

		cause



		/ʒ/

		realized as

		[s]

		collision



		/ɪ/, /iː/

		pronounced too close

		

		police



		/d/

		pronounced too dentally

		

		day



		/t/

		pronounced too dentally

		

		route



		[ɫ]

		pronounced [l]

		

		canal



		[ə]

		not reduced

		

		complain






One of the characteristics of Swedish-accented English is devoicing of /z/; in Norell’s study, this error was consistently rated neither as hindering intelligibility nor as causing negative perceptions of the speaker. It was the least serious error in her study, and furthermore, the /s/-/z/ distinction carries a low functional load in English. Devoicing of /z/, though common, and though strictly speaking a pronunciation error, was therefore not counted in this study. Nor does the analysis consider possible vocalic errors. Norell looked at three Swedish-accented vowels, of which one was characterized as a phonemic difference and two were sub-phonemic; none of the three were found to significantly affect intelligibility. Furthermore, because vowel realizations differ so widely among the many varieties of English that Swedish students are exposed to, it is difficult to say when a particular vowel pronunciation should be counted as an error.


The particularly ‘academic’ vocabulary identified in the database was based on Coxhead’s academic word list (2000). This word list was created to identify the vocabulary that is most necessary to know for successful comprehension of reading material and lectures in an English-speaking university environment. Working from a corpus of 3.5 million words of cross-disciplinary academic texts, Coxhead first excluded the most frequent 2000 wordsTPF
FPT, and then identified the words that appeared with a frequency of more than 10% in the remainder of the corpus. There were 570 words that met the 10% frequency requirement, and they make up the academic word list (AWL). 

1.20.2 Method 


Material 


Because this study was performed before the entire database had been recorded, the speech material analyzed consists of the first eleven recorded presentations. All of the speakers were native Swedish speakers (seven male and four female) between the ages of 22 and 30, and all were students of mine in the same intermediate course. The eleven presentations represent 100 minutes of speech and 13,471 words.


Pronunciation errors


Mispronunciations were counted by carefully and repeatedly listening to the recordings. Mispronounced words were analyzed as to whether they were due to a phoneme substitution presumably caused by native language transfer, and these phonemic errors were counted. Another possible cause of mispronunciation was presumed ignorance of the word’s pronunciation, caused by unfamiliarity with the word or by difficult spelling. These latter errors were called lexical errors and were further divided into errors caused by stress problems: for example opponent pronounced as /oʊpəˡnent/ or problems stemming from opaque orthography: for example, weight pronounced as white. 

Lexical classification


The transcripts were prepared for lexical classification by removing filled pauses, hyphenated phrases, unfinished words, and proper nouns, and were then processed using the lexical frequency program Range (Nation and Heatley 2003) to quantify and identify words according to their frequencies in the corpus of academic English as determined by Coxhead.

 

1.20.3 Results


Table 3 shows a classification of the types of pronunciation error in the corpus. The most frequent phonemic error was substitution of /d/ for /δ/ in function words. This is a feature of many English dialects and while stigmatized, is not as serious an error (Jenkins 2000) as the next-frequent phoneme substitution, which was the substitution of /j/ for /ʤ/. Difficulties with /θ/, /ʧ/ and /w/ accounted for the remainder of phonemic errors, for a total of 50 tokens (total number of instances) and 21 types (number of different words where the errors appeared). Errors at the lexical level accounted for 37 tokens and 28 types. All together, the eleven speakers mispronounced only 49 different words. The number of errors (in terms of word types) per student ranged from 0 to 12, with a mean of 4, sd 3.6. 


The classification according to lexical frequency showed that 85.4% of the words in the database came from the most common 1000 word families of academic English and 5.3% from the second most common 1000 words (i.e. the 2000 words excluded from the AWL).  2.4% came from the academic word list. The list of the 87 mispronounced words was compared with the list of ‘academic’ words produced by Range. Only 13 tokens coincided, representing 7 types of words. Nine of these mispronunciations were due to phonemic problems and only four due to the incorrect placement of lexical stress. These four words were: access, capacity, component, and contribute, realized as /ækˡses/, /ˡkæpəsɪti/, /ˡkʌmpənənt/, and /ˡkantrɪbjut/. 



"/>
Table 3. Pronunciation errors in 13,471-word corpus of Swedish presentation English, excluding /z/-/s/ and vowels.


		Pronunciation error

		tokens

		types



		/δ/realized as [d]

		20

		3



		/ʤ/ realized as [j]

		15

		7



		/θ/realized as [t], [f], or [s]

		7

		5



		 /ʧ/ realized as [ʃ]

		4

		3



		/v/ confused with /w /

		4

		3



		Subtotal phonemic errors

		50

		21



		Misplaced stress

		15

		14



		Other lexical errors

		22

		14



		Subtotal lexical errors

		37

		28



		Total

		87

		49






Discussion


The results of this study show that that while Swedish student presentation speech can be characterized as accented, serious pronunciation errors were extremely few. Confusion within the pairs /ʤ/ ↔ /j/ and /w/ ↔ /v/ was present to some extent in the corpus, and these errors are judged negatively by native speakers (Norell 1991). The lower number of different types of words containing phonemic errors indicates their recurring appearance in high-frequency words such as the, just and very, indicating potential problems of fossilization for some speakers.  However, unlike the immigrant engineers who participated in the study described in Chapter 3, these young native Swedish speakers would not seem to need the type of phonemic training that can be provided by speech-recognition-based pronunciation programs. If errors in the pronunciation of /δ/are discounted, the students are just as likely to make mistakes at the lexical level (e.g. saying white instead of weight) as at the phonemic level, and ASR-based feedback would have difficulty detecting and helping students with this.


It is important for the intermediate-advanced learner to be able to confidently articulate words that may be more familiar in writing than in speech. I had expected to find more examples of misplaced lexical stress in words from the academic word list. It may be that for these students, problems with stress placement appear for words with a lower frequency than those of the AWL. Another possibility is that students simply avoid words whose pronunciation they are unsure of, though the format of the formal, graded oral presentation, where technical content must be explained, should be appropriate to the goal of pushing students to use their most sophisticated vocabulary. 



There is some evidence that students avoided words:


They were known as com—as eh good seafarers


because that’s the legal—eh, the smallest amount of time


where the avoided words, competent and minimum, are Swedish-English cognates that potentially differ in stress placement. There was also some evidence, however, that they tried to use more advanced words:


and this process will turn—eh convert—eh the sugar


the word comes fro—uh originates from the Latin.


Words from the academic word list accounted for 2.4% of the total words in this database. Unfortunately, this figure cannot be compared with other studies of lexical frequency in spoken English, because such studies have not yet been publishedTPF
FPT. However, Laufer and Nation (1995) looked at AWL frequencies from writing samples of English L2 university students, finding mean frequencies of 3.6% for lower intermediate students and 8% for advanced students. It is well known that writing is more lexically dense than speech. A possible methodological problem with this study is the suitability of using frequency lists generated from writing on speech, even in formal-register speech. However, until appropriate studies of spoken academic English are conducted, the tools currently available must be used 



This investigation looked at what characterized the pronunciation and lexicon of the presentations as a whole. However, the database was composed of speech from eleven individuals, and data has also been calculated by speaker. Inter-speaker variation is another interesting path to pursue, but is beyond the scope of this thesis. It can be mentioned, however, that a modest correlation (.49) was found between the percentage of academic word list words used and the global quality of the presentation as marked on a three-point scale.


1.21 Conclusions


This pilot study looked both at the nature of the vocabulary used in student oral presentations and the way it is pronounced. It found that 90.7% of the lexicon of non-native student oral production, as represented in presentation speech, comes from the most frequent 2000 word families of academic English, and that 2.4% comes from a set of words that have been characterized as specifically ‘academic’. Estimates of native speakers who have completed a high school education place their vocabulary knowledge in the range of 30,000 words (Crystal 1995). It would be very interesting to be able to compare these non-native student presentations with native-speaker presentations in order to see to what extent the non-native speakers are using a relatively impoverished vocabulary. Chapter 10 will return briefly to the question of evaluating lexical choices in the context of presentation speech.


The primary goal of the study was to understand the nature of Swedish-native pronunciation errors in semi-spontaneousTPF
FPT technical English. Few pronunciation errors were found. In her study of English use between intermediate speakers of different native languages, Jenkins (2000) analyzed eight hours of recordings (five times the amount of this study) to find 40 examples of communicative breakdown due to phonological error. This indicates that researchers who look to find errors in naturally occurring learner language need to be prepared to analyze very large amounts of data to find the errors. If the commonly-occurring devoicing of /z/ is discounted on the basis of previous research and the grounds that its low functional load means that it seldom impedes intelligibility, a pronunciation error rate of less than .5% was found in this corpus of presentation speech. 



The results of this study indicate that this learner group would be little helped by a CALL system using speech recognition to give feedback on the segmental aspects of their pronunciation. I therefore turned my attention to the prosody of their presentation speech, the subject of the remainder of the thesis.


Pitch variation in 
oral presentations


1.22 Introduction 

One deficiency in using automatic speech recognition in language learning applications is that it cannot give feedback on learner intonation. The technology used to teach intonation is speech analysis, reviewed in Section 2.3.  Comparing learner pitch contours with a model contour is an approach that has been shown to benefit beginning and intermediate language learners (e.g. Bot and Mailfert 1982; Molholt 1988; Öster 1998), but it is not a method that can be automated for use by more advanced learners for a number of reasons. The primary difficulty is the necessity of having an existing ‘teacher model’ with which to make comparisons. This limits the range of what can be practiced, and also entails the learner’s adoption of the teacher’s attitude and dialect. Such imitation might be helpful to beginning learners, but can be of limited benefit in the long run (Pennington and Richards 1986). Jenkins (2000, p. 150-153) claims that speakers of international English do not need the kind of intonational training designed to make them sound like natives, and that pitch movement in English is nearly irrelevant when it comes to the setting of pedagogic priorities.  To support her opinion, Jenkins cites the impossibility of providing “cast-iron rules” connecting the use of tones to attitudinal functions in English (Dalton and Seidlhofer 1994), the lack of contribution that specific pitch movements have to intelligibility (Levis 1999), and the fact that even experienced language teachers have difficulty in detecting pitch direction—which is of course precisely the reason that the visualization of pitch contours through speech analysis can be helpful. 


There is a further, practical reason that speech analysis has been used to visualize only short utterances: if the pitch contour of a very long utterance is shown on one computer screen, many important details and movements are lost by being compressed. It also becomes even more difficult to know what parts of the contour are important to focus attention on. Nevertheless, researchers have called for the use of speech analysis to teach intonation over longer stretches of discourse (Chun 1998; Levis and Pickering 2004). 


This part of the thesis takes a new approach to the use of speech analysis in pedagogical applications and advocates looking at the distribution of the pitch data only, without visualization. With the goal of quantifying pitch variation, the raw pitch data in a corpus of oral presentations is analyzed in terms of the standard deviation of the fundamental frequencyTPF
FPT in order to detect the degree to which the speaker was varying his or her pitch over long stretches of discourse.  



The basic goal of the present study was to quantify pitch variation throughout the course of eighteen speakers’ presentations and investigate any potential relationship between use of pitch variation and language proficiency. A second goal was to gather listener ratings of the ‘liveliness’ of speech samples and speakers. If liveliness ratings could be shown to correlate with a specific pitch variation metric, then a pedagogical application for this research could be in a feedback mechanism for the prosody of public speaking that would help speakers who need guidance in achieving a more engaging speaking style. 



Chapter 7 will discuss the concept and perception of ‘liveliness’ and Chapter 10 will discuss the motivation and design of a possible feedback mechanism. The present chapter begins by examining the reasons why speakers need to vary pitch as they speak, and then moves on to look at how other researchers have attempted to quantify or manipulate the amount of pitch variation in different types of discourse. In particular, work that has analyzed the standard deviation of fundamental frequency is considered.

1.22.1 Why vary pitch?


Experimental research has shown that pitch variation makes speech more intelligible, easier to listen to, and more interesting. Laures and Bunton (2003) flattened the fundamental frequency contours of low-predictability utterances to produce monotone versions which they asked subjects to transcribe after hearing them with background noise; the versions lacking the pitch contours were significantly less intelligible. Meyer et al. (2004) also worked with utterances with a flattened FB0 Bcontour. Their research used magnetic resonance imaging to look at the brain activity of subjects listening to monotone speech, and found significant differences from the brain activity present when listening to normal speech. This would indicate that listening to monotone speech requires unusual cognitive effort. High variation in fundamental frequency is also associated with infant-directed speech, and it is hypothesized that using a lot of variation is a way of engaging and maintaining the infant’s attention (Sachs 1977; Stern et al. 1983; Fernald 1989).


Pitch variation is also a cue to a speaker’s emotional state. The standard deviation of fundamental frequency was one of twenty acoustic cues analyzed by Laukka (2004) in his thesis on the vocal expression of emotion. Not unexpectedly, it is one of the most potent cues, strongly positively correlated with the expression of happiness and with the emotional dimensions of activation and intensity. Low variation in fundamental frequency, on the other hand, is associated with clinical depression (Nilsonne 1987) and even with fear (Laukka 2004).



Linguistically, changes in pitch are used to structure and provide coherence to discourse. Pitch contrasts highlight given and new information and show relationships between different lexical and syntactic constituents at both the utterance and the topic levels of discourse (for a review of literature on intonation and discourse analysis see Wennerstrom 2001).  


1.22.2 Other work comparing the standard deviations of fundamental frequency 


Pitch variation in different types of discourse is the subject of two papers included in a volume edited by Johns-Lewis (1986). Johns-Lewis herself was interested in the difference between how speakers varied FB0 Bin “material intended for a public multiple audience (acting and reading aloud) as opposed to material intended for a private, unique audience (conversation)” (p. 209).  Johns-Lewis had five males and five females, all experienced actors, read a short text aloud, act a short text, and speak in private conversation. She calculated and published the mean and standard deviations of FB0B in these three speaking styles. Table 4 shows these results. 

4Table . Adapted results of Johns-Lewis's study of pitch variation in three discourse modes in speech of native-speaking actors.
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Johns-Lewis’s conclusions are tentative, but she maintains there is evidence that speaking in public involves a greater variation around the mean than speaking in private. A problem with her analysis, like that of other authors (e.g. Graddol 1986) in her volume, is that she looked only at the raw figures for mean and standard deviations of fundamental frequency. She would have been able to draw stronger conclusions if she had normalized the data between speakers by using a non-linear scale to measure frequency or by expressing the standard deviation as a percentage of the mean. This is necessary because the higher the mean frequency of a voice, the larger the natural standard deviation will be in normal speech, and this prohibits comparisons between speakers with low- and high-frequency voices. If this technique of dividing the standard deviation by the mean (by group of speakers) is applied to Johns-Lewis’s published results, we get the italicized values (my addition) in Table 4. 



Another way of normalizing the means and standard deviations of FB0B between speakers is to use a logarithmic rather than a linear scale to measure the frequencies. The commonly used Hertz scale is a linear one; the semitone scale is logarithmic and thus compensates for the inherent differences in male, female and child speech. Therefore the raw standard deviation in semitones can be used as a measure of variation, without conversion to percentages. Traunmüller and Eriksson (1995) used the semitone scale to test the effects of different levels of FB0B variation on the perceptions of liveliness in synthetic male, female, and child speech. Their baseline stimulus was a re-synthesized female utterance, where the standard deviation was 3 semitones. They then created six other versions of the utterance where the FB0 Bstandard deviation was from .44 semitones up to 5.37 semitones. The same scale factors were used to create corresponding stimuli for male and child voices.  Listeners evaluated the stimuli by comparing one with another and estimating the degree to which one stimulus was livelier than another.  The stimulus with the most variation was rated on average as 50% livelier than the baseline, and the stimulus with the lowest variation rated as 40% less lively than the baseline.  


The values used by Traunmüller and Eriksson for their stimuli can be converted to percentages to allow comparison with the work of Johns-Lewis and Nilsonne (1987) and to gain an understanding of the possible ranges of results when the FB0 B standard deviation of an utterance is divided by the mean of that utterance. Traunmüller and Eriksson’s seven stimuli correspond to levels of 3%, 8%, 13%, 18% (the baseline), 23%, 27%, and 31%. Nilsonne’s depressed patients spoke with a mean of about 9% standard deviation, in comparison to non-depressed people whose levels were about 18%. Johns-Lewis’s speakers, when acting, spoke with about 28% standard deviation. These values are good to keep in mind when examining the corpus of presentation speech with this approach. 

1.22.3 Measuring fundamental frequency


The semitone scale vs. the Hertz scale


This thesis measures fundamental frequency in Hertz rather than semitones for heuristic reasons. I would like users of any potential system to be able to understand roughly how it works, and since the speech analysis performed by WaveSurfer (Sjölander and Beskow 2000) and other programs measures frequency in Hertz, it seems more transparent not to begin converting values to another scale. Users without a lot of mathematical training are likely to be wary enough as it is of concepts such as standard deviation; it would complicate matters to add comprehension of logarithmic scales and decreasing auditory discrimination at higher frequencies to users without phonetic training. Normalizing standard deviation values by expressing them as percentages seems to be an adequate method of tackling the same problem, with concepts familiar to most users.  

Upper and lower boundaries for extracting FB0B.


Pitch extraction for this analysis was performed using ESPS in WaveSurfer. The default range for the pitch contour is set by WaveSurfer at between 60 and 400 Hz, but the upper and lower settings can be changed according to the speaker’s voice characteristics. Finding the optimal ranges for a large group of speakers was a challenge encountered in the study. Ideally a new range could be set for each speaker, but this interfered with the concept of an easily used product that could be used by anyone, as long as they told the system whether they were male or female. A first run of pitch extraction on the presentation recordings was performed with a very low base setting of 25 Hz for both males and females, with upper settings of 400 and 500 Hz, respectively. A second run was performed at 60-400 Hz for males and 120-500 Hz for females; these are the values presented below. Pitch extraction for females was also performed with a third range: 75-600 Hz. Sections 6.3.3 and 7.2.1 look at how the different ranges affected the pitch extraction, and Chapter 9 returns to the question of how to set the pitch extraction boundaries in a more principled manner. 



It is important to point out that the issue of boundary settings may have had a bigger effect on the data than the fact that the normalization was accomplished by conversion to percentages instead of conversion to the semitone scale. The larger the pitch extraction range, the larger the potential standard deviation in either scale of measurement, and since the range for females needed to be larger than for males, comparisons between males and females need to be made with caution. On the other hand, as we will see, the females appeared to use less pitch variation than the males did.  

1.23 Calculating the pitch variation quotient, PVQ  


1.23.1 Material


A corpus of 18 oral presentations was created from the database of 28 recordings described in the previous chapter. The criteria for inclusion in this corpus were the student’s sex, first language, and score on the placement test in English. The goal was to have gender-balanced groups of six intermediate, six upper-intermediate, and six advanced students (c.f. section 5.1.2), all native speakers of Swedish. Because there were only eleven recordings of females, the males were chosen to match in score the nine females who could be placed in one of the three groups. Table 5 summarizes information about the speakers. Group A had placement scores from 50 to 58, Group B from 61 to 70, and Group C from 80 to 90. Students in groups A and B attended two different intermediate classes, 2 and 3, and students in group C studied the same course in Advanced Technical English (4). For the purposes of comparison with other student groups, it is useful to provide estimations of student competence in the Council of Europe’s Common Framework of Reference (Council 2001). The students in groups A and B could be placed in Council group B2, and the students in group C in the upper ranges of Council group C1. 

5Table . The 18 speakers who make up the corpus analyzed for prosody.
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The recordings were prepared for analysis by editing away interruptions in the presentations due to equipment problems, long pauses of 10 seconds or more, or question-and-answer interchanges. To enable smoother handling of the large quantity of data, the 7-10-minute long recordings were divided into 30-second long segments stored as separate sound files.


1.23.2 The PVQ metric

Each 30-second sound file was processed using WaveSurfer’s ESPS speech analysis function. The pitch contour produced for each file was visually inspected for evidence of analysis problems caused by pitch doublings or from extra-linguistic events such as laughs, coughs or ambient noise like that of scraping chairs. The locations of these errors on the timescale were noted. When the values were exported from WaveSurfer to a spreadsheet program, the cells corresponding to the erroneous values could be easily found and deleted. It was also necessary to make deletions in the spreadsheet for all cells containing a value of zero, from unvoiced segments and silence.



Speech segments of 30 seconds, 15 seconds, and 10 seconds in length were investigated as potential units for data analysis. 30 seconds was rejected as containing too much data to allow localization of particularly interesting pitch movement. Lengths of 15 seconds seemed at first to be an appropriate amount of speech to analyze, but in the end were rejected as being too long to make judgments about in the perception test described in the next chapter. Shorter lengths than 10 seconds, on the other hand, risked being composed of mostly silent pause time, since it is not uncommon for pauses in a presentation to be longer than 3 or 4 seconds. Finally, a unit of 10 seconds was chosen as a good unit for data analysis because it was enough time to guarantee the inclusion of a fair amount of speech at normal pausing rates.


For each ten seconds of speech, the mean and standard deviations of FB0B were calculated and then the percentage value by dividing the local (i.e. of the 10 second segment) standard deviation by the local mean. For example, a standard deviation of 21 and a mean frequency of 115 (a male voice) yielded a value of .183; a standard deviation of 36 and a mean frequency of 195 (a female voice) yielded a value of .185. To simplify the following discussion, this value is termed the PVQ, for pitch variation quotient. 



It should be noted that the PVQ is a metric that is very sensitive to values that are distant from the mean. Sometimes these values have been erroneously extracted, and finding them in WaveSurfer’s visual presentation and then deleting them from the spreadsheet was important. Figure 18 shows an example of a pitch extraction error, where a lengthy vocal creak was analyzed as up above 500 Hz. Deleting these values caused the PVQ of the surrounding 10-second sample to drop from .35 to .06. 

F0 contour


spectrogram


waveform




Figure 18. An example of the kinds of pitch extraction errors that needed to be deleted for the PVQ value to be accurate. The circled portion comes from a low-frequency vocal creak.



With this method, the PVQ was calculated for every ten seconds of speech for up to ten minutes of speech for each of the 18 presentations. This yielded a database of 986 values for the entire corpus, and up to 60 values for each subject, depending on whether the student spoke for 10 minutes or less.  


1.24 Results


The standard deviations, mean fundamental frequencies, and PVQs for all ten-second segments in the 18 presentations can be found in Appendix 4.


1.24.1 Male and female PVQ values

The distribution of PVQ values for all individual 10-second samples in the corpus is shown in Figure 19. For both males and females, the minimum values in the corpus are about .06. The maximum values for males are above .30, while female values reach just above .25. The mean value for males was .155, and the mean for females .145. These mean PVQ values for males and females are significantly different, z = 5.65, p < .01. 
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Figure 19. Distribution of PVQ values for all 10-second samples in presentation corpus. 492 samples for males and 494 for females.



The range of these PVQ values extracted from natural speech is compatible with the range of values synthesized and tested by Traunmüller and Eriksson, particularly in the upper reaches. No 10-second sample had as low as their pure monotone, with a PVQ of .03, but the highest values are about the same, PVQ .31. 

1.24.2 PVQ over time


Plotting the progression of PVQ through the whole presentation gives an idea of how the speaker used his or her voice from beginning to end.  Figure 20 shows examples of how PVQ develops over time for three of the recordings in the corpus. Each point represents the PVQ for one ten-second segment of speech. These speakers begin at a PVQ level near .20, a level which has decreased at the end of the first 30 seconds of their talk. For two of the speakers, the initial PVQ level is an above-average level, perhaps indicating an attempt to grab the attention of the audience with a dynamic beginning. Speaker 13, however, shows a trend toward higher levels in the middle of his talk, levels which then taper off toward the end. 
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Figure 20. Examples of the development of PVQ over time
 for three of the speakers.

1.24.3 
Effects of different pitch extraction boundaries


Showing PVQ over time as measured by different pitch extraction settings in one speaker provides an illustration of how the different sets of pitch extraction boundaries affected the results. Figure 21 shows the differences in one female speaker (Speaker 10). 
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Figure 21. The PVQ values over time for one female speaker. Pitch extraction performed with three different sets of upper and lower boundaries.



This speaker starts off her presentation with a lot of pitch variation, but the levels generally sink as she proceeds through her talk, which lasted quite a bit longer than the ten minutes it was supposed to. She was perhaps unable to continue at the high level of engagement she started with. The measurements from the different pitch extraction settings follow each other in general, with the lowest PVQ values coming from the setting with the smallest range. In most cases the peaks and valleys follow each other, but not always. For example, the third-highest peak from the 25-500 measurement becomes a below-average value in the 120-500 measurement, and then again a peak in the 75-600 measurement. This is because the pitch extractions that caused the high PVQ fell below the 120 Hz cutoff point in the second measurement. However, pitch points outside the boundaries do not account entirely for the differences between measurements. It also appears that the pitch extraction in WaveSurfer behaved differently depending on the size of the pitch range in which it was searching.  



This concludes, at this point, the discussion of the contributions of different pitch parameter boundaries. The results published in the rest of the chapter come from the second pitch extraction, for females 120-500 Hz and for males 60-400 Hz. 


1.24.4 Relation to teacher comments on presentation



The teacher in the advanced course (Group C) gave detailed written feedback on the students’ presentations, containing in most cases specific comments about prosody. Figure 22 shows the variation over time of PVQ for two Group C students, both males. Just as in the entire corpus, values on this chart range from .06 to nearly .35. 
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Figure 22. The development of PVQ over time for 
two males from Group C, the advanced students.



Speaker 14 received positive feedback on his intonation. He was told he had “very good projection and modulation,” “accurate projection and varied intonation,” and “confident delivery, easy to hear and follow.” His PVQ values vary widely around a mean of .23. Speaker 17, on the other hand, whose PVQ line moves along the bottom of the graph and who has a mean value of just over half that of Speaker 14, was told that his delivery was “a little deadpan” and that his presentation would be improved by showing “more enthusiasm.” Figure 24 shows how a typical pitch contour for speaker 17 appears as a series of nearly flat lines, while a typical contour for his classmate Speaker 14 (Figure 23) rises and falls. 


“


the divergence


”




Figure 23. Speech analysis of Speaker 14's utterance "the divergence", showing waveform (top), spectrogram (middle), and F0 contour (bottom). The speaker places emphasis on the second syllable of 'divergence'.
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why is voice over IP interesting? 





Figure 24. Speech analysis of Speaker 17's utterance "why is voice over IP interesting?", showing waveform (top), spectrogram (middle), and F0 contour (bottom). Speaker 17's pitch contours are often very flat.



Interestingly, Speaker 14 was the only speaker in the corpus to rely entirely on illustrating his presentation by drawing on a whiteboard instead of using prepared visual material. 


1.24.5 Mean PVQ per speaker


The mean PVQ for the whole presentation is a way of characterizing speakers. It is a robust value, reflecting up to 60 PVQ measurements depending on how long the speaker spoke. The mean values per speaker in this corpus of 18 presentations range from a low of .113 to a high of .235, with a mean of .150. An open question addressed by this investigation was whether there would be a relationship between language proficiency and pitch variation in presentation delivery. There appears to be a relationship for the nine females in the corpus, but not for the nine males or for the group as a whole. Figure 25 plots mean PVQ per speaker against the speaker’s score in English proficiency on the in-house placement test. There is only a weak (r = .42) correlation between language proficiency and PVQ for the males and females together.  For the nine females alone, however, the Pearson correlation coefficient of .83 is significant (p < .01).  
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Figure 25. Mean pitch variation quotient per speaker in relation to proficiency in English as measured by the KTH placement test. 


1.25 
 Discussion of PVQ values


1.25.1 In relation to previous research


Chapter 6 began by discussing a number of previous studies that looked at the standard deviations of fundamental frequency in short segments of elicited or synthetic speech. Experimental work has shown that large variation in pitch is associated with lively speech (Traunmüller and Eriksson 1995), with the active expression of happiness (Laukka 2004), and with an extra effort to gain the attention of the listener, as evidenced by studying acted texts (Johns-Lewis 1986) or infant-directed speech (Stern et al. 1983). 



 This study has looked at the standard deviations of FB0 Bin freely produced natural speech in a relatively large corpus of about three hours of speech. In the corpus, the PVQ values of 10-second segments of spontaneous monologue can have values as low as .06 and as high as .34. The native speakers in Johns-Lewis’s (1986) study of pitch variation in different kinds of discourse had PVQ values between .25 and .30 in the 30 seconds of speech intended for a public audience, the reading aloud and acting conditions (see Table 4). Only two of the speakers (both very proficient) in the present study achieved mean PVQ values above .20 (Figure 25). This may be related to their speaking experience, to the length of time they were speaking, or to the appropriateness of such levels in the oral presentation situation. However, what is important is that many speakers did achieve such levels from time to time. Their contribution to the impression of speaker engagement is reflected in positive teacher comments on intonation. 



At the lower end of the scale of potential PVQs, there is the finding of Nilsonne (1987) that values of around .09 - .11 are associated with the speech of clinically depressed people. Furthermore, Johns-Lewis suggested that lower levels of pitch variation characterized private conversation rather than what is appropriate in addressing an audience. A good deal of speech in the corpus is at the level of a PVQ of about .10, and while it is probably acceptable to speak with such little pitch variation from time to time, if these levels are maintained over a longer period the effect could be damaging to the impression the speaker is conveying to the audience. The speaking style of the highly proficient speaker whose mean was .12 was criticized as being lifeless. 

1.25.2 Gender differences


This project did not set out to investigate differences in the ways males and females use pitch variation. It is an interesting question, but basically outside of the scope of a thesis focusing on second language use. Because the PVQ values are dependent on the pitch extraction settings, and because it is necessary to use different settings for males and females, comparisons must be interpreted with caution, because the optimal settings for each sex are not yet known. It does seem, however, that the two groups in this corpus are different, with males using more variation than females. This is consistent with the findings of Henton (1989), who compiled the results of seventeen different studies where authors had published pitch ranges for many subjects. Henton converted all the published results to semitones in order to compare males and females. She found that when data are normalized, “males generally have a greater pitch range [which she equates with variability] than females have” (Henton 1989: 302), though the difference is slight. She contrasts this finding with popular beliefs and descriptions of female voices as being ‘swoopy’ or ‘shrill’. 


PVQ was significantly correlated with language ability for the female speakers in the corpus but not for the male speakers. Though this could lead to the conclusion that confidence using a second language is an important factor in allowing female speakers to modulate their voices better, the results at this point should be interpreted with caution, awaiting studies where more than nine speakers of each sex can be studied, and more advanced students included. 


1.25.3 Pedagogical implications


The pedagogical implications of this study will be considered at length in Chapter 10. At this point it is sufficient to discuss what this technique for using speech analysis software can contribute to the study of discourse intonation.  



Many of the high PVQ files, above the level of .20, were examples of speakers successfully using pitch contrasts to structure the content of their presentation when introducing items in a series or moving from an old topic to a new one. High PVQ was also evident when speakers chose to illustrate points on a blackboard, and of course when they showed extra enthusiasm for their topic. Speakers who rarely or never reached these levels were probably not making use of the potential of their pitch range to structure their linguistic message. 


On the other hand, a few of the samples with high PVQ were due to speakers using large pitch variation for other reasons. For example, pitch resets caused by disfluencies or nervousness could lead to high PVQ values, though when the lower pitch extraction boundary was raised from 25 Hz this effect was diminished. A few of the speakers, most of them female, had a habit of speaking with high rises at the end of an utterance, which would contribute to a high PVQ though the speech could well be interpreted as uncertain or as eliciting feedback. 



Another factor obscuring the potential value of the PVQ variable is the effect of transfer of Swedish prosodic patterns. Some of the samples with high PVQs contained Swedish names uttered as they should be intoned in Swedish, with large pitch movement. A few of the lower-proficiency speakers at times transferred Swedish word-accent patterns, resulting in accented intonation. However, in this group of student speakers, clear examples of this kind of transfer were very rare, and they would not need to use speech analysis to learn to eradicate such features from their English. As novice public speakers, on the other hand, it is possible that at least some of them could benefit more from feedback that quantified the amount of pitch variation they used throughout the delivery of an oral presentation. 


Ratings of 
speaker liveliness

1.26 Introduction


Non-native English language students at advanced levels have instructional needs that do not always differ greatly from the needs of native students of English. Whether American or Swedish, students of engineering, for example, need to learn how to write reports and deliver effective oral presentations. This chapter initiates a focus on the delivery of oral presentations, in this case by non-native speakers, but with implications for the teaching of presentation skills to native-speaking English students as well. 


Any number of popular manuals on public speaking (e.g. Lamerton 2001; Davis 2004; Grandstaff 2004) advise speaking with a lively voice that varies in intonation. The word ‘lively’ means, if one consults Merriam-Webster, ‘briskly alert and energetic’ and ‘imparting spirit and vivacity.’ Collins COBUILD dictionary associates liveliness primarily with enthusiasm. According to the public speaking manuals, a lively voice is achieved by consciously modifying the prosodic dimensions of loudness, pitch and tempo. Intonational modification helps the audience understand the content of the message. By pausing before moving to a new point, for example, and then raising pitch as one starts to speak, a speaker helps listeners orient themselves in the flow of information. An important side effect of helping listeners in this way is the maintenance of listener focus on the message, so that their attention does not wander. Lively speakers should avoid using one intonational pattern utterance after utterance, and provide a visual dimension, with the contribution of facial and body gestures.


The discussion of PVQ values presented in Section 6.4 raised a number of questions as to what speakers are conveying when they use different levels of pitch variation in their presentation speech. This chapter reports on the results of two experiments where the perceptions of speech samples with varying levels of PVQ were tested. The primary focus is on the relationship between PVQ and perceptions of liveliness, with the conceived application of such a relationship being the development of automatic methods for showing public speakers whether they are speaking with lively or dull voices. A secondary focus of the experiments was to search for relationships between PVQ levels and impressions of accentedness, fluency, confidence, and enthusiasm.  


1.27 Method

1.27.1 Liveliness test 


The hypothesis to be tested in the perception of liveliness test was that speech with higher PVQ would be perceived as livelier speech. Other questions to be examined were whether listeners would distinguish between high- and low-PVQ samples from the same speaker, and how they would rank speakers with different mean PVQ levels.


Selection of test material


Nine ten-second samples of speech per speaker, comprising three of the speaker’s low-PVQ, three mid-PVQ, and three high-PVQ samples, were selected as test files. If any of the nine selected files contained a pause that was longer than four seconds, it was substituted by another for two reasons: one, that the PVQ value was less stable when it represented less speech, and two, that judges should not be rating a speech sample that consisted of nearly 50% silence. Figure 26 shows how the sample selection worked for one speaker. 
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Figure 26. The three low-PVQ, three mid-PVQ, and three high-PVQ speech samples of one speaker selected to use in the liveliness test. Some of the potential high and low files were rejected because of a pause > 4s. 



It should be noted here that the selection of the test files for the female speakers was based on PVQ values from the third pitch extraction, which used wide boundaries for female pitch: 75-600 Hz. At the time the test was constructed, these boundaries appeared to best capture fundamental frequency for the nine female speakers. However, when these PVQ values showed almost no correlation with the liveliness ratings, the PVQ values derived from the second pitch extraction, at 120-500 Hz were tested as possible correlates. These correlations were much better, possibly because the smaller range produced more stable readings. They are the PVQ values finally used. This does not affect the validity of the experiment but it does unfortunately mean that the distribution of testing three low, three high, and three mid PVQ values does not necessarily hold for all female speakers, because of shifting positions depending on the pitch extraction settings used (c.f. Figure 21).   



Each speaker was thus represented by one and a half minutes of speech in nine separate stimuli, giving 81 stimuli to rate for each sex. Figure 27 shows the distribution of all of the PVQ values in the liveliness perception test. 
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Figure 27. Distribution of PVQ values in the 81 male samples and 81 female samples selected for the liveliness perception test.



Design of test


Separate liveliness tests for males and females were prepared using Visor from the Spruce package (Granqvist 2003). The judges were presented with a randomized collection of stimuli icons on the right part of a computer screen and were instructed to listen to each stimulus and then move it to the left of the screen where there was an undivided scale whose endpoints were ‘lively’ and ‘monotone’ (Figure 28). Instructions for this test are given in Appendix 5. The judges could listen to the stimuli as many times as they wanted to and move the icons as many times as they wished. They were instructed to try to disregard impressions of speaker proficiency and focus on qualities of engagement and liveliness. The tests took between 30 minutes and one and one half hours to complete. The judges completed the male and female tests on different days, in randomized order. 

(This text can be found in Appendix 5)




Figure 28. Screenshot of the interface for the liveliness test. .



Judges 

The judges were eight (two male, six female) university teachers of English, who were natives of Britain (2), Sweden (2), USA, Brazil, Germany and Turkey. None of the judges were speech researchers, nor were they aware of the variable under investigation. None of the teachers were specialists in teaching pronunciation, but three of them had extensive experience in teaching presentation skills.

1.27.2 Ratings of accent, fluency, confidence and enthusiasm 


A second pair of tests obtained complementary ratings of each speaker, to test the possible contributions of foreign accent and speaker affect to the PVQ variable. A goal here was to determine whether any speakers who had high PVQ might be using Swedish intonational patterns instead of English ones, and in that way using pitch variation that was more appropriate to Swedish than to English. Another question under investigation was the relationship between PVQ and perceptions of speaker confidence and enthusiasm. The judges were the same as for the liveliness tests. 

Material 


For this test, the raters listened to one 30-second segment of speech per speaker and rated it on four qualities. The part of the presentation between 3.5 and 4 minutes was chosen for all speakers except two who had abnormal events, such as reading a lengthy citation, in this segment; for these two speakers, the segment between 3 and 3.5 minutes was chosen. This segment of speech was used because at this point in the presentation most of the speakers had settled into a speaking style that reflected their habits throughout the presentation.

Design


In this test the judges were presented with one icon per speaker (in a randomized presentation) which they were to sort into four different rating boxes. In order to do this, it was necessary for them to make three extra copies of each icon, and, as before, place the icon by clicking and dragging it. The endpoints of the sorting boxes were:  Accentedness: native-like prosody/Swedish-like prosody; Fluency: fluent/disfluent; Enthusiasm: enthusiastic/bored; Confidence: confident/nervous.




Figure 29. Screenshot of the interface for the ratings of accent, fluency, confidence and enthusiasm.


1.28 
Results of perception of 
liveliness test

1.28.1 Mean PVQs of test samples


The method for selecting the test samples did not assure that the mean PVQ of the test samples would be exactly the same as the mean PVQ of the whole presentation. Table 6 shows how the values differed by speaker. The values used in the following analysis are the means of the test samples, since that is the speech the judges heard. 


6Table . The mean PVQ for the whole presentation and the mean of the nine test samples for the liveliness test, per speaker.
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1.28.2 
Perceptions of speakers

Figure 30 plots the means of the test sample PVQs per speaker against the means of the liveliness ratings of all judges per speaker. The program used to produce the perception test (see Figure 28) uses a visual scale that transforms the placement of an icon on a screen to values between 0 and 1000, which is the scale used here on the x-axis. Males are shown with filled symbols and females with unfilled symbols, with different shapes for the different proficiency groups. The Pearson correlation coefficient between the values is significant (n = 18, p <.01) and strong: .83, indicating that the PVQ metric is a reliable indicator of speaker liveliness. 
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Figure 30. Mean pitch variation quotient for nine test samples per speaker plotted against mean liveliness rating per speaker, with regression line for all speakers.


1.28.3 
Perceptions of speech samples



The composite of the liveliness ratings for the nine speech samples per speaker gives a more reliable characterization of speakers than what is available from the perception of liveliness in a single 10-second speech sample, but even at this level there is a clear relationship for both males and females. The mean liveliness ratings for all 160TPF
FPT individual test files are plotted against PVQ in Figure 31. Correlations for males are higher than for females: .70 for the males and .64 for the females. Both correlations are significant (p < .01). Generally, speech samples with low PVQ occupy the lower left-hand quadrant and samples with high PVQ occupy the upper right-hand quadrant, most noticeably a group of six samples from males of Group C. The lower right hand quadrant contains mostly squares (the most proficient group), indicating that judges could perceive them as lively even when their PVQs were not high. In contrast, speakers from groups A and B can be found at the edges of the upper left quadrant, indicating that high pitch variation was not always perceived as liveliness for these less fluent speakers. 
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Figure 31. Pitch variation quotient for 160 10-second samples of speech plotted against mean liveliness rating from panel of eight judges.


1.28.4 
Perceptions of different PVQ levels within each speaker’s samples

One of the questions to be addressed by selecting low-, mid and high-PVQ files per speaker was whether judges would be able to discern liveliness distinctions within one speaker’s presentation. The nine speech samples rated per speaker were intended to represent three distinct levels of PVQ per speaker. Figure 32 shows the mean liveliness ratings for the nine test files per male speaker, in order of rising PVQ value.  
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Figure 32. Mean liveliness rating by type of PVQ sample, males only.



Adding trendlines to this figure (Figure 33) reveals that for all speakers but one—Speaker 17— the speech with higher PVQ was perceived as livelier than the speech with lower PVQ.  
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Figure 33. Mean rating by type of sample with the addition of trend lines.


1.28.5 
 Reliability 


A reliability analysis performed on the results of the liveliness perception test gave high values for Cronbach’s alpha: .98 and .95 for the composite judgments of male and female speakers, respectively, and .94 and .90 for male and female speech samples.


Many of the judges commented that they found the liveliness rating task easier for the male speech than for the female speech, and this is shown in the results of the perception test. Table 7 shows the correlations between each judge’s liveliness ratings per speaker (the mean of the ratings of the nine samples per speaker) and the means of the PVQs of the speech that was rated. The table also shows the correlations between the liveliness ratings per speaker and the speaker’s score on the English proficiency test. 

7Table . Pearson correlations between liveliness ratings of speakers and both PVQ and English proficiency as measured by placement test, by judge.


		

		Pitch Variation

		English Proficiency



		Judge

		Males

		Females

		Males

		Females



		1

		.86**

		.77**

		.47

		.87**



		2

		.95**

		.75**

		.40

		.84**



		3

		.88**

		.38

		.52

		.57



		4

		.91**

		.68*

		.41

		.72*



		5

		.87**

		.61*

		.63*

		.71*



		6

		.88**

		.69*

		.59*

		.80*



		7

		.68*

		.59*

		.32

		.56



		8

		.75*

		.67*

		.60*

		.83**





n = 9 males, 9 females


*p < .05, one tail


**p < .01, one tail




The ratings of male speakers reach a higher correlation with PVQ than the ratings of female speakers do. The differences between perceptions of males and females are even more striking when it comes to the correlations with the student’s score on the English proficiency test. The judges appear to have succeeded with the instruction to ignore questions of proficiency when rating the male speakers, since for all judges correlations with proficiency are lower than with pitch variation. The reverse is true for the ratings of female speakers, where for seven of the judges, correlations with proficiency are higher than with pitch variation. A contributing factor could be the fact that for the females in this corpus there was also a stronger relationship between PVQ and English proficiency, as was shown in Figure 25,  which would cause the values to co-vary.  

1.29 Results of ratings of accent, fluency, confidence and enthusiasm

Ratings 


Figure 34 shows the mean values of the ratings of accent, fluency, confidence and enthusiasm by speaker (a high value of accent equals native-like rather than Swedish-like prosody). For many speakers, the values are clustered together; note however the spreads in values of speakers 7, 13, 15 and 17.  Speaker 7 is perceived as fluent though accented, nervous and unenthusiastic, Speaker 13 is enthusiastic but not as fluent or confident, Speaker 15’s prosody is Swedish-like though she is fluent, confident and enthusiastic, and Speaker 17’s ratings (like his PVQ) do not match those of his classmates, particularly his enthusiasm.  
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Figure 34. Results of the perception test of affect by speaker. Speakers arranged in order of proficiency in English, with best students at right



Relationship between PVQ and four ratings


The diagrams in Figure 35 plot the mean ratings per speaker against the speaker’s mean PVQ for the presentation. The Pearson correlation coefficients when both sexes are treated together were generally not high. The strongest correlation was in the quality of enthusiasm, r = .62. This correlation is significant (p < .01). Confidence and native-ness of prosody correlated both at the level of r = .45, a value that just misses significance when p < .05. It was not expected that fluency would correlate highly with PVQ; the fluency results in relation to the speakers’ rates of speech will be analyzed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 35. Ratings for four qualities of presentation speech in relation to that speaker's mean PVQ for presentation. Diamonds represent males and squares females


Reliability


The reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) for the second sets of tests are shown in Table 8. The coefficients are considerably lower than those of the liveliness test. Judges were most in agreement over the quality of enthusiasm.  


8Table . Reliability coefficients for follow-up test rating four aspects of speech .
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Discussion 

1.29.1 Ratings of accent, confidence 
and enthusiasm 

The purpose of the tests rating accent, confidence and enthusiasm was to see if other qualities beside liveliness could be linked with pitch variation. The results show a significant correlation with the quality of enthusiasm, a quality which is in fact linked with the concept of liveliness in some, though not all definitions of the word. A speaker can have high PVQ and still not be perceived as confident, however, as shown by the ratings of Speaker 13.    



However, there may have been methodological problems with the design of this test, in that the raters sorted the speech into four categories at once (see Figure 29). They may have been affected by where they had placed an icon in one box when putting it into another box, and the fact that that they were required to make three copies of each icon by themselves only increased the risk that the placements followed each other at a horizontal level. Because of this uncertainty, the results from this test must be interpreted with caution.

1.29.2 Perception of liveliness 


The perception test of speaker liveliness was a difficult task for the raters but achieved a high level of reliability. The PVQ variable is a very good though imperfect correlate of the perception of liveliness in student presentation speech. The following sections look at the factors that could contribute to moderating the correlations between perceived liveliness and PVQ; in other words, why the overall correlation of .83 was not even higher.   


Effect of speaker proficiency


High levels of pitch variation do not always express liveliness, enthusiasm, or even well-structured discourse. In Section 6.4.3 it was pointed out that some of the high PVQ files could be characterized as having Swedish-like intonational patterns, in particular when Swedish names were included as parts of the presentation. Though the judges were instructed not to rate the speech according to the speaker’s perceived English proficiency, a few of them commented that it was difficult to rate Swedish-like intonation as lively.


Conversely, some of the speech may have been rated as lively because the judges were responding to previously-formed impressions of that speaker. The five test files that received mean liveliness ratings of above 600 and yet had PVQ below .13, found in the lower right quadrant of Figure 31, all came from the highly proficient speakers of Group C. Four of these files had been selected for the test as examples of that speaker’s lowest PVQs; in giving them relatively high ratings, the judges may have been responding to a sort of ‘halo effect’ where they rated a file highly because they had rated other files from that speaker highly.

Effect of gender

In the corpus as a whole, the males used more pitch variation than the females. Below a PVQ value of about .16, males and females in the corpus show a nearly identical distribution of values (Figure 36). Above this point, the values diverge, with males using more pitch variation than females. 
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Figure 36. All PVQ values for all 10-second samples in presentation corpus sorted by value.  492 samples for males and 494 for females.

Interestingly, a PVQ value of .16 is also a central point in Figure 31, where all the PVQ values are plotted against the mean of the liveliness ratings given to them by the panel of eight judges. The intersection of the mid-value 500 with the midpoint between the regression lines of the males and females is very close to the same point at which the male and female values diverge in Figure 36. The judges are indicating that PVQ values higher than 0.16 are perceived as being on the upper end of the lively-monotone scale, and the database indicates that males had a better ability than females to achieve these values in their speech. Furthermore, Figure 31 shows that the highest male PVQ values received correspondingly high liveliness ratings, while the highest female PVQ values did not receive the highest liveliness ratings. This explains why the PVQ variable correlates with perceptions of liveliness more strongly for samples of male speech than for female speech, leading to the questions of what does correlate with liveliness perceptions for females, and why there should be differences between the sexes. In Chapter 8 we will see that temporal variables contributed to the perception of liveliness in the female speech but not in the male speech, and at that point expand the discussion of gender differences.  


Effect of method


The 10-second speech samples used as the basis for calculating PVQ were cut consecutively from the 10-minute recordings. No attempt was made to make breaks between words or between separate utterances. This meant that some of the speech samples could contain the end of one utterance, then a pause, and then the beginning of the next utterance. If the speaker ended the first utterance at low pitch levels and then started the next utterance at high levels—a good way of using pitch to structure discourse—the effect could be high PVQ that one would still not really call ‘lively,’ however appropriate it was.  Because speakers should be encouraged to use pitch this way, this is in fact an advantage of using the hard-breaking approach to speech segmentation rather than analyzing PVQ by, for example, actual utterances between silent pauses of a certain length.

Other variables contributing to the perception of liveliness



This chapter and the previous one have analyzed pitch variation and how it is perceived. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, however, advice on public speaking says to vary the other two prosodic dimensions as well by speaking softly at some times and loudly at others, as well as faster or slower in different parts of the presentation. These effects are used skillfully by practiced public speakers such as ministers or politicians, but it could be argued that being able to achieve variation in tempo and amplitude are skills that should be learned after the ability to use pitch effectively has been acquired. However, some of the speakers in the presentation corpus who were rated as lively though their pitch variation was low may have been using amplitude variation effectively. This variable has not been investigated due to the conditions under which the speakers were recorded. In order to gather reliable measurements of loudness, speakers should be recorded using, for example, a head-mounted microphone whose distance from the mouth is kept constant. 


Speaking rate, on the other hand, can be calculated using the transcripts of the presentations. The next chapter looks at the different rates of speech used by the speakers in the corpus. 

 
Temporal measures 
in oral presentations

1.30 Introduction


This chapter examines another area of potential application for speech analysis software in the assessment of the prosody of oral presentations: feedback on temporal measures such as rate of speech. Temporal measures are of interest in this thesis for two basic reasons. The first is that they correlate very well with language proficiency (Cucchiarini et al. 2000; Kormos and Dénes 2004). Data published about speaking rates in this corpus of learner English can be of interest to other researchers in the field of spoken academic English. Secondly, within the conceptual framework of a feedback mechanism for presentation prosody (further discussed in Chapter 10), it is important to know what kinds of rates of speech are normative, and what the most salient variables for measuring them are. The effect of speaking rates on listener comprehension is an area that has been relatively well-researched experimentally (Goldman-Eisler 1961; Conrad 1989). By examining the rates of speech that speakers in a given, naturally occurring context use, some baseline target values can be established. 



An appropriate rate of speech is a vital component in making a successful oral presentation. A very slow presentation may lose the attention of the audience; however, the biggest gains to be derived from a feedback mechanism for rate of speech could well be in teaching some speakers to slow down (Lynch 1994; Davis 2004; Camiciottoli 2005). It is no use telling speakers that an appropriate speaking rate for a particular audience is, for example, about 3 syllables per second (including pause time) if you cannot then show them when they are using that rate.

1.30.1 Variables


A number of different temporal variables can be examined in the corpus of presentation speech. Primary of course is basic speaking rate, including pauses and measured as words per minute (wpm), syllables per second (sps) or occasionally syllables per minute. Expressing speaking rate in syllables rather than words has a number of advantages. First, it provides a fair comparison between speakers who use long words versus those who use shorter words. Second, it allows cross-linguistic comparisons between languages with different average word length. Third, it provides a more local measurement so that variations in speaking rate can be tracked. Finally, to calculate wpm one needs a transcript of the event. Since syllables can be characterized as bursts of acoustic energy corresponding to the syllabic nucleus, their number should be able to be reliably estimated automatically on the basis of the speech waveform without knowing what has been said.



Another valuable variable examined in temporal studies is the articulation rate, which is speaking rate in syllables calculated after the silent pause time has been subtracted. Some investigators have also looked at silent pause time in itself, and measures of disfluencies such as filled pauses (for example, saying uuhh). One variable that has been shown to correlate very well with speaker ability (Towell et al. 1996; Kormos and Dénes 2004) is what is called ‘mean length of runs’ (MLR).  This is the amount of speech in syllables that a speaker produces between silent pauses, in other words, the mean length in syllables of a speaker’s utterances. Towell et al. used a pause length definition of > 280 milliseconds (ms) and Kormos and Dénes a length of >250 ms, which is the length used in this study.

1.30.2 Rate of speech and L2 comprehension in an academic context


Some work has been done regarding optimal speaking rates that native speakers should use when speaking to non-natives of different proficiency levels. It has been shown (Griffiths 1990) that rapid speech rates used by lecturers (200 wpm or 3.8 spsTPF
FPT) impede comprehension to lower intermediate students but that slowing down rate of speech below average (150 wpm or 2.85 sps) did not improve comprehension. It has also been shown, by the same author, that native-speaking lecturers had difficulty adapting their speaking rate when speaking to L2 speakers of different ability in English (Griffiths and Beretta 1991). In that study, six university professors delivered the same short lecture to a native-speaking group, an L2 group with high proficiency in English, and a low-proficiency L2 group. Only one of the professors slowed down his speaking rate depending on the group. Rates used by the professors ranged from 2.4 sps to 4.5 sps. In contrast, in a case study of a single lecturer lecturing in the UK and in Italy, Camiciottoli (2005) found that the lecturer did manage to lower his speaking rate from 183 wpm to 125 wpm for the non-native audience, as well as to adapt vocabulary choices and cultural references. This researcher was successful in finding a lecturer who was “aware of the … L2 audience’s special needs, and had planned and implemented a series of adjustments to deal with them,” but other investigations (Flowerdew and Miller 1996) find that it is more common that lecturers have difficulty adapting to an L2 public. They found that a rapid rate of speech was the biggest obstacle to lecture comprehension in an L2 context. Lynch (1994) called for more rigorous training for lecturers who will be speaking to international audiences. As he points out, it is probably more effective to get one lecturer to make adaptations in speaking style than to raise the language proficiency of a large group of students. Clear, loud, and slow delivery is at the top of the list of recommendations made to beginning lecturers (Brown and Bakhtar 1983, as referenced in Lynch 1994). Automatic feedback that could demonstrate to a lecturer the specific rate of speech he or she was using in a particular situation could be of benefit in teacher training programs. 

1.30.3 Rate of speech and learner language


A number of recent studies have looked at rate of speech in relation to descriptions of learner fluency. Many of these studies were motivated by the desire to use instrumental support to provide objective measures of learner proficiency. Rekart and Dunkel (1992) and Cucchiarini  et al. (2000) looked at the correlations between automatically derived measures of fluency and human ratings. Lennon (1990) and Towell et al. (1996) looked at the development of temporal measures for advanced groups of learners before and after 6-month stays in the target language country, finding that speaking rate increased with language proficiency, but that the most important variable contributing to this development was the mean length of runs (MLR). Finally, Kormos and Dénes (2004) compared the temporal measures of learners at two different levels of proficiency, confirming that the MLR was the variable that best correlated with language skill. These studies have shown conclusively that temporal measures provide a reliable estimation of second language ability. 


Speech material


The most commonly used technique for eliciting speech material in studies of learner language is to present subjects with a series of pictures, or perhaps a short film, and record them as they describe what they see. This technique was used in the studies mentioned above. The resulting speech sample is normally about 2-3 minutes long. Female students have predominated as subjects in the published research: of the total of 32 subjects in three different studies above (Lennon’s, Towell’s, and Kormos’s), only six were male.



The material analyzed in the current study differs from that of previous studies in several ways: 

· Each student produced between seven and ten minutes of speech instead of two or three. 

· The speech had been planned in advance instead of spontaneously produced. 

· The speech in this corpus was produced with a true communicative intent—teaching something to one’s classmates—rather than as a demonstration of ability to a researcher. 

· The speakers have been analyzed in relation to three levels of proficiency rather than two. 

· There are equal numbers of males and females in the corpus.


The results presented here should be an interesting complement to previous work on temporal measures and speaker proficiency. 


1.31 Method

Because earlier work (in particular Kormos and Dénes 2004) has shown that speaking rate and mean length of runs are adequate measures to describe speaker proficiency, most of this analysis concentrates on these two variables. For the benefit of comparisons with other work, speaking rate is expressed in wpm as well as sps. These variables were calculated for the entire presentation of each of the 18 speakers. Calculating wpm was a simple question of counting the number of words in the transcript and dividing by the time the speaker spoke. To calculate mean length of runs (MLR), I worked with the speech waveform and the transcript together, making a line break at every pause longer than 250 ms. An assistant then divided each line of transcription into syllables, and used the word count function of Microsoft Word to count the number of syllables in each run. This data was also used to calculate sps.   



Two other variables were also investigated: articulation rate (AR) and total length of filled pauses (FP). Because calculating these two variables required careful measurements of silent and filled pauses, they were calculated for only one minute of each presentation: the 30-second segment used for the rating test presented in Section 7.2.2, as well as the segment of speech between 5.5 and 6 minutes into the presentation. To calculate AR, the total time spent in silent pauses longer than 250 ms and in filled pauses was subtracted from speaking time (60 seconds), and then divided into the number of syllables uttered in the 60 seconds. The variable FP is simply the total length in seconds of all filled pauses together in the two 30-second segments.


1.32 Results


1.32.1 Language proficiency and temporal measures


Table 9 shows means and standard deviations per student proficiency level for the three measures that were calculated for the whole presentation, that is, mean length of runs, words per minute, and syllables per second. As expected, the advanced students of Group C spoke more quickly and produced more speech between pauses than the two intermediate groups. Less expected is that the relationship also holds between the two intermediate groups, A and B. 

9Table . Mean values of temporal measures for each student group .
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1.32.2 
Liveliness estimations and temporal measures



The mean results for MLR, wpm and sps presented in Table 9 were calculated on nearly an hour of speech per student group. In addition, local values of these measures were calculated for each of the 160 10-second test samples used in the liveliness perception test (Chapter 7), in order to examine the extent to which the liveliness ratings correlated with rate of speech. In their study of the perception of liveliness in synthetic speech, Traunmüller and Eriksson (1995) found that liveliness ratings were dependent not only on FB0B excursions but also on articulation rate. In the present study, however, no relationship was found between liveliness ratings and speaking rate as measured in sps. Table 10 shows correlations between the liveliness rating and two temporal measures as well as PVQ. 

10Table . Pearson correlation coefficients between three prosodic variables and liveliness rating for individual speech samples.
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It should be noted here that while the sps and wpm measures include silent pause time, the MLR measure does not, since it only counts the syllables between short silent pauses. It is therefore similar to the articulation rate variable, where silent pause time is subtracted, and this could account for its correlation with perceptions of liveliness. 



Interesting differences are observed between the raters’ perceptions of liveliness in male and female speakers. While neither temporal measure correlated with the perception of liveliness in male speakers, the correlation between MLR and liveliness in the female test samples was .72, higher than the correlation of liveliness with PVQ, which for females was only .64 for individual samples. This could indicate that the judges associated lively speech with fluent speech in females but not in males. However, the correlation between the MLR and PVQ variables for the nine female speakers is not significant.


1.32.3 Fluency ratings and temporal measures


One of the parameters rated in the test of accent, confidence and enthusiasm (Chapter 7) was speaker fluency. This section looks at how these fluency ratings relate to the temporal variables. Table 11 shows data for several variables per speaker. In addition to MLR, wpm and sps, Table 11 includes two more variables: articulation rate and total length of filled pauses. 

11Table . Fluency variables per speaker. AR=articulation rate. FP=total time (in seconds) spent uttering a filled pause. AR and FP calculated on two 30-second segments; other data for whole presentation. .
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The mean length of runs used by speakers in the corpus ranges from a low of 5.65 syllables to a high of 11.8. The wpm values range from a low of 102 to a high of 151, and the sps values range from a low of 2.42 to a high of 3.56. The slowest articulation rate is 3.35 and the highest is 4.98. Two speakers used no filled pauses at all in the minute of speech that was analyzed; the speaker with the most spent 7.35 seconds uttering filled pauses—this is more than 10% of the 60 seconds analyzed. 

 
Table 12 shows the Pearson correlations between the temporal variables and both the student’s placement test score and the fluency rating. All correlations except for articulation rate are lower with the fluency rating than with the placement test score. This is unexpected since the placement test score was of written, not spoken English, and gives further reason to suspect the validity of the test design used for the follow-up to the perception test (Section 7.4). The strongest of the correlations is between mean length of runs and placement test score, .66. The placement test score correlates with the fluency rating at the level of .59. It is interesting that the strongest correlation with the fluency rating is otherwise the articulation rate. 

12Table . Correlations between fluency variables and placement test score and fluency rating for 18 speakers. TS= placement test score; FR= fluency rating.
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At this point it should be mentioned that there were no correlations between PVQ and any of the temporal variables examined in this chapter. One might think that speaking at a slower rate might allow room for more pitch movement but this does not appear to be the case.  

1.32.4 Peer response to prosody

All students in the advanced class, Group C, filled out special peer response forms that allowed quantification of their reaction to the presentations they were hearing (see Section 5.1.3). Since this gave responses for only 6 of the 18 speakers in this study, the data are too few to make significant conclusions. However, it is interesting to look at some of the correlations, in relation to each other, as indicative of trends.  Students were asked to rate the tempo of the presentation on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 was too slow and 5 was too fast. There was basically a zero correlation between these ratings and the basic speech rate as measured in sps. The correlation between tempo perception and mean length of runs is stronger, (though still weak): 0.43.  Students were asked to rate the clarity of the presentation on a scale where 1 was poor and 5 was excellent; these ratings for the 6 speakers correlate with mean PVQ at the level of .65, indicating a tendency for the speakers with high PVQ to be perceived as clearer speakers.

1.33 Discussion 


1.33.1 In relation to language proficiency


The analysis of rate of speech and mean length of runs in this corpus of spoken learner English confirms earlier research about the relationship between temporal variables and language proficiency. While work such as that of Kormos and Dénes (2004) compared temporal variables between learner groups of very different levels, my results appear to differentiate even between those at the top and bottom of the same intermediate group (Table 9). The present study has also been performed on larger quantities of freely-produced speech and on balanced groups of males and females.




It was hoped that the fluency ratings would provide an important complement to the understanding of speaker proficiency as measured by the placement test. Not all students with high scores on the written test are comfortable speakers. However, as mentioned in Chapter 7, it is likely that the design of the test of fluency, accent, confidence and enthusiasm, where listeners placed copies of the same icon in four different columns, affected the reliability of the data. Furthermore, the concept of fluency is in itself hard to define; it is related both to how well, as well as how easily or quickly, one speaks the language.

1.33.2 In relation to sex of speaker and liveliness perceptions


Rate of speech as measured in syllables per second did not correlate with liveliness estimations in the listening test of 160 ten-second speech samples. Surprisingly, however, there was a moderately strong correlation between mean length of runs in syllables and perceptions of liveliness in female speech. Furthermore, the corresponding correlation for males was not even a positive one. The female speakers who say more between pauses are perceived as livelier, but not the male speakers. Mean length of runs was an even stronger correlate of liveliness in female speech than pitch variation was for either group, though PVQ and MLR did not significantly correlate with each other.


A possible explanation for this is that, finding the rating task difficult for females, the judges sorted the females according to perceived proficiency in English, and were therefore affected by how much the speakers said ‘in one breath’.  However, other research that has looked at perceptions of male and female speech has also found significant differences. Traunmüller and Eriksson found an effect of perceived speaker identity (man, woman or child) in their study of liveliness in synthetic speech. Aronovich (1976) concluded that we expect male speech to lack variability and female speech to have a lot of variability; therefore, when males do use a lot of variation, its effect is very salient (c.f. Section 6.4.2). More research is required to understand these differences, ideally with a database of native speech where issues of proficiency do not play a role.
 


1.33.3 Most salient variables

Mean length of runs, rather than simple rate of speech, was found to be the most salient variable both in relation to language proficiency (confirming the results of Kormos and Dénes 2004) and also in relation to liveliness perceptions in female speech. This could be because MLR, by definition, is not affected by pauses, since it only includes the speech between pauses. Measures such as sps or wpm in presentation speech are less revealing because they include the pauses that are an important feature of presentation speech.



An important extension of this work would be an analysis of the length and placement of silent pauses in the presentations. Pausing appropriately is part of successful presentation delivery (Lamerton 2001; Davis 2004; Grandstaff 2004). There was a large amount of variation in pausing time within the corpus, with the few speakers who occasionally illustrated information on a whiteboard having the longest pause time, with corresponding drops in their speaking rate.


1.34 Conclusion


The data presented in this chapter can be used in establishing a range of possible temporal values that can be found in fairly proficient non-native presentation speech, and can be compared with other learner corpora and with corresponding measures of native speech. For example, the advanced (n=8) Hungarian speakers of English in Kormos and Dénes’ (2004) study spoke at a mean rate of 3.02 sps, which can be compared with the mean rate of 3.14 sps for the advanced (n=6) students in this corpus. The mean lengths of runs used by the two groups are 6.23 and 9.80, respectively. Some of these differences can be attributed to the different speaking tasks in the two studies, where the Hungarian students were describing a series of pictures rather than giving a prepared presentation.  


More studies of the prosody of presentation speech, of natives and non-natives, could contribute information about the effect of using a second language for public speaking. The next chapter looks at how individual speakers vary in PVQ, MLR and sps when using their first and second languages. 


Presenting in English 
and Swedish


1.35 Introduction


The aim of the small study described in this chapter is to shed light on the question of how individual speakers might differ in pitch variation, speaking rate and mean length of runs when presenting in a first or a second language. Does the cognitive load of formulating one’s message in a second language detract from the ability to use pitch contrasts effectively? Is the heightened nervousness engendered by using a second language reflected in lower or higher levels of pitch variation? Are speakers perceived as equally lively when using English or Swedish? How much faster does one naturally speak when speaking in one’s first language? How much more does one say between pauses? Operating under the assumption that by definition one speaks one’s native language fluently, the data gathered here can further illuminate the connection between prosodic variables and language proficiency that has been discussed in the previous three chapters. 


The presentations examined here are in English and Swedish, two languages with a close genetic relationship and similar ways of prosodically structuring discourse. Much of the research on the difficulties non-natives have with the prosody of instructional discourse (e.g. Hahn 2004; Levis and Pickering 2004; Pickering 2004) has investigated the problems shown by speakers of Asian languages who find themselves teaching in North American universities. The speech of these non-native teachers can often be described as monotonous. However, Wennerstrom (1994) showed that not all non-natives are alike; she found that speakers with an Indo-European first language were better able to produce prosodic contrasts in English than speakers who spoke Thai or Japanese as a first language.  


This chapter investigates pitch variation levels and speaking rates in the English and Swedish versions of the same presentations. If speakers use less pitch variation when speaking English than when speaking their native tongue, then second language users could be seen as primary users of a system for encouraging more pitch variation. If pitch variation levels between languages are similar to each other, then such a system could be equally beneficial for first and second language users. It was expected that speaking rates would be faster for Swedish than for English; this examination could quantify some of the differences.

1.36 Method

1.36.1 Collecting a bilingual corpus


There are practical reasons why it is difficult to gather data comparing within-speaker, natural language use in more than one language. People do not normally do the same task twice, in two languages. The recordings made for the analysis in the previous chapters were made of students fulfilling a course requirement, and required only their permission and the cooperation of the course teacher. Making recordings of students presenting in Swedish as well as in English required more persuasion. Because class time could not be used to have students hear the same presentation twice, the Swedish recordings needed to be made outside the classroom. At the same time, if the second presentations were made individually, without any listeners, the speaking context would be altered to the extent that valid comparisons could not be made. It was important to gather the volunteers together so that they could be an audience for each other. 



All students studying English in the fall of 2004–nearly 100 students—were contacted and asked invited to participate. They were told that they would first be recorded in the classroom as they made their presentations in English, and that they would then meet in groups and make the same presentations in Swedish to each other. They were offered 150 SEK as compensation for the extra time it would take. Unfortunately, not many students were interested in participating. A group of twelve students showed initial interest, but this group was narrowed to only five in the end. These five, three males and two females, were all intermediate students. They were first recorded in their English classroom, and then met at the end of term to be recorded in Swedish. The audience for the second recording consisted of the other four students, their English teacher, and myself. Four of the five students used computer-based visual support for their presentations, and were instructed to use their English slides for the Swedish presentation. This assured that the content of the presentations would be the same. One student, M3, did not use extensive visual support. 



The presentations were recorded, transcribed and syllabified using the same procedures as those described in previous chapters. Pitch variation quotients for ten-second segments of the sound files were calculated, as well as speaking rate in syllables per second and mean length of runs. 

1.36.2 New pitch extraction parameters


As discussed in Chapter 6, the question of the upper and lower settings of WaveSurfer’s pitch extraction for the original corpus had earlier been resolved by testing different sets of settings and then choosing a set which seemed to capture the highest and lowest frequencies for a maximum number of students with a minimum of visible extraction errors. For this second round of analysis, I adopted a more principled approach to the pitch settings. One alternative was to work with published estimations of average pitch ranges for male and female voices. For example, Nooteboom (1997) gives ranges of 80-200 Hz for male conversational speech, and 180-400 Hz for female conversational speech. These are much smaller pitch ranges than those used in my first study. Figure 37 shows how Nooteboom’s pitch ranges (middle two columns) compare with those I used (leftmost two columns). 
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Figure 37. Pitch extraction boundaries for the first study (Chapter Six) and the second study, in relation to published ranges for conversational speech.




Another alternative was to use the results from my first study as a basis for understanding the potential values for these kinds of speakers in this kind of speaking situation. The study of pitch variation in different types of discourse by Johns-Lewis (1986) indicated that pitch variation was lower in conversation than in public speaking, justifying higher upper boundaries than those given by Nooteboom. The mean fundamental frequency for the nine male speakers in my first corpus was 130 Hz, and the mean for the females was 220 Hz. A reasonable approach was to let the settings extend to 50% below the means from the first corpus and 150% above them. The rightmost two columns in Figure 37 illustrate what these ranges look like in relation to the first study’s and Nooteboom’s ranges.  



This second study thus uses a smaller total range for males and a larger total range for females than the ranges in the first study. These boundaries are not proposed as definitive but as a step in the direction of a more systematic approach. The purpose of this study was to compare two versions of the same person’s speech, so in fact any settings could have been chosen as long as the same settings were used both on English and on Swedish. 


1.36.3 Perception of liveliness


A perception-of-liveliness test was prepared following the same design as that described in Section 7.2.1. For each speaker, nine ten-second segments of speech from each presentation were selected as test samples, representing three low PVQs, three mean PVQs, and three high PVQs.  Five judges, all university teachers with excellent command of both English and Swedish, rated the samples on a lively-monotone scale. There were separate tests for English and Swedish, and the judges did the tests in randomized order with at least one week’s time lapse between the two to reduce the effect of familiarization with a given speaker’s characteristics. 

1.37 Results


1.37.1  Pitch variation quotients

The mean PVQs per speaker for the two presentations are shown in Figure 38. For three of the five speakers, M1, M2, and F2, there was very little difference in mean PVQs when using English and when using Swedish. Only one speaker, M3, had significantly lower PVQ speaking English, but another, F1, had lower when speaking Swedish. Though there are only five speakers, the mean values cover the same spectrum as that found in the bigger corpus, with a low of about .11 and a high of about .24. 


Figure 38. Mean PVQ for whole presentation in both languages

1.37.2 Perception of liveliness


Figure 39 shows the results of the perception of liveliness test. The pattern in mean PVQ shown in Figure 38 is reflected quite closely in the human perceptions of liveliness in both languages. In general, the speakers were perceived as slightly livelier in Swedish than in English; interestingly, the one speaker for whom this does not hold true is speaker F1, the only speaker to also have lower PVQ in Swedish than in English. 
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Figure 39. Liveliness ratings for 9 ten-second samples per speaker, both languages.
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The Pearson correlation coefficient between PVQ and liveliness ratings across both languages is high: r = .89, p < .01, n = 10. Figure 40 plots PVQ against liveliness ratings. 


Figure 40. Mean PVQ for test samples of 5 English and 5 Swedish presentations plotted against listener liveliness ratings of the samples.  


1.37.3 Temporal measures

Total speaking time


The male speakers spoke for a shorter length of time when making the presentation in Swedish than they did when speaking English (Figure 41)  
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Figure 41. Length of time in seconds to make presentation in English and Swedish.



Speaking rate


Part of the reason the speakers could make their presentations in a shorter period of time in Swedish is that they spoke on average 20% more quickly, including pause time. Figure 42 shows the speaking rate per speaker in syllables per second. The mean speaking rate in English was 2.97 sps, and for Swedish was 3.58 sps.  M3, the only student to use more pitch variation in Swedish than in English, also spoke much more quickly in Swedish. Note also that the two females are more stable in their speaking rates, and that the fastest and slowest speakers in one language maintain their ranking in the other language.  
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Figure 42. Speaking rate in syllables per second for three males and two females in English and Swedish.



Mean length of runs


Four of the five speakers uttered more syllables between silent pauses of >250 ms (MLR) in Swedish than in English. The exception was F1, the same speaker who used less pitch variation in Swedish . 
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Figure 43. Mean length of runs (number of syllables between >250 ms pauses) using English and Swedish.


1.38 
Discussion


This exploratory study was performed with small groups of speakers and judges and the results should be interpreted with care. The students who participated were paid volunteers, and therefore cannot be considered to be as representative as the speakers recorded for the first corpus, where an attempt was made to gather data from every student in a class. Furthermore, any conclusions cannot necessarily be generalized to other language pairs than English and Swedish. All the same, the results contribute an interesting perspective on the relationship between language proficiency, language use and speaking style. 

1.38.1 Language or performance?


The hypothesis that the speakers in general would use more pitch variation when speaking Swedish was not supported by this study. The fact that three of five speakers showed little difference in pitch variation depending on the language they were using would seem to indicate that the pitch variation one uses in the public-speaking situation depends more on the speaker than on the language he or she is using. It seems that for advanced-proficiency non-natives, the PVQ depends mostly on speaking style, and perhaps the effort one puts into ‘performing’ in a certain situation. 


In this study of five speakers and ten presentations, the correlation (.89) between mean PVQ and perception of liveliness per speaker is even stronger than the correlation of .83 found in the earlier study. Pitch variation is a primary contributor to the perception of liveliness, yet we can see here indications of the contribution of the temporal variables as well. The prosodic measures obtained for Speaker F1 are particularly interesting. She performed very well for her English presentation, which was a high-stakes event, where she was speaking to her whole class and, importantly, receiving a grade for her work.  She was the only speaker to have lower PVQ values and the only student to have lower MLR values in Swedish. As a confirmation of the relationship between PVQ, MLR and the perception of liveliness, she was also the only speaker who was rated as less lively in Swedish than in English. This could indicate that she in some way put less effort into her performance for the Swedish presentation. The remaining four speakers, on the other hand, were perceived as somewhat livelier in Swedish than in English. A possible explanation for this, in addition to the positive associations coming from hearing someone use his or her native language, is the contribution of the faster speaking rates and longer utterance lengths of these speakers.


This study indicates that proficient non-native speakers at least have the potential to use as much pitch variation in English as in a related language such as Swedish. Speakers may simply transfer a speaking style in one language to their other language. The problems with monotonous delivery that an automatic feedback mechanism could potentially help may not depend on the use of a second language, but on more basic features of personality and speaking style. As discussed in the introduction to this thesis, at advanced levels of language courses, it is difficult to separate the needs of first and second language users. Native speakers as well as non-natives can have problems achieving an engaging presenting style.

1.38.2 Further work on a bilingual corpus

The corpus described in this chapter would be more valuable if it could be expanded by gathering a small number of volunteer speakers over the period of several terms. A larger corpus could provide many opportunities for language study. Comparison of the English and Swedish transcripts will allow examination of aspects such as the formal register used by the speakers of the two languages. By locating the utterances that describe the same propositional content, a comparison of how the speakers use pitch movement to structure information in the two languages can be made. This could provide insight into transfer of Swedish intonational patterns to English. It is possible that with more speakers, statistically significant differences in PVQ could be found. The differences in mean speaking rate should also be further investigated—the 20% difference found in this group would be interesting to pursue. Does the average Swedish speaker of English manage to say only 80% of what a native speaker can say during the allotted time at a conference? Documenting such information about first and second language use would give valuable evidence for those in positions of developing language policy.


Proposing a 
future application 

Chapter 6 of this thesis demonstrated the extent to which speakers vary in mean levels of pitch variation as they hold short oral presentations before an audience. Chapter 7 showed that specific levels of pitch variation can be characterized as lively or monotone. Chapter 8 quantified the speaking rates used by the speakers in the corpus, and Chapter 9 looked at the effects of using different languages to make an oral presentation, and found that while pitch variation did not vary much depending on language use, speaking rate did.  



A potential application of these findings would be in the development of an automatic feedback mechanism for the prosody of public speaking. This chapter begins by looking at the CALL theory that could support such an application and continues with a discussion of how one learns to speak well in public. Finally, section 10.3 speculates about how such a system could incorporate existing speech technologies. 

1.39 Theoretical support

Two of the most influential books on the subject of computer-assisted language learning are Carol Chapelle’s Computer Applications in Second Language Acquisition (2001) and Michael Levy’s Computer-Assisted Language Learning (1997). While Chapelle’s work has inspired the learner-centered approach that has been a theme of this thesis, Levy’s book stimulated reflection on the role the computer itself plays when it is used for pedagogic purposes. Levy develops the tutor-tool framework first proposed by Taylor (1980; an alternative was proposed by Colpaert 2003). Inherent in the tutor conceptualization is that the computer has become a substitute for a human teacher, either permanently or temporarily. This implies that the user has placed trust in the computer to provide appropriate guidance and feedback that can be relied upon. Successful tutorial applications require the input of pedagogues to generate all anticipated correct answers and to program correct remedial feedback—a challenge that has yet to be met. A CALL application conceptualized as a tool, on the other hand, is the use of any program designed to simplify and enhance linguistic communication for both L1 and L2 users, for example, a word processor or an email program. Tools can also contribute to the process of learning a second language, though in an indirect, non-evaluative way. 



Somewhere in the middle of the tutor-tool spectrum lie conceptualizations of the roles of spellcheckers and grammar checkers. Like tutors, they are evaluative, but on the other hand, their primary purpose is not to teach but to assist in the production of correct language. It might be useful to see checkers of various kinds as assistants, who carry out tasks at the direction of the user but without necessarily attempting to add to the user’s knowledge base. A user can choose to ignore an assistant in ways that he or she might not do with a tutor, and this factor has its advantages when the feedback from a computer is not 100% reliable. Figure 44 models these CALL conceptualizations. 
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Figure 44. Conceptualizations of the computer's role in language learning.



 
The application proposed in this chapter is another kind of checker: a speech checker. Like a spellchecker, a speech checker would be conceptualized as an assistant in the production of oral communication. An application of this kind places the computer in a supportive rather than a tutorial role. The system would not presume to correct the user, but merely act as a tool for quantifying the amount of prosodic variation, and for locating the existence of potentially problematic areas in the same manner as spellcheckers and grammar checkers do. This allows the computer to do what computers have been proven to do well, which is to facilitate and enhance human communication, and avoids the pitfalls associated with the artificial intelligence required for tutorial systems.

1.40 Learning to speak in public 

Good communication skills are an important part of a professional education. Though in the past century more attention has been paid to the development of writing ability than to the development of oral skills (Halloran 1990), instruction in presentation technique is now a standard element of courses in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) (Boyle 1996). Because EAP courses are generally intended to help non-native students manage their studies at an English-speaking university, native students may never be provided with formal instruction in presentation technique. Björkman (2005) found that Swedish students of English were better able to achieve an appropriately formal register in their presentations than a comparable group of American students.

1.40.1 Native speakers


A good oral presentation should contain material appropriate to the audience, and content that is clearly expressed and well structured. Advances in natural language processing and speech recognition may well allow computers one day to give feedback on these crucial aspects. Until then, we can ask our non-intelligent processing tools to analyze features that may seem more superficial, such as the delivery of the message. Speaking well is not the most critical aspect of a good presentation, but if a speaker does not use his or her voice in a way that facilitates access to the content, much of the message can be lost. As public speakers we must try to engage the interest of those who are listening to us. To do otherwise is to ignore the social aspects of the speaking situation. In their study of L2 lecture comprehension, Flowerdew and Miller (1992) found that students listed difficulties in concentrating as one of the biggest problems they had in the lecture situation. It is surprising that the area has attracted little academic interest; a plausible reason for this is that it is only recently that technological development has allowed smooth processing of large amounts of recorded speech. 


The quantity of self-help books on presentation skills on the market todayPF
FP is testimony both to the demands put on oral communication in contemporary workplaces and to people’s lack of preparation to meet these demands. Speakers who turn to self-help manuals are told to practice on their own or with a friend. In his chapter entitled “Improving academic and medical presentations” one expert (Grandstaff 2004) gives this advice: 

“If you are not sure whether you spoke in a monotone, record yourself and listen for how much variety you use in your voice as well as whether you are speaking faster or slower than TspeakersT you enjoy. Ask a friend or colleague to listen to the tape and give suggestions about how you can add interest and variety to your voice. Practice by varying your pitch, pace and volume. Make the variety fit what you are saying. Emphasize key words. Pause to add impact and to allow time for people to take in what you have said. Increase or lower your volume slightly to draw attention to key words or phrases.” (p. 237).

The proposed application would allow a computer to fill the role of ‘friend or colleague’ and give objective and valuable feedback on speaker prosody. Speaking in public is a kind of performance, and performers need practice. Practice in itself is good, practice with some kind of feedback is even better. The best feedback is provided by human teachers, but just as with pronunciation training, these experts are not always available. Friends or colleagues or family members can sometimes be an audience for someone who would like to practice a presentation, but it is not uncommon for people to practice alone in an empty room with no more assistance than that provided by a stopwatch. It is impossible to replicate the actual performance situation for a rehearsal, but it is still necessary to rehearse. 



Beyond providing focus and feedback to the act of rehearsing a presentation, a speech checker could importantly be used to measure progress toward achieving a more engaging speaking style. Voice coaching has experienced rapid growth recently in the USA (Jaret 2005). People who lack any specific speech disorder are engaging acting coaches and even speech pathologists to find help in achieving better speaking styles (ibid.). Speech therapists are trained to provide feedback on pitch to client groups such as patients with Parkinson’s disease (Ruddy and Sapienza 2003), motor aprosodia (Stringer 1996), or transgendered individuals (Gelfer 1999). Recent work has been done to make feedback systems portable and even wearable (Hillman 2004). A speech checker that measured pitch variation would fit into this therapeutic tradition.  

1.40.2 Non-native speakers


Public speaking difficulties are magnified for second language users, who are operating under a heavy cognitive load of planning lexical content and its articulation at the same time as they may lack confidence and familiarity with the potentialities of spoken academic English. A number of recent studies (Ventola et al. 2002; Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas 2005) have pointed to the lexical, syntactical and pragmatic difficulties faced by non-native speakers who are presenting or teaching in English. An increasing number of studies have addressed the important issue of non-native prosody in instructional speech (Hahn 2004; Levis and Pickering 2004; Pickering 2004). Pickering used Brazil’s (1997) system for discerning ‘intonational paragraphs’ to compare the way native and non-native teaching assistants presented laboratory instructions. The non-native speakers showed “a considerably weaker control of intonational structure and a disturbance in prosodic composition that materially affects the comprehensibility of the discourse for native speaker hearers” (p. 19). One of the contributing problems was an overall narrower pitch range, which made the identification of prosodic units difficult. International teaching assistants are responsible for a large amount of undergraduate instruction at many North American universities, and their communication difficulties are a serious problem. Yet, as Pickering notes, 

T“little may be done to…address areas of linguistic competence such as pitch range or pause structure, as they are often perceived to be less crucial for functional competence than lexical or syntactic marking strategies... However, prosodic cues contribute independently to the structure of the discourse, and they cannot be circumvented without a reduction in comprehensibility” (p. 39)T.  

Ideally, an instructor or speaker who faces such challenges would be given individualized expert instruction in how to improve his or her prosody in relation to the content of the message. Since this kind of coaching is probably not realistic in most university settings, an alternative would be participation in a course in speaking and presentation skills. Pickering suggests that such courses could benefit from the introduction of voice exercises designed for theater training as a potential remedy for the problem of restricted pitch range; using automatic feedback that quantifies the amount of pitch variation used over long stretches of discourse could be another solution to this problem. 


In other recent research on the prosody of instructional discourse (Hahn 2004), subjects were presented with non-native instructional speech in three conditions: delivered with normal sentence focus, abnormal sentence focus, and without focus (monotone). Students comprehended and recalled more information from the correctly focused delivery, and in evaluative comments, were most critical of the focus-less delivery. Interestingly, 30% of the students who listened to the focus-less delivery thought that the speaker spoke too fast, though speaking rate and pausing were tightly controlled and no subjects who had heard deliveries with focus commented on speaking rate.  Hahn’s study demonstrates the importance of avoiding monotonous delivery in instructional speech, not only because it is boring to listen to but also because it becomes harder to recall the content.



Finally, there are situations where a speech checker could be used to instill speakers with confidence in using a second language. As European universities offer more and more instruction in English, a reservation commonly expressed by teachers who must use a second language when teaching is that they are unable to be as spontaneous and may be more boring when they are teaching in English. The study described in Chapter 9 indicated that, at least for the language pair Swedish-English, pitch variation and perceptions of liveliness did not differ much between the use of the first or second language. A speech checker could be used to demonstrate to a teacher that he or she was using his or her voice in a comparable way when speaking English, and in that way help them feel more confident about teaching in a second language. 

1.41 Design of a speech checker


Figure 45 illustrates how an automatic feedback mechanism could consist of two parallel processing paths, one conducted with speech recognition, and the other with speech analysis. An appropriate and friendly feedback interface would be an animated face that could respond alertly to lively speech but would lose attention, perhaps even fall asleep, if the prosody failed to show any characteristics of liveliness.  In the more distant future, a feedback mechanism could also incorporate a camera and software for processing speaker gaze, facial expression and body language.
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Figure 45. Schematic design of an automatic feedback mechanism for public speaking. Features in bold are treated in the thesis.



 



The studies presented in Chapters 6 and 7 should allow some preliminary conclusions regarding the pitch variation levels that correspond to lively versus monotone speech. The speech checker described in Fig. 45 could be configured to respond negatively to PVQ values that were under 0.15 for lengthy periods of time. Speakers could be encouraged to hold mean values between 0.15 and 0.25, and be rewarded for the occasional peak above 0.25. The level of liveliness could be adapted to the speaking genre; while one level would be suitable for an evangelist, another is more appropriate to an academic conference presentation. Furthermore, people’s perceptions of what is appropriate and pleasing may be individually and culturally determined.



The PVQ metric is one that can be derived with reasonable accuracy by adding a simple function to existing pitch extraction software. Calculating speaking rate without a transcript, however, is not an existing technology, only a potential one. If and when it becomes possible to do this, the data about speaking rate presented Chapter 8 could be used to establish some kind of threshold values to be used in contexts where the audience consists of proficient non-native listeners. It is reasonable to assume that listeners are able to comprehend the same rates of speech that they themselves use. The intermediate learners in my corpus (groups A and B) used a mean speaking rate of 2.8 sps or 116 wpm (including pauses) and the advanced students, whose level of English approaches native-like proficiency, used a mean speaking rate of 3.14 sps or 128 wpm. An overall speaking rate of about 3 sps—a rate that includes the pausing natural to the public speaking situation—seems therefore a safe target when speaking to intermediate and advanced users of English, both as a native and as a non-native speaker. Earlier research has shown that lecturers have a difficult time adapting their rates of speech to different audience (Griffiths and Beretta 1991). Providing them with objective, quantifiable feedback would allow them to monitor their own production.



Ultimately, one can envision a feedback mechanism for presentation speech that incorporated speaker-dependent speech recognition to recognize, and process at some level, the linguistic content of the presentation or lecture. Using natural language processing, the instant transcript could be textually analyzed for features that have been deemed appropriate for the speaking genre in question. The recent attention paid to spoken academic English has helped our understanding of the lexical and syntactic properties of successful monologue (Camiciottoli 2003; Simpson et al. 2003; Morell 2004; Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas 2005). Like grammar checkers that can be set to flag certain stylistic features of written texts in different genres, this feedback mechanism could check for the presence of personal pronouns [a positive feature in monologue (Morell 2004)] or passive constructions [a negative feature, indicating difficulties in adapting the information structure of a written text to a format suitable for spoken discourse (Rowley-Jolivet and Carter-Thomas 2005)]. Speech recognition can also be used to give feedback on pronunciation at the segmental level, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. However, speech recognition for the purposes described here would need to be adapted to the individual speaker’s voice, presently a time-consuming process that does not lend itself to classroom applications (Coniam 1999).

1.42 Summary


In this chapter I have suggested that an application giving constructive and automatic feedback on public speaking can be motivated in several ways. Firstly, theoretical models of how computers can support language acquisition advocate conceptualizations of the computer’s role as ‘assistants’ or ‘tools’ in the learning process rather than as infallible ‘tutors,’ as long as the computer cannot be relied upon to always provide correct feedback. By using the computer to monitor PVQ and speaking rate, instead of attempting to tell a student when he or she has uttered something incorrectly, one is employing the computer in a way analogous to a grammar checker, which can point out a problem without attempting to correct it. Such a conceptualization would place the CALL application at a midpoint in a tutor-tool spectrum. Secondly, the need for instruction in the delivery of oral presentations has been discussed. Though non-native speakers may feel the need to rehearse an English presentation more than natives do, many speakers could benefit from feedback on pitch variation. Finally, the chapter has looked at how specific metrics that can be derived from speech analysis software could be applied in an automatic feedback mechanism, and speculated about how that mechanism could incorporate other speech technologies to form a complete system. 


Conclusion 

1.43 Summary of thesis 

Speech technology has the potential to enhance computer-assisted language learning (CALL) by providing the means to automate training of the spoken language. To do so effectively, however, the technology must be applied in relation to relevant theories of second language acquisition and of CALL. This thesis has sought to assess how appropriately speech technology can meet the needs of language learners at progressing levels and in different speaking situations. It has also considered the special situation of learners of lingua franca English.  The thesis argues that computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) is best suited to the needs of beginning language learners, who can benefit from the expanded opportunity to practice the target language and thereby work toward automation of new sound contrasts. Once learners have passed to intermediate and advanced stages, however, it is better to apply technology to support their language use in situations where they have used their language for true communicative purposes. Speaking in public is one such situation. 


Speech recognition can be used to give evaluative feedback of the pronunciation of the sounds of a target language, and software developers have made use of this potential in commercially available programs that claim to teach learners accurate pronunciation. In such programs, learners listen to a model utterance, repeat it into a microphone, and then receive a score that reflects the match between the learner production and acoustic models of the utterance as produced by native speakers. A widely discussed limitation of this approach is that such feedback is merely evaluative rather than corrective; that is, the learner who has received a poor score does not receive specific guidance in how to produce a better sound the next time. For this reason, speech recognition is currently better at providing opportunities for language practice than for language learning.  

 
Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, which were published as Hincks 2002b and 2003a, provided the speech technology and CALL communities with an early assessment of the effectiveness of state-of-the-art, commercially available CAPT software.  The study evaluated one of these programs using a control/experimental design, where the general development in pronunciation skills of a class of students with unlimited access to pronunciation software was compared to a class of students with only five hours of pronunciation training. Two separate tests of pronunciation development indicated that while the weaker students in the experimental group benefited somewhat from their software practice, the pronunciation ability of the better students in the group did not improve, and in cases seemed even to degrade. A possible explanation for this is that the fluency of the intermediate language learners was impeded by repeatedly receiving negative and unconstructive feedback from the CAPT software. These results would be consistent with the predictions of communicative theories of second language acquisition, which question the benefit of language drills once students have progressed beyond beginning stages (Brown and Yule 1983; Morley 1991). 


There were a number of limitations with this study, as there often are with any attempt to study the effects of different methods of instruction. The primary limitations involved establishing comparable and sufficiently large groups of subjects, controlling the nature of the pedagogic input they received, and determining a reliable method of pronunciation assessment. Nonetheless, a conclusion drawn from the study was that CAPT in its current form, with its limited means of providing feedback and its inherent focus on imitative pedagogical methods, is not suitable for use by intermediate and advanced students. The challenge of correcting fossilized pronunciation errors and the risk of damaging student confidence can combine to create a situation that does not favor automatic tutorial methods for learners beyond the introductory stages of language learning. However, CAPT can provide the necessary opportunity for beginning speakers to practice spoken language outside the classroom and to help learners begin their acquisition of a second language with a correct phonetic inventory. 


Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis turned to the linguistic needs of intermediate and advanced Swedish-native students of English. A pronunciation problem of these learners of particular salience to native-speaker listeners is misplacement of lexical stress in multi-syllabic words (Jenkins 2000). An interactive exercise using multimodal speech synthesis was devised to demonstrate the differences in stress placement in two Swedish-English cognates, and resulted in long-term acquisition of correct pronunciation of these words in a group of 11 learners (Hincks 2002a). This study is one of few thus far that have used speech synthesis for a language learning application. To further examine the pronunciation needs of this learner group, a speech database consisting of 28 ten-minute oral presentations made by learners at three levels of English proficiency was recorded. In a subset of eleven recordings, a very low number of pronunciation errors was found (Hincks 2003c). A conclusion of the study was that these speakers of English would find little benefit from computer-generated feedback on the specific segmental errors they make. 


Chapters 6 through 10 explored the premises for a novel application of speech technology in language learning. For many professional users of lingua franca English, part of learning the spoken language is learning how to use it well in public speaking situations. This is a challenge for natives and non-natives alike, and the fact that people need a feel for training is evidenced by the fact that providing advice on presentation skills is a growing business (Jaret 2005). Becoming a proficient public speaker entails many aspects, among them how to structure the presentation to most effectively communicate the content. An area which has received little academic interest, however, is how to objectively assess how speakers have used their voices. Standard advice on public speaking is to use varied intonation. Advisors (e.g. Lamerton 2001; Davis 2004; Grandstaff 2004) are in agreement that speaking in a monotone is to be avoided, and that speakers sometimes need help to understand when they are doing so. They are also in agreement that one must speak neither too quickly nor too slowly, and that it is difficult sometimes to achieve the right pace of delivery.  



Varied intonation is achieved by varying the pitch, intensity, duration and quality of one’s speech. While all are important, the thesis has focused primarily on the first of these dimensions, pitch variation. To assess the extent to which the student presenters were varying their pitch, 18 of the presentation recordings, or three hours of spontaneous speech, were analyzed with respect to the normalized standard deviation (termed PVQ) of fundamental frequency over consecutive 10-second long samples of speech. Mean PVQ per presentation ranged from .11 to .24, with students using more variation receiving more positive feedback on their presentation delivery (Hincks 2004b). A significant correlation between pitch variation levels and language proficiency was found for the nine female speakers but not for the nine male speakers. Finally, males used significantly more pitch variation than females. 


To test the potential of the PVQ variable as a measure of pitch variation that could be applied to give feedback on presentation delivery, a perceptual experiment was designed to test the relationship between the PVQ and impressions of speaker liveliness. An overall correlation by speaker of .83 was found, with correlations higher for males than for females (Hincks 2005b; Hincks 2005c). Previous work has established the relationship between the standard deviation of fundamental frequency and perceptions of liveliness in synthetic speech (Traunmüller and Eriksson 1995); this study confirms those findings with samples of spontaneous speech. 


The study described in Chapter 8 of the thesis examined two temporal variables, one of particular interest when examining second language speech, and one of particular interest in relation to instructional speech in an L2 environment. In addition, this study tested whether there was a relationship between the perception of liveliness and these two variables. The temporal variable that best correlated with speaker proficiency, in this as in other studies, was the mean length of runs, i.e. the number of syllables uttered between silent pauses. Interestingly, this variable also correlated moderately with liveliness perceptions of female speech, but not with liveliness perceptions of male speech. No correlation was found between speaking rate and PVQ, or between speaking rate and perceptions of liveliness. 



Chapter 9 addressed the question of the effect of whether one is using a first or second language on presentation prosody (Hincks 2005a). A second corpus of ten presentations was recorded, where five speakers made the same presentation in both English and Swedish. Though previous research (on other language pairs) had suggested that speakers might use less pitch variation when speaking English (Wennerstrom 1994; Levis and Pickering 2004; Pickering 2004), this study found little intra-speaker difference in mean PVQ.  However, the speakers spoke on average 20% faster when using their native language. Liveliness ratings of the ten presentations showed a high correlation of .89 with PVQ.


Chapter 10 discussed how CALL theory would support the application of the above findings in an automatic feedback mechanism for practicing and assessing oral presentations (Hincks 2003b; Hincks 2005b; Hincks 2005c). The challenges faced by native as well as non-native speakers of English when preparing to speak in public were discussed, with particular attention to the way their voices are used and the hazards of monotone speech. Since professional voice coaching is not available to everyone, some speakers could benefit from computer-generated feedback informing them of their pitch variation levels. Native speakers with a tendency to speak more quickly than they should when addressing international audiences could learn how to slow down their speech to appropriate levels. Chapter 10 tentatively proposed specific pitch variation levels and speaking rates to use in public speaking situations, though much work remains to be done on this topic. 

1.44 Future work


1.44.1 Computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT)

Research has shown that teaching and training pronunciation is better than ignoring it all together, but there is no agreement as to the best ways of providing feedback. Beginning language learners should profit from the opportunity to practice the spoken language on their own, even if the feedback they receive is not always accurate. In fact, it is possible that as long as the program is fun to use and the feedback is encouraging and positive, learning will take place. The best ways of integrating CAPT systems into a beginning language curriculum would be an interesting area of research. 



It would unfortunately be ethically indefensible to pursue the tentative finding that speech-recognition-based pronunciation practice was damaging to the global pronunciation ability of intermediate students, but if such results were statistically proven, it would provide further evidence supporting theories of communicative language learning that abstain from providing extensive negative feedback on learner speech on the grounds that it impedes fluency. 

1.44.2 Feedback on public speaking

If the vision of providing automatic feedback on the prosody of public speaking is to be realized one day, an enormous amount of research remains to be done. There are three parties involved: the speaker, the audience, and the potential feedback mechanism, and each in itself requires study, as well as each in relation to the other parts. 


Speakers


The process of becoming a better speaker would be an important area of study. A natural development of this thesis is to see whether feedback on global pitch variation would provide benefit to a speaker with the habit of speaking in a monotone. Questions to be addressed include whether the speaker would manage to place pitch movement in appropriate places, the effect on speaker fluency and confidence, and whether the speaker would feel comfortable with a change in pitch variation levels. 
This thesis has investigated the speaking habits of a fairly homogeneous group of students in a specific classroom-based speaking situation. Recently, work has been initiated (Rosenberg and Hirschberg 2005; Strangert 2005) to look at the prosodic characteristics of speakers who could be taken as models: professional newscasters and politicians. Such work would have important pedagogical implications that could be applied to help novice public speakers. 



The small investigation described in Chapter 9 indicated that pitch variation may be more speaker dependent than language dependent. Still, it would be valuable to compare PVQs from speakers using their first language to see if global pitch variation levels could be characterized as language-specific. 


The differences between male and female habits are another area for research, where studies with a large number of participants are required. The mean PVQ of the females in the corpus was significantly lower than that of the males; there is a possibility that the females were restraining the variability of their voices in order to sound more masculine and authoritative. The discrepancy between the male and female correlations between liveliness ratings and mean length of runs could also be pursued.



Advisors on public speaking sometimes attempt to defuse the delivery issue by saying things like: ‘just be confident of what you are saying and the rest will take care of itself’ or ‘just look people in the eyes and your voice will sound engaging and natural.’ I found no relationship between perceived confidence and pitch variation; it would be interesting to investigate whether there are relationships between, for example, the amount of time a speaker’s gaze is focused on the audience and prosodic variables.

Audiences


Here the questions regard how different prosodic aspects are perceived by listeners. What pitch variation levels are preferred by different audiences in different speaking genres? What sort of cultural differences exist? At what point does a lot of pitch variation become annoying? What is the effect of listener L1 on the impression of speaker liveliness? Important in the context of English as a lingua franca would be to determine an appropriate target speaking rate to use when addressing international audiences. 


Feedback mechanism


In this thesis, normalized standard deviation of fundamental frequency (PVQ) has been shown to correlate satisfactorily with perceptions of speaker liveliness.  I make no claim, however, that the PVQ variable as I have measured it is the optimal or the only parameter to use in a potential feedback mechanism. The PVQ should in fact be taken as a starting point for further research that would also take into consideration the effect of other prosodic dimensions. Public speakers must vary tempo and intensity as well as pitch, and though this thesis has looked at speaking rate per se, it has not looked at intra-speaker variation in rate, nor at intensity at all. Furthermore, speakers should learn to pause at appropriate junctures. A feedback mechanism should certainly respond to these dimensions, though it is possible that they should be treated as more advanced aspects of public speaking, that deserve focus after satisfactory pitch variation has been achieved. Finally, it is possible that pitch extraction should be performed with different upper and lower settings, and that better comparisons can be made by conversion to a semitone scale.

1.45 Final words

Though this thesis began by investigating how well speech technology can be used to teach pronunciation, it has ended by proposing that speech technology be used to help people become better public speakers. The shift in focus has been motivated by a desire to combine the field of computer-assisted language learning with that of English for specific purposes. Computer-assisted pronunciation training is an area worthy of much future attention, but preferably from teachers who come into contact with the beginning students who will benefit the most from receiving extensive pronunciation training. Meanwhile, we are all lifelong language learners to one extent or another when it comes to improving our ability to communicate effectively in formal situations. 
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Appendix 1:  Text for pronunciation assessment 

Study the following passage carefully for about three minutes to see that you understand the development of the dialogue, but do not make any marks on the paper.  Read the passage clearly and expressively into the microphone.  Do not read the names JOE and BETTY in capital letters at the left.


JOE
Where are you going, Betty?


BETTY
Hello, Joe. I’m going shopping at IKEA.  I’ve just moved and I need some things for my room.  Would you like to come with me, or are you going to work?


JOE
Thanks, I’d like to come.  I want to buy a few things, too. 


BETTY
I’m going to look for a chair, a rug, and perhaps a picture.


JOE
A rug? How big? Did you measure your room?


BETTY
Oh, no.  I’m only going to get a little one.  A big one would be very expensive.  I haven’t got much money.


JOE 
I haven’t either.  First let’s go along to that old shop—the one near the railway station.


BETTY
OK.  My boyfriend told me that was a good place to start.


Appendix 2: Texts for assessing proficiency in lexical stress


The shell of an egg has the same composition as bone. It has a mineral component and an organic component (the protein collagen). The mineral component makes the shell hard but fragile, while the flexible collagen acts like a glue that maintains the integrity of the whole structure. Acids such as vinegar dissolve the calcium-based mineral component, which is alkaline, leaving the flexible collagen intact. Hence you get a rubbery eggshell.


(Pedro Gonzales, New Scientist, 10/04/1999)


The density fluctuation parameter determined the clumpiness of the Universe when the first structures started to congeal out of the cooling gas of the big bang, about 300 000 years after the Universe's birth. The bigger the parameter, the more pronounced would have been the dense regions compared with the average, making them grow faster by pulling in matter through gravity. … [Since] no physics predicts their size at the time of galaxy formation, [scientists have investigated] what kind of Universe might have arisen if the density fluctuation parameter had been slightly different.


(Marcus Chown, New Scientist 29/11/1997, p.11).


Appendix 3: Sample transcription of presentation


Hello, my name is TM and I’m doing my oral presentation on Bluetooth.  Ehm the reason why I did that is because I didn’t know much about it, eh, but I thought it was an interesting eh subject.  Eh you may stop and ask questions at any time, hopefully I can answer them. No!  So.  A bit about the background, ehm, very short about what Bluetooth is. It’s a short radio—a short-range radio link. It was developed to replace cables between portable and fixed devices. The concept was started by Ericsson, a Swedish company, but all the development has been done by S-I-G which stands for special interest group.  Today S-I-G consists of way over a thousand companies, I think, and so it’s a big interest group. And the name, Bluetooth, originates from King Harald, eh, king of Denmark, eh during the years nine—nine hundred and forty to nine hundred and eighty one A.C. Eh, he’s eh, he ate a lot of blueberries, which colored his teeth blue, therefore he got his name. He had a way of getting people to communicate, and that’s why they chose this name.  They thought it was suitable.  These are applications where you can find Bluetooth, ehm, these examples are the most common applications.  Eh, mobile phone with a headset, eh personal computer with a printer, mobile phone with a handheld, with a PDA, I don’t know if you know what that is, it’s a personal calender, eh, mobile phone with a personal computer, you talk about a big computer, laptop or something. Ehm, Bluetooth is a microchip with a radio transmitter.  It’s installed in digital devices. And in—it consists of both hardware and software.  Eh, it operates in the unlicensed ISN band, some of you may know what that is, ehm it’s hard to explain...closer what that is, ehm using radio frequencies around two point four gigahertz. Eh, you can use it in a network solution as well as in a non-network solution.  Eh when you use it in a network solution eh this is what it looks like.  It’s called a piconet and means a small network. Ehm. It consists—one unit acts like a master, the blue dots in the middle, maybe it’s hard to read the text, I don’t know, and the other units acts like slaves. Ehm up to seven slaves can be active on one piconet, ehm a master can connect to two hundred and fifty six part slaves or seven active, so you can join several piconets to get a big net--network.  The closest thing to Bluetooth today is a V-lan.  It stands for wireless local area network. And Bluetooth is also a wireless technique, however you can’t replace Bluetooth with a V-lan, or vice-versa, because they’re used—they’re used in different applications. Ehm I thought I’d compare these two eh on a few points, just so we can see about, eh where it’s used and so on. Ehm Bluetooth has a range of normally maximum ten meters, eh whereas V-lan has a range of fifty to a hundred meters.  Ehm Bluetooth has low energy demand, eh while V-lan has a high. Ehm Bluetooth can send sound, and V-lan cannot, they can both send broadband data, eh, pri--Bluetooth’s primary use--usage is in mobile units, and V-lan in energy-demanding units. And eh, Bluetooth has a maximum speed of one megabits per second, and V-lan has a maximum speed of eleven megabits per second. So Bluetooth is not better, or worse than V-lan, it’s just used in different applications.  The best thing would be to combine these two, I don’t think I’ve—I don’t think you’ve started doing that yet. Maybe you know? If you combine these two yet? …./…(12 sec)


Yea, so that would be the best thing to do, I would say. So, when it comes to security, eh it’s all about encryption. Eh in this case, eh, Bluetooth short-range, eh ten meters, is an advantage, because you have to be in that range to intercept.  Eh, but there’s still a risk of interception.  Eh, there are two ways to make this wireless network safe from intruders. Either you can eh protect your data by encryption, so you encrypt all the data, or you can protect the data by authentication, that means the units check they have the same eh encryption key before they send data, and the difference with this one is that you all--you only encrypt the key, not all the data. So my last point is about the future. I can only predict what it’s gonna be like, but it’s looking good, ehm, I don’t think the major dev—development will be done in the consumer market, however, I think it will be done in industrial automation and gaming. And eh, the prices are going down, which makes it more attractive, it’s still--still kind of a new product.  So, any questions, that’s all for me.  


Appendix 4: Extracted FB0 Bvalues for corpus of presentation speech 



Males Group A




segSDMPVQSDMPVQSDMPVQ


1251430.175301660.180261260.207


2211350.158241610.152121190.101


3151190.127251600.154161250.131


4201230.164251620.152161250.131


5251390.178191670.116141150.123


6161280.124241650.146171150.147


7151180.126231680.139201390.146


8191330.142331570.207141190.118


9161260.130261600.163151210.126


10251500.168321700.187221250.179


11251440.173301740.170211170.177


12221390.157211650.129151190.123


13181290.138281660.171161140.141


14171310.133161580.101311230.256


15141320.110171550.109181380.127


16211260.165311610.191141270.107


17241320.180251730.147121030.120


18211400.153261600.160131080.121


19141280.111221590.136161280.126


20231330.174181570.115321240.261


21171270.132211470.143301440.207


22231350.167351720.204171220.141


23281300.213331840.180161180.133


24211290.163261750.151211200.174


25171260.134281840.150181200.153


26211300.164251750.145211160.177


27231390.163231660.139151110.135


28231360.166271660.163141160.121


29181290.143261800.145161110.143


30261310.196311750.177231170.199


31171340.131341840.186161110.145


32191350.144311880.163191180.161


33181300.138281760.157221260.176


34191260.149211660.124171130.152


35241340.177181710.106221320.166


36151260.120261690.152201240.162


37161270.128211550.133181150.161


38291350.214251520.162251150.213


39191320.140361670.215251260.198


40201350.151261720.151261220.213


41201200.164301690.180151200.123


42271290.205251550.164231160.198


43231280.177311740.177191240.156


44161230.132181580.114171120.155


45121160.105201550.127141100.128


46151220.122191490.129111020.108


47141210.119321440.221171090.159


4891140.081201760.116161270.129


49111120.100241650.149141160.122


50161360.120241650.147151070.143


51191440.129281640.169191350.141


52141160.119231620.145


53181260.139301670.178


54281410.202321560.204


55151150.135241570.153


56191250.148281520.185


57191230.157281810.157


58231230.184211710.120


59201220.163381670.231


60131270.106261740.151


Student 1 tnStudent 3mlStudent 4pt4







Males Group B




segSDMPVQSDMPVQSDMPVQ


116.61090.15210.2102.00.10012.81180.108


211.51090.1057.893.90.08314.21200.119


323.11180.19511.3104.20.10911.81130.105


421.51120.19212.097.80.12315.01230.122


515.41130.13610.3104.80.09814.41120.128


612.11090.11113.6105.00.12914.31200.119


712.61070.11712.4104.90.1189.81090.090


812.11050.1159.794.00.10310.91140.095


912.81110.1159.597.80.09718.71240.150


1012.11060.11411.5101.60.11317.81170.153


1117.01120.1529.897.60.10112.91130.115


129.31040.0899.798.60.09916.71190.141


1310.01030.09711.797.10.12010.81150.094


1414.71190.1247.797.40.07913.61200.113


1515.71090.1449.596.70.09815.21230.124


1615.21100.13812.8105.10.12111.21150.098


1714.31080.1339.9104.30.09517.61190.149


1814.21040.1379.892.80.10615.61330.117


1912.01060.11313.2103.10.12810.81150.094


2014.31060.13511.0102.60.10713.81140.121


2110.21010.1008.994.50.09413.21150.114


2225.31180.21413.7101.10.13615.11140.132


2313.41090.12415.7103.60.1529.51100.086


2414.91070.13914.6103.30.1418.91120.080


2512.01040.11510.097.70.10313.91170.119


2617.11080.1577.093.20.07510.11140.088


2713.71100.12514.6108.00.13614.31170.123


2815.51050.14711.5102.90.11112.81180.109


2915.71100.14210.2100.20.10113.41190.113


3013.11080.1219.699.50.09615.01110.135


319.31050.08915.6110.40.14113.91190.117


328.81040.08410.295.50.10711.51090.106


3311.41040.11011.8100.60.11711.31140.099


3410.91030.10613.3101.90.13018.41130.163


3510.61040.1028.790.80.09512.01150.105


3615.11120.13510.495.20.1099.51050.090


3713.11120.1178.098.30.08212.21240.098


389.31030.09011.6100.90.11520.61250.165


399.91030.09612.7105.20.12017.01250.136


4011.31050.10815.2102.90.14814.81170.127


4112.31080.11313.1101.80.12810.81110.098


4215.31150.13310.997.60.11111.91160.103


4313.799.50.13815.51120.139


448.690.00.09510.21150.089


4512.8102.80.12511.41100.103


4610.493.90.1118.51100.078


479.596.60.0999.71090.089


4810.4100.70.1038.61060.080


4922.3108.60.20512.21200.102


509.7103.30.09412.01170.103


518.4104.90.08010.81100.098


5211.9108.30.1109.01120.080


5312.7105.40.12010.31140.090


5413.299.40.1338.71090.080


5513.51230.109


568.61070.080


5713.11150.114


5814.51220.119


5911.61170.100


608.61160.074


Student 8 (nw)Student 9 (mn)Student 12 (jh)







Males Group C



segSDMPVQSDMPVQSDMPVQ


10.21344.61760.25317.91640.109


20.21533.51470.22815.11600.095


30.18535.91540.23411.91570.076


40.21731.91540.20812.31550.079


50.20247.51430.33314.61610.090


60.25236.01420.25314.91560.095


70.15332.91470.22413.71590.086


80.21120.71420.14512.91540.083


90.25933.51450.23220.61580.130


100.18328.31450.19521.41580.136


110.27220.61300.15817.61610.110


120.23025.81440.18021.51480.145


1324.51350.18218.11300.13917.51640.107


1433.31420.23435.01440.24314.41510.095


1532.61420.22943.51610.2709.81530.064


1635.81420.25238.31410.27213.61620.084


1724.31260.19321.91360.16121.11570.134


1828.11330.21125.21430.17617.61620.108


1937.91350.28028.31360.20824.61710.144


2034.81360.25531.71480.21417.91660.108


2131.91500.21330.61410.21725.11600.157


2225.81300.19826.11410.18623.41480.158


2337.51440.26021.01400.15014.71720.085


2435.61410.25214.41270.11326.61530.173


2534.71330.26128.11320.21321.31540.138


2645.21560.28933.41540.21722.81610.142


2741.51460.28529.21470.19910.61570.068


2837.91580.24028.41370.20718.51600.116


2938.71570.24744.71890.23731.41570.201


3037.71520.24838.21780.21520.21570.129


3123.91180.20344.01670.26415.11560.096


3238.71530.25327.71370.20223.91510.159


3334.51420.24435.01410.24919.11610.119


3435.01490.23536.81540.24018.11600.113


3538.91570.24735.71600.22316.71660.100


3634.41620.21349.21590.30917.51570.112


3741.21510.27341.81570.26617.81590.112


3836.91590.23251.51680.30618.41600.115


3945.31530.29739.51580.25022.01530.144


4031.41410.22354.21680.32316.91480.114


4141.01410.29217.01240.13717.41550.112


4237.01610.23041.41430.29017.01680.101


4338.01500.25418.11220.14926.61540.172


4444.01360.32344.01730.25515.01550.097


4532.21370.23526.51310.20229.71550.192


4622.61280.17638.31740.220


4735.21520.23252.41790.293


4833.81490.22745.71520.300


4941.81460.28646.51660.280


5036.31440.25136.81590.232


5127.91340.20822.51480.153


5231.01210.25629.61370.216


5321.41180.18154.41720.317


5437.01340.27645.31540.295


5536.21410.25742.31690.251


5630.01320.22743.71870.234


5730.21360.22338.61720.224


5823.01350.17041.01560.263


5930.61350.22646.21710.269


6026.81330.20224.21430.169


Student 13 (nb) Student 14 (om)Student 17 (eh)





Females Group A




segSDMPVQSDMPVQSDMPVQ


129.82420.12323.42440.09649.32630.188


236.02630.13731.22320.13438.52290.168


334.82530.13833.82510.13543.12540.170


433.12530.13116.82260.07437.52420.155


530.52290.13319.92280.08835.42220.159


649.12330.21125.52310.11045.52590.175


726.32240.11733.82460.13739.52430.162


823.92170.11024.42300.10637.92400.158


918.62290.08134.92680.13034.02330.146


1030.82260.13629.22430.12018.32120.087


1131.82350.13632.02450.13121.82130.102


1228.22240.12639.92500.16045.22470.183


1323.32230.10431.82520.12640.82460.166


1429.92260.13226.42480.10738.12430.157


1523.92210.10837.42470.15224.52250.109


1624.22120.11433.72290.14730.22190.138


1720.22130.09543.02730.15826.22270.115


1815.71950.08144.92590.17338.02250.169


1916.92160.07826.62330.11438.82260.172


2036.92240.16429.72550.11718.31960.093


2121.82100.10428.32660.10638.22320.164


2222.12230.09926.62430.10929.62280.130


2321.72200.09948.52600.18731.32360.133


2430.62340.13132.42500.13033.82240.150


2525.92190.11828.52360.120545.12200.205


2634.32290.14928.82460.117322.02190.101


2723.92210.10831.22460.126716.12650.061


2837.22290.16246.12650.17444.62390.186


2926.12190.11936.02510.14442.72340.183


3022.62220.10245.32640.17234.82380.146


3118.62180.08529.22550.11525.62170.118


3220.72130.09725.52260.11324.32180.111


3335.02280.15429.42440.12026.92210.122


3428.82230.12923.92430.09820.92110.099


3543.52450.17733.72620.12936.12170.167


3621.22280.09337.42690.13926.02180.119


3724.92330.10726.02340.11119.82100.094


3823.22160.10726.22410.10842.72550.167


3921.82300.09533.12510.13234.12330.146


4024.92420.10324.32390.10121.82140.102


4126.32310.11428.82440.11835.92290.157


4218.92300.08218.52330.07928.22230.127


4323.72270.10529.22430.12019.42210.088


4435.62220.16039.72530.15720.02130.094


4540.22210.18224.32300.10629.92510.119


4629.72140.13815.42250.068


4728.62330.12325.02500.100


4828.92300.12632.92600.127


4936.52400.152


5039.02300.170


5123.42550.092


5229.12590.112


5321.52330.092


5436.72320.158


5522.92300.100


5622.82300.099


5736.02320.155


5829.12280.127


5915.32140.071


6025.42220.115


Student 2 (vj)Student 5 (cn)Student 4 (el)





Females Group B




segSDMPVQSDMPVQSDMPVQ


126.32180.12146.42400.19359.12220.266


227.12210.12247.02060.22845.42250.202


335.42150.16535.51960.18142.52230.190


438.82280.17034.41960.17532.32180.148


542.72360.18128.31970.14339.42270.174


618.71870.10023.21970.11826.62150.124


727.61950.14132.82180.15114.81830.081


828.12100.13426.91820.14852.12170.240


917.72010.08850.52090.24221.82020.108


1021.21970.10829.32090.14034.42200.156


1127.72020.13729.52130.13844.42560.173


1230.52070.14829.41970.14941.72210.189


1327.12030.13321.61950.11139.62070.191


1440.21930.20921.81960.11128.42090.136


1521.41900.11321.01970.10730.02000.150


1623.82040.11734.52120.16235.92240.160


1721.31940.11020.41890.10831.62050.154


1820.21970.10223.61870.12712.11920.063


1918.91870.10133.11960.16942.42250.189


2040.62230.18220.82060.10143.42190.198


2125.11970.12730.52050.14950.02280.219


2220.71940.10720.52040.10036.42180.167


2316.41820.09024.02050.11745.22240.202


2424.82010.12344.22120.20832.22050.157


2523.91970.12130.11990.15252.82380.222


2626.21830.14322.01870.11833.42120.158


2721.21860.11431.11940.16023.21960.119


2820.11800.11226.22080.12637.42070.180


2931.61970.16124.71970.12546.62230.209


3047.42370.20018.91930.09830.72240.137


3144.42100.21218.91990.09541.72140.195


3224.91930.12928.22090.13536.82240.164


3317.71860.09523.92010.11928.72080.138


3413.71860.07427.22010.13541.92310.181


3532.52020.16127.22090.13135.92250.160


3621.31890.11329.31970.14939.32220.177


3730.32180.13942.72010.21342.92210.194


3820.31930.10522.82010.11322.51960.115


3918.81970.09525.62020.12738.82090.186


4028.22040.13821.61840.11727.02100.129


4116.11780.09124.02090.11521.81980.110


4223.91740.13821.91890.11646.62260.207


4343.82430.18128.81970.14629.92160.138


4418.01900.09519.41840.10518.71930.097


4522.71950.11714.01910.07341.52160.192


4629.91730.17323.61950.121


4752.12260.23013.51740.078


4838.42060.18617.41900.091


4919.41840.10528.31920.147


5027.81800.15427.31980.138


5119.21780.10820.21990.102


5232.71940.16928.91950.148


5327.21920.14220.31960.103


5425.61820.14022.02000.110


5526.71950.13717.21880.091


5625.91950.13214.21820.078


5715.51750.08923.02010.114


5835.22090.16819.71830.107


5919.31870.10323.61920.123


6017.11870.09214.91820.082


Student 7 (aj)Student 10 (hö)Student 11 tm





Females Group C



segSDMPVQSDMPVQSDMPVQ


136.42040.17957.62770.20841.62480.168


241.92100.20038.82580.15125.42210.115


331.62070.15339.02490.15741.12230.184


432.12050.15727.82390.11637.12300.161


539.62050.19337.52330.16134.72240.155


638.82040.19037.12450.15139.02160.180


738.72060.18858.82610.22547.12340.201


839.92130.18737.42310.16244.72170.206


943.62180.20038.22470.15536.12310.156


1041.22210.18741.22380.17345.92360.194


1128.92010.14449.72490.20042.72260.189


1227.02000.13548.12500.19350.42280.221


1332.02090.15346.02580.17942.42330.182


1434.92010.17352.82700.19647.62260.211


1523.81970.12147.82490.19256.22430.231


1633.02030.16246.02490.18538.12260.169


1726.22010.13140.42380.16944.82320.193


1839.52130.18523.72130.11149.22260.218


1932.62210.14850.82560.19926.02130.122


2027.61930.14337.82340.16146.72320.201


2140.92190.18725.52210.11550.72560.198


2239.92240.17833.82330.14540.42320.174


2324.82080.11934.62170.16043.22240.193


2432.02010.15944.32460.18048.32250.215


2518.71870.10021.52140.10037.62150.175


2641.22270.18238.72390.16243.02340.184


2720.91900.11027.32160.12745.52260.201


2843.92350.18753.52730.19648.52500.194


2936.12220.16362.12800.22248.12400.201


3042.82100.20444.02500.17635.72160.165


3146.62270.20638.32430.15817.92040.088


3240.42270.17830.62270.13529.02120.137


3333.12150.15456.32390.23631.02140.145


3430.22020.15051.52440.21143.72380.184


3533.51940.17345.52490.18335.92340.153


3639.52190.18152.02420.21549.92370.211


3734.52090.16539.02520.15522.02010.110


3838.02320.16444.02440.18048.52400.202


3947.22220.21326.02160.12017.51950.090


4027.92200.12757.92730.21228.72050.140


4125.01950.12841.92530.16551.22330.220


4226.92070.13055.92520.22232.22250.143


4317.51880.09331.12420.12835.32150.164


4425.82080.12438.32380.16121.92050.107


4539.52120.18638.52370.16223.32020.116


4633.12100.15837.92300.16537.12140.174


4727.81980.14018.92150.08826.52010.132


4833.32010.16630.72170.14222.72050.111


4939.11950.20059.62420.24646.52360.197


5043.22320.18646.52490.18613.62090.065


5133.32170.15339.92430.16417.72080.085


5226.71880.14132.12230.14430.32330.130


5330.22170.13943.72300.19020.82110.099


5435.02190.16042.92220.19421.82060.106


5524.61950.12646.82260.20727.52050.134


5638.12110.18129.42340.12619.12050.093


5759.62220.26841.82260.18534.52620.132


5837.92020.18821.72230.098


5923.42120.11023.42150.109


6014.71950.07552.32460.212


Student 15 (ks)Student 16 (to)Student 18 (mln)





Appendix 5: Instructions for perception of liveliness test

Background


We tell our students to use a lively voice when they are making an oral presentation. Some people are able to do that better than others, and everyone varies in liveliness throughout the course of a presentation. I have analyzed a number of presentations and have come up with a possible way of measuring liveliness automatically. This listening test will help me to see if that measure has perceptual validity. If it does, it could be part of a possible feedback mechanism for practicing oral presentations.


Instructions


The 'packages' below contain ten-second samples of speech from students of technical English. Your task is to sort them according to liveliness. Double-click on the package to hear the sound. You should listen to a few first to orient yourself. Then you can start moving the packages from the right of the screen to the left of the screen and sorting them as well as you can according to liveliness. The liveliest samples should be at the top of the scale and the most monotone speech should be at the bottom of the scale. You may listen to a sample as many times as you like and move it as many times as you like. For each student I have selected samples representing different levels of liveliness (for that student), so don’t feel that you have to try to group all of a student’s files in one particular place. You may take a break whenever you need to. When you are done, click ‘finished.’


Focus


All of the speakers are to one degree or another influenced by their native Swedish tongue. For this task, I ask you to focus only on the extent to which they are able to use English expressively and in a prosodically engaging manner, suitable to holding an audience’s attention for ten minutes or longer. As a follow-up, I will ask you to separately rate their accented-ness.



























































TP�PT The test will be further discussed in Section 5.1.2. It is available at H� HYPERLINK "http://language.lib.kth.se/course_about.asp?info=placering" ��TUhttp://language.lib.kth.se/course_about.asp?info=placeringUT�H  


TP�PT By word Coxhead means word families or lemmas, meaning that for example satisfy, satisfactory and satisfactorily would be treated as one ‘word’.


TP�PT Paul Thompson at the University of Reading is conducting research to address this issue.


TP�PT ‘Spontaneous’ as opposed to ‘read’; but semi-spontaneous in that they had planned their speech and had probably rehearsed it.


TP�PT The term ‘fundamental frequency’, represented by the symbol FB0B, means the acoustic signal, produced by vibrating vocal folds, which we perceive as pitch. 


TP�PT One of the female test files with an outlying position was re-examined, was found to have violated the pause length criterion, and its results removed. Another two female test files were discovered to be duplicates and the results for one of them removed.


TP�PT The texts used in Griffiths’ experiment contained a very simple vocabulary, with many one-syllable words, which accounts for the high sps in relation to the wpm.


TP�PT In November 2004, Stockholm’s largest bookstore had three times as many shelves of books on advice on public speaking as on writing. 
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Sheet1


									Student 13 (nb)												Student 14 (om)												Student 17 (eh)


			seg						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ


			1												0.213						44.6			176			0.253						17.9			164			0.109


			2												0.215						33.5			147			0.228						15.1			160			0.095


			3												0.185						35.9			154			0.234						11.9			157			0.076


			4												0.217						31.9			154			0.208						12.3			155			0.079


			5												0.202						47.5			143			0.333						14.6			161			0.090


			6												0.252						36.0			142			0.253						14.9			156			0.095


			7												0.153						32.9			147			0.224						13.7			159			0.086


			8												0.211						20.7			142			0.145						12.9			154			0.083


			9												0.259						33.5			145			0.232						20.6			158			0.130


			10												0.183						28.3			145			0.195						21.4			158			0.136


			11												0.272						20.6			130			0.158						17.6			161			0.110


			12												0.230						25.8			144			0.180						21.5			148			0.145


			13						24.5			135			0.182						18.1			130			0.139						17.5			164			0.107


			14						33.3			142			0.234						35.0			144			0.243						14.4			151			0.095


			15						32.6			142			0.229						43.5			161			0.270						9.8			153			0.064


			16						35.8			142			0.252						38.3			141			0.272						13.6			162			0.084


			17						24.3			126			0.193						21.9			136			0.161						21.1			157			0.134


			18						28.1			133			0.211						25.2			143			0.176						17.6			162			0.108


			19						37.9			135			0.280						28.3			136			0.208						24.6			171			0.144


			20						34.8			136			0.255						31.7			148			0.214						17.9			166			0.108


			21						31.9			150			0.213						30.6			141			0.217						25.1			160			0.157


			22						25.8			130			0.198						26.1			141			0.186						23.4			148			0.158


			23						37.5			144			0.260						21.0			140			0.150						14.7			172			0.085


			24						35.6			141			0.252						14.4			127			0.113						26.6			153			0.173


			25						34.7			133			0.261						28.1			132			0.213						21.3			154			0.138


			26						45.2			156			0.289						33.4			154			0.217						22.8			161			0.142


			27						41.5			146			0.285						29.2			147			0.199						10.6			157			0.068


			28						37.9			158			0.240						28.4			137			0.207						18.5			160			0.116


			29						38.7			157			0.247						44.7			189			0.237						31.4			157			0.201


			30						37.7			152			0.248						38.2			178			0.215						20.2			157			0.129


			31						23.9			118			0.203						44.0			167			0.264						15.1			156			0.096


			32						38.7			153			0.253						27.7			137			0.202						23.9			151			0.159


			33						34.5			142			0.244						35.0			141			0.249						19.1			161			0.119


			34						35.0			149			0.235						36.8			154			0.240						18.1			160			0.113


			35						38.9			157			0.247						35.7			160			0.223						16.7			166			0.100


			36						34.4			162			0.213						49.2			159			0.309						17.5			157			0.112


			37						41.2			151			0.273						41.8			157			0.266						17.8			159			0.112


			38						36.9			159			0.232						51.5			168			0.306						18.4			160			0.115


			39						45.3			153			0.297						39.5			158			0.250						22.0			153			0.144


			40						31.4			141			0.223						54.2			168			0.323						16.9			148			0.114


			41						41.0			141			0.292						17.0			124			0.137						17.4			155			0.112


			42						37.0			161			0.230						41.4			143			0.290						17.0			168			0.101


			43						38.0			150			0.254						18.1			122			0.149						26.6			154			0.172


			44						44.0			136			0.323						44.0			173			0.255						15.0			155			0.097


			45						32.2			137			0.235						26.5			131			0.202						29.7			155			0.192


			46						22.6			128			0.176						38.3			174			0.220


			47						35.2			152			0.232						52.4			179			0.293


			48						33.8			149			0.227						45.7			152			0.300


			49						41.8			146			0.286						46.5			166			0.280


			50						36.3			144			0.251						36.8			159			0.232


			51						27.9			134			0.208						22.5			148			0.153


			52						31.0			121			0.256						29.6			137			0.216


			53						21.4			118			0.181						54.4			172			0.317


			54						37.0			134			0.276						45.3			154			0.295


			55						36.2			141			0.257						42.3			169			0.251


			56						30.0			132			0.227						43.7			187			0.234


			57						30.2			136			0.223						38.6			172			0.224


			58						23.0			135			0.170						41.0			156			0.263


			59						30.6			135			0.226						46.2			171			0.269


			60						26.8			133			0.202						24.2			143			0.169
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Sheet1


									Student 8 (nw)												Student 9 (mn)												Student 12 (jh)


			seg						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ


			1						16.6			109			0.152						10.2			102.0			0.100						12.8			118			0.108


			2						11.5			109			0.105						7.8			93.9			0.083						14.2			120			0.119


			3						23.1			118			0.195						11.3			104.2			0.109						11.8			113			0.105


			4						21.5			112			0.192						12.0			97.8			0.123						15.0			123			0.122


			5						15.4			113			0.136						10.3			104.8			0.098						14.4			112			0.128


			6						12.1			109			0.111						13.6			105.0			0.129						14.3			120			0.119


			7						12.6			107			0.117						12.4			104.9			0.118						9.8			109			0.090


			8						12.1			105			0.115						9.7			94.0			0.103						10.9			114			0.095


			9						12.8			111			0.115						9.5			97.8			0.097						18.7			124			0.150


			10						12.1			106			0.114						11.5			101.6			0.113						17.8			117			0.153


			11						17.0			112			0.152						9.8			97.6			0.101						12.9			113			0.115


			12						9.3			104			0.089						9.7			98.6			0.099						16.7			119			0.141


			13						10.0			103			0.097						11.7			97.1			0.120						10.8			115			0.094


			14						14.7			119			0.124						7.7			97.4			0.079						13.6			120			0.113


			15						15.7			109			0.144						9.5			96.7			0.098						15.2			123			0.124


			16						15.2			110			0.138						12.8			105.1			0.121						11.2			115			0.098


			17						14.3			108			0.133						9.9			104.3			0.095						17.6			119			0.149


			18						14.2			104			0.137						9.8			92.8			0.106						15.6			133			0.117


			19						12.0			106			0.113						13.2			103.1			0.128						10.8			115			0.094


			20						14.3			106			0.135						11.0			102.6			0.107						13.8			114			0.121


			21						10.2			101			0.100						8.9			94.5			0.094						13.2			115			0.114


			22						25.3			118			0.214						13.7			101.1			0.136						15.1			114			0.132


			23						13.4			109			0.124						15.7			103.6			0.152						9.5			110			0.086


			24						14.9			107			0.139						14.6			103.3			0.141						8.9			112			0.080


			25						12.0			104			0.115						10.0			97.7			0.103						13.9			117			0.119


			26						17.1			108			0.157						7.0			93.2			0.075						10.1			114			0.088


			27						13.7			110			0.125						14.6			108.0			0.136						14.3			117			0.123


			28						15.5			105			0.147						11.5			102.9			0.111						12.8			118			0.109


			29						15.7			110			0.142						10.2			100.2			0.101						13.4			119			0.113


			30						13.1			108			0.121						9.6			99.5			0.096						15.0			111			0.135


			31						9.3			105			0.089						15.6			110.4			0.141						13.9			119			0.117


			32						8.8			104			0.084						10.2			95.5			0.107						11.5			109			0.106


			33						11.4			104			0.110						11.8			100.6			0.117						11.3			114			0.099


			34						10.9			103			0.106						13.3			101.9			0.130						18.4			113			0.163


			35						10.6			104			0.102						8.7			90.8			0.095						12.0			115			0.105


			36						15.1			112			0.135						10.4			95.2			0.109						9.5			105			0.090


			37						13.1			112			0.117						8.0			98.3			0.082						12.2			124			0.098


			38						9.3			103			0.090						11.6			100.9			0.115						20.6			125			0.165


			39						9.9			103			0.096						12.7			105.2			0.120						17.0			125			0.136


			40						11.3			105			0.108						15.2			102.9			0.148						14.8			117			0.127


			41						12.3			108			0.113						13.1			101.8			0.128						10.8			111			0.098


			42						15.3			115			0.133						10.9			97.6			0.111						11.9			116			0.103


			43																		13.7			99.5			0.138						15.5			112			0.139


			44																		8.6			90.0			0.095						10.2			115			0.089


			45																		12.8			102.8			0.125						11.4			110			0.103


			46																		10.4			93.9			0.111						8.5			110			0.078


			47																		9.5			96.6			0.099						9.7			109			0.089


			48																		10.4			100.7			0.103						8.6			106			0.080


			49																		22.3			108.6			0.205						12.2			120			0.102


			50																		9.7			103.3			0.094						12.0			117			0.103


			51																		8.4			104.9			0.080						10.8			110			0.098


			52																		11.9			108.3			0.110						9.0			112			0.080


			53																		12.7			105.4			0.120						10.3			114			0.090


			54																		13.2			99.4			0.133						8.7			109			0.080


			55																														13.5			123			0.109


			56																														8.6			107			0.080


			57																														13.1			115			0.114


			58																														14.5			122			0.119


			59																														11.6			117			0.100


			60																														8.6			116			0.074
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Sheet1


									Student 2 (vj)												Student 5 (cn)												Student 4 (el)


			seg						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ


			1						29.8			242			0.123						23.4			244			0.096						49.3			263			0.188


			2						36.0			263			0.137						31.2			232			0.134						38.5			229			0.168


			3						34.8			253			0.138						33.8			251			0.135						43.1			254			0.170


			4						33.1			253			0.131						16.8			226			0.074						37.5			242			0.155


			5						30.5			229			0.133						19.9			228			0.088						35.4			222			0.159


			6						49.1			233			0.211						25.5			231			0.110						45.5			259			0.175


			7						26.3			224			0.117						33.8			246			0.137						39.5			243			0.162


			8						23.9			217			0.110						24.4			230			0.106						37.9			240			0.158


			9						18.6			229			0.081						34.9			268			0.130						34.0			233			0.146


			10						30.8			226			0.136						29.2			243			0.120						18.3			212			0.087


			11						31.8			235			0.136						32.0			245			0.131						21.8			213			0.102


			12						28.2			224			0.126						39.9			250			0.160						45.2			247			0.183


			13						23.3			223			0.104						31.8			252			0.126						40.8			246			0.166


			14						29.9			226			0.132						26.4			248			0.107						38.1			243			0.157


			15						23.9			221			0.108						37.4			247			0.152						24.5			225			0.109


			16						24.2			212			0.114						33.7			229			0.147						30.2			219			0.138


			17						20.2			213			0.095						43.0			273			0.158						26.2			227			0.115


			18						15.7			195			0.081						44.9			259			0.173						38.0			225			0.169


			19						16.9			216			0.078						26.6			233			0.114						38.8			226			0.172


			20						36.9			224			0.164						29.7			255			0.117						18.3			196			0.093


			21						21.8			210			0.104						28.3			266			0.106						38.2			232			0.164


			22						22.1			223			0.099						26.6			243			0.109						29.6			228			0.130


			23						21.7			220			0.099						48.5			260			0.187						31.3			236			0.133


			24						30.6			234			0.131						32.4			250			0.130						33.8			224			0.150


			25						25.9			219			0.118						28.5			236			0.1205						45.1			220			0.205


			26						34.3			229			0.149						28.8			246			0.1173						22.0			219			0.101


			27						23.9			221			0.108						31.2			246			0.1267						16.1			265			0.061


			28						37.2			229			0.162						46.1			265			0.174						44.6			239			0.186


			29						26.1			219			0.119						36.0			251			0.144						42.7			234			0.183


			30						22.6			222			0.102						45.3			264			0.172						34.8			238			0.146


			31						18.6			218			0.085						29.2			255			0.115						25.6			217			0.118


			32						20.7			213			0.097						25.5			226			0.113						24.3			218			0.111


			33						35.0			228			0.154						29.4			244			0.120						26.9			221			0.122


			34						28.8			223			0.129						23.9			243			0.098						20.9			211			0.099


			35						43.5			245			0.177						33.7			262			0.129						36.1			217			0.167


			36						21.2			228			0.093						37.4			269			0.139						26.0			218			0.119


			37						24.9			233			0.107						26.0			234			0.111						19.8			210			0.094


			38						23.2			216			0.107						26.2			241			0.108						42.7			255			0.167


			39						21.8			230			0.095						33.1			251			0.132						34.1			233			0.146


			40						24.9			242			0.103						24.3			239			0.101						21.8			214			0.102


			41						26.3			231			0.114						28.8			244			0.118						35.9			229			0.157


			42						18.9			230			0.082						18.5			233			0.079						28.2			223			0.127


			43						23.7			227			0.105						29.2			243			0.120						19.4			221			0.088


			44						35.6			222			0.160						39.7			253			0.157						20.0			213			0.094


			45						40.2			221			0.182						24.3			230			0.106						29.9			251			0.119


			46						29.7			214			0.138						15.4			225			0.068


			47						28.6			233			0.123						25.0			250			0.100


			48						28.9			230			0.126						32.9			260			0.127


			49						36.5			240			0.152


			50						39.0			230			0.170


			51						23.4			255			0.092


			52						29.1			259			0.112


			53						21.5			233			0.092


			54						36.7			232			0.158


			55						22.9			230			0.100


			56						22.8			230			0.099


			57						36.0			232			0.155


			58						29.1			228			0.127


			59						15.3			214			0.071


			60						25.4			222			0.115
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									Student 7 (aj)												Student 10 (hö)												Student 11 tm


			seg						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ


			1						26.3			218			0.121						46.4			240			0.193						59.1			222			0.266


			2						27.1			221			0.122						47.0			206			0.228						45.4			225			0.202


			3						35.4			215			0.165						35.5			196			0.181						42.5			223			0.190


			4						38.8			228			0.170						34.4			196			0.175						32.3			218			0.148


			5						42.7			236			0.181						28.3			197			0.143						39.4			227			0.174


			6						18.7			187			0.100						23.2			197			0.118						26.6			215			0.124


			7						27.6			195			0.141						32.8			218			0.151						14.8			183			0.081


			8						28.1			210			0.134						26.9			182			0.148						52.1			217			0.240


			9						17.7			201			0.088						50.5			209			0.242						21.8			202			0.108


			10						21.2			197			0.108						29.3			209			0.140						34.4			220			0.156


			11						27.7			202			0.137						29.5			213			0.138						44.4			256			0.173


			12						30.5			207			0.148						29.4			197			0.149						41.7			221			0.189


			13						27.1			203			0.133						21.6			195			0.111						39.6			207			0.191


			14						40.2			193			0.209						21.8			196			0.111						28.4			209			0.136


			15						21.4			190			0.113						21.0			197			0.107						30.0			200			0.150


			16						23.8			204			0.117						34.5			212			0.162						35.9			224			0.160


			17						21.3			194			0.110						20.4			189			0.108						31.6			205			0.154


			18						20.2			197			0.102						23.6			187			0.127						12.1			192			0.063


			19						18.9			187			0.101						33.1			196			0.169						42.4			225			0.189


			20						40.6			223			0.182						20.8			206			0.101						43.4			219			0.198


			21						25.1			197			0.127						30.5			205			0.149						50.0			228			0.219


			22						20.7			194			0.107						20.5			204			0.100						36.4			218			0.167


			23						16.4			182			0.090						24.0			205			0.117						45.2			224			0.202


			24						24.8			201			0.123						44.2			212			0.208						32.2			205			0.157


			25						23.9			197			0.121						30.1			199			0.152						52.8			238			0.222


			26						26.2			183			0.143						22.0			187			0.118						33.4			212			0.158


			27						21.2			186			0.114						31.1			194			0.160						23.2			196			0.119


			28						20.1			180			0.112						26.2			208			0.126						37.4			207			0.180


			29						31.6			197			0.161						24.7			197			0.125						46.6			223			0.209


			30						47.4			237			0.200						18.9			193			0.098						30.7			224			0.137


			31						44.4			210			0.212						18.9			199			0.095						41.7			214			0.195


			32						24.9			193			0.129						28.2			209			0.135						36.8			224			0.164


			33						17.7			186			0.095						23.9			201			0.119						28.7			208			0.138


			34						13.7			186			0.074						27.2			201			0.135						41.9			231			0.181


			35						32.5			202			0.161						27.2			209			0.131						35.9			225			0.160


			36						21.3			189			0.113						29.3			197			0.149						39.3			222			0.177


			37						30.3			218			0.139						42.7			201			0.213						42.9			221			0.194


			38						20.3			193			0.105						22.8			201			0.113						22.5			196			0.115


			39						18.8			197			0.095						25.6			202			0.127						38.8			209			0.186


			40						28.2			204			0.138						21.6			184			0.117						27.0			210			0.129


			41						16.1			178			0.091						24.0			209			0.115						21.8			198			0.110


			42						23.9			174			0.138						21.9			189			0.116						46.6			226			0.207


			43						43.8			243			0.181						28.8			197			0.146						29.9			216			0.138


			44						18.0			190			0.095						19.4			184			0.105						18.7			193			0.097


			45						22.7			195			0.117						14.0			191			0.073						41.5			216			0.192


			46						29.9			173			0.173						23.6			195			0.121


			47						52.1			226			0.230						13.5			174			0.078


			48						38.4			206			0.186						17.4			190			0.091


			49						19.4			184			0.105						28.3			192			0.147


			50						27.8			180			0.154						27.3			198			0.138


			51						19.2			178			0.108						20.2			199			0.102


			52						32.7			194			0.169						28.9			195			0.148


			53						27.2			192			0.142						20.3			196			0.103


			54						25.6			182			0.140						22.0			200			0.110


			55						26.7			195			0.137						17.2			188			0.091


			56						25.9			195			0.132						14.2			182			0.078


			57						15.5			175			0.089						23.0			201			0.114


			58						35.2			209			0.168						19.7			183			0.107


			59						19.3			187			0.103						23.6			192			0.123


			60						17.1			187			0.092						14.9			182			0.082
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									Student 15 (ks)												Student 16 (to)												Student 18 (mln)


			seg						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ


			1						36.4			204			0.179						57.6			277			0.208						41.6			248			0.168


			2						41.9			210			0.200						38.8			258			0.151						25.4			221			0.115


			3						31.6			207			0.153						39.0			249			0.157						41.1			223			0.184


			4						32.1			205			0.157						27.8			239			0.116						37.1			230			0.161


			5						39.6			205			0.193						37.5			233			0.161						34.7			224			0.155


			6						38.8			204			0.190						37.1			245			0.151						39.0			216			0.180


			7						38.7			206			0.188						58.8			261			0.225						47.1			234			0.201


			8						39.9			213			0.187						37.4			231			0.162						44.7			217			0.206


			9						43.6			218			0.200						38.2			247			0.155						36.1			231			0.156


			10						41.2			221			0.187						41.2			238			0.173						45.9			236			0.194


			11						28.9			201			0.144						49.7			249			0.200						42.7			226			0.189


			12						27.0			200			0.135						48.1			250			0.193						50.4			228			0.221


			13						32.0			209			0.153						46.0			258			0.179						42.4			233			0.182


			14						34.9			201			0.173						52.8			270			0.196						47.6			226			0.211


			15						23.8			197			0.121						47.8			249			0.192						56.2			243			0.231


			16						33.0			203			0.162						46.0			249			0.185						38.1			226			0.169


			17						26.2			201			0.131						40.4			238			0.169						44.8			232			0.193


			18						39.5			213			0.185						23.7			213			0.111						49.2			226			0.218


			19						32.6			221			0.148						50.8			256			0.199						26.0			213			0.122


			20						27.6			193			0.143						37.8			234			0.161						46.7			232			0.201


			21						40.9			219			0.187						25.5			221			0.115						50.7			256			0.198


			22						39.9			224			0.178						33.8			233			0.145						40.4			232			0.174


			23						24.8			208			0.119						34.6			217			0.160						43.2			224			0.193


			24						32.0			201			0.159						44.3			246			0.180						48.3			225			0.215


			25						18.7			187			0.100						21.5			214			0.100						37.6			215			0.175


			26						41.2			227			0.182						38.7			239			0.162						43.0			234			0.184


			27						20.9			190			0.110						27.3			216			0.127						45.5			226			0.201


			28						43.9			235			0.187						53.5			273			0.196						48.5			250			0.194


			29						36.1			222			0.163						62.1			280			0.222						48.1			240			0.201


			30						42.8			210			0.204						44.0			250			0.176						35.7			216			0.165


			31						46.6			227			0.206						38.3			243			0.158						17.9			204			0.088


			32						40.4			227			0.178						30.6			227			0.135						29.0			212			0.137


			33						33.1			215			0.154						56.3			239			0.236						31.0			214			0.145


			34						30.2			202			0.150						51.5			244			0.211						43.7			238			0.184


			35						33.5			194			0.173						45.5			249			0.183						35.9			234			0.153


			36						39.5			219			0.181						52.0			242			0.215						49.9			237			0.211


			37						34.5			209			0.165						39.0			252			0.155						22.0			201			0.110


			38						38.0			232			0.164						44.0			244			0.180						48.5			240			0.202


			39						47.2			222			0.213						26.0			216			0.120						17.5			195			0.090


			40						27.9			220			0.127						57.9			273			0.212						28.7			205			0.140


			41						25.0			195			0.128						41.9			253			0.165						51.2			233			0.220


			42						26.9			207			0.130						55.9			252			0.222						32.2			225			0.143


			43						17.5			188			0.093						31.1			242			0.128						35.3			215			0.164


			44						25.8			208			0.124						38.3			238			0.161						21.9			205			0.107


			45						39.5			212			0.186						38.5			237			0.162						23.3			202			0.116


			46						33.1			210			0.158						37.9			230			0.165						37.1			214			0.174


			47						27.8			198			0.140						18.9			215			0.088						26.5			201			0.132


			48						33.3			201			0.166						30.7			217			0.142						22.7			205			0.111


			49						39.1			195			0.200						59.6			242			0.246						46.5			236			0.197


			50						43.2			232			0.186						46.5			249			0.186						13.6			209			0.065


			51						33.3			217			0.153						39.9			243			0.164						17.7			208			0.085


			52						26.7			188			0.141						32.1			223			0.144						30.3			233			0.130


			53						30.2			217			0.139						43.7			230			0.190						20.8			211			0.099


			54						35.0			219			0.160						42.9			222			0.194						21.8			206			0.106


			55						24.6			195			0.126						46.8			226			0.207						27.5			205			0.134


			56						38.1			211			0.181						29.4			234			0.126						19.1			205			0.093


			57						59.6			222			0.268						41.8			226			0.185						34.5			262			0.132


			58						37.9			202			0.188						21.7			223			0.098


			59						23.4			212			0.110						23.4			215			0.109


			60						14.7			195			0.075						52.3			246			0.212
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									Student 1 tn												Student 3ml												Student 4pt									4


			seg						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ						SD			M			PVQ


			1						25			143			0.175						30			166			0.180						26			126			0.207


			2						21			135			0.158						24			161			0.152						12			119			0.101


			3						15			119			0.127						25			160			0.154						16			125			0.131


			4						20			123			0.164						25			162			0.152						16			125			0.131


			5						25			139			0.178						19			167			0.116						14			115			0.123


			6						16			128			0.124						24			165			0.146						17			115			0.147


			7						15			118			0.126						23			168			0.139						20			139			0.146


			8						19			133			0.142						33			157			0.207						14			119			0.118


			9						16			126			0.130						26			160			0.163						15			121			0.126


			10						25			150			0.168						32			170			0.187						22			125			0.179


			11						25			144			0.173						30			174			0.170						21			117			0.177


			12						22			139			0.157						21			165			0.129						15			119			0.123


			13						18			129			0.138						28			166			0.171						16			114			0.141


			14						17			131			0.133						16			158			0.101						31			123			0.256


			15						14			132			0.110						17			155			0.109						18			138			0.127


			16						21			126			0.165						31			161			0.191						14			127			0.107


			17						24			132			0.180						25			173			0.147						12			103			0.120


			18						21			140			0.153						26			160			0.160						13			108			0.121


			19						14			128			0.111						22			159			0.136						16			128			0.126


			20						23			133			0.174						18			157			0.115						32			124			0.261


			21						17			127			0.132						21			147			0.143						30			144			0.207


			22						23			135			0.167						35			172			0.204						17			122			0.141


			23						28			130			0.213						33			184			0.180						16			118			0.133


			24						21			129			0.163						26			175			0.151						21			120			0.174


			25						17			126			0.134						28			184			0.150						18			120			0.153


			26						21			130			0.164						25			175			0.145						21			116			0.177


			27						23			139			0.163						23			166			0.139						15			111			0.135


			28						23			136			0.166						27			166			0.163						14			116			0.121


			29						18			129			0.143						26			180			0.145						16			111			0.143


			30						26			131			0.196						31			175			0.177						23			117			0.199


			31						17			134			0.131						34			184			0.186						16			111			0.145


			32						19			135			0.144						31			188			0.163						19			118			0.161


			33						18			130			0.138						28			176			0.157						22			126			0.176


			34						19			126			0.149						21			166			0.124						17			113			0.152


			35						24			134			0.177						18			171			0.106						22			132			0.166


			36						15			126			0.120						26			169			0.152						20			124			0.162


			37						16			127			0.128						21			155			0.133						18			115			0.161


			38						29			135			0.214						25			152			0.162						25			115			0.213


			39						19			132			0.140						36			167			0.215						25			126			0.198


			40						20			135			0.151						26			172			0.151						26			122			0.213


			41						20			120			0.164						30			169			0.180						15			120			0.123


			42						27			129			0.205						25			155			0.164						23			116			0.198


			43						23			128			0.177						31			174			0.177						19			124			0.156


			44						16			123			0.132						18			158			0.114						17			112			0.155


			45						12			116			0.105						20			155			0.127						14			110			0.128


			46						15			122			0.122						19			149			0.129						11			102			0.108


			47						14			121			0.119						32			144			0.221						17			109			0.159


			48						9			114			0.081						20			176			0.116						16			127			0.129


			49						11			112			0.100						24			165			0.149						14			116			0.122


			50						16			136			0.120						24			165			0.147						15			107			0.143


			51						19			144			0.129						28			164			0.169						19			135			0.141


			52						14			116			0.119						23			162			0.145


			53						18			126			0.139						30			167			0.178


			54						28			141			0.202						32			156			0.204


			55						15			115			0.135						24			157			0.153


			56						19			125			0.148						28			152			0.185


			57						19			123			0.157						28			181			0.157


			58						23			123			0.184						21			171			0.120


			59						20			122			0.163						38			167			0.231


			60						13			127			0.106						26			174			0.151
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